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he trouble with ' popular
science' is that the more
popular, the less scientific.
When the BBC's Tomorrow's World
team took a look at flat-panel
loudspeakers [ 22 January], they
chose to concentrate on hi-fi's lowest
common denominator, namely the
ability to produce lots of loud,
thumping bass. And this, of course,
is the one department in which we
can be pretty sure flat speakers are
not about to take over.
'Ask any hi-fi buff to show you his
woofers,' chortled presenter Howard
Stableford suggestively, ' and the
chances are they'll be absolutely
enormous. But all that's about to
change...'
Howard was next seen listening to
Alice Cooper on aroom-filling pair
of Martin Logans and dreaming: ' If
only Icould get the same sound
wéthout those big speakers...' Cue a
visit to a development lab in
Cambridge where we saw NCT's
'picture' speaker. 'If you're looking
for bass with plenty of wallop, you
go for the biggest cones you can get,'
went on Howard. ` So how can they
throw away the cones from my mega
speakers and make aflat speaker that
gives the same pounding bass that
makes my walls shake in that rather
pleasant way?'
The answer is, of course, that they
can't. Neither Noise Cancelling
Technologies (whose product was
featured, but not named, in the
show) nor its rival NXT claims that
its flat panel speakers are able to
produce very low bass notes at high
levels. In demonstrations, both
companies have used conventional
cone bass speakers or subwoofers to
fill in the low frequencies. NCT says
that the response of its 'picture' rolls
off below 200Hz, and uses a
subwoofer in its usual demonstration
set-up. NXT says that the flat-panel
elements in its largest freestanding
(and actually rather Martin Loganlike) speakers have aresponse down
to 120Hz, frequencies below this
being handled by conventional 8in
cone drive units.
Referring to NCT's use of ceramic
piezo-electric actuators, Tomorrow's
World said: 'The challenge wasitow
to boost the ceramic so that you can
hear those beautiful bass notes half
a mile away. And the team finally
solved the problem by attaching the
ceramic on to asound board. It may
seem simple, but it's taken years to
get spot-on. A picture speaker with
the same wall-shaking capacity as a
normal speaker...' We didn't get any

closer than that to the actual
principle of the flat panel speaker.
Said Howard, whimsically pulling
the backing off the picture prototype:
'Now, exactly how they do this is
behind here and... unfortunately its
asecret, and even I'm not allowed
to know.'
NCT has indeed been cagey
about the exact details of its
speakers, but has confirmed that
these use the ' bending wave'
principle, also discussed by NXT.
In both types, aflat panel vibrates,
like asounding-board, in accordance
with its internal resonant modes
(hence the term ' distributed mode
loudspeaker').
But
there
are
differences in the way the two
developers have set about creating a
sound-board capable of producing
any desired frequency (at least above
200Hz!) and hence qualifying as a
loudspeaker. NCT's ' picture' is
made of a light board material
(described as 'normal low-cost poster
material'), using multiple piezoelectric actuators to control the
frequency response. These need
special
amplifier
connection
arrangements; however, NCT says
it now has aprototype direct-driving
amplifier. NXT's concept is to create
an optimised panel, in practice a
sandwich or composite construction
(the choice of materials is not revealed)
with asingle actuator, which may be
either piezo or electromagnetic.
To finish the item, Tomorrow's
World played the speakers to three
unsuspecting listeners 'off the street'.
Their three responses to the flat
speakers versus the Martin Logans
were: ' Icouldn't tell which set of
speakers were playing...', 'Icouldn't
tell which they were playing, though
Icould tell they were different...' and
`I couldn't tell the difference!'. The
show's sound recordist Steve
Richardson, wheeled in as a more
expert witness, just said he was 'very
impressed with the flat speakers'.
So there you have it. When
Tomorrow's World seems infantile, we
have to remember that it is aimed at
10- to 14-year-old boys, and the
brief is to make science and
technology exciting to them. It's no
use wishing we could bring back
Raymond Baxter. Despite the
bottom- end blunders, the flatspeaker item served to raise
awareness, and this will benefit NXT
as much as it does NCT. But don't
expect audiophile subtleties from a
TV show. You might as well ask
your dealer to demonstrate his best
system over the phone.
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THETA Digital was founded nine years ago with amission to put back
the musical emotion many listeners found lacking in Compact Disc

FIR
CASABLANCA is tte most exc ting home
entertainment product ever— it is the
future of audioph le audio/video. A
modular design means Casablanca can bc
anything you wart: an audiochile
analogue preamp, ahgF per-Ormance

player reproduction.
Successive generations of Theta products have been recognised
by the world press as the most musically involving CD replay systems
available. Theta feels it is now approaching the true frontier of digital
audio and has introduced the DS Pro Generation V converters. The
radical Generation V converter features Theta's first ever fully
discrete Class-A analogue section and acompletely new power
supply. For audiophiles wondering if digital audio has truly arrived in
the 'high end' this is the product to hear.

MIMI 1

Consider also the DS Pro Prime II: atwin DAC per channel

digital preamo, a-mine cinema processor,
ahigh fidelity video switcher o - surround

converter with balanced connections as standard and aprogrammable

sound processor. You pick the processing:

digital filter section for more accurate reconstitution of the music signal.

Dolby

The signal emerging from the oversampling section is phase, time and

PrologicTM

Dolby Digital AC-31m

frequency accurate to preserve the reality of quality stereo recordings_

or DTS Coherent Acoustic.

The programmable digital filter is one reason behind the all- involving,

Casablanca can be cont.gured to

'alive' character to the sound of aTheta processor. For those seeking

control up to nine souné. channels with
balanced or single ended input:;. It can

Prime 11 quality on atighter budget check out the Pro Basic III, newly

chosen with remote control and is

upgraded, with single ended inputs and balanced outputs and now

programmed thraugh either its LEDs o-•

capable of accepting aTheta link optical input.
The Data Basic H CD transport is based on asuperb
Philips drive backed by proprietary Theta signal
processing and ultra-low jitter re-clocking circuits. The
new Theta optical Laser link betters the AT&T optical
system (AT&T connectors are still offered for compatibility). We feel the Pro Basic III and Data Basic II make
amagical combination, providing atrue state-of-the art,

•

high value CD player/DAC combination at under £5500.
High-value high-end products from Theta include the
Chroma and the curiously named TLC. The Chroma DIA
converter is available with or without HDCD and offers
unbelievable performance for under £ 1000. The TLC —
Timebase Lingue Conditioner — is astaggering anti-

via on- screen display on your TV.

jitter bargain at just £ 199. This tiny box reclocks the optical output of a
CD player or transport for ajitter- free feed to aD/A converter. "The

Absolute Sounds Ltd

never fear obeoleacence whatever system

TLC will treat yon, regardless of the calibre of your playback system, to a

58 Durham Road

the fast-moving home entertainment

reduction in glare and harshness" — (
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News April 1995).

Open- architecture meals you need

market throws at you. Buy jusr abasic

Attracted? Contact Absolute Sounds for more information about
Theta products and for full details of dealers where

system and later add the works'. You
won't have to worry about trading in out-

in action.

of-date home cinema kit. Casablanca les
needs and new standards. And from Theta
you know build quality is exceptional.
But where this product stands apart
from the rest of video componentry is in
its faithful handlilg of music signals.
Casablanca conforms to listening
standards beyond the reach of- •
components. Or as they say a
Theta: " now audioph-les can
enjoy the movies,. too'.

1

Tel

0181-9475047

Fax

0181-8797962

Email

73064,171»

compuserve.com

you add and expand, growing with your

all conventional audio/video

you can hear Thetal Attraction

London
SW20 ODE
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views
arrived Iwondered whether it would
destroy some of the carefullyconsidered instrumental blendings
composers had created. This has
worried me afew times since then, so
habitually Iswitch to double-mono
for some discs. 'Holes' or not, Ishall
enjoy Harnoncourt's Leonora 1(
and
several other recordings) in doublemono in future.
Robert Dearling, Spalding

'Now,
instead of
glumly
putting on
my classical
samrler CDs
and try ng
to like them,
Ifound
myself
leaving the
disc
run
to the end
beca ase
they were so
enjo)able'

HOLE IN THE HALL EFFECT
Dear Sir, Who was it said recently
that mono gave more natural sound
than stereo? [See 'Views Too' Feb,.
page 99 — Ed.] Whoever he wasp he
has apoint, Ithought, as Ilistened to
Leonora 1, on the Beethoven
overtures release reviewed in
February [COE/Hamoncourt].
Starting at Om 44s, Beethoven
traverses the scale several times,
switching from woodwind to strings,
and between string groups. In this
COETeldec recording, due to
Hamoncourt's orchestral positioning,
the musical line describes ' S' and
shapes. Is this what Beethoven
intended? Icannot believe that.
Furthermore, successive entries are
not always taken up promptly, thus
leaving ` holes' in the line.
Iswitched to mono. Although the
musical line was now vertical rather
than zigzag, there were still 'holes'.
Theory: as one group of players
completes its phrase (its conclusion
reaching us immediately through the
wonders of electronics), it takes time
for that completion to reach the next
group through the air, in the actual
hall. So aslight but definite gap
ensues before the next group takes
up the line.
Isuspect that some players in this
recording also make atiny accent as
they commence their phrases, which
doesn't help either. When stereo first

Phono sockets
(connect leads to
pre-amp)

Phono plugs into
CD player

gr. e,, = earth

Hue

L+

red. R+
black, = L+ and R+ lmked

For readers who would like to experiment with
listening in mono, but whose pre-amplifiers
don'i offer adouble-mono option, we offer this
recilz jar asimple adaptor
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TALES FROM GENESIS
Dear Sir, Ihave admired the work of
Paul Miller ever since his findings
transformed the sound of my
Audiolab 8000P in 1989: this was
one in the eye for the die-hards who
had said If you can't measure it, it
doesn't exist'. What arrogance! A few
decades ago there were no
measurements. (A similar hubris
exists in medicine.)
Iwas therefore disappointed in his
review of Trichord's Genesis and
nine other CD players ['Ten of the
best', Dec '96]. Idon't see how one
can seriously test sound quality using
rock or pop. Violins and organ have
far more treble energy than other
instruments, and bass can go alot
lower than the 40Hz of the bass
guitar.
In addition, classical music
occupies aserious acoustic space.
(As the man from ATC said, if you
played abright pop record through
speakers whose tweeters were blown,
it might sound all right! It's not
designed for hi-fi reproduction.)
Having tried, at home, four CD
players (two Linns, the Meridian 506
and Quad 67) and found that my
modest LP12 system (Valhalla, Basik
Plus, K9) wiped the floor with them,
for different reasons, Iwas intrigued
when your assistant editor Andrew
Cartmel mentioned Trichord, of
which Ihad not heard. Iread up on
the company, it looked promising,
then Ifound that Icould get an
extended home trial of the Genesis
player. Now everything fell into
place, Ihad already got the Trichord
mains conditioner and van den Hul's
metal-less cable in an attempt to cure
the fierceness and harshness in the
Linns (it worked); and found they
did nothing but good for the
Genesis, showing that whatever it
was that they were subtracting, it
wasn't music: an already sweet player
just got better!
Now, instead of glumly putting on
my classical sampler CDs and trying
to like them (even nice stuff like the
Philips Mozart Edition), Ifind
myself leaving the discs to run to the
end because they are so enjoyable, no
less so than the LP12, on everything
from toccatas to modem jazz: bass,
rhythm, soundstage detail, complex
passages and general musicality. All

three products were studied at home,
over two weeks or more: the only
way to buy! (Professional audio
people don't purchase their stuff on
the basis of aquick demo: why
should we?)
John Dudderidge, Luton
PM's response wanother reader, 'Views',
Feb p9, applies equally here— Ed.
MEMBERS ONLY
Dear Sir, After reading Kurt
Morgan's letter about your excellent
suggestion of an Audiophile Club in
South East London Iwrote to him,
but so far no reply.
If this letter has drawn even as few
as three or four serious replies,
hopefully from reasonably sociable
people, Iwould enjoy organising an
initial meeting at my flat — with as
much input and participation from
you and KM as your busy lives allow
— where the format of future
meetings (which Iguess might
circulate around members' homes)
would be decided and the
administrative work shared out
committee style.
Istarted life as an electronics
engineer and have served on the
committee of the Audio Engineering
Society. The most interesting bits of
my sound equipment are the LP
player and Digital Satellite Radin
from Germany which sounds
excellent now that Ihave stuck a
DAT on the Technisat RX's digital
output. Group members might be
interested to hear that.
Norman Wright, London
We will 'inward any correspondence wMr
Wright— Ed.
RETURN TO HOME BASS
Dear Sir, Iwould like to thank R
Crombie ['Views', Nov ' 96] for
pointing out the error of my ways
and showing everyone how to find
the road to Damascus. Although, as
this letter was written in response to
mine [Sept '96], Iwas disappointed
by the lack of originality in the points
he made. OK, there is the glorious
moment of realisation; in this case
that hi-fi, excuse me while Iitalicise,
reproduces music.
Hmmm. I'm still trying to absorb
this radical concept. Then there's the
jolly tale of aweekend spent
implementing anew philosophy by
retrieving old friends from the loft
(Garrard turntable, lighting flex. etc).
Thank goodness he left out the bit
about the reunion with his teddy bear
and long-lost cardigans.
Actually, Ican relate to some of
what Mr Crornbie says. A more
careful read of my first letter would
see that Iaccused Akin Gold and
HFNIRR fairly and squarely of
7
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we «ire
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

'How many
reviews have
Iread which
contain the
phrase 'fine,
except for
organ and
reggae
fans',
dismissing
us as some
sort of hii
underground
movement?
Actually,
when we're
listening,
underground
movement
is what we
want...'

irresponsibility in publishing areview
of an expensive hi-fi product (TDL
Studio Monitor M loudspeakers).
This review totally damned the
product without allowing what Mr
Crombie calls ' the Respected
Designer' the chance to defend it.
Mr Crombie is much more direct.
Alvin and all other reviewers are
neatly pigeon-holed into the category
called ' deaf old man'.
He also makes the point that
expensive hi-fi is acomplete waste of
money if what you actually enjoy is
listening to music. Well, yes and no.
Iagree that chasing the 'holy grail'
uses up money that could be better
spent on live or recorded music.
But if your thing is aKing Tubby
bass line then Idefy even Mr
Crombie to get an emotional
response listening to his old Roberts
trannv. And unless the Japanese
come out with something that will
transport me back to Jamaica circa
1974 then, excuse me, reproduction
is all
got.
So my judgement (and following
Mr Crombie's indictment Iuse the
word tentatively) of my TDL
speakers was, more or less, on their
ability to, excuse me, reproduce deep
bass. Some people don't need it to
get al emotional. Ido. How many
reviews have Iread which contain the
phrase line, except for organ and
reggae fans', dismissing us as some
sort of hi-fi underground movement?
Actually, when we're listening,
underground movement is what we
want.
I've had my speakers ayear now.
The low frequency landscape is still
40Hz mountain next to 60Hz valley.
This doesn't matter for Perialosa or
Pergolesi, but for Prince Far Ithey're
still not good. TDL's top model has
two transmission lines of unequal
length. I'm not an expert but 'Why?'
seems afair question. More
specifically, why do Ineed to pay
another £2500 to level the response?
Do you need deep bass? Buy a
REL. TDL's cheaper offerings seem
to work well, but for high-end low
end, transmission line is a
b(l)ooming con.
If your needs are simpler, then I'm
sure Mr Crombie has something in
his loft for you.
Nigel Allinson, Hertfordshire
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TDL points out that, although
transmission line speakers tend to lift the
extreme bass when used in small areas, the
anti-node referred to is likely to be room
related. Furthermore, TDL's dual
transmission line top model does not have
lines of different length, although they are
of dissimilar `Q'. TDL would agree with
Mr Allinson that its 'cheaper offerings' are
perhaps more suitable for reggae, since they
develop less extreme bass — Ed.
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ABREATH OF FRESH AIR
Dear Sir,. I'm not sure what Shaun
Haselden is trying to say ['Views',
Feb ' 97]. Ialso cannot comment
upon the effectiveness of Russ
Andrews's CD Cleaner until Itry the
March free sample. However, Ican
very easily explain the 'breath'
phenomenon.
Take any CD, new or old, except
the one which has been sitting cosily
inside your CD player. Breathe
heavily on it. Now look at it! (It is,
not unnaturally, covered in
condensation). Now polish it: aplain
soft dry cloth will do. Breathe on it
again and look. Yes! It looks
different. Next,, stop looking and
start thinking. Why does it look
brighter? Answer. The act of
polishing it has warmed it up,
making it less receptive to condensed
exhalations. This trick of course
works less well if the disc has been
sitting in your nice warm CD player!
While we're on the subject.
Thanks for the free sample of Crystal
Disc, which Itried on two lightly
scratched Van Morrison CDs. Both
played perfectly before cleaning and
I'm delighted to say both played
perfectly after cleaning. Icould
detect no sonic differences on a
simple before-and-after listening test
However Imust admit that the discs
certainly looked alot better after
cleaning with Crystal Disc. On this,
admittedly unscientific, test Ican
only conclude that Crystal Disc does
no harm!
Colin Berresford, Lanes

SPECTRA
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Dynamics

Trie simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair at small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's.
and at least 6panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

_
Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
played loud

Whet the experts have to say...
...a marked improver-cent was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
HI-FI News & Record Review - March1994
"...Defies panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1. -•
"...But one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore natural sound..."
HI-FI Choke - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality

TABLING APROPOSAL
Dear Sir, Wouldn't it be avery good
idea to do avinyl shoot-out with all
the super turntables currently
available in the UK. Currently
available (unmodified, or in various
modified forms) are the Linn LP- 12,
Rega 9, Michell Orbe Wilson
Benesch, Well Tempered, Voyd
Reference, Roban TMS, SME
Model 20A, Pink Triangle
Anniversary, Stratosphere,
Nottingham Analogue Mentor
Reference, Garrard 301/401, Basis
Gold Reference (now up to Mk 3,
and having anew armboard, main
bearing and platter and outboarded
motor ala Nottingham analogue, or
isolated motor as they put it, which
must make it sound different
worse/or better than pre 1990 when
last reviewed) — and also the VPI
TNT plus one or two others. This
could be the last great shoot-out, or
an annual get together.
P Martin, Lanes
Last month's major group test of decks
around L-500 will be followed-up next
month when Matthew Thorne tests agroup
of more expensive models — Ed.

Value for money
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Standard Panel £7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel

£ 6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £ 3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of products to
'tuft the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEALING STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For a
information pack &
details of other products from
.
*-C
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al Ptrdotd Ind. Eat, Pfordd Denman,
Rhyt, DenbIghehMe LL18 2YR

ACCESS • VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
to

mmx 3mm
section

DISTRISUTORS WORLDWIDE
U.K. Tel 01455 294.03 • Fax 014M1
29490$. AUSTRALIA TM 03 9429 2199 • F•x 03 11429 9309; AUSTMA
Tel/Fax 7472 61529, .119.01UM Tel/Fax 9 357 4937. BERMUDA Tel 909 292
3125 • Fax 909 2.5 .379. CANADA Tel NM 429 5959 - Fee 1105 82. 5392
CYPRUS Tel 2 44214.. Fax 2444001. DENMARK Tel 7582 9650 • Fax 7$112
FRANCE Tel 79 95 04 92 • Fax 78 90 79 35, GERMANY Tel 30.41
3074 • Fax 30951 9062; OREECe Tel 1 249 8579 • Fax I 24. 6713
HOLLAND Tel 765 715010 - Fox 765 714773; MONO K0910 Tel 2894 8111
fax 2559 0073. 01005911111 TaliFex 31
1/111441. Tel 3 340 7279
Fox 3 540 7439, NIRAEL 3 924 7524 • Fax 3 924 $ 117; ITALY Tel 2 29 40
4497 - fee 241 8. 91, 11914 ZEALAND Tel/Fee 9 949 9109; NORWAY Tel
9499 1937 - Fax 7515 25334. PORTUGAL Tel 1 274 49114 • Fee 1 274 7911
RUSSIA Tel 095 917 4395 . Fax 095 917 9762. 80L1111 AFRICA 1911799 11
482 72110 SINCIAPORE Tel 743 7124 •
747 9330. SPAIN Ter 3 2.5 82 III
Fax 3 245 77 94; SWEDEN Tel •110 SOO 30 - Fax 9.0 591 01 IIWTTOIRLANO
Tel/Fox 41 943 94 94, OWITZERLAND Tel/Fex 21 924 11 75 'THAILAND Tel
2 734 0514 - Fox 2 374 4988: U.S.A. (Ca) Tel 415 949 7181 Fex 415 649
7658; LLe.....1W13 TM 41). 831 3433 • Fax 80..31 3771; U.S.A. (Or) Tel 641
9059973 • Per 541 399 5273.
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Musical Images
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XTC CDT-1 'LE' "...

The XTC has the gift for making all kinds of music sound full of energy, and while there
are many cheaper transports and DAC combinations avaiable, this one offers a
combination of upmarket sound and looks which many will find hard to resist astunning
start for anew name."
*****
What HiFi (April /
996)

CD TRANSPORT

XTC DAC-1
DAC

CASIL PRICE

£250
£1000

CO
DAC

£2.2.50

TOTAL

"...It was obvious fairly quickly that the XTC transport and DAC are something special..."

£450
£1800

DEPOSIT
BALANCE

"...In short, ahighly accomplished transport and DAC which Ifor one enjoyed immensely"
HiFi News and Record Review (August 1996)

18 months

"A warm and musical sound with ataste of high-end refinement and detail."
11 0

HiFi World (April 1996)

0

XTC PRE- 1PREAMP
XTC

"... the XTC had the ability to make music flow gracefully, whilst
maintaining detail and attack. Its speed on transients was impressive,
POW- 1POWER AMP bringing tight control"
"...It was meant as areference, and reference quality it is."
HiFi World (November 1996)

JAIL L
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18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346

El)FENJ
S 1—.1NJ IJAVS

PRE
POWER

ISIUFSELF

Lk

e

CASH PRICE

TOTAL

£000
£2.000

£ 000

DEPOSIT
BMANCE

£600
£2400

24 months

173 Station Road,
Edgware,

110 0

Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535

45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RI-1
Tel: 0181 569 5802

126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 1ED
Tel: 0181 663 3777

o

email: sales@musical images.co.uk
Interest free credit subject to status. Written Quotation on request. E&OE.

For product information call 0181 810 9388

news

QUAD TUNER IN PRODUCTION
Q

uad's long-awaited 77 tuner (£ 700) is now in
production, as is the new bus-linked Quad 707

e ennheiser's

power amplifier (£ 800). Used with Quad's
remote system console controller/information display,
the new 77 is said to be the only tuner able to put RDS
data in the palm of your hand. The design features an
in-house discrete front end, a triple IF strip for linear
phase response and dual discriminator for low distortion.
The Quad 707 power amplifier is rated at 120W/ch into
8 ohms (or 240W/ch into 4 ohms). It has two gain
settings and can partner the Quad 77 in a bi-amped
system. For more details call Quad on 01480 433 777.

HARMAN CUTS COST
OF DOLBY DIGITAL

H

ARMAN KARDON's new £600
ADP 303 audio-visual adaptor
cuts the cost of Dolby Digital; you
can buy it with the Harman Kardon
AVI 250 THX receiver (normally
£1250) at apackage price of £ 1700.

I Igo

The ADP 303 accepts RF, coax and
optical digital inputs, THX or ProLogic, and can output signal to six
power amps. The AVI 250 fivechannel amplifier features Dolby
Pro-Logic

and

Dolby

3 stereo

modes, and a subwoofer output. It
is rated at 100W/ch (UR) or 85‘11//ch
(L,C, R) plus 2 x 60W (surround).
More
details
from
distributor
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317 707.

A

STREETS
AHEAD
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•

irEes

SLIMLINE COPLAND CD

slimline alternative to Copland's CDA 288 CD player is now in

production. The new CDA 277 features identical TEAC VRDS CD
mechanism and remote control. However, its HDCD implementation
differs and beyond its twin 20-bit Burr-Brown PCM 63P dla convertors.
Copland has also developed a new class A analogue circuit featuring
discrete audio components. Recent production of both the CDA 277
and CDA 288 feature this new analogue board. Latest revised price of
the CDA 288 is £2,200. Launch price of the CDA 277 is £ 1800. UK
distributor is Absolute Sounds, 0181 947 5047.

tough new
HD 433 openbacked
headphone
aims to attract
personal
stereo
upgraders as
well as firsttime hi-fi
buyers seeking
value for
money. These
118g ' phones
have
replaceable,
soft foam
earpads and
unipivot
earpiece
hinges, while
Neodymiumiron magnets
help them
achieve the
high sensitivity
required for
use with
personal
stereos. The
HD 433 retails
for £ 20.
Sennheiser
UK. Tel: 01494
551 551.

FASE AND AMBIENCE NOW IN UK
talian-made Fase electronics and speakers, as well as the Ambience
loudspeaker range, are now being made available to UK enthusiasts
through Esoteric Audio Imports. As reported by ICK ['Top Notch', Feb,
p59], the innovative Fase Aria speaker features a silk dome tweeter and
Eton Kevlar bass/mid driver. UK price of the Aria (including dedicated
stands) will be £ 3100 per pair (not £ 1600 as stated). The Fase range also
includes integrated amplifiers,
pre-/power combinations and
a CD player. The Ambience
LOUD & CLEAR is the name of
loudspeaker range consists of
the newest Glasgow hi-fi retail outlet.

LOUD 8t CLEAR

With three demonstration rooms
including one dedicated to AIV, the
store stocks products from Aiwa,
Alchemist, Denon, Epos, Exposure,

three models priced from
£1185 to £9550 per pair. For
more information contact
Esoteric Audio Imports, 6

KEF, Marantz, Naim, Rotel, TDL,

Castleman Road, Chichester,

Trichord and others. Loud & Clear is

West Sussex P019 4TL, tel
01243 533030 or e-mail

at 520 St Vincent Street, Glasgow
G3 8XZ. For more information call

Esoteric

Audio

compuserve.com.

0141 221 0221.

Imports

DENON'S POUND SAVERS

D

enon's latest CD player and RDS receiver should
attract first-time buyers. The full remote-control
DCD-425 CD player sacrifices little to gadgetry and
contains Advanced Multilevel Noise Shaping DACs
and 8-times oversampling digital filters.
The 40W per channel DRA-275 receiver includes
RDS EON, has 40 FM/AM presets, and two
inputs/outputs for video as well as inputs for CD,
tape, tuner and LP sources.
Prices are £ 150 for the DCD-425 and £200 for the
DRA-275RD. Hayden Laboratories, 0171 431 2305.

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS S EVENTS • EVENTS
14-17 MARCH Salon Hi Fi & Home
Cinema. Palais des Congrès de Paris.

Electrical Engineering, Savoy Place,
London WC2. Contact 0171 240 1871.

Pioneer, Quad, Roksan, Ruark.
Sponsored by Radford Hi Fi, 01179 240
878.

Windmill Lane. Cheshunt, Herts. ContACT

24-28 APRIL Interactive Imaging &
Sound Show ' 97 incorporating SIM Hi Fi'
97, Milan Trade Fair. Tel: + 39 2 481
5541.

01992 620905.
21 APRIL 2.00pm, -The Use of Virtual

17-1 8 MAY Festival of Hi Fi & Music
97, part of the Bath International Music

Instrumentation in Audio Research'.
lecture by Paul Miller as part of the IEE's

Festival, live concerts and hi-fi/record
company presentations. Exhibitors

London. Sponsored by HFN/RR. For
booking information call Janet Belton on

virual instrument conference. Institute of

include Audio Note, B&O, Linn, Naim,

0181 686 2599,

Contact + 33 1 45 57 30 48.
23 MARCH Herts & North London
Audio & Record Fair, Wolsey Hall,

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 1997

30 AUG-7 SEPT Internationale
Funkausstellung. Berlin. Call 01714
861951,
I1-14 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Ramada and Exclesior Hotels . Heathrow.
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cables are designed to interact between components

as part of any high- end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
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It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level interconnect transfer
or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
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and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.

are designed to work with your components'. Without Auak) Nok cables they would,
in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE
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Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 ( 0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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news
TRILOGY BRINGS IN ARS SPEAKER
T

ube amp specialist Trilogy
Audio Systems is introducing
the Canadian-built ARS Acoustica
high-end speakers to the UK. The
ARS System Max Reference
loudspeaker system comprises the
two-way Max Monitor supported
by Gravitas subwoofer towers. The
two-way Max Monitor combines a
165mm woofer and 25mm
titanium oxide tweeter with afirstorder crossover in acriticallydamped metapolymer enclosure. A

response of 40Hz-211tHz, ± 2dB,
means that the Max Monitor can
be used alone, but response to
20Hz is achieved by adding the
Gravitas subwoofer. This has three
225mm drivers and the crossover
consists of an inductor weighing
121b! Prices start at £ 3895 for the
Max Monitor or £6495 for the
complete system, in matt black.
Other finishes are available at
extra cost. Contact Trilogy Audio
Systems, 0181 856 2499.

RICHARD ALLAN REACHES OUT

C

celebrating its 50th anniversary this year,
Richard Allan announces that, for the first

PORT
FORTIFIES
SPIENDOR

S

pendor's
SP3/1P
(£795) is
actually much
more than just
aported
revision to the
stand-mounted
SP371 speaker.
It features an
upgraded
woofer and
redesigned
crossover, for
an improved
sensitivity
rating of
88dB.'1W/lm.
Dynamics and
bass
performance
are said to be
improved
without
sacrificing the
midrange
qualities of the
SP3/1.
Spendor Audio
Systems Ltd,
01323 843474.

time since 1970, its speakers are now
available through UK retailers. Direct sales from
Richard Allan's factory shop close to the M62
motorway are to cease. Launched to mark the
anniversary, the Magnum Active Subwoofer, is
thought to be the first sub to use a (non-parallelsided) cast resin enclosure. Inside is a 125W amp
and a250mm Cobex-coned driver with diecast
chassis, 2in voice-coil and a ' dirty great big magnet'. In the
Compliant Isolation Mounting System (patent pending), four feet act
as a high pass filter. Richard Allan International Ltd, 01274 884492.

MIX'N'MATCH
ORELLE CD

C

ARTHUR JACOBS

nrofessor Arthur Jacobs,

launched the new Micro90 speaker
system with diecast chassis
satellites and dual-ported powered
subwoofer. Tel: 01489 795519.
EAD has added MS to its
TheaterMaster D/A converter/
processor, which already offers Dolby Digital
and HDCD. Price for the DIS option ( or as
fan upgrade to existing Theatermaster) is
1£875. Call Audio Illusion, 01.753 542761.
MUSICAL IMAGES has expanded its
Covent Garden store at 18 Monmouth Street
to include two new demonstration lounges,
and opened a second, linked store at No 14.
TeL 0181 958 8771.

HI-FI NEWS IL RECORD REVIEW
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for many

years acontributor to HFNIRR's
music section (and before that Audio
& Record Review), has died aged 74.

reate your own zero feedback,
16- bit Constant Calibration
multibit CD player! That's the
offer from Orelle, whose new
modular CD- 100e CD player
comes in no fewer than 11 versions,
permutations of five options: a
Class A analogue board; a Class A
direct- coupled Super Analogue
board, a valve analogue board, a
BNC output and AT&T optical
output. Prices are £649 to £999
depending on modules selected. A
CD transport based on the same
principle sells between £ 549 and
£749. Orelle Hi -Fi, 0181 810 9388.

BOSTON ACOUSTICS has

,011fill111

Moth
RIAA
Phono
Stage

He was an academic — lecturer at
the RAM 1964-79, then Head of
music dept. Huddersfield Polytechnic
to 1985 — as well as a writer and
critic, and he will be remembered
not only with affection and gratitude
by his pupils but, by awider public,
for arange of music reference books,
for example the Penguin Dictionary

of Music and the British Music
Yearbooks. His first love was opera,
and he completed many English
translations; his 1984 biography of
Arthur Sullivan is definitive; more
recently ( 1994) he completed for
Methuen ahugely entertaining and
informative book on Henry Wood.

NORDOST's new ECO 3 liquid
cable treatment sells at £30 per
236m1 spray bottle. Also new is
Nordost Octava flat speaker cable
(£2.99/m), with 99.9999% OFC
conductors. Call 01352 730251.
ROBERT TAUSSIG has created
The Emporium, a new multi-room, home-

Moth
Active Line
100W
Mono
Power
•

•

00

Moth 30 Series
Amplification

System

style, retail outlet at 39 Blandford St W1,
stocking QED, Audio Access, Linn and other
brands. Tel: 0171 286 1728.

VEDA Products' correct address is 5
Birchanger Industrial Estate, Stanstead
Road, Bishops Stortford, Herts CM23 2TH,
not as wrongly given in the February issue,
p27. Tel 01279 501 111.
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Bedford MK45 3HT
01234 741152 Fax 742028
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What HI FI Ian 97 - Artemis &
Andromeda III pre & power amplifiers
***** rated for Sound, Build and

Andromeda Ill 240 wpc, 200 amperes of
peak current. True balanced topology at the
input through to the balanced output stage.
The balanced output drives both terminals of
the loudspeaker directly.
RRP £1975

facilities.
Stereophile May 1996 - "compared to a
Krell KS 300, the Andromeda was more
effective, more focused and transparent
What Hi Fi September 1995 ie). -Sis"r•,',

-

"Supremely powerful and it'd" focused.
Iffortless power and dynamic clarity.
Imaging is utterly crisp with pristine
focus and resolution".

1=01.__I=11--15III
The Sumo Polaris Ill a120 watt amp, comes
with true balanced inputs and can be easily
run as a350-watt monoblock
RRP £950

HiFi World May 1996 - "
More valvelike
than transistor in sound; highly
competent i not spectacular"
HiFi Choice August 1995 - "
These amps
make an enjoyable and involving
combination, one thatS easy to sit and listen. encouraging ism to delve in your
music collection through the wee small
hours. What Hifq December 1994 **** "Powerful, clean and articulate.
delight to listen to and live with"

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the
most advanced Class A balanced circuitry in
Sumo history.
Delivering 240 W into 8ohms, it runs with
no overall negative feedback, yet has
superior damping factor and low distortion.
The Ten/M boasts a1KVA transformer and
can deliver over 150 amps of current.
RRP £4200/pair

LA T

HI Fl Choice November 96
"Sound was full range, free, uarm and
very, very sophisticated. I'd expected something smooth and satisfying, but was
taken aback by the sheer sit-introntability
of the whole package" - Alan Sircom SUMO Artemis and Ten/M pre & power
ProAc Response 2.5S and Meridian
508.20 CDP

INTERNATIONAL
JÉEI. cji4c2.cle

IC- 50 Interconnect - WHAT Hi Fi March 96
"Spacious sound with an abundance of detail"

RRP £37 / 1m Pair

IC- 80 INTERCONNECT WHAT HI Fl JAN 97
"Super smooth, authoritative bass and balanced presentation"

RRP £60 / 1m Pair

IC- 100-D INTERCONNECT
RRP £ 89 / 1m Pair
WHAT HI Fl AWARDS 1996 - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Listed in What Hi Fi Best Buy Guide 1996
What Hi Fi March 1996
"Drive, timing and soundstage are exemplary, definition and focus is supreme"

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

J

IC- 200-D INTERCONNECT WHAT HI Fl March 96
RRP £ 151 / 1m Pair
"Even better than the IC- 100-D, detail and definition are stronger helping to draw every nuance
from arecording. Now MKII VERSION with solid core conductors - sounds even better but
price remains the same.

911
14 Ake);AsrA.RI
Branches also at:

18 Monmouth Street
COVENT GARDEN
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

CENTRAL LONDON

45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE
Middlesex HAS 7pC
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864
126 High Street, BECKENHAM
Kent BR3 lED

Tel: 0181 663 3777
Fax: 0181 663 3555

MAIN AUTHORISE
DEALERS FOR:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
AlDhason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Intnity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mcedaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Na;camichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Pol.(
PROAC
Project Turntables
QED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REI_
Re5 .
,tek
Rogers
Roksan
Rotai
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hui
Wadia
Wharfedale
XL0
Yamaha
and many more

COMPETITION

KEF's new RDM monitors worth over

£1500

A chance to win a speaker with a pedigree

ir

reflex port. Inside, the 330x324x250mm (hwd) cabinet is
he term `monitor' should be reserved for speakers
heavily-braced; outside, it is superbly finished with high-gloss
capable of the absolutely precise, uncompromised
side cheeks (in achoice of red lacquer or cherry wood)
reproduction of the source. KEF, acompany with a
Tee experience
complementing the video grey vinyl front baffle and top. The
35-year tradition of speaker engineering excellence, has just
of sound
UniQ system comprises a 160mm Polypropylene bass/mid
launched two new Monitor models, which aim to live up to
cone and 25mm Ferrofluid-cooled fabric-dome tweeter. Sensitivity
the name. These new models are the first speakers of their type to
is ahigh at 90dB/1W/1m, with amaximum power handling of
feature KEF's patented UniQ technology which places the tweeter
175W, giving atypical maximum output SPL of 110dB. Nominal
at the acoustic centre of the midrange cone to create atrue singleimpedance is 6 ohms. Frequency response is quoted as 80Hz,
I
point source. This configuration virtually eliminates undesirable
18Hz, ± 2dB, while the bass rolloff (-6dB) point) is 65Hz. RDM
crossover effects, and the directivity of the bass/mid and treble
Two retails at £699.
units is perfectly matched to create an excellent stereo image over
avery wide listening area.
First Prize: KEF RDM Two
KEF's RDM Two is atwo-way bass reflex speaker, magnetically
shielded for complete home theatre compatibility. The 11.5 litre
cabinet volume provides agenerous bass performance via the front

Second Prize: RDM One
Our two second prize winners will each
receive apair of KEF RDM One
speakers. More compact at 300 x 234 x
220mm, the RDM One features the
same UniQ drive unit system
but with asealed-box design of 8
litre internal volume. Sensitivity
is 87dB/1W/1 m, power handling
125W, with typical maximum
SPL around : 08dB. RDM One
retails at £49 ,
).

THE QUESTIONS
1. Where is the tweeter placed in KEF's UniQ drive unit system?

a. above the woofer b. in front
c. at the acoustc centre of the bass/mid cone
d. behind the bass/mid cone
2. What is the specified sensitivity of KEF's RDM Two?
a.

87dB/1W/1 m b. 90dB/1W/lm c. 110dB SPI. d. 6ohms

3. What is the bass loading principle used in the RDM Two?

o. sealed box
b. rear- mounted pod
c. bass reflex with front- mounted d. coupled cavity
4. KEF has berm developing and building speakers for how long?

HOW TO ENTER: To win these
superb prizes, just answer the four
questions and send your completed
entry form to: KEF RDM Competition,
Hi-fi News & Record Review, Link House
Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to
arrive by the closing date of
Friday 28 March 1997.
12F: reader. unit
.r1e, but only onc form per
,..denec should bc endured
•.
cash or other
inner, teill be thc first
and le.1.1- and the
' ir agents will we be eligible to enter 4,
Franc> mutt be receiecd by ant poly on Friday 28 March
,'hen iudging
be ureic, out The Eiiiteer deciainn
tell' he And and braiding. No coemajonticnec wfil be entered
into icgarding thc Lompetitioo. Sy The prize...men will be
notified bt pot, and the re,uks erili be publnhed n1hr Ma
1..7 Hi Fi
Ze
Emr, C'.... reccited
become the properit ot lank 11,4 Niaga/ract 14,1
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a.

20 years

b. 35 years

c. 12 years

d. 25 years

1,4F Comjealli
THE ANSWERS

1.111

2.E

3.

LI

4.111

Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime teleehone no:
If you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please tick this box

LI

Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TW1 2EB

Fax: ( 0181) 892 7749

Email; http://www riversidehifi.co.uk.

DREAMS CAN COMIf
RE
(,K0YE
MICROMEGA STAGE 4

COPLAND CDA 288

AUDIOLAB 8000 S

COPLAND CSA 28

KRELL KAV 300i

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 205E

MARTIN LOGAN 513

Total Price for System £ 1,890
Deposit £890.00
Balance £ 1,000.00
10 monthly payments of £ 100.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £5,698.00
Deposit £ 2,698.00
Balance £3,000.00
24 monthly payments of £ 125.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £ 11,539.00
Deposit £5,539.00
Balance £6,000.00
24 monthly payments of £250.00
Total charge for credit

Subject to status

Subject to status

0%
Subject to status

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE ON SELECTED INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Opening Times
Mors- Sat 10am-5.30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, Ml, M4 and the A205 South Circular Road. Our location is on the Twickenham
side of the Richmond Bridge, in the vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on local parking please call.
The nearest Tube and Railway is Richmond and we are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cords
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Oversea Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competitvely on shipping

STOP PRESS! NEW PRODUCTS
AUDIO RESEARCH CA50
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
COPLAND CDA 277
COPLAND CSA 8
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS
SONUS FABER CONCERT GP

technology
way to the listener's right ear, and
vice versa.
But it only worked when alistener
sat in avery tightly defined position,
at just the right distance from a
carefully positioned pair of speakers.
If two people wanted to listen at the
same time they had to sit behind each
other. JVC later adapted the idea for
use in portable stereo radio-cassette
recorders, to widen the stereo image
produced by the closely spaced
speakers. It worked, but created
phasey effects. Fortunately there was
usually an on/off switch! It will be
interesting to hear how Dolby Virtual
Surround sounds on aPC.

Clairis that
‘surrc und
scum' can
be achieved
tom TV
vfitFiet.t the
ree: for
-external
speskers
nay have to
be proved
in court

D

olby has now launched Virtual
Surround, the system which
capitalises on the fact that PC
users must always sit in a tightly
defined 'sweet spot' in front of apair
of screen-side speakers. This creates
a situation comparable to binaural
headphone listening.
But there is still only one way to
get a full surround effect from a
living-room system. That is to use
four or five speakers: two at the rear5
and either two (with phantom centre
channel) or three at the front — as
left, centre and right. With the current
Pro Logic system the rear pair
delivers only mono, but the next
generation digital systems, such as
Dolby AC-3 or MPEG-2 surrosmd,
will serve up stereo from the rear,
plus an effects channel from asubwoofer.
Now is neither the time nor place
to argue whether any of these moviebased systems can deliver a true
surround soundfield, like Ambisonics.
The NRDC (now British Technology
Group) missed the opportunity to do
deals which would have put an
Ambisonics music setting on the 4/51)
channel amplifiers that are now sold
for movie surround decoding. All we
can do is mourn what might have
been, if only the NRDC and BTG
had understood enough about hi-fi
to understand what we were trying
to tell them.
Families argue over speaker setups.
Two large cabinets are often too
many, let alone four or five. So there
was an obvious market opportunity
for anything that could deliver
something resembling surround from
aspeaker pair. The same domestic
arguments raged 20 years ago, during
the quadraphonic sound craze. That
was when JVC developed asystem
called Bi-Phonics which delivered
surprisingly good binaural stereo
through apair of speakers. The effect
was like wearing headphones and
listening to adummy head recording.
The BiPhonics processor bled
some out of phase signal from one
channel to the other. This cancelled
the sound from the left speaker on its
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TWO-SPEAKER MOVIE
SURROUND
Panasonic was first to try simulating
living room movie surround from two
speakers. More accurately, the front
pair of speaker stacks contained an
extra pair of drivers which reproduced
the rear channel sound and bounced
it round the room, off the walls. The
idea was previewed at a London
Trade Show, but sank without trace.
In early 1995., WC in Japan
announced 3D Phonics, an update of
Bi-Phonics which would deliver
surround from atwo-speaker TV set.
Whereas BiPhonics had of necessity
used analogue circuitry, 3D-Phonics
uses digital circuitry, and JVC claims
that this widens the sweet spot for
Pro-Logic listening.
Initially, Dolby objected to the
implied endorsement and also to any
claim that two speakers in aliving
room can reproduce the full effect of
Pro-Logic surround. Dolby then
formulated apolicy that still stands.
Any two-speaker Pro-Logic set must
have outputs to feed the surround
signals to external speakers or art
external amplifier.
In June 1995 WC staged 'the first
press launch of 3D Phonics anywhere
in the world', in London. JVC had
previously shown the system only to
dealers. It said that all differences with
Dolby had been ' amicably settled' by
putting five unamplified line-out
sockets on the rear.
We heard 3D Phonics working
under
ideal
conditions.
The
Symphonix TV set was in front of a
sofa in a quiet hotel room, running
Jurassic Park, with the chance to
switch the new effect on and off.
With 3D-Phonics 'on', there was an
airiness about the sound which spread
well outside the TV set. But however
much Iwanted to hear surround
from the rear, there just wasn't any.
Ihave yet to find anyone who has
heard multi-speaker surround say they
can hear anything resembling the
same effect from two- speaker 3DPhonics.
Writing in Sanyo's Wavelength

supplement, September 1996, Steve
May, Editor of Home Cinema Choice,
said bluntly 'To this date Ihave never
heard anything remotely resembling
surround sound coming from behind
me on a3D-Phonic television'.
But consumers, most of whom
have probably never heard ahalfway
to decent demonstration of multispeaker surround, voted with their
wallets, and bought as many 3DPhonics sets as WC's factory in
Scotland could produce.
At the end of 1995 WC issued an
out-of-character taunt. WC had
'confounded the experts again' said
a press release. Indeed, WC had
'confounded the entire industry'. The
3D-Phonic Dolby Pro-Logic TV had
become 'the success story of 1995'.
Obligingly, trade magazine Inside HiFi reprinted WC's self-promoting
announcement, word for word, as a
'news' item.
Now the other manufacturers are
clambering on the bandwagon with
rival systems. Hitachi offers 3DS,
Three Dimensional Spatial Sound.
Sharp
uses
the
SRS
system
(developed by Hughes in the USA)
and says it will become ' ubiquitous
like Dolby'.
Panasonic has now announced a
new TV which ' gives the full Dolby
Pro Logic surround experience —
without the need for external
speakers'.

TRADING STANDARDS
TEST CASE
Inow know for afact that at least
one local authority Trading Standards
Office has been gathering evidence
for a test case prosecution, on the
grounds that adverts which promise
'surround sound' from aliving room
TV set with two loudspeakers are
'misleading'.
In this case the customer bought a
two-speaker TV set and then
complained to the dealer that it did
not give true surround as advertised.
Although the
advertising was
obviously
sourced
from
the
manufacturer, under the Consumer
Protection Acts it is the retailer who
carries the can, and must if necessary
argue the meaning of `true surround'.
The dealer could have settled the
claim quietly by giving the customer
an add-on amplifier and pair of
speakers. But, probably fearing similar
claims if the word got out, is toughing
it out.
This could lead to an open court
case which is widely reported. If the
dealer loses, then this will create a
precedent which triggers an avalanche
of claims. Then, better late than
never, manufacturers will have to stop
promising what their engineers will
already tell them they cannot deliver.
Barry Fox
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orgeous. That's the word I
kept hearing, every time
someone noticed the Quasar
LE turntable while it was in for
review. And one of the first to utter it
was the owner of a Michell Orbe,
itself no canine. What these
individuals cooed over is one of the
prettiest LP spinners to come along
since the first Oracle. And that's one
hell of an antecedent.
It's not that farfetched, either, as
the Quasar is virtually `plinthless', like
the Oracle, as well as most Michells
and a few other belt- driven
alternatives to the more conventional
Linns, Roksans and the like. The
complete works are there for all to see,
with four spring- filled pillars
supporting aframe which carries the
bearing/platter assembly and the
armboard. The motor itself, situated
completely ` outboard', is detached as
much as is possible without defying
reality; it's physically linked to the
Quasar only by the belt. This

The Quasar is
virtually
'plinthless', like
the Oracle, as
well as most
Michells and a
Sound By Design sent the base few other beltmodel to us for the review, the driven
£1780 Quasar LE, fitted with a alternatives to
Helius tonearm and needing no the more
setting up on my part. But Idid conventional
watch as Predrag Savic unpacked it Lions, Roksans
and noted that the device's simplicity and the like.
and elegance combined not just to The complete
make set-up straightforward and works are there
intuitive, but to support the adage for all to see...
isolationism, though, presents aminor
problem, as the Quasar doesn't arrive
with atemplate to help you locate the
motor precisely. Which I'll get to later.
But first, Why The Quasar Stops
People Dead In Its Tracks.

that if something looks right, it is
right. It's doubtful whether or not
there's any truth to that belief, since
the worlds of hi-fi, motoring, etc, are
full of aesthetic triumphs which are
functional failures, like Lancia
Gammas and Strathearn turntables.
But the Quasar LE looks as right as it
gets, with a cylinder at each corner,
connected by transverse bars. To

There's aglowing new
object in the hi-fi galaxy — the
Quasar turntable
by KEN KESSLER

these are fitted apair of rods which
make this turntable so truly userfriendly: the rods support the
armboard and bearing, both of which
can be moved with ease to allow the
Quasar to support two arms, 12in or
9in, whatever the owner cares to
match to the basic structure.
It's deceptively large, especially if
the standalone motor assembly is
relegated to the importance of an
afterthought when you do your
planning. In basic, single-arm form,
the Quasar has a 545x325mm (wd)
footprint, and you must allow
another 300mm or so for the motor
unit. If you opt for two arms, the
width increases t9 370mm because
both arms are mounted so as to
extend past the ends of the baseboard
and look like they're floating. But it's
so damned svelte that it never seems
massive, even in double-limb form,
the chrome, brass and acrylic
blending together with surprising
harmony. Even the deluxe versions
with gold-plated parts and marblelook base-plates remain tasteful and
understated, despite suffering a
verbal description which could apply
to the bathroom in an upscale
bordello.
Nothing about the Quasar's design
philosophy is bizarre, outré, odd or
jarring. The external motor unit is an
obvious example. By relegating it offcampus, there is simply no way
that motor noise or vibration
can interfere with the deck
itself. If isolating the
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TURNTABLES
motor from the turntable was amajor
part of the original impetus for
creating belt-drive decks in place of
the once dominant idler-drive deck,
then Quasar has taken the concept as
far as it can go. We discussed the
notion of supplying the Quasar with a
spacer or template to help the
customer to locate the motor relative
to the deck ( the owner's manual
suggests anot-sufficiently-precise-bymy- reckoning ` 225-230mm' from
spindle to pulley), and then to centre
it. But it then occurred to me that
Savic was being polite by ignoring my
initial stupidity: any sort of frame,
template or spacer used to position
the motor relative to the deck would
violate the near-total isolation offered
by the present hands-off set-up.
Which implies that, should the
company ever produce aset-up jig, it
would be used only during the
installation, then removed.
Quasar's aforementioned mix of
materials isn't purely aesthetic. The
baseboard is an acrylic laminate and
the main chassis is brass, while
armboards and platters in acrylic
(beloved for its resemblance to the
behaviour of LP vinyl) have been
politically approved for years — all
the materials have been chosen to
complement each other according to
their damping and resonance
properties. Nothing new here: it's just
commcfn sense and areadily-admitted
respect for revered designs from the
past. So, too, then, the use of arecord
clamp, aslightly undersized spindle to
`decouple' it from the LP, asuspension
so easy to adjust that it seems to be
nearly self-levelling
and a chassis with
enough mass to obviate the
need for near- neurotic
attention to tonearm cable

ft's so damned
svefte that it
never seems
massive, even
in double-limb
torn, the
chrome and
brass and
acrylic
blending
together with
sur arising
harmony.
Even the
deluxe versions
with goldplated parts
and marblelook base
tried, and that included using three
different belts, Icouldn't get the thing plates remain
to stay in one place. It would ride up tasteful and
and down the sides of the platter, a understated

screws and the absence of a dustcover ('Why hide all this beauty?' is
probably the argument against
providing a dust barrier...).
Suspension adjustment involves no
more than turning the caps on the
four pillars, while speed change
requires simply moving the belt from
one of the pulley steps to the other.
But the belt is the major area of
criticism (and Idon't mean trying to
ensure the correct tension without
the aid of aset-up template).
Let's not mince words here: I
haven't seen such erratic behaviour
from a simple round cross-section
`rubber band' since the days of the
unlamented Oak. No matter what I

singles, especially a delightfully
scratchy copy of Bud Flanagan's `Who
Do You Think You're Kidding, Mr
Hitler?', abunch of recent Mobile
Fidelity Anadisc 200s, the awesome
Best of Gilbert & Sullivan 3LP box set
from Reader's Digest (
circa 1963,
stereo, mint and secured for afiver on
holiday in Torquay... which speaks
volumes for visiting Torquay), and
anything else in reach. Icouldn't stop.
Talk about more-ish. The Quasar,
although probably the quietest deck
I've heard this side of £ 2000,
approaches the conundrum of playing
LPs in the digital era by using arather
different approach than, say, the
Michells, the SMEs or Max
Townshend's stunning Rock and its
derivatives. These turntables, to elicit a
groan, turn the tables on CD by being
just as clean and precise as die-heads

visual betrayal, so to speak, given the
otherwise near-perfect aesthetics of
the Quasar. Idid everything Icould
to ameliorate its wanderlust,
especially setting the motor assembly
at different heights, amillimetre at a
time, to exploit different areas of the
30nun thick platter's vertical surface.
Dead centre, riding near the top,
riding near the lower edge — nothing
would alter its aberrant behaviour.
Did it matter? Given that two
different strobe discs showed sublime
speed stability, and given that
material
with
a particular
vulnerability to wow and flutter
revealed no sonic weaknesses from
the Quasar in this department, it's
arguable that unstable, ' unhotizontar
behaviour from abelt may cause no
ill effects whatsoever. On the other
hand, if something should look right

expect CD but not LP to be, and they
do it without forsaking the glories of
analogue. The Quasar doesn't even
attempt to emulate those turntables
with their near-laboratory-standard
behaviour. Instead, the Quasar uses its
quietness more as proof that LPs
needn't seem to throw out higher noise
floors than CDs rather than to suggest
that LPs are actually as quiet as CDs.
(Which they emphatically are not.
Don't you just love 'denial'? And how
some analogue champions swear
blindly, or deafly, that LPs are as quiet
as digital formats? Isuppose they are.
when they're not rotating.)
So, working from a position

to be right, then the quivery Quasar
belt compromises the deck's glorious
styling in the way that afestering cold
sore on her upper lip would kind of
ruin a Vogue cover shot of the truly
perfect Linda Evangelista.
The cure? Simple: the Quasar
platter should wear agroove around
its circumference ( two grooves,
actually, to accommodate both
speeds) to ' capture' the current
choice of belt. Either that, or the
company should try adifferent pulley
which accepts flat cross-section belts.
Savic didn't go into denial mode
or start calling me ' anal', but I
must admit that his relative lack of
concern about this worried me as
much as the belt's erratic movement.
But enough bitching: this deck is
trimming.
The
assembly weighs 18kg, a one sweet-sounding, coherent,
substantial amount for something so dynamic performer. With the
luscious Helius in place, and Savic's
deliciously skeletal.
Other details include the housing Goldring replaced with aLyra Clavis
of the motor in a 3.3kg solid brass for the listening sessions, Ifed the
cylinder, astepped pulley to allow 33 Quasar front-end into the Trilogy 905
and 45rpm playback, anon-inverted head-amp, the GRAAFiti WFB TWO
bearing, an armboard that can be pre-amp, GRAAFiti 5050 power amp
changed simply by removing four and Quad ESL63s. Music? Lots of
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neither of defensiveness nor of digitenvy but of confidence in its
medium, the Quasar simply revels in
`analogueness'. It's lush, it's fat, it's
warm, it's involving. Even squeakyclean, modern LPs taken from digital
originals sounded more ear-friendly
than their CD equivalents. (Which
begs the question: Should new LPs
sport athree-letter-code of ` DDA' or
`DAA' if they started out digitally?)
Something about the Quasar
suggests 'middle ground', moderation,
tranquillity. The soundstage, while as
precise and three-dimensional as is
required, is not as Cinemascopically
grand as that of the Michell GyroDec. Bass is extended and controlled,

SUPPLIER
Sound By
Design,
SWileley House,
50 Cranbury Park
Ruld,
Kingston Upon
Thames,
Surrey
K. T2 6LX
T2.1 0181
286 4343

but less tightly damped than that of
the Garrard 401. Treble? Sweet as
sugar, but without the ultimate attack.
And still the Quasar represents asane
approach to analogue playback which
will satisfy an LP-playing hard-core,
while not alienating CD listeners.
Perceived value? An absolute
bargain, especially if you never
expected to have apiece of sculpture
thrown in for free. It looks as fresh
and clean and modern (and therefore
ironic) as did the Transcriptor which
Alex used in Clockwork Orange. But,
please, Savic, do something about
that belt...
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udio Research has this time
built
a
pre-/ power
combination for well under
ten grand (£3400 for the LS15 and
£4995 for the VT100), providing a
strong specification which will satisfy
many requirements. Audio Research
traditionalists will be mightily
pleased by this new all- valve
package, sustaining the classic
thermionic technology.
Important
modern
touches
include full remote control for the
LS15 pre- amplifier. This pre- amp
shows a fashionably universal
character, sporting balanced and
unbalanced connections for both the

inputs and the outputs. For the
power amplifier we have a
benchmark of 100+100W, 8 ohms,
provided in an impressive looking
and imposing stereo chassis, fully
shrouded and protected, fitted with 4
and 8 ohm speaker matching and
with its versatility enhanced by the
presence of both normal and
balanced input circuits.

With these
two products
you may
combine the
pleasure of
listening to
classic
technology
with the
armchair
With these two products you may convenience
combine the pleasure of listening to of remote
classic technology, organised in a control
neutral, adaptable and compatible
manner,
with
the
armchair
convenience of remote control.
Obvious component matches for

this product include the Sonus Faber
Guaneri to give an exquisite compact
arrangement, or aWilson WITT for
a full- range, full- dynamic- range
experience. Audio Research valve
power amplifiers generally do not
impose those compromises often
anticipated
for
thermonic
technology, such as weak bass or
poor load matching.

LS15 PRE-AMPLIFIER
Presented in the standard Audio
Research casework, and despite the
inclusion of remote control, the LS15
has have managed to preserve the
traditional Audio Research styling and
appearance. While securely placed in
the audiophile category, the price here
is competitive for the technology
content, though the inputs are line
level only; the omission of an LP
equalising input is increasingly
common these days and hardly
surprising in view of the dominance of
digital for new source components.
The fascia proudly proclaims
'Vacuum Tube Stereo Preamplifier'

COMBINATION
The LS15 pre- andVT100 power are the newest
all- valve amplifier duo from Audio Research
by MARTIN COLLOMS

and it has two ' rotary' controls for
volume and source select. In fact
these are rotary ' rocker' switches and
don't rotate; instead they accept
rotary pressure, thus actuating
electronic switching of level or input
as desired, clockwise or anti
clockwise. Set below are four level
switches, these also of momentary
action, spring loaded to select
power/on, mute/operate/source/tape

AMPLIFIERS
monitor and normal/source direct.
The latter engage the ' direct input'
terminal, balanced, achoice which is
a sign of the times. There is still a
further balanced input plus fine
single ended ( coaxial) inputs
including tape monitor. If you don't
use atape unit this will in fact be the
nearest thing to an ' SE direct' input.
Three sets of outputs are available,
tape (fixed), normal and two sets of
balanced XLR outputs.
Since the knob itself doesn't
rotate, indication of volume is given
by an illuminated arc of green LEDs
approximating to the 70 electronic

range and highly neutral. The LS15
didn't cramp the style of its more
costly power amplifier partner.
This fine pre-amp builds on classic
Audio Research strengths, achieving
a better balanced midrange and
revealing more clearly the brightly,
slightly thinner sounding character of
designs such as the cheaper LS7
sibling.
While generating excellent focused

steps incorporated.

satisfying image depth.
Through the treble it remained
well balanced if a touch ` boxy'
sounding, not as limpid as some low
feedback competition. Compensating
gains were apparent in the bass
which was tight, well focused, well
extended, and with aslam equivalent
to the best DC coupled solid states.
Rhythm and dynamics were good
for the class though on a direct
comparison on single ended
connection, in and out, with an LS7,
the latter sounded faster and crisper,
actually better.
This small margin was eroded in
two stages, that is, when the LS15
was used via its balanced output,
achieving a commendable 26 points
on my usual subjective listening
scale. Used all-balanced, another

TECHNOLOGY
Inside, the LS15 is built to high
standards using solid-state electronic
regulation for the power rails, the
whole fitted in an anodised alloy
case. Electronic volume and input
switching has greatly simplified the
construction and has given shorter
signal paths. A stereo volume IC is
used for each channel, preserving the
balanced signal at this point, each
chip pair having local regulation. Per
channel a 6DJ8 double- triode is
arranged as a differential input, the
second as a bi- phase cathode
follower, with FET current sources
used below the main PCB. Capacitorcoupled at the output, considerable
care has been taken to get the best
result. Per phase, per channel, there
are four polypropylene capacitors of
significant expense, 0.01 Wondercap,
plus 0.47, 5µ, 51.1, ` Rel' caps. Up to
this point the circuitry is DC-coupled,
short and sweet. The SE output is
simply the positive phase of the
balanced input. For the SE inputs the
relay system correctly grounds the
negative input phases.
Speakers used for auditioning
included the Epos ES12, Quad 63
and the easy-to-drive Wilson WITT,
a fine match for the VT100.

stereo images, the perspectives were
more natural, the presentation more
relaxed than for previous Audio
Research designs. Excellent stage
width was matched by equally

good score of 25 was recorded, one
of the best so far in this connection
mode. Using the balanced output
there was a gain in the bass, still
firmer and better defined, while the
treble was purer sounding, the whole
appearing more positive.
Established Audio Research
standards for clarity and resolution
were met.

CONCLUSION

This beautifully crafted, all-triode, low
feedback line pre-amplifier, can mix
Reference pre- amplifiers included and match normal and balanced
signals with great finesse. The sound
the Passion SE and PRO balanced,
quality is high, of a more natural
the Audio Research LS7, the XTC
Pre, the Premier 14, and no pre-amp tonality than its predecessors, slightly
•when using the Krell KPS20i/1 as a dulled in the high treble and yet
traditional Audio Research virtues
digital signal source.
Cables were by van den Hul have not been lost; good rhythm, great
(First, Second pure carbon) and clarity and well focused images are all
Siltech silver. Power amplifiers in evidence. The lab test results are
first-rate, while the package value has
included the Audio Synthesis Desire,
Naim NAP 250, Krell FPB 300 and been enhanced by the remote control
600, Gamma Rhythm and the working with a high resolution
electronic volume control.
Conrad Johnson Premier 11a.
Right up to date, this finely
balanced design comes confidently
SOUND QUALITY
While the pre- and power amps were recommended.
auditioned as a pair, individual
comparative tests were
also VT100 POWER AMPLIFIER
undertaken. Working together, the Traditionally, tube power amplifiers
are arranged with their glassware
results were certainly very good,
atmospheric, nicely balanced from disposed vertically in serried ranks.
top to bottom, with awide frequency However the physical design of the
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AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
LAB REPORT

of
this _finely crafted
brand, the lab
results were top
notch. Tabulated
for normal mode,
the results for
LSI5 Fig I. Audio Research LSI5: frequency
balanced working
response
were very similar.
On frequency
response it was
wide and flat for
100k ohm
loading, better
than - 11:1B at
5Hz and 22kHz,
-3dB at 45kHz.
The drop at
LS15 Fig 2. Audio Research ISIS: distortion
20kHz was
spectrum ¡ kHz
greater than usual
high frequency
frequencies,
and will affect the
intermodulation
pointing to good
sound somewhat.
where it scored
The channels were layout. At 20kHz
-88dB. Weighted,
the 80dB
accurately
the noise level was
separation was still
matched, better
typical; of - 74dB
very good.
than +0.075dB
CCIR (1kHz).
At rated level
overall even at a
The residual was
the distortion was
-60dB volume
down at -80dB
very low, typically
setting.
with no hum
-83dB or 0.007%
Incidentally the
breakthrough while
and the spectrum
volume control
the 'A' weighted
showed the
has afairly high
and unweighted
desirable
0.45dB resolution
noise figures
distribution for
in the upper
measured -86dB,
dominant second
range, increasing
or areal world
harmonic with
to nearly ¡ dB
-98dB when
mild third
steps below driving a
harmonic and little
30dB. Maximum
compatible power
else right down at
attenuation was
amplifier to rated
-110dB. It was
60dB, and here
output.
equally fine on
the first few steps
are coarser: -60, 54, -49, -44, 39.7, -37 and -35
dB; after that
¡dB steps hold.
This is afair
balance between
complexity and
resolution.
It offered a
fairly low output
impedance of 330
ohms (600 ohms
balanced) with a
Test results
Audio Research 1.515
healthy maximum
Distortion (
dB)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
input level of 14
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input - 76 -83 - 70
volts. The
Intemmdulation
electronic volume
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-88
Noise (
dB)
control also
Aux input (( HF, CCIR wtd) - 74
conferred agood
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF) > 22 > 22 > 22
input overload
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
108
107
80
margin of 7volts
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
for 0.1%
Aux input (dB)
0.15 0.05
0.07
Input data ( aux)
distortion, no
Sensitivity
250mV
problems here.
Loading
100k ohms/100pF
Output
Stereo separation
Max level
14V
was high at
Impedance
330 ohms
Dimensions,
(
whd)
480x133x267mm
107dB for low
As is expected

and mid

Typical price (
inc VAT)

£3400
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F25 Stereo Preamplifier

The alphabet; accar

FOR DETAILS OF A DEALER NEAR YOU,
CONTACT MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED,
15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE,
FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF
TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most

AMPLIFIERS
pretty good, while the 20kHz power
held up very well.
Loaded with 4ohms on the 8ohm
tap the loss was much greater at high
frequencies ( all for 1% clipping
readings) while the 4 ohm tap drove
all loadings well. For example the
output was well within ldB of rated
level for 8ohms on the 4ohm tap. 4
ohm loading did achieve the rated
100W, 17dBW when 4 ohm
matched.
Set to 8 ohms the output
TECHNOLOGY
A valve power amplifier can only be impedance was fairly high at 1.4
as good as its output matching ohms rising to 1.8 ohms by 20kHz.
transformer and Audio Research are On the 4 ohms tap the value was
masters of that art. These very wide more load-independent, measuring
band transformers allow for a 0.77 ohms. These are higher values
neutral, flat frequency response to be than for previous Audio Research
obtained into adesirably wide range amplifiers and it will suffer some
of loudspeaker loads, and in addition interaction with loudspeakers load
Audio Research amplifiers are impedances in the form of mild tonal
renowned for meeting their power and frequency response shifts.
Via the 4 ohm tap peak current
specifications. Typically they favour
6550C beam tetrodes and two was quite respectable at ± 8.5A while
the clipping performance was
matched, paralleled pairs are used
per channel operating in enriched exemplary. It may be overdriven with
Class A/B biased at 65mA cathode little deterioration in subjective
current. This is well within the tube quality. Stability on 2µF loading was
rating, yet it provides Class A also excellent, even open circuit,
operation for nearly all music duties pointing to an excellent high
bar the loudest peaks and more frequency bandwidth and phase
response.
difficult speaker loading.

VT100 is more like that of a solid
state model, with the mono amplifier
channels aligned with the inside left
and right-hand faces of the box
enclosure, the valves disposed
horizontally.
Air convection is encouraged via
the perforated upper and lower
covers, maintaining moderate
temperatures for the power tube
envelopes.

As with the LS15, low feedback
circuitry is used, in this case just
10dB, sufficient to achieve a
practical output impedance of 0.8
ohms on the 4ohm tap.
Per channel, the input circuitry
uses two 6992s, differential and SE
input, and voltage amplifier, leading
to two more of 6992, these doubletriodes providing low- impedance
cathode-follower drive to the output

SOUND QUALITY

Iused the same system as described
for the LS15 and discovered that this
is afriendly valve power amplifier, one
with a generously balanced sound,
reminiscent of the lovely VT150SE,
yet sufficiently positive and dynamic
to give a believably accurate tonal
balance with familiar loudspeakers. It
was happy driven to high levels,
powering along nicely on music by
tube grids.
This stereo chassis has extensive Seal, driving the big Wilson WITTs.
power supply reservoirs, rated at 270 The result was alarge scale sound,
satisfying,ly dynamic and rhythmic.
joules, the whole unit weighting 65
While the bass was not up to Krell
lbs ( 29.3kg). As such, the carrying
handles are most helpful for moving standards, it was tuneful and
informative and didn't give up at high
it about.
levels, aweakness apparent with so
The unit idles at 380W, Class 'A'
consumption, this rising to 580W at many other valve designs. The treble
rated power. It warms up fairly well was generally very good, detailed, with
the merest trace of acidity and grain,
inside 30 minutes so Iwouldn't leave
but nowhere near sufficient to upset
it running continuously.
the overall balance. Through the
Given abrief warm-up, the VT100
sailed through the lab test midrange there was ahigh level of
detail with fine image focus and depth.
programme ( see lab report).
Clarity suffered alittle on high-level,
Regarding the 4and 8ohm matching
taps for an 8 ohm load, there was complex programme, but was
little practical difference in power generally very good. The four and
while distortion and damping factor eight ohm transformer taps were tried
were both improved on the 4 ohm and there wasn't much difference in
tap. As regards 4ohm speakers, the 4 loudness, save for aslight increase in
low frequency precision and neutrality
ohm setting is clearly preferable.
Very similar results were obtained when set to 4ohms.
In company with the LS15 driven
singly or both channels driven, the
amplifier meeting the specified rating balanced, the sound flowed well,
at lkHz. Some loss of power is usual reaching ascore of 21 points (on my
at the frequency extremes, especially usual subjective scale), arespectable
with low feedback designs. In result for a valve amplifier of this
context the 2.7dB fall at 20Hz was power level.
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AUDIO RESEARCH VT100
LAB REPORT
Flat out, the
distortion varied
from 2% at the
frequency
extremes to 0.3%
mid band. The
distortion was of
the favourable low
order type and
was not
considered to be a
problem with
normal music
levels and spectral
density.
As acruising 1
watt level the
distortion
approached 0.1%
over the entire
frequency range.
High frequency
intermodulation
followed asimilar
pattern but was
actually quite
good at full
power. By 1watt
it had fallen to
0.05% [Fig 11
resulting in a
very clean
spectrum.
Noise levels
were generally
very good.
Relative to full
power it achieved
116dBA while
unweighted a
trace of hum on
one channel
brought the worst
case result to
-104dB.
Channel
balance was fine,
to within 0.3dB,
while the

VT100 Fig

I. Audio Research VII 00: high

frequency intermodulation at 1W, 8ohms

frequency response
extended well
below 5Hz at low
powers, and to
40kHz -0.5dB,
and to 131kHz for
-3dB, both
exceptional results
for avalve power
amplifier.
An input of 2V
was required for
clip so passive
controllers are more
or less ruled out;
Test results

while the input
loading was mild
at 100k ohms
(200k balanced.)
Channel
separation was
very good, being
close to 100dB at
1kHz, 73dB at
20kHz. A test for
supply modulation
showed negligible
leakage of supply
harmonics, even at
high powers.

Audio Research VT100

Rated Power 8 ohms

100W;20dBW.

4 ohms

100W; 17dBW

Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 11cHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
17.3 20.5
19.5
Conbnuous 4ohms both
15.3 16.2
10.5
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
21
4 ohms
16.5
2 ohms
8.5
Output impedance(ohms)
1.4 1.45
1.8
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -35 -50 -42
At OdBW 8 ohms -56 -65 -58.5
Channel separation(dB)
113
97
73.2
IntermodulatIon distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -52dB OdBW -66dB
Peak current via 1 ohm. 2.2pF
2m sec pulse
+8.5A -8.5A
signaito-noise (
full gain) rel OdBW rai full level
84dB
104dB
22Hz-22kHz
96dB
116dB
wtd
Channel balance
0.27dB
100K ohm 0.1nF
Input impedance
input sensitivity
200mV IHF, OdBW
2.0V for programme clip
Frequency response -0.5dB < 5Hz to 40kHz;
-3dB 1Hz to 131kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
483x222x495mm
Typical price ( Inc VAT) £4995
*where OdBw =2.83V.

or

1W/8ohms

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds
Ltd
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE
Tel 0181
947 5047

For the loudest belt into 8ohms, use
the 8 ohm tap, while connection on
the 4 ohm tap is nearly as loud, but
in my view, is cleaner and firmer
sounding, with greater neutrality.
This is a fine valve amplifier
combining low negative feedback
design with a very good lab
performance, high power delivery
and high accuracy.
It offers good versatility with a
very fair measure of the quality of the
Audio Research reference level
VT150SE, while offering a good
power output.
One of the better power amplifiers
in its class, the VT100 wins
recommendation.
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our generations on and, with the
inevitability of winter following
summer, Sony's MiniDisc format is
leaving Philips' tape-based DCC out in
the commercial cold. Marantz, a
subsidiary of the Philips empire, has even
announced that it will be marketing an
MD-based system in South-East Asia, an
indication that MD's dominance on the
Japanese home turf is having an effect
further afield. Philips has responded by
slashing the price of DCC hardware, but
so has Sony with the launch of its £300
MDS-JE500. Is this the player destined to
deal DCC afatal dose of frostbite?
In general terms, this MDS-JE500
offers everything provided by the £ 700
MDS-JA3ES [
HFNIRR, March ' 96],
including digital and analogue inputs and
outputs, auto sample- rate conversion,
auto/manual track numbering and
disc/track titling. It's now possible to
'undo' an edit and restore the pre-edited
version of a recording even though, as a
cost-cutting measure, the massive 6second floating memory of the JA3ES
seems to have been reduced to just two
seconds in the JE500. This means just
two seconds between hearing the
beginning of atrack, realising you want to
commit the music to MD and hitting the
red ' record' button! Otherwise, the MDSJE500 is just as slick, efficient and easy to
use as aconventional CD player.

TECHNOLOGY
A standard test table for the MDS-JE500
provides little clue to the distinctiveness
of its operation. Stereo separation falls to

just 60dB at high frequencies, but the low
0.0014-0.009% peak- level distortion,
100dB A-wtd S/N ratio and excellent
low-level linearity (just + 0.1/-0.6dB over
a full 100dB range) would do justice to
any good quality CD player.
The
MD
format
employs
a
sophisticated blend of data reduction and
compression (called ATRAC) to encode a
`facsimile' of the original recording using
just one-fifth the amount of data. In this
respect, MD is utterly removed from the
'linear' digital recording of CD and DAT.
ATRAC, or Adaptive Transform
Acoustic Coding, aims to increase the
efficiency of data-encoding by making use
of well- understood psycho- acoustical
principles; specifically, that individual
sounds are only audible if they persist
above our threshold of hearing and,
furthermore, if they are not ' masked' by

Fig I. Sony MDS-JE500: spurious output resulting
from a20Hz-22kHz sweep at -30dB

sustained and largely unvarying passages,
the longest 11.6msec time block is
selected. This will contain data from 512
successive 16-bit/44.1kHz samples and
the presence of louder, adjacent sounds.
will enjoy abest-case frequency resolution
The process is made more efficient by
of within one critical band.
assessing these (music) signals over
This ' ideal' mode of operation is
diek,„
variable periods of time and
1«
.‘ N /
prompted by any single-tone test
frequency by slotting them / 0
(:%\ like THD, low-level linearity and
within the 52 so-called
-yr
even astandard frequency sweep
'critical bands' of human I
r—) where the response of the MDSperception that span the
JE500 ' appears' to span a full
audio frequency range.
20Hz-201cHz. The 3D plot [Fig
The original 16-bit data is
• 1] shows MD under ideal ` CDsplit into three sub-bands that
like' conditions. The - 30dB sweep
cover frequencies below 5.5kHz,
from 20Hz-22kHz ( 1) suffers no
between 5.5kHz-1 lkHz and above
obvious distortion and only aslight bump
1IkHz. The resolution within each of
of ultrasonic requantisation noise (2). A
these sub-bands depends on how many of
new data-enhancement program on this
the 52 ` critical bands' are invoked and
plot highlights ' speckles' of noise but
this, in turn, depends on the sample
reveals no regular pattern of distortion or
period chosen for each data block. During
sampling images. Ordinarily, however,

In the battle to sustain a consumer digital
recording format, MiniDisc is now prevailing.
Sony is piling on the pressure with its new

AT

MDS-JE500 budget recorder
by PAUL MILLER

DIGITAL RECORDERS
the music signal will possess a greater
dynamic variation, prompting ATRAC's
selection of shorter 2.9msec or 1.45msec
time blocks. This enables MD to reflect
these musical highs and lows more
accurately , albeit at areduced frequency
resolution. These time blocks are
equivalent to 128 and 64 consecutive
44.1kHz samples, with resolutions within
4and 8critical bands, respectively.
ATRAC is placed under greatest stress
when saturated with such high-level,
rapidly changing signals, causing its
available ' bit- pool' to run dry and its
frequency response to be cut short
beyond 14.9kHz.
By stimulating ATRAC with acomplex
signal [Fig 2] comprising a500Hz-10kHz
sweep at - 3dB ( 3), broadband noise at
-60dB (4) and a201cHz tone at -20dB ( 5)
we can see aclear difference between the
recorded data (solid red figure) and the
original data ( superimposed shadow).
Evidently, ATRAC has deemed all detail
above 18kHz (6) to be inaudible and has
removed it accordingly! Jitter was always
SONY MDS-JE500 DATA

AND A

RECORDING .

Fig 2. Sony MDS-JE500: spurious output, record/
replay, from combined sweep, noise and 20kHz tone

a bugbear of the ATRAC process, often
reaching 15,000picoseconds pk-pk with
the 3rd generation technology. Sony's
4th- generation CXD-2650R processor
has reduced this to amanageable 2177ps
pk-pk, though the spectrum remains
highly complex. This screen- shot from
my Jitter Analyser [ Fig 3] shows the
MDS-JE500's spectrum to be composed
of two distinct patterns, centred on
multiples of 86Hz ( caused by the
11.6msec time block) and another,
anomalous series, at 297Hz. The former
are shown with pairs of dark blue markers
2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 23 etc. and the
latter with red markers 8, 15, 22, 26, 31,
33, 35 etc. The remaining coloured
markers refer to other sources of jitter
including power-supply and data-induced
patterns.

input/analogue output revealed the sort of
neutral, naturally extended and delicate
style of presentation that has won Sony's
CD players such praise in recent years.
Pidgeon's voice possessed that ring of
ambience, that fragile reverberation that
provides clues to the original environment
and, as such, makes the music so much
mere convincing and enjoyable.
Remarkably,
though
the
MD
recording of this same album did make
its mark, the toll was in pennies, rather
than pounds. Sure enough, her voice
was not as deliciously expressive as it
had sounded before ATRAC got its
hands on the data, but any subduing of
either the freshness, freedom or, indeed,
the intimacy of the music was but a
suggestion, the merest hint of
compromise in what was otherwise a
very solid and confident performance.
Wagner's ` Traume for Violin and
Orchestra'
from
Sophia
Reuter
[Homages a Menuhin, Dinemee DCCD
001] was to tax the MDS-JE500 more
substantially, with sustained levels
between - 10dB and - 4dB of peak

SOUND QUALITY
Whatever the influence of Sony's ATRAC
data reduction, the MDS-JE500 itself
appears to be a fundamentally warmer
and smoother-sounding piece of kit than
the MDS-JA3ES it supplants. Monitoring
Rebecca Pidgeon's 'Friday Night Crowd'
from New York Girls' Club [
Chesky
JD1411 through the JE500's digital
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Fig 3. Sony MDSJE500: total jitter spectrum

output, populated with an exquisite and
powerful string tone and swept along by
some equally enthusiastic horns and
woodwind. The MD recording did
demonstrate some tendency to 'bunchup' during the busiest sequences and
yet, once again, this effect was far less
pronounced than Iremember it with
earlier models like the MDS-JA3ES.
Importantly, subtle detail — including
the creaks of chairs and an unfortunate,
but faint, clatter of some far-off mishap
— were preserved intact by MD
recording. Incidental effects that all
added- up, along with the ambience
created by the orchestra itself, to help
recreate an spirited facsimile of the
original performance.

CONCLUSION
Sony's first full-width MD player, the
MDS-JA3ES,
was
superior
in
performance to many budget CD
players but, with a cool £ 700 price-tag,
was still unlikely ta tempt enthusiasts
looking to make quality recordings for
use ` on the move' or to replace tape in
the home.
The new MDS-JE500 is avery different
proposition, for it is no less flexible in
practical terms while also enjoying
significant gains in both technical and
subjective
performance.
More
importantly, at just £ 299, the MDSJE500 is just what the MiniDisc format
needs to ensure it now has a fighting
chance of competing head-to-head with
those budget CD players in Europe as
well as Japan. Four generations on, and
MiniDisc has finally come of age.
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ONLY MOZART EVER HEARD HIS MUSIC SOUND THIS PURE
AND THAT WAS IN HIS HEAD.
When Mozart was composing, he could hear every single
note, each individual instrument and every voice singing in his
head. Every mark on his manuscript rang clear and true in the
concert hall of his mind.
Nothing disturbed his music. Not the vagaries of the
acoustics in the auditorium, not the fumbling fingers of a
musician nor the coughs and mutters of the audience, not
even their rapturous applause.

All he heard was the resonance of the strings, the timbre
of the woodwind, and the percussion of timpani.
Nothing needed to be added or taken away.
This, quite simply is the aim of Yamamura Churchill.
The reproduction of the most pure sounds. Not sterile
sounds but sounds uncorrupted by the equipment that carries
them. Sounds which recreate the natural harmony of the
instruments which originally made them.
To achieve this, we dispense with all existing technology
and create our own. If it takes a rare paper from Japan, a special
cork from Sardinia and a carbon fibre suspension system as
precise as that of a Formula One racing car to create the
sound we want, that's what we use.
It will look different from anything you've ever seen before.
It will certainly sound different. But then so did Mozart's music.
Yamamura Churchill.
If you haven't heard of us, you haven't been listening.

YAMAMURA
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1747 871188

CHURCHILL
Fax: + 44 ( 0)1747 871199

HEAD AMPLIFIERS

G

ood grief! A moving- coil
head-amp! Haven't seen one
of these since, well, Harold
was PM. OK, so maybe it's not that
long ago, but stand-alone head amps
were one of the most obvious victims
of digitisation. When the line-level
pre-amp became the norm and phono
stages became options, the obvious
money-and space-saving solution was
the separate all-singing, all-dancing
phono amp. It's why, for example,
EAR's marvellous 834P is such a
boon
for
the
impoverished
analogophile: it'll accept just about
any m-m or m-ccartridge and also act
as aphonoonly pre-amp for directly
feeding apower amp. Not so Trilogy's
905 valve head amplifier (£375).
Designed first and foremost for
connection to the ( m- m) phono
input of the identically- sized 900
pre-amplifier, the 905 has only one
job to do: amplify the signal of a
moving-coil cartridge so it can drive
that pre-amp's 47k ohm m-m phono
input. No adjustments, no gimmicks,
with nothing to tweak like the
'universal' head amps of yore, it
promises only to add gain. Maybe
older audiophiles will miss the

The 905
runs cool and
quiet and is
pretty much
amodel of
refinement

Technicas and a Denon — because
they simply don't need the extra
decibels. The 905 didn't exactly
overload, but it wasn't happy, the
apre-amp or power amp. So the 905
runs cool and quiet and is pretty cartridges weren't happy and neither
much a model of refinement. It's was I. So the rest of my comments
physically substantial as well, and refer to the Koetsus and Lyras,
that counts for a lot for those who which — logically — seem to be the
bemoan the kit- like appearance of sorts of m-cs for which it was
designed.
too much current valve gear.
Using the 905 with the Trilogy
What foils any attempt the 905
may make at universality is its 47k 900 and GRAAF WFB TWO m-mequipped pre-amps, and the
ohm input impedance. Although it phono"
e4aadds 21dB of gain and produces EAR 834P phono amp ( on m- m
asignal that will work into any setting), Iwas struck immediately by
two consistent and repeatable
Z.
47k ohm m-m input, the 905
And
they're
mli is still limited to m-cs of characteristics.
medium-to-high output. It's a important enough to make the 905
grey area, where you find the 'recommendable' as the head amp to
-•14
cartridges with outputs greater own for certain types of listeners.
than the vintage/traditional Admittedly, vinyl users have built up
moving-coils, for which some form an immunity to low-level and
of step-up is absolutely essential, but background noises, a sort of
lower than those of the kind of m-c Darwinian response to surface noise
cartridges which appeared toward and vinyl whoosh. It's as if our ears
(or our brains) self-generated their
the end of the 1970s, whose outputs
were high enough to drive amoving- own filters. Whatever, even the
inveterate user of second-hand,
magnet input anyway.
What remains are inbetweeny poorly maintained LPs will note the
cartridges which could work with or impeccable behaviour of the 905. It's
without a step-up, the former case just so damned quiet, as if designed
so as not to frighten anyone who
discovered the LP after CD.
Virtue No 2 is the 905's
refinement. While Ipositively adore
the 834P, which offers an absurdly
low price, glorious bass, incredible
dynamics and brilliant attack, it is
nonetheless abit of awild man, like
Warner Bros' Tasmanian Devil
reincarnated as a piece of hi-fi
equipment. And Iwrite this knowing
that Iwill have to face the Wrath of
Tim, who cannot cope with criticism
even in context. But what the hell. It
requiring ahead- simply reinforces my belief that the
amp or transformer designer's personality lurks within
with just a shade of his designs, which makes the 834P
gain to complement the the product of an excitable genius.
cartridge,
the
latter Anyway, Nic Poulsen of Trilogy is —
demanding m-m phono inputs biker fetishism aside — so damned
refined that it's worrying, and that's
with higher- than- average gain.
Unsurprisingly, this usually excluded reflected in the 905. The 905 is
all but high-end pre-amps, the sort designed by ( and for) a person of
which allowed Koetsu owners to feed taste.
It's transparent, clean and clear.
their Reds and Blacks directly into
47k ohm inputs — the preferred, While the 905 copes with wide
politically- correct
audiophile dynamic swings, the presentation is
matter-of-fact rather than in-yourimpedance.
Which is why Trilogy settled on face. If I have to damn it with
musical preferences, then the 905 is
47k ohm instead of some generic
far more at home with Frank
setting like 10 ohms, or 10-100
ohms, or 40 ohms. Fortunately, most Sinatra than Frank Black, the music
of my ' coils fall into the middle of Kurt Weill rather than Kurt
Cobain. There's an awful lot of
category, Lyras and Koetsus and the
like, but Ialso managed to get a subtlety and composure and delicacy
SUPPLIER
squeak or two out of the low output for so little outlay — probably less
rèi,, A5• hullo
Ortofon SPU-A, this success almost than most of the cartridges it will
Systems,
72Shooters HI
entirely a result of the 905's useful host. But that's an irony we should
Road,
21dB of gain. Conversely, there was welcome. Along with asigh of relief:
London
nothing to be gained (groan...) by Trilogy has produced a head amp
SE3 7BG
feeding high-output m-cs into the worthy of the 900 itself. And that's a
Tel 0181
856 2499
little miracle.
905 — Itried a couple of Audio
our lid-off picture) the power supply
and the lone ECC88 have ample,
isolationist space in abox worthy of

GOING TO YOUR

E

British valve specialist
Trilogy offers a movingcoil head- amp, the 905
by KEN KESSLER
switches or banks of resistors which
allowed you to tailor ahead amp to
cartridges as disparate as early Audio
Notes and classic Denons, Ortofon
SPUs or most Koetsus. Trilogy
instead offers you an on/off switch
with ared LED above it — that's the
entire front panel. The back? Gold
phonos in and out, asturdy binding
post for earthing and an IEC mains
input. Pretty sparse, huh?
So why a box measuring
430x65x270mm (whd), when elder
head amps were typically of the
smaller-than-a-Walkman persuasion?
A number of reasons, not the least
being dimensional uniformity with
Trilogy's 900 budget series. The
money saved through using a onesize-fits-all case means alowering of
costs, and you get asubstantial piece
of kit for your £ 75. On the sonic
side, it means that (as you see from
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SonicLinkIM

TITANIUM CABLE PROVES
SONIC SUCCESS STORY

Innovative
Interconnect
achieves What Hi -F
***** rati ng

D

*****
Reviews

S

Praise BiWire
Speaker Cable..

escribed by What HiFi as "fabuonicLink's policy of using only the very
best conductor and insulating materials in
lous" SonicLink's very distinctive
cables irrespective of price has truly paid
VERMILLION Interconnect
off with the recent HiFi Choice "BEST
Cable has won acoveted 5star rating in the
'January 1997 issue of What HiFi. Devel- BUY" award to SonicLink SILVER PINK
hat Hi Fi had nothing but praise for
oped as part of alarge research programme interconnect cable. Utilizing silver plated copSonicLink's latest BiWire loudinto the sonic qualities of different conduc- per conductors for the signal and screen, PTFE
speaker cable reviewed in their Febtor and insulating materials, SonicLink inner insulation over the critical signal carryruary 1997 issue. SonicLink AST200x2 uses
ing
conductors,
SonicLink
has
created
a
cable
VERMILLION uses alarge diameter titaultra low loss Silicon Rubber insulation for
nium wire to carry the audio signal. Listen- of unbeatable sound quality at aprice of only
its superior sound quality.
£35.00 for alm stereo pair.
ing tests carried out by SonicLink, showed
i
The Leading Edge in Technology
titanium to offer superior quality sound over Many lower priced interconnects may sound
fine
when
listening
to
simple
musical
arrangecables made from silver plated copper or pure
The Leading Edge and Decay in Music
silver. However as titanium cannot be sol- ments, but fail quite miserably on the full tonal
dered, innovative new cable construction colours of alarge symphony orchestra. The IThanks to alow dielectric loss of 0.0003 all
SonicLink AERO SPACE TECHNOLOGY
techniques were specially developed by higher quality materials in the SonicLink SILcables can accurately portray the leading edge
VER
PINK
guarantee
superior
clarity
on
even
SonicLink to produce atop quality interconof each note and its decay, substantially imnect at ahighly competitive price of £195.00 the most demanding musical programme, this
proving listening enjoyment and appreciation
was born out in the review.
in the UK for a lm stereo pair.
The low cost of SonicLink SILVER PINK of the musical performance.
SoncLink VERMILLION has been very
makes it ideal for long cable runs in home cin- This is particularly apparent when comparing
warmly welcomed by the hi-fi retail trade. It
similar priced hi-fi cables insulated with poorer
ema applications.
is now available at over 20 dealers within the
quality materials, such as PVC which has asigUK and distributors in several countries have I
nificantly higher dielectric loss of 0.08.
stocks.
SonicLink AST200x2 BiWire Loudspeaker
cable is available from all leading SonicLink
SonicLink research still continues with the
dealers ( see What Hi- Fi Ads or write phone /
RED EARTH, BLACK EARTH and
fax for dealer lists ) at £9.95 per metre in white
BLUE EARTH interconnects offering furor blue colours.
ther improvements in sound quality at pro-

Rhodium
Plated Wire

gressive price levels via the use of rare and
more expensive metals.

Dealer list
grows.
Call Hotline
for list

A new breakthrough in audio sound
quality is promised with the
BLACK RHODIUM interconnect.
This revolutionary cable uses

New cables have recently been added
to the range of AFRO SPACE
TECHNOLOGY loudspeaker cables,
AST50 2core 0.5 sq mm figure of 8 £1.95/m

Rhodium plated wire to carry the

AST75 2core 0.75 sq mm

audio signal as well as Rhodium
plated phono plugs and is expected

;AST150 2core 1.5 sq mm

£3.95/m

'AST200 2core 2sq mm

£5.95/m,

to retail at under £ 1000 for a lm
stereo pair

AST75x2 BiWire 4core

£2.45/m

£4.95/m

AST150 BiWire 4core

£7.95/m

;AST200 BiWire 4core

£9.95/m

Sales Hotline 0700-00 cable
15 Derwent Business Centre, Clarke Street, Derby DE1 2UB

TEL: 01332 361390 FAX: 01332 298836 i.e.-7
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AMPLIFIERS

W

hat can you do with two
power amplifiers that you
cannot do with one?
There is a school of thought that
separating the power amplifiers
means no interaction between the
channels through the power supplies.
If one amp is carrying aheavy bass
load the other can retain its purity,
each channel utilising the available
power to best advantage with the
only crosstalk occurring in the
control amplifier.
There is also the fact that two
power supplies are better than one,
though this only holds true where the
limitations are due to the case size.
Two transformers and sets of
reservoir capacitors can give better
speaker control .
For this review we have chosen two
new
systems
in
the
classic
configuration of control amplifier plus
two mono power amps, from
Meridian and Shearne Audio, as well
as an alternative choice of preamplifier and twin stereo amps in the
latest release from Aura. The Aura
combination is the CA200/PA100
(each £ 700 in black, £ 750 in
chrome). The offering from Meridian
is the 502/557 pairing (£ 1295 and
£1400 respectively) while the
Shearne duo is the Phase 6/Phase 5
(£900 for the pre- and £750 for each
monoblock).

AURA CA200/PA100
Aura's CA200 control amplifier and
PA100 power amplifier are highly
versatile in combination, the PA100
being a stereo unit that can work in
either single, stand-alone mode or biamped mode as a pair of power
amps. Alternatively, aswitch on the
rear panel puts the PA100 into

bridged mode where left and right On the rear
stereo channels are utilised to drive of the PA100
the positive and negative going parts are two pairs
of
the
musical
waveform, of speaker
respectively, with an increase in sockets to
allow stereo
power output to 250W.
The CA200 is itself very flexible in bi-wiring, two
input choice and output capability, phono socket
with along row of gold-plated phono inputs and
sockets that offer a moving-magnet the bridged
input plus seven line inputs. In mode switch
addition, there are two tape inputs and
outputs, plus apair of pre-amplifier
outputs to aid bi-amping. The latter
can provide normal unbalanced
working, or balanced via XLR sockets,
should you wish to use long leads to a
remote power amplifier ( but the
PA100 is fitted with unbalanced inputs
only). For all its flexibility, the CA200
has only one knob, the volume control,
all operations being controlled either
by four push buttons or the slim
remote handset. On the right of
the display is auseful read-out of
volume level from 0to 99 which q
allows accurate setting of
listening level for specific inputs
)
or discs. A headphone output,
switchable for low and high
impedance phones, is also on the '•-• E
front panel and this mutes the output
from the rear sockets when in use.

TECHNOLOGY
On the rear of the PA100 are two
pairs of speaker sockets to allow
stereo bi-wiring, two phono socket
inputs and the bridged mode switch.
For bi-amping both inputs are used
fed from the dual left outputs on the
CA200, with asecond PA100 taking
the right outputs. In bridged mode
only one input is used and the output
to the speakers taken from the
positive speaker output terminals —

\
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SOUND QUALITY
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Three new pre-Ipower
amplifier combinations
compared: the Aura
CA2001PA100,
Meridian 5021557 and
Shearne Audio's
Phase 6/Phase 5
Aura's

by PETER 1 COMEAU
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 1997

the two sets of terminals affording biwiring here too. A blue LED on the
front panel shines to confirm the
switch-to-bridged mode. The CA200
fascia hides a microprocessorcontrolled display and input selection
board, which is well screened from
the rest of the audio circuitry. All
inputs are switched by high quality
miniature relays just in front of the
sockets, and the selected signal
cabled to the front- mounted
motorised volume control. Cables
then transfer the signal to the line
output stages which are centred
around Burr Brown OPA2604 ICs,
followed by a discrete component
low-impedance output section. The
phono input uses surface- mount
components on a small board
alongside the input, while the
headphone amplifier is positioned
well away from the other circuitry.
Five voltage regulators supply power
to the various sections of the preamplifier. A massive toroidal
transformer accounts for the slightly
greater height of the PA100 power
amplifier, supplying abridge rectifier
and
16,400e
of
reservoir
capacitance.
An IC-based front-end provides a
differential input and asimple driver
circuit feeds the three pairs of
MOSFET output devices per
channel. Output is taken via aZobel
network and protection relays to the
speaker terminals.

CA200/PA 100
amplifiers

Contrasts abound in the Aura's
characteristics — the three modes of
operation are perhaps bound to
mystify the new owner, but there is
one methodology that surprisingly
works much better than any other. A
typical upgrade progression would be
to purchase the pre-amplifier and just
one stereo power amp, adding a
second later when funds permit or
greater power output is needed.
In single power amplifier mode,
the system is well behaved, smoothly
balanced with a dull overall view of
the music. There is
little
here
to
inspire, the output
being
pleasant
enough in its dry
tonality, but the
dynamic
range
seems
strangely
depressed, as though
the power section was
not being driven hard
enough. Not only are the
dynamics constricted subjectively
but the limit of the amplifier is
soon found, one channel in fact
cutting out when trying to reach
the swings of full orchestra and choir
in Walton's Belshazzar's Feast
[LSO/Hickox, EMI 5 65235 2], as
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AURA CA200/PA100
LAB REPORT
Test results are
shown for the
PA100 in
standard mode,
where it maintains
its output well into
lower impedances
and has no trouble
driving a2.2 ohm
load. This bodes
well for bridged
mode, where each
amplifier channel
sees half the
impedance of the
loudspeaker, and
indeed the output
into 8ohms
bridged reached
350W
(25.4dBM
before clipping. A
good peak current
result of 15A will
also improve in
bridged mode.
Distortion

consists of asmall
amount of third
and fifth
harmonic, with
just atrace of
seventh harmonic
appearing above
the noise.
Intermodulation
distortion was
very well
controlled; hardly
any trace of the
¡kHz difference
tone is visible and
sidebands are
very clean.
Frequency
response is

Fig

la. Aura CA2001PA100: lkHz distortion

spectrum at full power

.;

•

.

.
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Fig lb. Aura CA2001PA100: imermodulation
distortion 19kHz120kHz tones, full power
Test results

Aura CA200/PA100

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 100W (20dBM
Both channels 8ohms (dBW)
20.1
Both channels 4ohms
18.1
(We channel, 2.2 ohms
16.1
Instantaneous peak current (
A)
+15 -15
Distortion ( dB)
18-ID. rated power. aux
78
Frequency response
15Hz-20kHz, +0/-0.5dB
Noise (dB)
Disc (
m-m) (IHF, CCIR weighted) -68
Disc ( m-c) (
IHF, CCIR weighted) —
Aux/CD (
IHF, CCIR weighted) -74
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0.5/0.4
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc (m-m)
phono
2.5mV/47k ohms
Disc ( m-c)
—
—
—
ka
phono
220mV/50k ohms
Dimensions, pre- (whd)
430x62x340mm
Dimensions, power (whd)
430x75x340mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
1700/1700
(£750/1750 in chrome)

sensibly tailored
at half power, the
RIAA response is
equally smooth,
with arolloff ro
-3dB at 15Hz as a
precaution against
rumble and warp
frequency effects.

SUPPLIER
Aura Designs,
Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Marlborough
Road, Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel 01903
750 750

the over- current protection circuit
came intà action. It was easily reset
by switching off and on again, but
this does seem rather over-cautious
for apower amplifier rated at 100W
per channel. Adding the second
power amplifier and moving from biwire to bi-amped mode, facilitated by
the twin outputs on the rear of the
pre- amplifier, brought the usual
benefits of added clarity and more
sharply etched definition, but little if
any improvement in dynamic
modulation. The overall sound still
seemed ' sat upon', the amplifiers
refusing to breathe freely and let go;
again, Isuspect that current limiting
was being handled too harshly.
Finally, some musical ' life' was
injected by switching to bridged
mode, each power amplifier now
delivering apossible 250W into the
bi-wired speakers. The difference in
soundstage quality was astonishing,
with vocalists now taking on amoré
lifelike, three-dimensional character
and dynamics soaring to their full
extent without compression. In this
mode the Aura system is very
impressive, with detail solidly etched
into abroad soundstage, foreground
instruments standing out firmly
against the background acoustic. The
detail level is entrancing, and it is
very easy to switch attention to any
part of the performance, proving the
true transparency of the Aura. Not
only is the tonal balance accurate in
its portrayal of orchestral music, but
the whole frequency range is virtually
seamless. This lends an excellent
coherence to the disparate parts of
the musical performance, and when
combined with wide dynamic range
in bridged mode, the Aura acts as a
clear window on to the source.
Rhythmically, the Aura is a little
staid; while the sense of drive and
dynamics is good enough for the
classical repertoire, some may find it
a little too reticent for rock music.
Part of the reason for this appears to
be amild diminution of energy at low

frequencies; it is the midrange which
is the most impressive aspect of the
Aura's performance. This is fine
when percussion is to the forefront,
but bass guitar often seems to
provide no more than a backing to
the rhythm, rather than helping drive
the music along.

MERIDIAN 502/557
This is a compact package of
Meridian's 502 Analogue Controller
and 557 stereo power amplifier, both
based
around
dual- mono
construction but housed in spacesaving enclosures. The control amp
matches the rest of the Meridian
source range with amidi-style width
for the attractive glass topped black
case, an array of vertical push
buttons on the fascia giving access to
all functions. An additional systemremote table-top handset called MSR
provides easy control of the preamplifier and other Meridian source
components and is well worth
considering if you are adding the 502
to one of Meridian's CD players.
Four pairs of phono sockets provide
four line inputs, one of which can be
configured for moving-magnet or
moving- coil cartridges by using
additional plug-in circuitry. Three
further pairs of XLR inputs are
labelled for CD players and tape or
any source which supplies abalanced
output. Outputs are provided for two
tape recorders and there are balanced
and unbalanced pre- amplifier
outputs.

TECHNOLOGY
Internal signal paths in the 502 are
very short; each input socket leads
straight to a solid-state switch and
thence to IC based line and
attenuator circuits. The pre-amplifier
is built in double-mono construction
with stacked circuit boards, one for
each channel. A separate digital
board houses the microprocessor
controller and communications. Each
amplifier section has its own voltage
regulation.
The
dual
mono
construction is continued in the 557
power amplifier, where an enormous
toroidal transformer has individual
secondary windings for each channel,
their circuits mounted directly on to
each side heatsink. Each has abridge
rectifier and 40,000e of reservoir
capacitance. IC-based input stages
lead to fully-complementary drivers
and output stage utilising four pairs
of output devices. Protection relays
operate on the power supply, leaving
only the Zobel network inductor in
series with the speaker outputs.

SOUND QUALITY
Meridian
557 Power
Amplifier
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Meridian's amplifiers have usually
concentrated on the ' bright and
detailed' aspect of hi-fi reproduction

APRIL 1987
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Meridian 502 pre-amplifser

MERID

and
this
combination
is
no
exception. Midrange detail is
spot-lit and precise, with pin-point
imaging in a wide and high
soundstage, though front- to- back
perspectives seem narrower than
usual and there is no real projection
forward of the plane of the speakers.
Bass is best described as tight and
lean — it is exceptionally easy to
follow bass lines but, unless your
speakers provide some hefty wallop
in this area, the bass level seems
emasculated in comparison to the
mid and treble.
It is the treble performance that
contributes to the bright overall
balance, being crisply defined and
glassily transparent. This again would
deliver fine depths of detail if it were
not for an exaggeration of sibilance
and cymbals that, without some bass
counterbalance, shimmer in excess.
The effect varies with system
components and can be modified
both by choice of CD source and
speakers as well as, to alesser extent,
speaker and interconnect cables.
Thus some combinations will
engender astridency to brass, which
others will show simply as brilliance.
Choral works and pop records with
exaggerated equalisation are the
worst offenders. Voices are generally
well focused with clear diction, but
attract spitting and hissing of
consonants and sibilance where close
recorded. Massed choirs may also
degenerate into confused stridency if
played at realistic levels, at odds with
the clarity of solo singers. Not
surprisingly, Meridian's own 508 CD
player provided the necessary
refinement of detail and smoothness
in the source, and van den Hul The
Second
interconnects
and
Audioquest Crystal speaker cables
helped maintain the clarity without
provoking edginess. With these in
place, the Meridian combination was
capable of astriking rendition of full
orchestra, powerfully filling the room
with an authoritative account of
Elgar's Symphony 1 [ LSO/Tate,
EMI 7 54414 2], in which it was
capable of unravelling the dense
textures of this score. This is the
Meridian's best feature — an ability
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to plumb the
depths
of
recorded
detail
while delivering a
dynamic push that
controls speakers in a
seemingly effortless fashion.
At the highest listening levels there
is some undue hardening of the

LAB REPORT
Meridian's very
stiff power
supply gives a
superb result for
power output as
the impedance
drops, almost
holding the
dBW level into
4ohms and
delivering high

pulsed power
into 2.2 ohms.
This result is
mirrored by the
high peak
current result of
24A, which
should allow
excellent
sound which gives an untidy edge to
speaker control.
the
amplifier's
characteristic
Overall
brightness, but within reasonable
distortion is
listening limits the transparency is of
low, with
ahigh order. But you will need well
slightly higher
recorded discs to get the best out of
odd than even
this combination.
harmonic traces
just being visible
SHEARNE PHASE 6/PHASE 5
above the low
Eschewing the remote control
noise level.
electronics that are finding their way
Intennodulation
into more of the upmarket audiophile
pre-amplifiers, the Sheame Phase 6 results are fairly
clean too.
sticks to the short signal- path,
Frequency
manual-switching conventionality of
response is wide
adesign dedicated to sound quality.
However, this pre- amp sports a and even,
falling slowly
highly flexible approach to input and
away to a -3dB
output selection, being well endowed
point of 30kHz
with phono sockets that practically
and extending
fill the full width of its back panel.
down into the
Here are the usual CD, Tuner and
Aux inputs plus AV. If you have a bass from the
auxiliary input.
turntable, the Aux input can be
Sensitivity
dedicated to this, if you specify the
shown is a
optional phono stage (£ 200) at the
time of ordering. This offers both mm and m- c and is also sensitivity Th eeffect
adjustable. Two tape inputs and varies with
outputs are provided, managed by system
separate Listen and Record selector components
switches on the front panel. A pair of and can be
high-quality phono sockets provide modified both
the pre-amplifier output, mirrored by
by choice of
two XLR balanced outputs, in case
CD source and
speakers as
you need to drive long cables to
power amplifiers with balanced well as, to a
inputs. For AV use there is the
lesser extent,
possibility of including a separate speaker and
processor through a loop that interconnect
encompasses either fixed or variable cables
volume control through an ingenious
arrangement of sockets. A small
toggle switch on the rear switches the
processor loop in or out — some
users might consider this would be
better in amore accessible position
on the fascia. Another optional extra
is a Class A headphone amplifier
(£150). This provides output
through a headphone jack socket

502/557

Fig 2a. Meridian 502/557: lkHz distortion
spectrum at full power

ti Eam•Yud Fralumc. •

Fig lb. Meridian 502/557: inter-modulation
distortion 19kHz/20kHz tones, full power
Test results

Meddian 502/557

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 100W (20dBW)
11.1tHz
20.3
Both charnels 8ohms (dBW)
Both channels 4ohms
19.2
17.3
One channel, 2.2 ohms
+24 -24
Instantaneous peak current (A)
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
82
Frequency response 4Hz-23kHz, +0/-0.5dB
Noise (
dB)
Disc (m-m) (
IHF, CCIR weighted)
Disc (m-c) (
INF, CCIR weighted)
-9i
Aux/CD ( IF-IF, CCIR weighted)
2.4/3.5
DC output offset L/R (
mV)
sensitivity/loading
Inputs
socket type
Disc ( m-m)
Disc ( m-c)
- 150mV/20k own
-s
Aux
phono
Dimensions, pre- (
whd)
321x88x332mm
Dimensions, power (whd)
385x187x339mm
11295/£1400
Typical price (
inc VAT)

nominal figure
as factory set
(the user can
adjust this
between 27 and
840m10 to help
match listening
levels.

SUPPLIER
Meridian
Audio Ltd,
14 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire
PEI8 7Ej.
Tel 01480
434 334

fitted to the right side of the case. In
the Sheame tradition, the blue power
light highlights the blue marbling to
the front panel, the whole set off by
highly- chromed knobs. A bank of
two Phase 5power amplifiers and the
control amplifier makes an elegant
stack.
Speaker outputs from the Phase 5
monoblocks are duplicated to
facilitate bi-wiring, while the inputs
can be chosen from phono socket
unbalanced or XLR balanced via
repositioning of an internal link.
A link-through socket marked 'Via'
can be used to convey the input
signal to other power amplifiers for
bi-amping. Inside the pre-amplifier is
atoroidal transformer from which a
clean DC supply is derived feeding
local voltage regulators for the line
and phono amplifiers, plus a third
power supply for the headphone
amplifier if fitted.
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"The 900 is so good at it's job that, after adecent demonstration, you probably won't ever
bother auditioning any of it's all tube rivals, few of which presents serious challenges"
Ken Kessler HiFi News October 1995
"Due to the high quality of reproduced sound as well as the reasonable price, they are
one of the greatest revelations of our time."
Salvadore Dangla Alta Fidelidad 902/948
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Shearne Audio's Phase 5Mono Block and
Phase 6power amplifiers

LAB REPORT

TECHNOLOGY
Line inputs are switched close to the
rear input sockets and the signal is
passed directly to the passive volume
control located nearby. Discretecomponent line amplifiers boost the
output, with low impedance drive for
the phono sockets. ICs provide the
balanced output circuitry. Power for
the Phase 5 comes from a large
toroid supplying a bridge rectifier
and
40,800e
of
reservoir
capacitance. Circuit topology is
straightforward, with a differential
input provided by an IC front-end
and Class A drivers leading to pairs
of high current Darlington bipolar
output devices. The circuit is
protected only by supply fuses, but
the output is driven via a Zobel
network and series 0.05 ohm
resistance.

SOUND QUALITY
Even for this pre-power combination,
Shearne has kept its characteristic
warmth of sound, which endears the
amplifiers to most listeners and
provides a rich and colourful
backdrop on all discs. Not for
Shearne the minimalist bright, edgy
approach to hi-fi detail — here is a
sound that concentrates on bringing
the best out of a variety of
recordings, not just the 'good' ones.
The benefits of the separate amplifier
blocks can be heard in increased
refinement of musical detail over that
achieved by the company's integrated
product, as well as by aconsiderable
increase in apparent power delivery
to the speakers. Though not in the
'unlimited power' league of power
amps, the brace of Shearnes can push
speakers hard without running out of
breath. The separation also benefits
the stereo imagery, which is almost
perfect in its perspective, close when
recorded as such, yet deeply ambient
where the acoustics of the recording
have been captured. Orchestral
performances are swathed in awarm
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tonal balance with a thoroughly
enjoyable richness to bass strings,
woodwind
and
percussion.
Amazingly this apparent rich
harmonic content hardly intrudes on
the transparency of the amplifier at
all — midrange detail is not
highlighted, but does have aforward
quality to it
If there is aflaw here, it is in what
some might describe as astodgy bass
output — there is, after all, aprice to
be paid for all that rich warmth. For
most of the time bass is well
controlled and evenly integrated into
the whole, but put on a disc with a
fat bass sound, such as the
remastered Beatles collections, and
the low frequencies pound out in a
way that almost swamps the
midrange. Thus the raw quality of
'Revolution' is somewhat sanitised
and McCartney's bass guitar lines in
'Come Together' while impressive is
more prominent than necessary. For
all this, the Shearne responds
dramatically to the quality of source
components, luckily forming avery
happy alliance with the Meridian 508
and van den Hul The Second
interconnects which lent just the
right balance of musical integrity and
tight bass to bring the amplifiers back
into line tonally.

CONCLUSION
There is no doubting the versatility of
the Meridian system with regard to
input capability and dual room
control possibilities. If you are
considering a complete Meridian
system using the company's source
components, then the 502 controller
is an admirable and easy to use
component. Iam not so convinced
by the 557 stereo power amplifier,
however, which seems very speaker
sensitive. Easy to drive speakers
brought out the best in its tight
control of bass, clarity of midrange
and sparkling treble. For more taxing
speakers the 505 monoblocks may
prove abetter choice.
Ihave grave doubts too about the
Aura PA10.0 in stereo mode,
particularly with respect to its
speaker- driving capabilities which

The Shearne's
power output meets
the specification
well into both 8
and 4ohm loads,
the power supply
providing the
current limit into
2.2 ohms, though
when pulsed for
peak current the
result was afine
18/1 delivery.
Frequency response
is deliberately
tailored with aslow
fall to aslightly
premature -0.5dB
at 16kHz at half
power with a -3dB
point at 28kHz.
Distortion is not of
the ultra-low rype;
negative feedback
has been kept
deliberately low in
the aim for better
subjective sound
quality, but the
dominant mode is
sensibly second
harmonic with a
series of higher
harmonics
gradually falling in
level.
Inter-modulation
distortion is of the
same order, some
high frequency
components being
noted though the
difference tone is
kept under control.
Sensitivity for the
Even for
this pre- power
combination
Shearne has
kept its
characteristic
warmth of
sound which
endears the
amplifiers
to most
listeners and
provides a rich
and colourful
backdrop to
all discs

Fig 3a. Shearne Phase 6/Phase 5:
distortion spectrum at full power

IkHz

Fig 36. Shearne Phase 6/Phase 5:
intermodulation distortion 19kHz120kHz
tones, full power
Test results

Shearne Phase 6/Phase 5

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 100W (
20d6W)
Both chalnels 8ohms (d8W)
20.1
Both channels 4ohms
17.4
One channel, 2.2 ohms
14.4
Instantaneous peak current (
A)
+18 -18
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
72
Frequency response 8Hz-16kHz, +0/-0.5dB
Noise (dB)
Disc (
m-m) ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -72
Disc (
m-c) ( IHF, CCIR weighted) —
Aux/CD (
IHF, CCIR weighted) -86
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0.7/0.3
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc (m-m)
phono
3mV/47k ohms
Disc ( mc)
—
—
Aux
phono
150mV/50k ohms
Dimensions, pre- (whd)
432x65x365mm
Dimensions, power (whd)
432x65x365mm
Typical puce (
inc VAT)
1900/1750

auxiliary input is
reduced for CD
which if attenuated
to 450mV1100k
ohms to help match
listening levels and
improve overload
margins.

SUPPLIER
Shearne Audio,
PO Box 22,
Stevenage,
Hens
SG2 8HF
Tel 01438
740 953

seem unduly limited, perhaps due to
an over- protective current limiter.
Using the two power- amps in
bridged mode, however, the Aura
system blossomed into a highly
transparent and well balanced
amplifier combination, capable of
excellent dynamics that were
untroubled by speaker choice.
If you are looking for an amplifier
that fits the highly musical tradition
of British amplifier design, however,
the Shearne Phase 6/Phase 5 is the
most rewarding in the long term.
Though not breaking any records for
transparency and perhaps falling just
short of true tonal neutrality, the
Shearne combination managed to
sound both comfortable and inspiring
with all the discs in my collection.
Thanks to its inspiring musical
qualities, this amplifier is going to
stay in my system for just a little
while longer.
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T

he £ 300 X-DAC is one of a
new series of components
[which includes the X10-D line
conditioner reviewed in HFNIRR,
Oct ' 96] from Musical Fidelity,
claimed to offer top sound quality at
budget prices. All share the same
low-cost metalwork and separate offthe- shelf mains plug/transformer,
giving substantial build-cost savings,
which Musical Fidelity claims are
passed to customers. The body is
extruded in aluminium, complete
with heatsink ribs, feet and shaped
internal slots which are designed to
accept the printed- circuit- board
(PCB) and fixing screws. After
extrusion, the metal is simply
chopped to length and painted black.
The front panel is turned on alathe
from circular aluminium bar, drilled
to take the various display LEDs and
recessed hex socket fixing screws
then ` brushed'. The painted rear,
stamped from sheet steel, holds the
optical Toslink, gold-plated RCA
phono SPDIF inputs, and 12V AC
power input socket. An external
transformer, which plugs directly into
a 13A mains socket, makes for an
inexpensive low- voltage power
source. Assembly of the PCB into the
case is very quick and simple, giving
further savings in production. The
front LED display indicates data
lock, clock frequency, 48, 44.1 or
32kHz ( to which the DAC

UPPLIER
Must, al
Fidelity Ltd,
Unit 16-17
Olympic Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley
HA9 OTF
Tel 0181
900 2866

automatically switches) HDCD
status, déemphasis and power.
Unscrewing the front panel and
unplugging the display revealed a
neat double- sided through-plated
glass-fibre PCB. The board holds
four
semi- conductor
voltage
regulators to provide four main
power lines. In addition, there are
numerous tantalum capacitors up
close to various IC pins for effective
de- coupling ( to avoid interaction
between different parts of the circuit
due to noise on the power lines).

TECHNOLOGY
A Yamaha receiver chip takes digital
data from either the phono input
socket or the Toslink ( via a small
PCB on the optocoupler). Also on
board are afew 74 series ICs, some
of which buffer and clean up the
digital input data prior to processing
by the receiver IC. Next in the data
path comes the Pacific Microsonics
PDM 100 chip [ see box]. This
crucial item includes decoding
circuitry, activated only for HDCD
encoded CDs, as well as the
oversampling digital filter which is
used for both conventional and
HDCD discs. This provides the
digital signals for processing by the
Digital to Analogue Converter
(DAC) chip. By computing extra
digital data samples at eight
times
the
original

sampling frequency ( 352.8kHz), the
digital images are pushed up eight
times in frequency, thus allowing a
simpler anti-image filter to be used
after the DAC.
The DAC chosen by Musical
Fidelity is the 18-bit Burr Brown Cophase IC. Multi-bit DACs tend to
have asolid, dynamic sound but can
exhibit distortion problems at low
conversion levels. Pulse-type DACs
(such as Bitstream) avoid the lowlevel problems but operate at much
higher frequencies which introduces
its own set of new problems, not least
of which is greater levels of radiofrequency noise which can buzz
around the internal circuits, causing
problems such as jitter and audible
distortion of a different kind to that
from multi-bit DACs.
As a more cost-effective option
than their 20-bit DAC, Burr Brown's
Co-phase DAC splits decoding two
ways — the higher bits in each digital
word are processed conventionally by
a multi-bit R/2R ladder decoder,
while the bottom five are handled by
apulse-modulation system. Thus this
DAC claims to offer the best of both
worlds, or at least an optimum
compromise at a lower price.
(Musical
Fidelity
engineers
apparently built both types of
decoder and felt
the
extra
expenditure for the 20-bit was not
justified by the sonic differences).

eLoCK
Musical Fidelity's new X-DAC
might be just what's missin

48k°'

eo-

from your CD-playing system
by DAVID BERRIMAN

APRIL 1997
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D/A CONVERTERS
ACROSS THE PACIFIC
Pacific Microsonics claims superior sound for its fine', even when used
with conventional non-HDCD-encoded CDs. It is said to calculate to full 27bit accuracy during oversampling, with a pass- band ripple of less than
0.0001dB and stop- band rejection of over 120dB for their filter. Pacific
Microsonics also claims reduced DAC distortion, due to the high accuracy
of calculations used to derive the extra samples ( egirt for every original)
and to the silent conversion' technique, which allows the filter to settle
before being coupled to the DAC. Greater accuracy means lower distortion.
while allowing data to settle avoids transferring nose to the DAC. This
delay does not introduce jitter because it is within the time window while
the DAC is waiting' for its data input. In addition, the chip allows for the
addition of eight levels of out-of- band dither selectable in either standard
CD or HDCD mode. ( In the X-DAC, dither option 0' is used, which
comprises minimum high-frequency weighted dither, which is said to be
optimum for bitstream-type DACs). All up, and irrespective of the DHDCD
function, Pacific Microsonics claims this to be the best monolithic ( on one
IC chip) oversampling filter available — quite a boast
Here is not the place to enter into a debate about the efficacy of HDCD
as a recording and replay medium. A full analysis would require more space
and time than allowed for in this two- pager. My main objective was to see
how good a standard player this X-DAC is when playirg ordinary CDs.

Following the DAC are two
NE5532P analogue ICs, each
containing two op-amps. Three opamps are used in a three-pole antiimage filter, which is claimed to be
linear in both amplitude and phase,
while avoiding multiple ICs in the
signal path: the fourth op-amp is an
output buffer to isolate the filter from
the effects of the inter-connect cable.

DDE V3.0 proved interesting.
Though from different companies
and with different DAC ICs, there
were many similarities between their
sounds, not least their lack of
colorations, harshness, evenhandedness and naturalness, which
allowed the music to come through
seemingly unfettered, without
embellishment.
The DDE V3.0 had firma, almost
SOUND QUALITY
subterranean bass, and slightly
On audition, the Musical Fidelity crisper extreme treble, with an overall
rapidly proved itself to be avery fine sonic ' solidity' which is quite
DAC. My over-riding impression, unusual. The Musical Fidelity had
playing a variety of CDs was of a warmer bass and slightly greater
smooth, suave performer, rendering fluidity, with smoother more rounded
all music even-handedly. Coloration treble and lacking the DDE's slightly
was of low, with no trace of nasality, dark texture.
glare or harshness and a warm yet
If one had to characterise the
differences, one could say that the
clearly detailed bass. Paradoxically,
the higher registers were both rich in MF was more ' valve- like', airier,
detail yet smooth, combining clarity more fluid and softer in presentation.
Musically, though, it would be
and sweetness in equal measure.
With much playing of orchestral, difficult to separate them and I'm not
piano and choral music, recorded in sure which I prefer. The Audio
a natural acoustic, the X-DAC Alchemy offers a strong case for its
revealed the rich sonority and powerful bass, velvet-like background
recorded acoustics of instruments and overall solidity, but the almost
(for instance, Barry Tuckwell's horn magical feathery airiness of the
in Mozart Horn Concertos [Decca Musical Fidelity weaves a powerful
410 284-2]), while with piano and spell in its favour. One overriding
harpsichord recordings, reproduction factor cannot be ignored: the Musical
was full bodied and rich in inner Fidelity X-DAC is only £ 00,
detail. Complex recordings, full of whereas the DDE V3.0 is £ 00 with
high-frequency energy, were handled the Power Station Three power
with consummate ease, without supply Iwas using.
The Musical Fidelity's value for
muddle or harshness.
The Musical Fidelity X-DAC may money is undoubted and it can be
seem on the mellow side by thoroughly recommended. The Xcomparison to many DACs and CD DAC does sound best with a good
players, but then Ilike that, finding CD front end ( Iused the TEAC
that most sound simply too shrill and VRDS-10SE as a transport for the
hard. As long-time user of the Audio
DDE V3.0 listening comparisons),
Alchemy DDE V3.0. Iam something but any good transport or CD player
of aconvert the use of the PDM-100 may be given the X-DAC treatment.
filter for conventional CDs. The
So, if you're looking for an upgrade,
best? Idon't know, but it seems to or a new CD-playing system on a
work with music. Comparisons of the sensible budget, the X-DAC should
X-DAC against the Audio Alchemy definitely be on your listening list. +
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MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC
LAB REPORT
Looking through
the test results, it is
clear that the
budget price has not
compromised
results. Frequency
response is very flat,
with output well
balanced and
within 0.24dB at
20kHz. Crosstalk
was very good at all
frequencies (-831
81dB at 20Hz,
-1081-102dB at
»Hz and - 1031
-83dB at 20kHz).
Distortion measured
well, -86dB
(0.005%) at full
output, -81dB
(0.008%) at
-10dB and -35dB
(-70dB (1.8%))
[Fig 11. At 90.3dB dithered,
output was very
clean [Fig 3],
repeated at - 100dB
dithered [Fig 4].
First and second
order highfrequency intermod
products were also
low (-87dB
(0.004%) at 10dB
below full output
[Fig 2], this
spectrogram
indicating very
good high-frequency
linearity. Signal-tonoise ratios were
very good, with
noise at around
-117 and hum at
-95 setting the
overall unweighted
SIN to 95dB. Deemphasis, achieved
digitally, was
highly accurate, at
worst 0.18dB out
at 16kHz. Output
at OdB was 2.2V,
just 0.8dB up on
the 2V standard.
Accuracy at -90dB
was fine on the
right, just 1.3dB
high, but was just
over 6dB up on the
left. In contrast to
the right channel,
the left measured
2dB high at -70dB,
3dB high at -80dB,
accompanied by
increasing distortion
at - 70dB and
below. Curiously,
at -90.3dB and
-100dB (dithered),
the 1kHz tone was
very clean, perhaps
indicating a
disparity between
the ladder' and
<bitstream' sections
of the DAC.
Otherwise, afine
set of results.

Fig 1. Musical Fidelity X-DAC: spectrogram
at - 70dB, right channel, showing distortion at
-35.4dB (1.7%), mainly 2nd, 3rd and 5th
harmonics but at low level (left channel, 6.5%)
-JO

If

Fig 2. Musical Fidelity X-DAC: intennodnlamm
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones at OdB, right
channel, showing very low distortion. The
18kHz product is at -89dB below the
combined RMS value of the 19kHz and
20kHz signals, while the ¡kHz product is at
-92dB, totalling 0.004%

Fig 3. Musical Fidelity X-DAC: spectrogram
at ¡kHz, -90dB, right channel. A very clean
trace. Second and third harmonics just visible
at only - 112dB and - 11 5dB respectively almost
lost in noise. The left channel was identical at
higher levels

Fig 4. Musical Fidelity XDAG: ¡ kHz
spectrogram at - 100dB, right channel. Again
very clean. Harmonics are not traceable but at
least I2dB below the signal, into the noise

Test results

Musical Fidelity X-DAC

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB) 0.02
0.02
0.37
Stereo separation (dB) 83
108
103
Distortion (dB):
THD at OdB
-86
THD at 10dB
-81
THD at -70dB
-35
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB -87
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB -87
Frequency response
Left ( dB)
0
0 -0.11
Right ( dB)
0
0 +0.24
Signal to noise ( dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
95dB
De-emphasis (error in dB)
lkHz
5kHz
18kHz
L,R +0.01/-0.01
0/0.02 -0.05/+0.18
Output level, OdB
2.2V +0.8dB
Error at - 90dB
LR
+6.3/+1.3
Dimensions (whd, mm) 110x110x195
Typical price ( inc VAT)
1300
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&W's first Prism speaker was
the DM302, a small standmounted unit that housed a
paper fibre cone bass/midrange unit
and 26mm dome treble unit in an
enclosure with moulded front and
rear baffles. The £ 350 DM305 is
an extension of the 302, using a
similar two drive-unit lineup and
baffles but placing them in a floor
standing enclosure where the extra
volume is used to deepen the bass
response.
In
the
DM305
bass/midrange output now comes
from a fibre cone of 140mm
diameter, mounted in a strong cast
chassis. This is considerably larger
than the 120mm unit used in the
DM302 and utilises radial ` spoke'
indentations to control break-up
modes, instead of plastic doping.
The centre dust cap has given way
to a good choice of phase plug
helping the natural roll-off of the
unit and its integration to the treble
dome.
Prism is the name given to
B&W's system for controlling
internal enclosure resonances.
Behind the drive units, the baffle
is moulded into a complex shape
that resembles the wedges of an
anechoic chamber. The aim is to

break up internal standing waves
that would otherwise cause
coloration. Unlike atrue anechoic
chamber, where the wedges or
cones are of such a dimension as
to absorb a wide frequency band
extending to the lowest bass
octave, the limited dimensions of
the DM305 cabinet mean that the
Prism system is really only active
from mid frequencies upwards.
The Prism moulding only applies
to the top part of the cabinet where
it is most needed behind the
bass/midrange unit, and makes the
rear baffle strong and rigid. The
rest of the enclosure, however, is
constructed from good- quality
15mm particle board and the large
panels remain unbraced and
undamped, which could add some
'thrum' to the bass output. What
appears to be the front baffle is
simply a combination of rounded
plastic mouldings that cover the
face of the chipboard enclosure,
with the drive units mounted on
plastic extenders using long wood
screws.
Rather surprisingly, the front
'slot' bass reflex port of the DM302
has been left in place, and is aided
by a rear mounted port of

It. SIMI
REFORM
The DM305 floorstanding
speaker is the latest innovation
in B& W's Prism series
BY PETER .1 COMEAU
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LOUDSPEAKERS
bass
power
and
conventional tubular format. The between
double- port- tuned enclosure is articulation. Suffice it to say that if
partially separated from the top air you need a more analytical
space behind the drive units by a approach, you should be looking
sheet of polyurethane foam. The at speakers at twice the price of
latter helps reduce coloration from these budget floorstanders.
To a certain extent, the low
the bass enclosure where there is no
acoustic absorbent, the top part of bass fills in for the weakness which
the cabinet being stuffed with BAF seems endemic in the B&W Prism
wadding. The foam layer should series, that of upper-bass/lowerensure no midrange escapes from mid drop in level compared to the
the ports as well as breaking up midrange proper. The extra bass
standing waves which might extension makes the 305 a more
otherwise return to the bass unit. A satisfying listen than the DM302,
second- order crossover utilising while the superior bass control
ferrite- core coils and reversible allows easier positioning. But the
departures from tonal linearity do
electrolytic capacitors is PCB
mounted to the rear terminals yield some oddities in musical
translation. Take ' Under Ice' from
which offer abi-wiring option.
Spikes are supplied to screw into Kate Bush's Hounds of Love. This
normally
shows
a
the base of the cabinet to provide album
good
support;
though
the roundness and depth to Kate's
instructions give little guidance to matured voice, but this is partially
exact placement, simply explaining diminished by the lightweight
that the speakers may be moved nature of the 305. The track opens
closer to walls to increase the bass with a highly tactile synthesised
level. In fact, the bass is clean and bass, its lower notes given full rein
tight enough to allow considerable by the B&Ws, but as it ascends the
experimentation in this area, agood scale it begins to fade as the
balance between bass extension and frequency enters the pit in the
clarity being found around 30cm 305's response.
Similarly, full orchestral works
from the rear wall.
are well underpinned by the solid
SOUND QUALITY
bass, but both cello and clarinet
If the Prism system has anything sound more wiry than normal and
drums
seem
rather
going for it, this should appear in kettle
a reduction of coloration due to cardboardy in nature. In all other
control of the cabinet panels and respects, however, the 305s are
internal reflections. Indeed, it is rewarding musically, being lively,
and
informative.
obvious from switch- on that the dynamic
Separation between instruments is
305s are more detailed and
transparent than most of their good, yet the relationship within a
competitors. Though some of this band cohesive.
The speakers sound bigger than
comes from a touch of bright and
crisp enunciation of upper the sum of their parts, the stereo
midrange and treble, the overall image being expansive and showing
promise is one of clarity and off the recorded acoustic very well.
neutrality. The usual arbiters of Instrument placement is both
tonal accuracy — voices and piano precise and stable, the soundstage is
yet
forwardly
placed
— project clearly and naturally deep
though there is a point where instruments and voices are
piano left hand seems to dim a positioned just right.
little.
Male vocals are delivered in CONCLUSION
lightweight fashion, there being To some extent the B&W 305s
not enough upper bass output to have the wrong balance to fit
give depth to baritone and bass comfortably in a typical budget
voices. All choral pieces are also system. Partnered with brightgiven a mild lift in the upper sounding amplifiers and CD
midrange, which often adds an players the 305s display their
unseemly rasp to consonants and worst characteristics with little of
accentuates breathiness. Female
the best showing through. Give
voices cannot avoid this lift either,
them a good source like the
so singers of the class of Dame Technics SL-PS770 and an
Janet Baker, who are normally amplifier of the class of the Arcam
expected to sound rich, are Alpha 6 Plus or Musical Fidelity
rendered lighter than life.
EIO and they respond with
Bass power is delivered with afair superior dynamics and midband
thwack, though there is not much transparency to many of their
detail in the lowest octave. This is competitors.
only to be expected from speakers
These are speakers that you
in this class, which always tend to should build asystem around rather
something of a compromise
than hope to slot into an existing
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B&W DM305
LAB REPORT

One expects
nothing less than
aflat frequency
response from
B&W speakers;
the DM305 does
not disappoint,
maintaining the
response within
+3dB limits from
60Hz to 20KHz.
The overall
character is of a
forward mid with
aslight depression
before the strong
recovery in treble
output. Looking
at the Room
Averaged
Response [Fig 3J,
the characteristic
falls into the
'three hump'
category, with
upper bass
shelving away
before the port
output restores the
level in the lowest
octave.
Excellent
consistency over a
wide listening
area is confirmed
by the family of
responses [Fig I];
there is little
deviation between
the on-axis trace
and the 30° offaxis graph. The
indication,
however, is that
treble energy may
be slightly
pronounced in
rooms where there
is little soft
furnishing to
absorb the high
frequencies.
Impedance tends
towards a
nominal 6ohms,
which results in a
high apparent
sensitivity by
drawing more

SUPPLIER
B&W
Churchill Md.
Est.
Marlborough
Road
Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel 01903
750 750
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Fig 1. B&W DM305: response family at I
metre. On-axis

(
top

trace); 15° below vertical

axis (2nd trace); 15° above vertical axis (3rd
trace); 30° horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2. B&W DM305: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3. B&W DM305: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4ohms

per

division (bottom trace)
Test results

B&W DM305

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
841x217x308
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
30cm from rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point in room)
48Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
89c18
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.1 ohms/6 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £ 350

current from the
amplifier. The
smooth impedance
plot, however,
shows that the
speaker is a
relatively easy
drive and should
not tax any
sensibly-designed
amplifier.
The MLSSA
Waterfall plot
indicates good
control of delayed

resonance through
the midband, the
Prism system
apparently doing
its work well.
Minor cabinet
panel resonances
contribute to an
increased hump at
low frequencies,
and there is alittle
'splash' from the
treble unit. This is
an excellent result
for the price.

mish-mash of components. Get the
balance right and their musical
liveliness, precise imagery and clear
cut detailing can prove very
satisfying. In offering a glimpse of
the legendary B&W monitor
standard quality, the DM305s are
excellent
value
and
are
recommended for audition.
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A/F3
Cable Stork.

Audib Cables are now
available at U.S. pricing
through the I'/F5 Cable Store.
To order call: (612) 371-4528
AMMO
23 Langley Broom
l.angley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
FEL: (01753) 542761: FAX: (01753) 772532

Announcing our new Hi- End Entry Level
Line of Electronics hand made in the
USA

acurus
The range consists of - Integrated CD
Player, 100w Integrated Amplifier, 2Line
Preamplifiers ( one of which has full
Remote Control), 3 Power Amplifiers
(80/150/250w ), and for Home Cinema
2 Multi- Channel ‘ mplifiers kind a
Suround Processor.
An outboard Phono Stage MM/MC is also
available for use with any preamplifier
and is fully adjustable.
ANOTHER

acurus

FolutlwrHER

FIRST - THE CD PLAYER WITH AIR SUSI)ENSION

Prices Range from £395 - £ 1,299

INFORMNFION OR YOUR NEAREST S'FOCMST PU ASE CONTACT - AMID ELUSION

AMPLIFIERS

B

ritish company Orelle has
recently launched a new
audiophile line called XTC —
not to be confused with any illegal
substance, although designer Chris
Bryant would be happy if music
played through his new creations
induces an ecstatic state!
At present the XTC range
comprises the CDT-1LE transport
and CD- 1 DAC [
HFNIRR, Aug
'96], plus the £ 2000 POW- 1 and
£1000 PRE- 1 reviewed here. The
POW- 1is unusual in providing four
amplification channels on a single

green LED as aposition indicator.
Operating at low power, the PRE- 1
is designed to be left on, fully
warmed up, except when out of use
for long periods.
All inputs and outputs are gold
plated phonos, single-ended. Mains
connection is via a detachable IEC
cord. The PRE- 1 has a moderate
input impedance (25k ohms) and a
low input impedance uncritical of
loading. The output is DC coupled,
servo controlled with protective relay
muting, an unusual aspect. Great
care has been taken with the power

TWO FOR

The XTC PRE- 1and
XTC POW- 1are a new amplifier pairing

EIMEM
LAB REPORT
In the lab, the test
results were very
straightforward
with no
idiosyncracies
resulting from the
ultra simple SE
design. The
frequency response
was wide and flat,
half adB down at
16Hz and 53kHz
into standard
loading. It could
drive loads down to
10K ohms at up to
9V, ample for any
likely use.
While distortion
was higher than for
amultiple device,
high feedback
circuit, it was
surprisingly good
nonetheless. At
IHF, 0.5v, output
level, it remained
at 0.033 %, - 70
dB, over awide
frequency range.
High frequency
intermodulation
distortion was very
low at rated level,
reading -81 dB or
0.008%. At all
levels and
frequencies the
distortion was
predominantly
second with a
smoothly decaying
progression of
higher harmonics,
most valve like.
DC offset was
negligible at less
than 0.4mVfor
both channels while
output impedance
was amoderate
394 ohms. Input
impedance was
average at 25k
ohms and Iwould
prefer ahigher
value if at all
possible. Channel
balance and

from Orelle's 'high-end' brand
by MARTIN COLLOMS
chassis at the price, a lure for bi- supplies which are cascaded and are
ampers and active speaker users.
also non-feedback types. This unit
Total output is nearly 700W ( 8 also offers avery short signal path
ohms), via enriched-bias MOSFET with asingle active device.
output stages.
In this context, there is no loop
negative feedback but there is the
XTC PRE- 1
usual small degree of ' gain'
Priced
for
budget- conscious degeneration on the PET source
audiophiles, this heavily built pre- line, stabilising the stage gain and
amp operates at line level only, with reducing distortion.
a moderate gain of 2.2- times, or
7dB. It has six inputs including tape, SOUND QUALITY
all selectable by remote control, but Hearing this pre- amplifier for the
there is no tape loop for first time was definitely a surprise.
simultaneous monitoring while For astart it wasn't the slightest bit
recording. The large (machined from 'solid-state', as we have come to
bar) volume control carries a small understand the term. There was no
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The POW-1is
unusual in
providing four
amplification
channels on a
single chassis
at the price, a
lure for biampers and
active speaker
users. Total
output Is
nearly 700W
(8 ohms), via
enriched-bias
MOSFET
output stages

Fig I. XTC PRE- I: intemodulation

Fig 2. XTC PRE- I: harmonic spectrum,
200Hz, 0.5 volts
Test results

XTC PRE-1

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input - 73 -72 -62
Intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
81.
Noise (
dB)
Aux input (
IHF, CCIR wtd)
88
DC offset, left/right
0.3mV/0.4mV
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
>26
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
91
85
61
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input (dB)
0.15 0.21
0.23
Input data ( aux)
Sensitivity
220mV
Loading
25K ohms/150pF
Output
.
Max level
9V
Impedance
394 ohms
Dimensions, (whd)
470x100x280mm
Typical price ( inc VAT) £ 1000
volume tracking
were excellent at
+0.15dB overall
while the maximum
output was an
ample 9volts before
shut down due to
clipping offset. Load
tolerant, even 600
ohms was tolerated
with anegligible rise
in distortion merely
revising the output
limit to 5volts.
Signal to noise

ratios were ample at
96dBA IHF, 92dB
unweighted, 88dB
CCIR (ARM
lkHz.)
Channel
separation was fine
measuring 85dB
mid band, with
61 dB at 20kHz
and 91dB at 20Hz.
No dynamic
interaction was
observed between
channels.

exaggeration, no hardness and no
false edge or speed in the sound of
the PRE- 1. If you didn't know better
you might dismiss the PRE- 1as too
soft and sweet, almost valve-like. But
it's easy to underestimate this design.
In mid- priced systems, it goes
about its business well with quiet
efficiency, but in ahigh-end set-up,
hidden depths are revealed: excellent
transparency, fine perspective
layering and depth, plus large
spacious ambient stages, very good
focus and high resolution of detail.
The amp was delicate and well
focused in the treble, while in the
bass it matched the best solid-state.
Subtle dynamic contrasts were
readily expressed while rhythm and
dynamics were well balanced and
very good. Highly effective for
analogue with a good phono
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greef- Value Sound es;on
30 Years Old - Audio T is one of the oldest and most respected hi-fi
retailers in the world.
We're Authorised Dealers for all the products we stock and have
factory trained staff who know what they're talking about.
I> Demonstrations - All our shops have single speaker dem rooms and
all but two have aseparate Home Cinema studio.

PX - We're happy to take your old, working, equipment off your hands if
you don't want to sell it yourself (although you'll do better if you do).
I> Exchanges & Upgrades - You can change goods within 7days if they
are in perfect condition. You can also upgrade to more expensive products
within 30 days at no charge.
II>

Interest Free Credit is available on selected items.

I> E. Mail & the Web - We are contactable on " hifi@audio-t.co.uk" and
on the web at " http://www.audio-t.co.uk" where you'll find our full sale list
regularly updated.

Systems, Video & TV are 2years.

We're friendly and un intimidating, we can arrange home dems and
home loans (subject to status) and we install equipment foc if required.

"See our monthly special offers list on our Web pages
or in What Hi Fi every month"

CE
ROMISE
•We know you won't
find better service.
•We know you won't
find abetter sound.
•But if you find a
better price, let us
know and as long as we
can verify it we'll be
happy to match it. Plus
you will still get our 3
YEAR Guarantee*.
* 2Year on TVNideo/Nini
Systems • 1Year on Portal) e›
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Main Brands: Acoustic Energy,
Arum, Atacama. Audiolab. B&W,
Cable Talk, Celestion, Cyrus, Denon,
Dynaudio, KEF, kenwood. Linn.
iNarantz, Meridian, Micromega,
Mission, Monitor Audio,
Mordaunt-Short. NAD. Maim,
Pioneer, Quad. Rega, REL. Rotel,
Royd, Sennheiser, Tannoy, Technics.
Trichord, Yamaha.
Not all products are stocked by
every shop.

GANTS HILL

Stop Press .. Stop Press

Stop Press

Stop Press

Yet another serious bargain from Musical Fidelity.
The XDac has two inputs. Coaxual and optical.
Two outputs and a separate power supply. But
the big surprise is that it's fully HDCD compatible.
All this for under £ 300.00

BR ITISH AUDIO
DEALERS ASSOCIATI
ON

19 Old High St.,
Headington
Tel: ( 01865) 65961

442-444 Cramprook
Rd. Gants Hilt, Ilford
Tel: 0181-5 1E 0915

Tues Fri 10-6 Sat 9.30-6
Thum eve open late until 8
Easy parking at rear

Tues/Thurs/Fri 90 - 7
Wed/Sat 9.30 - 5.50

BASINGSTOKE

READING

Easy Parking Near

call or fax

Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press
USEFUL ACCESSORIES
Thi- billowing list of analogue accessories are all available from us by mail order, but
£8.95

For

£9.95

all of

Discwasher D4 Cleaning System
Di.cwasher SC2 Stylus Care System

£ 18.00
£ 10.00

Michell Record Clamp ( Black)

£20.95

(ardas De-Mag Record ( Unbelievable Value!)

these items
please

£ 16.95

add
£ 1.50

Shure Tracking Force Gauge (The best available!) £20.00
Sumiko Blue Point Cartridge
•Iiirget TTw IWall Shelf

P+P

£99.99
£65.00

Ortofon Cartridge leads (The Reel!)

£
29.99

kiintak Cleaning Fluid ( The Only contact cleaner 1un'!)

£14.95

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Welcome Agent Audiophile
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contact .

4 Feathers Lane
Tel: (01256) 24311

W. HAMPSTEAD

4Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall

and order the foll(iwing item:-

Tel: 0118 958 5463

MUSICAL FIDELITY X1OD

Tues Sat 9-5.30
Car Park over Broad 59eet Mall

li is also the very latest technology from one of the UK's most innoutive hi4i manufacturers.

This is avital piece of any audiophiles hi-li system.

ENFIELD

(:onnected between your CD player and amplifier, the XI OD gives you that warm but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve CD player. How? Ihear you say. It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap X1OD contains the very latest in valve technology.
Priced at only £ 199.99 + £2.50 P+P this is atrue bargain.

--

hit more intOrmation rnu . .

..; price list please give

vs a

Call or drop us aline.

MIS ADVERT WILL SELF DISTRUCT IN 5SECONDS

159a Chase Side,
Enfield, Muddx

190 West End Lane,
London NW6
Tel: 0171-794 7848

Tel: 0181-367 3132

Tues•Sat 10-6
Thur. eve open late until 8

Tues Fri 9.30-6 Sat 9.30-5.30
Customer Car Pars. at rear

CHELTENHAM

SWINDON

nflnin

40/42 Albion Street
Tel: ( 01242) 583960

60 Fleet St., Shendon
Tel: ( 01 793) 5382 22

Tues Fn 9.30-6 Sat 9.30-5.30
Easy parking near

Tues Sat 9.3e - 6
Easy Faarkang dear
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. /44. are now amain Audio Note stockist!
We have on permanent dens the remarkable
Of 0 Phono Integrated Class AAmplifier (£ 1499)
along with other superb AN products
such as the utterly amazing and seriously under priced DAC 1 (Only £675!)
The DAC 1d/a converter is 20bit/8times oversampling
with a %•alve output stage.
All this for under athousand pounds has to be heard to be believed!
The Audio Note range is from well under £ 1000
to well over £200,000.00!
Yes two hundred thousand pounds!
Call now for more details
on this and other Audio Note products.

Only £ 299.95

Guarantees - a full 3 year guarantee on all new hi-fi separates. Mini

=

We are very pleased to announce

•
_:7‘4 .

74.14

For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price List call.
Oilier agencies include:MD, Target, Sown Isn le, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Audinntiest, Bib, Discwasher,
(:rado, Mattel', ( hti ' Inn, Sound Organisation, MIT, Slimy, Stanton, Pursonic,
Platform, Chord (
Van den hul, Lyra, WBT, Audio Alchemy, Sennheiser,
Kudi is. Michell, AKG, Flatline. Ixos and many more!

Tel: 01608 644954
Fax: 01608 645954
1Dunthrop Farm Cottage, Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX75TJ
e-mail orders@audio-masters.demon.co.uk.

AMPLIFIERS
equaliser, afascinating synergy was
also heard with digital programme. It
was as if the PRE- 1 FET had
somehow rearranged the residual
distortion on CD source from a
dissonant high- order to a constant
low-order distortion, which sounded
much kinder on the ear.
As with top-quality tube preamplifiers, a Mana Reference or
equivalent table gave asignificant lift
in quality. When the PRE- 1is fully
warm it achieves avery fine sound
quality score of 35 points on my
usual subjective listening test scale.

CONCLUSION
Here is a competitively priced line
SE
pre- amplifier,
remotely
controlled, highly compatible,
offering excellent build and finish
and combining audiophile grade low
feedback valve tube euphony with
solid-state bass precision and
rhythm. The phase inversion is a
minor inconvenience, insufficient to
deter me from buying one as a
working reference for its class.
Highly recommended.

XTC POW- 1
In this relatively compact chassis are
packed four powerful channels which
may be configured in several ways to
provide several applications. For hi-fi
stereo, to achieve the utmost delicacy
and refinement and easy speaker
loadings, just use apair of channels;
for more difficult speaker loads, the
channels can be paired, providing
doubled output current working.
The best load drive and bass slam is
obtained in this mode, with the
greatest peak power.
For most high quality speakers
with bi-wiring facilities the ultimate
in clarity and detail, focus and depth,
results from operating all XTC
channels in bi-amplified mode. A
security key switch located on the
back panel operates the switching for
this mode, which also requires that
the external paralleling links be
pulled out. Clear instructions on this
are given to help avoid blowing the
protection fuses.
As befits a big amplifier, this one
had a large toroidal power
transformer at its heart, rated at
1kW. After the transformer the
amplifier splits into two sections,
two-channel boards on the right and
left, interfacing with the generous
heatsinks which form the entire sides
of this amplifier. Rectification and
reservoir capacity is included on the
amplifier boards to minimise track
lengths between supply and output
stage. The fuse which protects the
latter is placed in the feedback loop
to minimise its signature.
The only common aspect of the
PRE- 1 and POW- 1 is the use of

WM NEWS aRECORD MIME
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power MOSFETs. Earlier stages of
the POW- 1 are bi-polar while the
error-correcting heart of the power
amp is a selected high quality
monolithic op- amp with its own
regulated supply rails. DC coupled
throughout, DC offset is kept low by
an auxiliary servo circuit.
When paralleled, the FET
outputs are comfortable with dual
operation when required, this
halving the already low output
impedance and sharing the current
demand amongst more output
devices, so improving dynamics and
clarity. High quality dual-FET TO3
metal can devices are employed.

SOUND QUALITY
Sounding a trifle ` two-dimensional'
and thin straight out of the box, this
amp warms up in 10-15 minutes;
during that time the treble gains
smoothness and balance while the
mid becomes more transparent.
In an act of cruelty Icompared it
with the reference- grade Krell
FPB300 at four-and-a-half times the
cost. No, it didn't beat the Krell but
the comparison was revealing. It
proved that the paralleled mode
moved the XTC closer to the Krell
on load drive and bass power, closer
than Ihave heard from the XTC's
competition but certainly not
sufficient to achieve equality.
The Krell also showed the XTC to
have a more ' traditional' sound, a
touch on the lean side, in practice
complemented well by the PRE- 1
and its more 'valve-like' tonality.
In its own class, however, the
XTC is an outstanding example of
the breed. Moving to the ' four
channel' bi-amped mode there were
further gains in clarity and subtlety
with a significant expansion of
dimensionality, quite striking in fact.
This power amplifier plays loud
and, while it didn't match the big
Krell, it had good load-driving ability
when required in paralleled mode.
Balancing all its modes the POW
listening-test score was very good for
the class at 28 points, up with a
number of respected references.

CONCLUSION
Whether

used

for

more
subtle
biamplification or for
maximum slam in
two- channel mode,
the POW- 1performed
very well on sound
quality,
with
an
authoritative lab test
result. Icould ask for
better crosstalk and
lower hum residuals
but this is tantamount
to nit picking. Firmly
recommended.

XTC Pow- 11
LAB REPORT
At 243VAC
intput, the XTC
exactly met the
175W/ch (8ohm)
spec for I% clip,
22.43dBW, too
close for comfort.
This was for four
channel mode; twochannel mode gave
an increase to
23.1dBW or
204W. In four
channel or bi-amp
mode the absolute
powers are about
0.6dB less over the
test range than in
paralleled stereo
mode, while the
latter naturally
gave the highest
peak current of
+40A, this ahigh
muscle factor for
demanding loads.
Where the load
factor was normal
the bi-amp facility
outputs still had a
more than
satisfactory 20A
peak delivery.
On peak signal,
loads down to 2
ohms were driven,
for example, to
350W per channel,
biamped, and
550W/channel in 2
channel mode. So
this is apowerful
set of amplifier
channels. Output
impedance was
moderate, if not
particularly low,
with double the
table values for 4
channel working.
Harmonic
distortion at all
powers and
frequencies, in
general, was
typically better
than -65dB
0.05%, and was a
little lower in 2
channel mode. The
distortion was of
low harmonic
order, with second
harmonic

Fig I. XTC POW- I: (4channel mode)
100W, 4ohms, power intermodulation

Fig 2. XTC POW- 1: (4channel mode) 50W,
8ohms total harmonic distortion
Test results

XTC POW-1

Rated Power 8 ohms
175W;22.43dBW.
Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohrns lch
22.1 22.43 22.45
Continuous 4ohms both
21.1 21.4
21.4
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
23.2
4 ohms
22.6
2ohms
21.4
Output Impedance(ohms) 0.19 0.207 0.156
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8ohms -73 -72 -61
At OdBW 8ohms -73 -79 -50
Channel separaUon(dB)
57
55
45
intermodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -86dB OdBW -80dB
Peak current via 1ohm, 2.2uF
2m sec pulse + 20A -20A
Seal-to-noise (
full gain) rei OdBW rel full level
22Hz-22kHz
76dB
100dB
'A' wtd
81dB
105dB
Channel balance
0.05dB
Input Impedance
47k ohm (stereo, 25k)
Input sensitivity
47mV IHF, OdBW
710mV for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
11mV/3mV
Frequency response 0.5dB <0.5Hz to 40.5kHz:
-3dB <0.5Hz to 113kHz
Dimensions, (
whd)
470x200x300mm
Typical price ( inc VAT) £2000
*where OM> .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

dominant. Good
results were obtained
for two-tone
intermodulation,
down to -91dB for 2
channels even at full
power. Signal to
noise ratios were
more than
satisfactory though
there was atrace of
hum harmonics in
the residuals, only
audible in very
sensitive speakers
(91dBIW plus).
Channel
balance was
Speakers used for this test weTre79111 excellent, DC
the Mordaunt Short Performance
offset negligible
on all four
860 ( bi-amped) and the Wilson
outputs.PassiveWITT; comparison amplifiers
controller
included the Audio Research
compatible,
VT100, Krell FPB 300, Naim 250,
0.7IV will get
and Conrad-Johnson MV55; prefull power,
amps were the Audio Research

THE SYSTEM

F

R7, Conrad-Johnson Premier 14
d PV 12, sources the Linn LP12

, O. van den Hul GLA IV, and the

Krell KPS 20i/l.

47mVfor IW, via
an input impedance
of 47k, 4channel or
25k, 2channel A
flat frequency
response was
obtained, essentially
DC to 40kHz, + 0,
-0.5dB, and -3dB
at ahigh 113kHz.
Crosstalk was
unexceptional on
continuous load, at
typically -55dB over
the range and
improving to - 71dB
as the unused
channel was off
loaded. On the
supply modulation
test and for reactive
loading the
amplifier behaved
very well and
showed agood
stabdirvmao„mh

SUPPLIER
°relic HiFi,
Unit 12, I-Mex House,

6Wadsworth Road, Perivale,
MiddlesexUB6 717
Tel 0181 810 9388

Two high- quality
compact loudspeakers
at under £1500: the
Acoustic Energy AE2
Series II and Sonus
Faber Concerto
by ALVIN GOLD

T

o great names, two great but
very different loudspeakers.
Both are high end, high
performance compacts, one from the
UK, the home of metal cone and
dome technology, and the other from
Italy, the country of choice for dropdead gorgeous wood enclosures. But
this is more than astory of high tech
versus beautiful wooden boxes.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 Il
Acoustic Energy's base model, the
AE1 Series II, was the subject of a
review in these pages [Oct ' 96], to
which interested readers may wish to

amm\ mil "I

The Sonus
Faber Concerto
is based on
traditional
driver
technologies,
the bass unit
employing a
pulp cone
with an
inverted dust
cap and asilk
dome tweeter

refer as there is a great deal in
common between that model and
the one featured here.
The £ 1295 AE2 Mk H has three
drivers, of which two are matched
bass/mid drivers with machined
aluminium cones, anodised to
producing a very light but stiff
structure which is inherently pistonic
in behaviour. The 32mm edgewound voice coil is thermally bonded
to the cone, which acts as aheatsink,
ensuring more linear operation as the
watts, and the unwanted heat, pile
up. There is an element of
expediency here, as these bass/mid
drive units evidently come from the
AE1 parts bin. The tweeter offset
might be said to help scatter cabinet
edge diffraction effects. The speakers
are supplied in mirror image pairs,
but actually sound better the ` wrong'
way around ( tweeters are on the
outside), with superior central image
focus and less phasiness .
There is nothing here to frighten
the horses: styling is conventional,
distinguished mainly by the rounded
low- diffraction edging around the
front baffle, and by the use of

(7

quality real wood veneers
in satin black, Santos
1
Rosewood (supplied for
test) and piano black.
At 90dBAV, sensitivity
is ldB up on the AE1,
while impedance is 6
ohms.
The Series II
modifications are the same as
those applied to the junior
model, including higher quality
wiring, an encapsulated lowmicrophony crossover (the use
of a thermally- conductive
compound further enhances
power handling). But the main
change is a simplification of
the crossover, the rolloff rate
reduced from 24dB to 6dB/
octave, this made possible by
improved out-of-band driveunit behaviour.

n

SOUND QUALITY
The AE2 Mk II makes an
obvious foil for the AEI,
itself one of the most
sophisticated and capable of
all miniatures, if we define this
term to apply to speakers of roughly
BBC LS3/5A size and bandwidth.
With roughly double the enclosed
SUPPLIER
Sonus Faber:
Absolute
Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE
Tel 0181
947 5047
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SONUS FABER CONCERTO
Type: compact reflex- loaded stand mount
2-way loudspeaker
Impedance: 8ohms
Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m
Power handling: 200W
Weight: approx 10kg each
Dimensions (
whd): 225x340x360mm
Finish-1s: walnut (as tested), piano black
Price: £ 1244 pair

APRIL 1997
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LOUDSPEAKERS
which are available from the
makers, including a variable
height column design. It turns
out that fine-tuning the tweeter
height
provides
a vital
contribution
to
optimum
mid/top balance, in much the
same way as adjusting the VTA
of arecord stylus. The Concerto
also employs 6dB crossover
slopes, and is reflex loaded with
a front facing port. The drivers
are made to Sonus Faber's
specifications: tweeters by SEAS and
bass units by Scanspeak/Vifa, ' some
of the most sophisticated North
European producers' as the brochure
puts it. But if you're looking to find
the secret of the Concerto in its
hardware configuration, prepare to
be disappointed.
The key to understanding this
speaker, and perhaps the whole
Sonus Faber range, lies in accepting
the designers conviction that a
loudspeaker is in asense a musical
container, like the body of aviolin,
and that the materials and
fabrication techniques should draw
inspiration from this tradition.
Bovine excrement? Well,
we can only judge by
results. The bulbous side
panels are made, and again
I'm quoting the literature
here, from planks of wood which are
naturally dried for two years, and
notably in the midband, which then kiln stabilised. The planks are
although apparently neutral had a then cut into small ' staves', which
slightly ' wooden' quality that are selected one by one for each
occasionally sounded muddled and enclosure so as ' to control the
structure
of
the
lacking
in
analysis.
These harmonic
shortcomings were often most resonances'. The staves are then
soaked in hot glue, the final shape is
obviously felt with female vocals,
which Ifirst noticed with Jacqueline formed and smoothed, and several
Abbott from The Beautiful South, as coats of varnish are applied. The
for example in the opener, ' Don't sides then are solid hardwood, not
chipboard. The baffle, top and back
marry her' from the current album,
Blue is the Colour. Then play the are covered in leather, which
same track through the Sonus Faber, provides surface damping, and
and wonder at the way the voice has reduces secondary radiation. The
suddenly detached itself from the whole enclosure is very smooth, with
instrumental context, and how each a rounded top and sides, for much
and every syllable has becomes a the same reason, and indeed the
measures that have been taken to
clear and beautifully enunciated.
reduce diffraction surpass those
made by Acoustic Energy in the AE2
SONUS FABER CONCERTO
The Sonus Faber Concerto is based II. The results of these efforts are a
on traditional driver technologies, visual and tactile tour de force.
the bass unit employing apulp cone
with an inverted dust cap and asilk SOUND QUALITY
dome tweeter, with sober matching The AE2 is aspeaker one cannot but
mounting screws (Acoustic Energy admire, and in the grand scheme of
take note!). Nominal impedance is 8 things its shortcomings don't
ohms, and sensitivity amedium—low amount to a hill of beans. But the
Sonus
Faber's
extraordinary
87dB/1W/lm.
Although little more than the cost capabilities are such as to throw
of agood meal for two separates our them into sharp relief. No, the
protagonists here, the reflex- port Concerto doesn't go quite as loud,
loaded Sonus Faber concedes and the bass is just a little less
internal volume and bass output to muscular, though if anything its
the AE2. It is intended for open closeness here to the AE2 is the
space use on tallish stands, several of more remarkable given its smaller

volume and bass radiating area, the
AE2 delivers a useful extension in
low-frequency bandwidth and avery
practical 90dB sensitivity, which
means
that
although
it
is
qualitatively demanding of the
partnering amp, it is not excessively
demanding of amplifier power.
This is a tremendously capable
compact, with killer dynamics and
authority, but it doesn't set out to
flatter. The mid- 1960s Melos
Ensemble recording of Brahms's
Clarinet Quintet ( featuring the
incomparable Gervase de Payer)
sounded cool and dry, aquality only
partially ameliorated with more
modern recordings, though it had an
undeniable truthfulness. Full
blooded orchestral recordings made
better use of the AE2's capabilities,
and it excelled with such mercurial
scores as Stravinsky's Firebird, and
indeed
many
of the
more
atmospheric
recent
chamber
recordings which generally sounded
airy yet physical, with ahigh level of
clarity by normal standards. The
AE2 was also sure footed with rock
music. ' I'm On Your Side' from Keb
Mo's new album, sounded taut,
muscular and had asolid, propulsive
bass, retaining these qualities even at
unfeasibly high volume levels. The
AE2 is truly agiant slayer.
Notwithstanding all these positive
qualities, the AE2 has it limits,
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AE2 SERIES II
Type: compact reflex loaded stand
mount 2-way loudspeaker
Impedance: 6ohms
Sensitivity: 90d13/Wim
Power handling: 250W
Weight: 17kg each
Dimensions ( whd):
235x385x330mm
Finishes: satin black, Santos
rosewood ( tested), piano black
Price: £1295 pair

The PE2 is a
speaker one
cannot hut
admire, and in
the grand
scheme of
things as
shortcomings
don't amount
to ahill of
beans. But the
Sanus Faber's
extraordinary
capabilities are
such as to
throw them
into sharp
relief...

SUP:LIER
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physical size. No, its not quite as
neutral as the AE2 either, at least if
you ignore the instructions and set
them up the way habit dictates, the
ear on the tweeter axis, which can
give apiercingly bright top end.
Set up correctly, however, the
Concerto is a truly remarkable
loudspeaker, and the words are not
used lightly. It has an exquisitely
refined and articulate midband
whose like Ihave rarely heard from
any loudspeaker, though the
closest would be one of the
the better panel speakers.
Quite
simply,
listening
through the Concerto was like
listening through an open window.
Music
sounds
completely
unmanipulated and utterly clear,
with asweetness, purity and asense
of presence that can make the
pursuit of high fidelity such a
rewarding activity. Imagery was near
holographic, instruments and voices
seemingly etching themselves in the
air, forward, in the plane of and
behind the speakers.
With the Concerto, all sense of
artifice simply vanished. In every
sense appropriate at this price level,
this speaker represents the current
state of the art, and in this context,
its pricing is very competitive. Half
octave or so of extra bass would have
made it well-nigh unbeatable.

GROUP CONCLUSION
Both these manufacturers invest in
long product lifetimes, and in
performance terms, neither model
takes any prisoners. It is hard to
avoid concluding, however, that the
Acoustic Energy AE1 was ahard act
to follow, and merely throwing
money at the problem wasn't quite
enough to produce a qualitatively
better product. The AE1 was after
all the purest and simplest design
possible based on the proprietary
technology it employs.
As for the Concerto, Ionly had
one substantive question for the
importer, when Irang to check some
details prior to putting this review to
bed. Why had Inot been given a
chance to audition a pair of Sonus
Fabers before?
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who
appreciate music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections
of valve ampliftcation on permanent demonstration.
Serious Single-Ended Triodes
Valve amplYiers based on the 211, 845 and Vaic 30B triodes can deliver the transparency and holographic
imaging normally associated with single-ended designs, but these valves can also produce real dynamics and
deep, detailed bass.
The Art Audio Diavolo, the Gamma Aeon and the Unison Research Smart 845 are amont' the best we
have heard, yet they all sound different to each other. We will help you select the one that is right for you.
Listen to these amplYiers, coupled with revealing speakers such as the Impulse, Gamma, or the beautiful
Diapason, and hear what we are talking about.
Analogue Replay Nottingham
Analogue Turntables • Paragon
LinearTracking Arms • Analogue
Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis
Cartridge • Benz Micro Cartridge •
Cartridge Man's Grado

li

''
Art Audio Diavolo with Vaic 30B Triodes

Amplification Arion • Art Audio •
Audio Note • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Graaf •
Monrio • Parasound • The Vamp •
Trilogy • Unison Research

0171 380 0866
FAx:o171 383 5028

Digital Replay Cary • DPA • Holfi •
Monno • Parasound • Trichord
Speakers Alon • Analysis Ribbons •
Cary Audio Design • Diapson
Acoustics • Gamma • Impulse •
Living Voice . Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver
cables • Petros granite isolating
platforms • Silver Sounds cables •
V- Damp Isolating System

Demonstrations by appointment only
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Known for its purist
valve amps, Cary has
now created a CD player,
the CD-300
by MARTIN COLLOMS

C

ary Audio Design of North
Carolina, USA is probably most
famous for its single-ended valve
amplifiers based on the 1930s 300B
power triode originally designed by
Western Electric. But in fact, Cary also
produces a whole range of designs,
large and small, stereo and monoblock,
integrated, push-pull; and the rest.
There is also afioorstanding speaker
made for export and a line of mid
priced valve home constructor kits.
And then there is the one-box CD
player, the CD- 300. Priced at £2250,
this player is primarily solid-state, but
is graced by triode valve stages at the
output, so justifying Cary's special
involvement.
Physically,
it
is
unexceptional, black enamel casework
with ablack anodised alloy fascia, built
around aPioneer invertedtable ` Stable
Platter' mechanism and the usual solid
state control system.
Operational controls have been
simplified, and plain buttons actuate
the basic transport functions. On the
slim, plastic cased remote control there
is apower on/standby switch, scan and
random play, program and a 10- key
array for numeric track entry. There's
no repeat facility, this being relegated
to the machine's front panel.
The audio output is unbalanced,
fixed at approximately 2V, industry
standard. There is also adigital output,
phono coaxial.

palypropylene capacitors_ Muting
and de-emphasis are passive, relay
controlled, aplus point.
However, Iwouldn't like to have
to service this design.

TECHNOLOGY

SOUP') QUALITY

Inside, the Cary 300 is a clutter of
printed circuit boards, bolted to
available sections of casework with
untidily soldered cable harnesses
linking it all up. Pioneer's usual audio
decode system is dispensed with and
the digital side is routed straight
through
to
the
digital
filter
(DF1700/NPC SM5813 for the
standard model or aPMD 100 for the
HDCD equipped version). Two Burr
Brown PCM 63 ' co-linear' DACs are
used, operating at 8-times resampling,
20-bit word length, with an AD 841
chip employed for current-to-voltage
conversion. So far, this really is a
typical high quality, high-resolution
implementation. But now the three
doubletriodes come into play; Chinese
12AU7s as selected by Cary, providing
line amplification and buffering, the
output coupled by relatively low value
(luF) but high -quality Kimber

For this review Ihad the benefit of
my Wilson WITT speakers. driven by
the Krell FPB-600 amplifia, but this
isn't the mismatch you might
imagine. Comparison sources
included the Krell KPS2C6/1 while
interconnect cables included Siltech
and van den Hid carbon. Ialso tried
the Cary floorstanding speakers, plus
the Quad 63s. Amplification was
augmented by Gamma Rhythm SE
and an Audio Research LS15/VT100
cambination [see elsewhere in this
issue fora review].
First impressions of the Cary were
promising, showing _good ambience
and transparency. This improved
significantly as the player warmed up
and the valves reached their stable
ernission plateaux.
An engaging player, the Cary was
involving and communicative from the
start. Rhythms were portrayed pretty
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ON DIGITALLY
This player is
primarily solidstate, but is
graced by
triode valve
stages at the
output, so
justifying
Cary's special
involvement
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well, way above the industry average.
Musical transients sounded lively and
expressive. High levels of detail were
present, the bass was agile and tuneful,
quite upbeat even if the lowest bass
extreme lacked some weight.
Despite the lively transients:, which
were associated with amildly etched
quality in the presence range, in fact
spotlit and a touch ' nasal', the
overall treble range was felt to be
pleasantly well balanced and sweet.
Ishould point out that the high
frequency intermodulation results
were poor, measuring 3% at full level,
and might well be associated with that
'etched' mid treble noted on audition
with louder rock material. At high
frequencies the output was touch soft,
-0.6dB by 201cHz, probably lending a
slight sweetness. (For more details,
see the Lab Report.)
Track access was rapid and
mechanical noise was moderate,
while the error correction was just
average, clearing a 1.25mtn gap on
the Veraney disc but failing at
1.6mm. Spuriae were well suppressed
as were noise frequency ( EMC)
products, these at amoderate -40dB
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CD PLAYERS
in the range to 250MHz. ' Grain' was
low, the sound genuinely possessing
ameasure of valve purity about it.
Big stereo soundstages were
possible, spacious, deep and strong
on ambience as well as atmosphere.
Focus was also very good, while the
image perspective was nicely layered
and not too compressed. Dynamics
were punchy, the overall effect fast
and lively, yet not oppressively so.
This was a good result for the
listening tests, the overall sound
score reaching from an ` as is' score
of 25 ( on my usual subjective
listening scale) to nearer 27 when
placed on an acoustic support table.

CONCLUSION
This is an unusual multi-bit CD
player with afast, dynamic sound to
match. What could have been a
pure ' digital', ' solid-state' sound is
nicely tempered here by Cary's
distinctive all- triode amplification
which adds musicality and tonal
balance.
With its genuinely good if distinctive
sound, and generally solid lab
performance (save for the full level
intermodulation) this player may be
recommended, especially for amplifiers
with higher impedance inputs, ideally
50k ohms or more. Then, together
with alow vibration support, the Cary
CD-300 can blossom.

comin g

CARY CD300
LAB REPORT

Test results

FreqUillty

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0.01
0.03
Stereo separation (dB) 95
92
65
Channel phase
difference
0°
0°
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
-59.5
-60 -55
THD at -10dB
-69.1
THD at -70dB
-39.2
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
-29
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz, -10dB
-41
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
-0.1
-0.6
Right (
dB)
-0.11
-0.6
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
90
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
91
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0/0
-0.2/-0.2 -0.5/-0.5
Output level OdB
2.1V 0.45d8
Output impedance
850 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz (dB)
-115
Track access Ito track 99)
2.5 secs
Digital output
coaxial
Error at -90dB L/R
-0.2/-0.25
Dimensions (whd, mm)
430x112x300
Typical price (Inc VAT)
£2250

response was
partly dependent
on loading for this
model. Into a
high (but not
uncommon) 100k
ohm amplifier
loading, the
response is only
0.1dB down at
20Hz. However
with some inputs
down to 10k ohm,
the substantially
audible -3dB
point could be as
high as 15Hz,
with significant
loss below 30Hz.
The overall output
impedance was
classed at a
moderate 850
ohms.
Channel
balance was
excellent, with
pretty good
channel
separation and
negligible
interchannel phase
difference. At full
level, total
harmonic
distortion was
unexceptional at

-60dB; but this
was of course loworder, innocuous
and triode-like, not
afailure of digital
replay resolution,
which would be a
serious matter. At
lower levels, the
distortion results
were just fine.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were fine if
unexceptional and
there was little
hum present. De-

Cary CD-300

emphasis was
pretty accurate,
while the output
level measured
2.1V, just half a
dB above the
norm.
Low-level
linearity was
excellent, both
channels holding to
0.25dB accuracy
right down to 100dB of recorded
level. Mild tube
noise made

Fig I. Cary CD300: frequency response (see text)
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Fig 2. Cary CD300: spuriae w 100kHz
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Fig 3. Cary CD-300: high frequency
intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz tones
graphing my usual
-90dB sinewave
awkward, but
distortion remained
low at these levels,

confirming afull
16-bit resolution
with an effective
dynamic range of
some 95dB.

MONTH

FBoulder 2000 series. The words ' pre- amplifier' and ' DAC'
eatured on the May issue's cover is the astonishing

seem inadequate for the overkill 2000 chassis and modular
electronics. Do the results justify the astronmical price?
Equipment reviews also covers the latest low-cost amps from
Mission, the stripped- down ' straight-line' Cyrus SL, plus
more amplifiers from Arcam, Musical Fidelity and
Shearne; our second 'turntable shootout' compares key
models including the Linn LP12/Akito, Michell GyroDec,
Pro-Ject 6SA with Sumiko arm and Roksan
Radius/Tabriz.Speaker reviews will include the new
floorstanding Grand Piano from Sonus Faber as well as
KEF's new RDM 1. Features will include Professor Malcolm
Hawksford on the DVD-based high Quality Audio Disc and
an exciting DIY project by Ben Duncan as well as the seoond
and concluding part of our Las Vegas show report. Music
coverage will be headed by an exclusive interview with soprano
Jane Eaglen, and there will be abumper review section
including audiophile releases. There'll be an affectionate
reassessment of singer- songwriter Laura Nyro, too. Finally
there'll be achance to win some more of the very best British
speakers in a£2000 free- entry competition. Don't miss HiFi
News & Record Review's May issue, on sale Friday, 4 April.

LOUDSPEAKERS

I

don't know if anyone is making
money at this game, but Ido
know that the budget speaker
category is the most hotly-contested
of them all. Established market
leaders are the KEF Coda 7 and the
Mission 731LE, but Tannoy has
now joined the fray with abrand new
£140 model called the M2, part of
the new Mercury range. Cost has
been squeezed from the product by
sourcing enclosure, custom drive
units and even final assembly abroad
(a first for Tannoy). The company is
cagey about naming sources, though.
Large for its class, the enclosure is
made of 15mm chipboard with an
18mm MDF baffle covered in a
distinctive and, Ithink, attractive
contrasting finish, with BAF soundabsorbent wadding and glue blocks
for stiffening. Nevertheless, it
remains somewhat resonant by hi-fi
standards. The design also benefits,
cosmetically and acoustically, from a
flush-mounted tweeter.
The reflex port is at the rear, so
unwanted midrange output will be
less audible (just as well, as this is all
too audible from behind). Neatly-

The tweeter
is a doped
fabric dome
unit, chosen
over metal for
its more
'forgiving'
nature, and the
pulp bass cone
is inherently
lively
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Is Tannoy en route to
success with its new budget
Mercury M2 speakers?
by ALVIN GOLD

interesting to look at voicing. The
KEF Coda 7's raison d'être, for
example, is vitality and dynamics; its
midband has afluid grace, and it can
sound quicker and more lively
through the midband than the
Tannoy. But some of this can be
attributed to the lightweight bass,
and the KEF's strengths are very
uneven. ( Thanks to Suttons of
Bournemouth for the loan of KEF
Coda 7s at short notice!)
In the end, it is the M2's greater
consistency and wider bandwidth
that help it outstrip the competition.
The Mission 731LE is arguably a
more subtle design, and could
certainly rival the M2 and perhaps
offer even clearer insights in the
midband. But if the M2 doesn't
SOUND QUALITY
Set up on tall pedestal stands, kept quite have the Mission's subtlety, it
well away from room boundaries and also doesn't have its expensive tastes
toed in towards the listening in partnering components. And its
position, the M2 offers impressive bass is in another league.
Not only is the Tannoy bolder and
bass reach, authority and dynamics
for the price. The drum sound in more authoritative than the
Keb' Mo's ' That's not love' (from competition, its mid and high
Just Like You) came across with a frequencies are dramatically sweeter
physical punch that could be felt in
and clearer, and as a result music
the pit of the stomach. It's always sounds much more open and
realistic. The principal beneficiaries
of the Tannoy's excellent top end are
orchestral strings, percussion — and
perhaps most of all, female vocals.
The lyrics on ' Don't Marry Her' by
The Beautiful South are clear and
open in the case of the Tannoy,
where the KEF is strained, shut in
and virtually inarticulate.
How does the M2 get along with
comparably priced amplifiers and
source components? The short
answer is very well. Iran the Tannoy
with aWadia CD player and aKrell
integrated amp and it sounded
excellent, but Ialso ran it with a
LaserDisc
player
in
CD
compatibility mode and an old
Denon PMA450, and it still sounded
fine. The Tannoy is clean and sharp,
but not to the extent that it is easily
upset by the shortcomings typical of
low cost amplification. The
suggestion of upper midrange
colorations and ` quackiness' does
little to detract from the music.

constructed, the bass unit has apulp
cone with surface damping applied
to the front, and between cone and
roll surround at the back.
The design brief called for the M2
to be usable with low cost
ancillaries. The tweeter is a doped
fabric dome unit, chosen over metal
for its more ` forgiving' nature, and
the pulp bass cone is inherently
lively. It is also an easy electrical
load, with a minimum specified 6.5
ohm impedance and no sharp
reactive components. Combined
with ahighish 88dB/W/m sensitivity,
the M2 gives marginally stable and
low power amplifiers an easier time
than most of its competitors.

CONCLUSION
At this price, the problem facing the
designer is to decide which compromises are acceptable. Tannoy has
taken a particularly pragmatic

DneleY
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approach with the Mercury M2. As
well as offering surprisingly good
material value for money, Tannoy
has engineered a speaker that gives
budget systems the best possible shot
at success, without sacrificing
neutrality or bandwidth. Its crisp,
'tidy' quality and bass extension are
arevelation. If Tannoy can hold the
price the M2 will upset some well
established sales patterns.
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plausible candidate for the
new age of discrete 5.1
channel surround sound is
the Harman Kardon Citation
system. This consists of the logicallynumbered Citation 7.0 pre- amp (a
hefty £ 3500), 7.1 power amp
(£2500 each, with three used here),
7.2 front speakers (£ 1000 each for
left, centre and right channels), 7.3
surround dipole speaker (£875 each;
you need a pair) and lastly the 7.4
subwoofer (also £875 each, with two
used here). This gives a not
insubstantial total of £ 17,500 for a
complete
Citation
system
comparable to the one used here! [It
is perhaps worth noting that for this
kind of money you could buy apair
of new Quad ESLs, Copland
301/504 amplification, a Roksan
Xerxes X, SME V arm, Ortofon
Rohmann cartridge, Meridian
500/563 CD player — that is to say,
aproper hi-fi system — and still have
enough change left over to buy a
decent used car — Asst Ed.]
The Citation system includes a
specific port for interface with the
Citation 5.1 decoder, available later
this year. This is a full THXapproved system with the usual
design requirements of controlled
directivity from front speakers plus
passive subwoofers, and diffused
surround speakers. Controlled
directivity aligns the output of the
upper mid and treble of the front
speakers to focus on the listening
seats, while falling off rapidly above
this height to reduce reflections from
the ceiling and floor; the aim being
to improve image location and
dialogue intelligibility.
Using THX dipoles at the rear is
one way of achieving the same result

as multiple surround speakers from
only one pair. Further innovation is
encapsulated in these rear surrounds,
with the ability to split the front
driver array from the rear driver
array using aswitch on the crossover
panel of the speaker. Separate
outputs for each driver array are
provided on the controller so that
they can be amplified individually.
This allows the controller to adjust
forward and rear outputs from the
rear dipoles to provide point source
output for surround modes and
diffuse sound fields for THX mode,
as well as adjust for speaker
positioning. An important aspect
here is that the ` point source'
configuration suits digital 5.1
formats such as DTS, so the ability
to switch from diffuse THX mode to
direct output adds to the future
proofing ability of the system.

The ' point
source'
configuration
suits digital
5.1 formats
such as DIS,
so the ability
to switch from
diffuse THX
mode to direct
output adds to
the future
proofing ability
of the system

TECHNOLOGY
The front speaker system,
which can be stand or wall
mounted, uses acombination
of two JBL 16cm mid/upper
bass and two Morel 25mm soft
dome treble drive units, the latter
adding amore European sound to the
system than is normally the case with
American designs. This helps the
music-carrying ability of the system,
which is to ahigher standard than

V It

Will Harman Kardon's
Citation THX home theatre system
set your pulse racing?

by

PETER J COMEAU

most movie systems, especially if you
configure some of the custom
surround modes to suit music types.
The rear surround speakers,
surprisingly,
use
Northridge
bass/mid drivers and Audax treble
units rather than mirroring the
fronts. One would expect this to give
a disparity of sound character
between front and rear, with the
front channels exhibiting a cleaner
and more precise output for critical
stereo listening.
Bass output comes from two, large
passive subwoofer cabinets, each
containing a substantial 35cm bass
unit built on a strong, cast frame.
The enclosures are reflex ported and
optimised for fast attack and control,
but in typical American fashion there
is little emphasis on cabinet panel
damping and the interior is lightly
filled with wadding.
Sources are controlled via the
Citation 7.0 pre- amplifier which
accepts both audio and video inputs
in a flexible arrangement that
should cater for all equipment
configurations. Power amplification
is equally flexible, thanks to the
four- channel 7.1 power amplifier
which can be used as a straight
150W per channel unit or bridged
to give 450W for two channels, or
alternatively as athree-channel unit
with a stereo 150W plus mono
450W. In the review set one 7.1
was
used
bridged
for
the
subwoofers while a second 7.1
handled the front L and R speakers,
also bridged as Ifind there is no
need for a centre speaker in my
room layout. A third 7.1 was used
in four channel mode to drive the
side and back sections of the
surround speakers.
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AUDIO VISUAL
SOUND QUALITY
HK's claim is that the speaker
system is designed to be powerful
enough to handle the extremes of
cinema sound effects, yet subtle
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enough to suit all musical tastes. Still
the Citation system works far better
on movie and TV sound than it ever
could as a pure hi-fi system.
Compared to high performance hi-fi
speakers the bass lacks the ideal
tightly controlled, tuneful integrity
and definition that keeps rhythms
flowing. While this is, perhaps, the
result of aligning the subwoofer
output for high impact, powerful
bass presentation, one has to wonder
whether stronger bass bin cabinets,
better interior absorbent and more
control over the port output would
help matters.
Similarly the L, C and R speakers
place more emphasis on the presence
region than on maintaining a
coherent performance across the
audio spectrum. Treble output is the
loser here, sounding slightly dull
compared to the crisp delivery of the
midrange. Here, the controlled
directivity is difficult for adesigner to
align without losing the air and
openness available to conventional
speaker design using just the one high
frequency unit. This is aprice to pay
for meeting THX specifications.
That said, these criticisms are
mainly applicable to using the system
in straight stereo mode. As soon as
any of the Citation's surround modes
are clicked into the controller the
sound opens up, especially if you are
using a mode with stereo rear
channels like ' 70mm' or ' Rock'. The
'70mm' mode is designer Jim
Fosgate's baby, using Pro- Logic
decoding as a starting point but
extending the bandwidth in the rear
and using some of the left/right front
information to provide stereo rear
channels. ' Rock' is a sensible use of
rear channel delay and enhanced
separation of channels that manages
to push a lot of reverberant, out-ofphase material to the rears to provide
an exciting surround effect.
Unfortunately there is still no ideal
mode for classical. Fosgate's
'Classical' mode introduces long rear
delays and modified equalisation to
present concert hall type scale. This
might work for close recordings but
only serves to blur and distance
naturally-reverberant performances.
One more option is to introduce
the 'Venue' DSP enhancements for
the rear channel. The Citation 7.0
controller uses audiophile style
analogue processing to reduce the
disruption of multiple circuit
elements on the detail and purity of
the front channels. Rear channels,
however, can have DSP ( Digital
Signal Processing) elements of
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additional reverberation, delay and
filtering to enhance the surround
effects. Wilde the preset 'Venues' are
perhaps too obvious in their action,
you can create a ' custom venue'
mode using set-up parameters for
room size, brightness, ambience level
and reflectivity. With alittle practice
these can be honed to provide quite
a natural effect — over- use them,
however, and the DSP sounds
synthetic. Any surround mode can
be allotted to asource selection, and
you can create four custom surround
modes by editing the basic preset
modes. Editing the surround mode
gives you every single aspect of the
controllers setup to play with — just
make changes until you get the

Unfortunately
there is still no
ideal mode for
classical music.
Fosgate's
'Classical'
mode
introduces
long rear
delays and
modified
equalisation to
present concert
hall-type scale

sound you want, then store it.
All adjustments are made from
Citation's remote which is rather
oddly laid out, although the
important functions of volume and
mute are easy to access.
Regular readers will know that I
set great store on the ability of the
system to generate aspherical sound
field, especially in movies where any
obvious switch from front to rear is
annoyingly disruptive to the
believability of the sound field. This
Citation system managed the sound

field superbly well, despite the
physical differences between front
and rear channel drive units.
Obviously equalisation and timbre
matching of the speaker system has
been designed carefully.
Overall the realism of the sound
field generated by the Citation
system was extremely good, the
palpable low frequency extension
bringing power and authority to
sound effects while the strong
presence of the front speakers etched
out both dialogue and on- screen
sound sources. The blend to the
rears was virtually unnoticeable, so
that the speakers drew no attention
to themselves, allowing total
concentration on the film action. Yet
the atmosphere provided by the rears
was frighteningly good from both
Dolby Pro-Logic and ambient stereo
TV locations, completely enveloping
the listeners in the movie experience.

CONCLUSION
SUPLUE R
Gatnepath Lai,
25 Heathfiela,
Stacey Bushes,
Milton Kevnia
MK12 614R.
Tel: 01908
317 707

This is an excellent movie playback
system with enough control and
setup options to yield fun results
from music sources too. Iwould
really like to revisit it witen the 5.1
AC-3 controller is available to see if
it scores equally highly with discrete
surround channels. If it does, then
this is going to be a difficult system
to beat for home cinema. Which is
what you'd expect for this kind of
money.
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rom the dawn of hi-fi as we
know it, it seems, Quad has
been there. Among enthusiasts,
the classic Quad a power amp, and
its
partnering
electrostatic
loudspeaker, have long been cult
items. In the right circumstances,
these items still give modern
counterparts a run for their money.
By comparison, the Quad 33 and
303 seem to suffer faint praise, but
this may be alittle unfair.
Launched in 1967, the 33 was the
successor to the 22, which had itself
been hailed as a pioneering preamplifier, offering listeners a range
of matching options hitherto not
seen on a domestic audio product.
The 33 built on the strengths of the
22, and used the new-fangled solid
state (transistor) technology for the
first time. It remained in production
until 1982, and 120,000 were built.
Just as the 33 replaced the 22, the
303 power-amplifier was designed to
fit in the same space as the II, and
inherited the II's remote turn- on
facility. It remained in production
until 1985; 94,000 were built.
Those who knew the 303's
potential realised that here was a
thoroughly musical amplifier capable
of great performance given the right
set of circumstances. Unfortunately
many thought that the added power
(45W/ch against the II's humble 12)
would enable it to drive anything.
How wrong they were!
In fact, the 303 was happiest
driving the sort of speaker load that
valve amps liked to see; a flattish
impedance curve centred above 8
ohms, and high efficiency speakers.
Lamentably, and partly because
solid-state watts were ' cheap' at that
time, speakers were becoming more
and more current-hungry. In some
speaker designs, the crossover was so
complicated ( in the interests of
'accuracy' and ' control') that it
seems surprising that the speaker
diaphragms moved at all.
This kind of development fell
outside the expected operating
situation for the 303 ( which had
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The classic Quad 331303 amplifier
combination can now be refurbished
for use in the modern hi-fi world
by CHRIS BEECHING
been designed with the original
Quad electrostatic in mind), and
although avery musical amplifier, it
became known for having less getup-and-go than other designs, and
inevitably its perceived performance/
value started to fall.
The finely-crafted 33 suffered a
similar fate; allied strongly with the
303, the criticisms levelled against
the power amp were also explained
away as ' of course the 33 could have
been better...' even though it could
cater for almost any input
configuration then available.

Whilst this
refurbishment
is not cheap, it
really shows
you what a
33/303 in
good condition
can sound like;
to many this
will come as a
complete
surprise

teie«
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Regrettably there are few really mint
33/303 combinations still around.
Most have components which will
have aged, and despite the wealth of
modern high-efficiency speakers, it's
still a struggle to really hear what a
good 33/303 combination can do.
Or is it?
Two aspects of the 33's design
now look like mistakes, although
only with the benefit of hindsight.
First, despite the laudable intention

Out with DINs, in
with phonos: the
original 33 rear panel
(in aperiod black
and white shot) and
Academy's rebuild.
Opposite page: Quad
303 in °Kenai form

to facilitate almost any future phono
input configuration, Quad could not
have foreseen that the moving
magnet input would remain as the
nominal 47k ohms loading.
Sensitivity is variable, but most preamps have a gain factor similar to
the 33, so all the flexibility Quad
built in was really to no avail.
Secondly, Quad could not, in
1967, have foreseen the advent of
CD, and the basic standardisation of
all the other input levels; 2V is thus
too high for the inputs on a33; it is
easily driven into clipping, especially
with large transient peaks in music
material. Many people now have a
two-source system (phono and CD)
and the 33 has too much flexibility
in the phono department, and not
enough provision for CD.
In vogue at the time were the
now- almost- never- seen
DIN
sockets, designed to be safer, better
and more foolproof than RCA
('phono') plugs and sockets, and
had their own impedance/level
standards. However, compact and
sleek though they were, the difficulty
of wiring them up, and the need for
much thinner cables made these less
than popular. How many amps and
source units use them now?
Despite all this, there are many
who love their 33/303 combination,
and who would never contemplate
using anything else. The question is,
how can one get the best out of a
33/303 combination today?
One answer lies with Academy
Sound in Cornwall. Academy Sound
has realised the ( apparent) shortcomings of the 33 and cunningly
found solutions to the ' problems'.
Whilst this refurbishment is not
cheap, it really shows you what a
33/303 in good condition can sound
like; to many this will come as a
complete surprise. Here's what
Academy has to offer:

UPDATING THE 33
The main exterior change is on the
back panel. The old is removed and
replaced with acustom-made cream
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textured aluminium panel complete
with RCA phono sockets for all

on both CD and LP, we tried the
401, and again the same effect was

inputs and outputs. Each source is
clearly identified, and left and right
identified with black and red goldplated sockets. The input settings
have been standardised to marry up

noticed; at high volumes the
bottom end became quite
indistinct and less easy to
listen to. It also began to
blur the other upper
registers.
After
changing
the
Calindas for original Quad
electrostatics,
things
noticeably improved. There
was less bass weight, but a

with modern levels. Any specified
level can be requested at the time of
sending your unit, but you do lose
the facility to alter the settings in
use. The phono input is set at the
modern nominal 47k ohms loading,
and the relatively redundant ` Radio
2' input is reconfigured for CD. The
'Radio 2' button on the front panel
is also replaced with amatching one
inscribed ' CD'. Thoughtfully, apair
of complimentary high-quality leads
are also supplied to carry the signal
to the 303.
Where necessary, any failing or
below- par component is also
replaced or renewed, and the mains
output socket to the power amp is
also graced with a new connector.
As a finishing touch the whole
exterior is stripped and resprayed to
the original Quad colour; look at
Quad's original brochures and you'll
find the Academy Sound version
looks at least as good as the original!

UPDATING THE 303
Again, replacement and renewal is
the order of the day, and I'm told
that a couple of small but highly
significant upgrades and minor
alterations are carried out inside,
hence the ` Do Not Remove' stickers
placed strategically on the casework
aim to ensure no-one invades the
secret world of Academy Sound's
303 interior.
Externally, the inputs are now via
gold phonos, and as with the 33 the
casework is resprayed to Quad's
original colours. A complete
ensemble looks pretty stunning.
Looks aren't everything, though.

SOUND QUALITY
Listening to the Academy 33/303
started with the ' normal' kind of
scenario which could have greeted a
Quad combination on its first
outing; apair of KEF Calindas (or is
it ' Calindae'?), and sources which
included a Garrard 401/SME/Shure
95ED, with the non-period addition
of aSony CDP35 CD player.
As might be expected, the Sony
sounded a little bright, but was
otherwise quite detailed and punchy.
For afirst generation machine it did
pretty well. The Montagues and
Capulets fairly romped around the
soundstage, and the double basses
exhibited good bass weight and
drive. However, on large transient
peaks, and with deep heavy material
it became apparent the 303 was
struggling. Having the same material
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cleaner and more musical
presentation was enjoyed by
all. There was also a great
deal more inner detail on
offer. Although the Sony
CD player had anoticeably
brighter tonal balance than
the LP, it was nevertheless
still very musical and
communicative. Transients
were handled much better, and
overall the presentation was more
relaxed, but with no loss of urgency
or blurring of image or soundstage
information.
Next on were a pair of Audio
Note Es, with a sensitivity of 90dB
plus, and the 303 really came into its
own. Transients were effortless, and
the amp really began to sparkle. The
presentation began more to resemble
that which so many tube-lovers hold
dear; a natural three-dimensional
image with palpably solid

times slightly squashed
presentation of the Sony,
The 303 was
happiest driving
the sort of
speaker load
that valve amps
liked to see

were clear for all to hear.
Although it certainly wasn't up to
the best high-end gear around today,
the 33/303 combination does have a
beguiling quality which, as now
refurbished, many will want to
rediscover.
Its overall sound balance errs just
on the side of slightly warm, though
this doesn't seem to be at the
expense of a lack of detail, and its
presentation is on the ' laid back'
side rather than the ` up front' of
some newer solid state designs.

/iv,

performers in asoundstage of
good proportions. The
midrange gave away that
we were listening to a grq ui
solid-state
amplifier;
nothing, in my book, quite
manages the ultimate midrange transparency of agood
tube design, but the Quad
combo came commendable close.
Ultra-high-end it was not, but it was
musical, involving and enjoyable to
listen to. The 33 didn't seem to get
in the way of the music, and even on
quiet (phono input) sections noise
wasn't intrusive, though the design
was not as quiet as some modern
pre-amps. CD fared better in this
respect, and good though the
combination was, it was still possible
to tell it was a solid-state
combination.
Bringing the whole up to date we
employed the services of a rebuilt
(now Mark II) SME 20 turntable
complete with Series V arm, and
Denon AS- 1m-c cartridge (with its
step-up transformer). We also
swapped the Sony for a Trichord
Revelation CD player. Things really
started to improve now. The ' 20
certainly gave more insight into
recordings on vinyl, and the 'better'
arm made the aural images more
solid and believable. Similarly with
the Revelation; gone was the at-

to be replaced with a much more
open and revealing aspect to music.
Quad's 'window on the concert hall'
aspirations were certainly being
revealed. The Revelation's superb
dynamic abilities coupled with its
effortless presentation and poise

However if you can accept that its
strengths don't lie with the
traditional audiophile aspirations but
more with those of true music
lovers, then the Academy Sound
33/303 refurbishment could well be
for you. Enjoyable and musical it is;
ultimate state of the art it's not!
The Academy Sound rebuild represents the original strengths of the
design and adds amore user-friendly
package (mainly through CD input
matching
and
RCA
phono
connectors). For those for whom the
33/303 combination is the one to
beat, then this rebuild represents a
significant step forward in enhancing
musical
performance
and
satisfaction from this venerable
design, and aflawless finish to boot.
SUPPLIER
Academy Sound,
Bank House,
St Agnes,
Cornwall
TR5 OQW
Tel 01872
553 317

Note: the usual caveau appbe here, as
they do to the Taurus CD mod
reviewed on page 52. The original
manufacturer will not be prepared to
service products on which third-party
mods have been carried out— Ed. +
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T
AURUS
TDS
CD PLAYER UPGRADE
R

ather like cosmetic surgery,
aftermarket hi-fi mods tend to
be irreversible. If you don't
like the results, you can't get back to
what you had before. But now there
is an add-on mod which will improve
most CD players, yet can be
disconnected at any time you feel the
need to remind yourself what the
player used to sound like. The
Taurus Digital Supply is the
brainchild of Geoff Bull, the
engineer who, a decade ago, was
responsible for the CD player
upgrades offered (for around £ 150
(if memory serves) by late-lamented
London retailer Covent Garden
Records. There were plenty of
satisfied customers, but it was never
possible to do an A/B comparison
of modified and original versions.
Learning from experience, Geoff
has made the Taurus add-on power
supply afar more practical and userfriendly proposition. He points out
that the decoder section, clock
generator and digital filter need a a
clean, stable 5V power supply. What
they don't need is the noise that can
get into the power supply from other
digital circuits in the player; but this
is likely to happen where (as is nearly
always the case) the existing power
supply arrangements are constrained
by cost. The situation can be
dramatically improved by giving the
transport a completely separate,
high-current power supply.
Taurus provides this as an external
mains-powered unit. This means
that only very minor surgery is
needed inside the player; the power
supply tracks are cut and wires led
out to arear-panel jack. Plug in the

TDS and you have aseparate power
supply for the decoder section; or
stick in a shorting plug and the
player performs as it did before. The
TDS measures 105x 60x 300mm
(whd), so it will sit happily alongside
the player. Cost is £250 including
modification, cables and postage.
Geoff Bull warned me that the
benefits of the Taurus mod would
really only be felt when using the
player as atransport, connected to a
separate, good quality DAC. But I
was able to confirm that his TDSequipped Marantz CD94 showed a
substantial
and
worthwhile
improvement when used as a
complete player. The CD94 was an
excellent design in its time, although
it sounds alittle 'electronic', dry and
reticent by today's standards. The Taurus is
Plugging in the TDS made it sound the brainchild
generally more natural, more mellow of Geoff Bull,
and relaxed.
the engineeOn a typical Decca [ DDD]
responsible for
orchestral recording, the whole the CD player
orchestra sounded more lifelike, with
upgrades
the instrumental colour of individual
offered by lateinstruments and sections more
lamented
characterful. It became easier to pick London retailer
out individual instruments from the Covent Garden
blend. One listener immediately Records
commented that the sound was 'less
mechanical and more like real
instruments'. Piano was more
realistic too, with a feeling of a
human touch rather than the
automaton- like quality so often
perpetrated by digital replay. The
stereo image seemed better spread
between the speakers, with a more
'relaxed' presentation. Everything
was just subtly easier on the ear. The
addition of the Taurus TDS also

SUPPLIER
Taurus Systems,
44 Boultwood Rd.
Beçkton
London
E6 4QQ.
Tel 0171
473 5502.

refreshed the tired Rickie Lee Jones,
who sounded younger, breathier and
more intimate than before in ' Easy
Money'. The 'canned' nature of the
studio acoustic around the voice was
also revealed more clearly, while Red
Callendar's acoustic bass sounded,_
well, more acoustic. Transfers from
older pre- digital masters often
showed a surprising improvement,
and often seemed to maintain more
of the hoped-for analogue quality.
So there you have it. The TDS
does not claim to make ahigh-end
purse out of abudget pig's ear. It is
really intended to upgrade amiddlerank CD player, to be used as a
transpon for connection to ahigherquality DIA converter. If you feel it's
time to upgrade but don't yet want
to part with aplayer you're basically
fond of, mite out the Taurus TDS. It
could be trgt the nose job your
player needs.

Steve Harris

SONICLINK VERMILLION CABLE

G

raham Nalty of SonicLink has seen some success
marketing his varied range of audio cables, with some of

his more exotic hybrid constructions winning critical
success, including my recommendation. Vermillion (
sic) employs
anew choice of metal said to be an advance on his previous ` secret'
formulation, and still earlier copper based designs. This new cable
is a twisted- pair type employing single strand titanium wire,
terminated in the usual gold plated phono plugs. Nalty claims clear
superiority over the rest of the field, whether metal or carbon. If
true, the £200 price for a stereo pair would make it the cable
bargain of the decade.
The review pair of cables was unmarked for 1112 channels or

Used without specific
comparisons, Vermillion is
a lively and bright cable
with apparently good detail
and clarity. However, with

Audio Kits,
Unit 20,
prolonged
use
and
Derwent
comparative test Ifound
Business Centrc,
that it didn't grow on me.
Clarke Street,
It
actually
sounded
Derby
DEI 2BU
metallic and forward,
Tel 01332
flattening and defocusing
674 929
the sound stage when
compared with established
references. The mid-range sounded more coloured and the bass

for direction: it's claimed to be non-directional. A tacky (and I
am using this word literally: almost sticky to the touch) brick-red
sleeve covers a pair of insulated strands which lie fairly loosely
was softer, while dynamics were muted; there was also a
within. Great care must be taken in fitting since Soniclink will
significant loss of rhythm in the music replay. For me the case
not accept responsibility for broken terminations. The completed
for Vermillion is not proven and in my opinion, is not one of this
assembly is quite rigid and springy, key qualities of titanium.
company's better cables.
Martin Collor=
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NNE

GRANITE
STANDS

p

eter Stewart of HNE Systems
runs aloudspeaker plinth and
stand-making operation from
Retford. Granite is his speciality,
with many choices of colour,
graining and finish available to
allow the customer to define unique
combinations to match aspeaker or
perhaps acustomised room decor.
Fundamental to such work is the
use of high performance adhesives,
combined with precision cutting to
provide good fit and finish.
Diamond tools are used for cutting,
drilling and polishing the stone.
Equally important is the supply of a
set of top quality floor spikes, in this

case hardened steel in the larger,
more robust, M6 size. A particular
feature of these designs is the ' cable
way' design which allows for cable
concealment.
I've favourably reviewed Slate
Audio's Cambrian slate stands
[HFNIRR, May 1990] and continue
to use them, but Isuspect that
these alternative granite examples
are more resistant to chipping and
delamination. Granite may be
harder and denser than slate, but in
a simple plate form, the latter is
`deader' sounding when struck.
HNE prices depend on size and
material, finish and type, eg, for a
stabilising plinth for afloor standing
speaker ( and what a difference
these can make) £ 60 to £ 100 a
pair, while for medium sized standmount speakers from Harbeth,
ProAc etc, a price of around £ 250
is given for a full height stand
incorporating the concealed cableway. Stands are also made for the

COUPLED CAVITY

HANDBOOK

D

avid Purton's handy mini- guide to
building sub- woofers, The Coupled
Cavity Handbook in now in its third
edition. Coupled Cavity refers to aparticular
type of reflex loading (aka band-pass), ideal for
sub-woofers, in which only the output from
the port/s couples into the listening
environment. The diaphragm either drives one
tuned cavity on one side and one sealed box
on the other, with the output from the sealed
side effectively unused (BP1), or two tuned
cavities with two ports exiting to the outside
world (BP2). The most complex type covered
(BP3) has a second port coupling the two
cavities but onlyb one coupling to the room.
This handy 19- page booklet describes
coupled cavity tuning and its advantages. For
instance, because these designs all roll off
naturally at high frequencies ( 12dB/octave), no
additional crossover components are necessary
to blend with apair of (smaller) main speakers.
Also, low frequencies can be reproduced with
very high power handling. BP1 is particularly
good at very low frequencies, while the others
are better elsewhere. (The book elaborates.)
David Purton has used computer programs
to simulate several designs using avariety of
woofer drive units and tabulates the results,
including port diameters and lengths, and
cavity volumes. Sensitivities and bandwidths
are also given. You should match both to the
main speakers. Purton suggests matching to
their -3dB point, but if they are sealed boxes
the -6dB crossover point would be better, and
the sub-woofer should be out of phase with the
main speakers for smoothest integration. Some
experimentation with polarity may be required.
This would apply to ready-built units too, and
only the flexibility and extra expense of active
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filtering and a dedicated amplifier to match
levels would achieve more.
In this third edition (£5, stocked by Falcon,
Wilmslow and Hart Electronics') the author
has added formulae for designing notch filters
which deal with resonances measurable at the
port and has new added designs for ten focal
drivers in addition to SEAS, Volt, ATC, Fane,
Celestion, RCF, Precision Devices and
Maplin-based designs (over 30 in all). The
donkey work has been done for you, though
you do have to work out the cabinet
construction and dimensions for yourself.
However, there is sufficient information for
this, plus many useful hints and tips (although
the book could do with more illustrations).
David has not built every design in the
book, but those he has built have matched very
closely to the predictions. Having heard one of
his own full-range designs with coupled cavity
woofer (not included in the tables) Ican vouch
that bass quality was very good indeed.
David Berriman
'‘Ailmslow Audio: 01455 286 603
Falcon Acoustics: 01508 578 272
Hart Electronics: 01691 652 894

big ATC100 three-way, and here
the charge would be £485. Delivery
is quoted at four weeks maximum
with transportation at cost. The
company also makes granite shelves
and plinths for other audio
equipment.
Comparison stands included a
four-pillar Cliff Stone, an Acoustic
Energy AE- 1, a Celestion SL700
and an equivalent from Slate
Audio. Finally, a standard generic
single pillar stand, made from
welded steel, was dug out of the
store and used. Interfacings
included cork pads, Blu-Tack dots,
reverse spikes (where applicable)
and rubber ' bump' feet. All the
stands were properly levelled and
spiked to the floor. Minor height
differences were were addressed by
fine tuning the angle of tilt to
maintain the optimum speaker axis.
On my floor at least, Slate Audio
stands have been a reference for
compact speakers, ranging from the
LS3/5a to the
SUPPLIER
AE- 1,
and
HNE Systems,
including the
Barn Croft, Main
Epos
ES- 11.
Street, Hayton,
With these high
Retford,
density mineral
Nottinghamshire,
DN22 9LF
stands I find
Tel 01777
pea-sized pieces
708 673
of Blu-Tack to
be the optimum interface.
In the case of the HNE granite
units, the physical object is slightly
more resonant than the Slate, but
these differences tend to disappear
when the installation is complete.
Compared with the low priced
steel and lighter- weight stand
combinations, these granite pillars
have aremarkable effect; it was fun
to go back and refresh my memory
on
the
scale
of
possible
improvements. For a ' passive'
device the changes were broadly
greater than could be attained by
substituting a significantly more
expensive amplifier. Bass extension
seemed to be improved by about
half an octave: not to be sneezed at.
It's likely that this is actually due
to areduction in relative boom and
cloudiness in the upper bass which
tends aurally to mask the lower
bass. In addition, the lower
frequency range is more tuneful and
more dynamic, though for some
ears that extra ' weight' might
suggest mild loss of pace.
Mid- range
coloration
was
lowered, while stereo focus was
sharpened and low level detail and
depth were enhanced. The treble
sounded sweeter with reduced
distortion or grain.
These fine granite stands offer a
worthwhile gain in performance,
and get my recommendation.
Martin Colloms
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems Jo' rthose wlw
appreciate music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections
of valve ampleation on permanent demonstration.

Integrated valve amplifiers

offer an inexpensive and compact way to enjoy the detailed and three-dimensional

sound qualities associated with these designs.
From the single-ended approach taken by Audio Note, Gamma Rhythm and Unison Research Simply Two/Four models
to the Graaf Vingticinque, all have dfferent sonic characteristics and we will help you choose the one that suits you.
With agood CD front-end, such as Monrio, Parasound or Trichord, avalve based system could start_froili (is little as
£1, goo, including speakers.
Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue Turntables • Paragon LinearTracking Arms •
Analogue Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis Cartridge • Benz Micro Cartridge •
Cartridge Man's Grado
Digital Replay Cary • DPA • Holti • Monrio • Parasound • Trichord
Amplification Arion • Art Audio • Audio Note • Cary Audio Design • Gamma
Acoustics • Graaf • Monrio • Parasound • The Vamp • Trilogy • Unison Research
Speakers Alon • Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio Design • Diapson Acoustics •
Gamma • Impulse • Living Voice • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables • Petros granite isolating platforms •
Silver Sounds cables • V- Damp Isolating System

Gamma Rhythm, Unison Simply Two, Graaf 25, Audio Note Oto SE

0171 38o 0866

Demonstrations by appointment only

FAX: 0171 383 5028

wi6so,2424@compuserve.com

E.MAIL:

SHUN
MOOK
FOR THE

L
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E
music

To have all your music (and audio system) tuned
accurately, your important accessories come from
Audiofreaks.
SHUN MOOK AUDIO INC. tuning devices will enhance the
resolution, transparency, and all three dimensions of
soundstage in a most efficient, but simply applied manner.
THE ORIGINAL KABLE JACKET® not only improves the
overall sound and degree of musicality of each and every
component of the system, but will also filter all the RF
interference and reduce the electromagnetic impurities.
Shun Mook Audio Inc. and The Original Kable Jacket®

-for the love of music.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 701
.
Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk

black box
watt 'slave' power amplifier, and that
the headphones played amazingly
loud without blowing up.
In turn, a 500 ohm model from
one of the long dominant GermanoAustrian makers was found to be
louder still. This made it apopular
seller, as it sounded better — brighter
and bassier — than the existing
models. In turn, an impedance/SPL
'arms-race' has unfolded: hence
today's impedance minefield, bane of
users and amplifier makers alike

smoke with apart-inserted jack plug,
yet also a low enough value for the
headphone impedance in use,
otherwise damping will be degraded.
This high wattage-rated resistor also
has to be of quite special construction
if it's not to degrade sonic quality of

MEDIUM-TO-HIGH:
A RATIONALE
There's a
distinct
relationship
between
headphone
impedance
and sound
quality...

D

iscourit (for just a moment)
the sonic merits of various
headphones. Impedance is
their foremost variable. Without the
'right sort' of impedance, you may
be stuck for any level, or suffer
fatiguing, distorted sound that puts
you off music — or headphones.
From 8 ohms common in budget
units,
nominal
headphone
impedances range from anything
between 32-400 ohms and upwards.
At best, the thirteen most common
impedances (Z) may be boiled down
to four significant steps, based on
quadrupling increments. Far optimal
driving, that still calls for four
different amplifiers.
Conventional moving-coil speaker
drive-units mostly present nominal
impedances of between 5-15 ohms.
Sufficiently high electrical damping,
sufficiently low voice-coil mass, and
the cooling needed for high power
handling, are thereby all optimised.
By contrast, the headphone driveunit's moving mass is far lower: hence
electrical damping is of less
importance. Power handling demands
are also far less, eg, with modern
sensitivities between 100mW and 1W
`in the ear' is nearly always ample —
even for those wanting to bathe in
the on-stage levels of recent AC/DC
concerts! — something few domestic
speakers can remotely approach..

Next month's
issue will feature
Ben Duncan's state
of-the-art
headphone
amplifier, Phones
01, for home
constructors. In the
meantime, Ben
Duncan 'srecently
published, highly
readable book
`High Performance
Audio Power
Amplifiers' is
available from
the HFNIRR
Accessories Club,
Old Colony Sound
Lab (US) and
technical booksellers
world-wide

DIVERGENT HISTORY
In the 1950s, before anyone thought
of taking domestic audio backwards
to headphones (where radio had
started), 2000 ohm cans were used
to probe around live jackfields in
studios, without loading the source.
There were also 600 ohm units,
based on the original professional
standard of loading every line output
with 600 ohms: this representing the
characteristic impedance of amileslong phone line. At the time,
headphones were not expected to play
loudly. Later, in about 1965, when
rock recording put demands on
headphone monitoring, someone
must have discovered that 600 ohms
was alight load for a 100-or-more
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The effects of going to higher load
impedances with cans are:
1) Lower current draw. Due to
requiring at most about 1 watt to
develop the highest SPLs, headphone
current draw is already atenth of that
of the 100W amplifier needed to
approach even remotely such SPLs
with ordinary speakers. A twentyfold
(or so) raising of impedance over 8
ohms to about 150 ohms further
reduces current in proportion, giving
an overall reduction of some
20,000%.
2) The highest audio performance
is most likely to be attained.
Irrespective of output stage devices
or topology, the driving of audio into
lower impedances always causes
higher distortion — at least with
conventional voltage drive that all
headphones are made for.
3) High impedance voice-coils have
higher inductance than lower
impedance ones = an added limit on
HF response.
4) Both series resistance and
inductance in the connecting cables
can have far less influence on
measured and sonic performance. But
then cable capacitance and dielectric
qualities become more significant.
Developing item ( 1) above, it is
helpful to note that although a
nominal maximum of one watt (for
cans) requires one tenth of the voltage
that a nominal 100 watts requires,
this assumes agiven load impedance.
Into 400 ohm headphones, anominal
100W/8ohm amplifier's output swing
of 28V RMS only delivers 2W. It
follows that headphones above 400
ohms are intrinsically safe for direct
connection — without sonicallydegrading attenuation — to most
domestic power amplifiers. However,
due to the questionable short-circuit
protection of such amplifiers, direct
connections are best not made with
the usual stereo jack plugs. The
'short-cut' used in most integrated
and even not-so-budget amplifiers is
to accept the jack plug, and add a
series resistor, which must be of a
sufficiently high resistance and
commensurately high dissipation
rating — up to 100W — else it will

its own accord.

LOW Z: LOWER CLASS
Low impedance headphones, of 32
ohms and below, are a different
matter. The 8 ohm types that have
descended from Japanese ' thinking'
have arisen because in Japan there is
`World's Largess Maker! Of tiny! Loud
Spik'ker!'
With acouple of lin drivers costing
barely 10p each, you can make a
decent profit when turned into
headphones even selling for just
£6.99. Problems, developed from the
previous list, are twofold:
1) Should cans with such low
impedances ever get plugged across
most power amplifiers, which are
rated considerably over 2W into 8
ohms — they are apotential danger
to themselves and to people's ears
(especially children's), as well as being
afire risk if left in such astate! The
danger is highest when high
impedance cans are also in use in the
same system, and when both employ
the usual stereo jack plug ( alias 3
pole, 'A' gauge phone jack).
2) It is increasingly harder to get
high measured and sonic performance
into low impedances, and even harder
when your budget is afew pennies.
But low-Z cans do allow consumer
grade 'power ICs' to be used for a
dependably
depressing
sonic
experience. Such amplifiers perform
so badly that shy Japanese makers
denied availability in Europe when
invited to contribute to a public
review Ionce held in Electronics World
magazine.
Lofi low impedances persist
because of low voltage equipment.
Low voltage operation arises because,
firstly, it better suits batteries, and
secondly, computers have singleended, audio-unfriendly supplies of
+12V if you're lucky, and + 5or + 3V
if not. Rather than sell computer
makers the IC technology to change
their power supplies to give balanced,
analogue ± 12V or higher rails, IC
makers seem keener to produce
single-rail-powered op-amps and
power ICs (for ' multi-media'...) that
make the best of amiserable 3volts
while creating anew time-bomb of
ground
conflicts
and
other
performance limitations. One of these
is headphone impedances, which have
to be low to get any level — since
+3V allows at very best about 1V
uns, giving ;4th watt into 8ohms, and
only 6milliwatts (0.006W) into 150
ohms.
Ben Duncan
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Right: the £549 LP7' II (Little Pink
verheard in the queue at
Thing) from Pink Triangle,
the
airport,
while
complete with triangular plinth.
waiting to check in the
Below left: Coffin's 2P Stereo Pre-amplifier.
morning after the show: ' And
Measuring only 8. 7.5x6x l3.25 (whd), it
nobody at XXXX could tell me
still manages to provide facilities for five
one damned thing about it!
single-ended inputs, two main outputs and
They'll sell me a player but
one for tape, aprecision stepped attenuator
there's no software. They won't
with 76dB range and completely dual-mono
construction with each channel enjoying its
give me dates. They couldn't
own circuit board. Below right: the Model
even tell me about the hook-up
One pre-amplifiers from Technik Avant
requirements.' The person
Garde Audio (TAG) with their retro 'split
speaking,
as
his
jacket
fascia' look. Bottom: the Data transport
explained, was employed by one
front Micromega's Classic line
of the largest electronics firms in
the world, non- audio but a
possible future DVD licensee
(and like, uh, why,
nonetheless. The company are English-speaking
name I've ' X'd' out is one of the countries such as the
leading DVD partners. An this
UK, Australia and
gentleman's experience was New
Zealand
typical. So let's cut to the chase:
separated from the
DVD is turning into afarce.
USA). No-one in the
Like it or not, the 1997 USA, apparently,
lal Me 111
Consumer Electronics Show's gives a damn about
main ' star' was DVD, but it's the problems that
sort of like finding out that Milli the regional coding
Vanilli weren't really singing on will cause; as is
their recordings. Hardware typical of a
again, but
could be found in rooms and number of
somebody
booths ranging from Meridian
my
fellow
forgot the
to Faroudja to nearly every Far countrymen,
spoons.
Eastern firm of household-name the belief is
There were
status. But the bottom line is that the world
only three DVD
that the software industry is ends at Cape Cod and the
demo
discs
holding the hardware industry Golden Gate Bridge. I'm still
available, and two of
to ransom, just like it does every not certain if the high- end those were rumoured to have
time anew format is introduced.
audio-only standards are carved pressing defects. And so it goes.
There were still doubts about in granite. MPEG or AC- 3 or
So forgive me if there's scant
the issues of regional divisions DTS or DVD-ROM or — it's
mention of DVD in the rest of
and what the five or six will be alphabet soup time all over this report; I've had my share of

Part One of our epic two
report on th
Electr

the Finial turntables this
industry spews forth, and Ipray
every night that DVD will be
such a major disaster that it
takes out at least three sizeable
multinationals, just to teach this
industry alesson it should have
learned 20 years ago. But it
won't happen that way. They'll
stuff it down our throats. And
we'll find that the last two
letters in the acronym aren't
accidental.
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One three-letter product which
seems to be doing better than
expected is DTS, the fullbandwidth digital surround
sound process challenging
Dolby Digital, although it
remains a David versus Goliath
battle.
Dolby Digital
is
everywhere, without doubt the
de facto standard for discrete
multi-channel surround sound,
and you couldn't escape demos
of Jurassic Park or Toy Story in
glorious
full- bandwidth
surround. But DTS listed over
50 exhibitors with DTS digital
surround
demonstrations,
compared to, oh, two in 1996.
The demos Iheard were as
convincing as they get, but the
success is, as ever, determined
by the availability of software.
Pundits reckon that Dolby
Digital ( formerly AC- 3) will
remain the norm, while DTS
will
be
the
system
for
audiophiles/videophiles of the
no-compromise persuasion.

DIGITALIA
But on to audio- only digital
launches. Despite the threat of
DVD — Iwas told to expect
shops to be stripped of
laserdiscs because of pre-launch
housecleaning, but Americans
ain't that stupid — conventional
CD players and converters were
appearing at the expected,
undiminished rate of previous
CESes. Theta released its first
single-chassis player, the Miles,
which will sell for around
US$2000. Its D/A conversion is
similar to that of the DS Pro
Progeny or Prime, and it can be
ordered either in single-ended
or fully balanced form. Derived
from it, and also using the
Pioneer
Stable
Platter
Mechanism, is the Pearl, to sell
for $ 1200. Both machines come
with remote control, including
volume; the Miles' volume
control works in the analogue
domain ala Casablanca.
Theta also announced that
the Casablanca could be fitted
with
Spatializer
Audio
Laboratories' N-2-2 Digital
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SUTHERLAND'S New Remote Control: No

buttons. Yes, that's right. AComplete Absence of
Buttons. All you do is aim the thing at your
Sutherland 2000 pre-amp and wave it or tip it or
tilt it and you can control level, source selection
and even CD functions. Magic, or what?
GOLDEN SOUND Ceramic Cones: ( 1) I
like
ceramics. ( 2) Ilike cones. Ergo, I'll probably like
these beautifully finished, bullet- shaped
equipment supports as and when I
get around to
US East
trying 'em. Tel. + 1703 847-2617 (
Coast time)
SHAKTI On- Lines: Remember the Shakti
Stones, those bricKs which contain patented
passive circuitry and which are said to eliminate
ultra- sonic ringing and reduce standing wave
reflections at an electromagnetic level? Now
there's aneat little version selling for $99 per
pair which attaches to your cables with the aid
of Velcro strips. Each one is finger- sized and
performs afunction similar to that of the Simba
clamps. Shakti's following grows larger every
day, so this one l'as the potential to go ballistic.
The Mark Levinson CELLO Watch: If ahi-fi
company suddenly issues awristwatch, you can
bet it'll be some giveaway, aSwatch-derivative
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signature detail: large gold
screw-heads in each corner of
the fascia. The HDCD-10 DAC
features two matched BurrBrown 1702P-J 20- bit D/A
converters, AES/EBU digital
inputs in addition to the normal
consumer-grade inputs and 19
separate power supplies. The
single- box remote controlled
UCD-100 HDCD CD Player
combines a ' stable platter' drive
mechanism with two matched
20-bit Burr- Brown 1702P D/A
converters; both units, as the
names declare, include HDCD
processing and each costs a
piddling $ 895 — or £ 530 at the
current rate of exchange. The
Theater Center Audio/Video
Pre-amplifier/Processor uses the
aforementioned Burr- Brown
chips and it, too, incorporates
HDCD for music playback,
Dolby Digital decoding, and
high-quality D/A conversion for
interface.
Ultech debuted with a all channels, while the Theater
Center Mk II provides DTS
distinctive line-up of products
bearing a readily- identifiable capability. The Surround

new digital products, including
the long-awaited ZZ-Two CDDrive. The rear panel offers
RCA digital, BNC, AES/EBU
XLR
outputs,
and
an
'innovative' implementation of
the I2S bus using Bow's
proprietary application of four
data streams, each with their
own dedicated 75 ohm coaxial
BNC cable. The Danish
company believes that this is the
'ultimate in digital signal
transfer'. ZZ-Three is Bow's
first stand-alone DAC, based on
the Burr-Brown PCM1702 20bit processor. The conversion
circuitry consists of stacking
four chips per channel in
parallel. ZZ-Three is HDCD
compatible, with zero-feedback
and fully discrete circuitry.
Inputs include RCA digital,
BNC, XLR-AES/EBU and the
company's own I2S bus
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or the like, conceived solely for promotional
purposes. Not our Mark. The watch sold by
Cello is the real McCoy, an 18K rose-gold
automatic made in Switzerland and with aprice
tag like aBreguet's. Maybe you get one free if
you buy acomplete Cello home cinema set-up?
At retail?
ROTEL'S RR990 Universal Remote Control:
Hey, I
don't hang out at the Convention Center,
so there could be more of these around that just
Rotel's, but I
thought you should know about it.
The RR990 looks like an Apple Newton or one
of those personal digital assistants which feature
atouch screen instead of akey- pad. It measures
23/8in wide and 4 1/2in tall, with its flat, fully
back-lit LCD divided into thirds to place the
controls into source selection, function and
system groupings. You can customise this thing
with short-cuts, call up different views, ad
infinitum, making this one of the coolest
programmables ever. And for $ 199, it costs waa-ay less than aCrestron or AMX screen, if a
screen you must own.
Also seen: anew GRADO headphone which
sells for half the price of the current entry-level
model. Watch this space.
Master provides the entire
surround-sound gallery — DTS
and Dolby Digital — and the
company also offers the DTS-10
stand-alone DTS decoder.
Rotel has also HDCD'd its
latest wares, the full remote
control RCD 990 being its new
'reference grade' player. The
990 uses a CDM-9 Pro
laser/transport mechanism,
centre- mounted
to
take
advantage of the damping
provided by its heavy chassis.
D/A conversion is via BurrBrown 20-bit PCM 63 chips,
and audiophile-fave Black Gate
capacitors can be found in the

Virtual Surround, anew system
which provides surround sound
from two-speaker systems. Bow
Technologies launched two
Top right: HFNIRR Editor Steve Harris
meets American hi-fi guru Harvey
Rosenberg. Right: Audiolab gave
America its first glimpse of the 20-bit
resolution, 128-times oversampling
single-bit 8000CD. Far right: The
Turntable from Clearaudio is anovel
acrylic design featuring amotor assembly
mounted outboard, as per the Quasar
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power supply. On the home
cinema front, Rotel has
announced the RDA-985 DTS
Adapter, one of the least
expensive ways to add DTS to
your system: it's pegged to hit
the shops at under $ 600. The
RDA- 980 is the company's
Dolby Digital Adapter ( talk
about diplomacy!), which can
handle up to three Dolby Digital
sources, one an RF datastream
for laser disc players, and it
contains both a Motorola
DSP56004 and a Zoran 38500
microprocessor for its DSP
engine. Price is $999.

Philips mechanism. Options
include ST optical or AES/EBU
XLR fittings.
Audiolab gave Americans
their first glimpse of the 20-bit
resolution, 128- times oversampling single-bit 8000CD, a
handsome integrated player with
a Philips CDM12.4 transport
and proprietary decoder.
Micromega announced the
Classic line, replacing its highend models with the new Solo
CD player, the Data transport
and the Dialog DAC. ( No
points
for
original
nomenclature, Ifear...) The
Audio Analogue, the Italian Solo is apretty top-loader with a
new kid on the block, showed its clear acrylic top plate and
first converter, the Vivaldi. This circular opening, aCDM12 dieis a 20- bit, 8- times over- cast transport mechanism with
sampling DAC using the floating suspension, a DAC7
omnipresent Burr- Browns.
converter and comprehensive
Standard inputs include coaxial remote control. Data and
and ST fibre optic, with Dialog pretty much represent
AES/EBU and BNC as options.
the two halves of the Solo, with
The Vivaldi comes in a added refinements, Dialog
445x350x85mm enclosure to featuring inputs for coaxial
match the company's integrated RCA, coaxial BNC, AES/EBU
amps and pre-amps.
balanced and Toslink optical,
Rogers blew amind or two with ST optical being optional.
with abunch of digital products,
Denon introduced aflood of
looking very Pierre Lurné-like, products befitting major brand,
including the DAC-1 18-bit/8- including a prototype DVD
times converter, the CD- 1and player, the DVD-2000. A
CD-2single box players and the custom LS! provides MPEG-2
T-1 transport. All feature major video decoding, there's onboard
use of black gloss metacrylate Dolby Digital and aprice of one
and polished stainless steel, buck shy of agrand. The centre
exquisite styling and what look of the front panel is dominated
to be sensible prices. The CD- 1 by alarge display above the disc
features a Philips CDM-12 tray, with aminimal number of
transport and an Analogue control buttons grouped on the
Devices 18-bit DAC as per the right. Size is a housewifeDAC-1, while the CD-2 makes pleasing 16.8 x3.4
do with a Bitstream converter.
x 11.2in. In home
The T-1 transport also uses the audio,
Denon

Above: Creek's 5250SE integrated
amplifier offers remote control and extra
power. Above right: The 771 Record
Player from Audio Note asinglemotor, belt-driven two-speed deck
available with the Audio Note
Ann Ior Ann 2, based on the
Rega RB300. Right: Symphonic
Line, the German-American
firm, launched anew series
of electronics under the
Odyssey Design Group
name, including the
Tempest pre-ampleer.
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announced AVR-3200
Dolby Digital receiver,
and the AVR-2400 and
the AVR-1400 DolbyDigital- Ready Receivers.
No price yet for the one
with Dolby Digital as
standard, but the latter two
sell for an embarrassingly low
$699
and $ 549,
respectively.
Faroudja
Laboratories is best
known for high-end
videophile products,
like the new VP250
Line Doubler and VP400A
Line Quadrupler, but the
company is also involved in
high-performance
source
equipment. Launched in Vegas
were LD1000 Laserdisc Player
and the DV1000 DVD Player.
The latter features low noise,
time- aligned, high- linearity
Faroudja circuitry, custommade RGB/YUV switchable
video outputs, electricallyisolated AES/EBU-compatible,
ST glass optical and calibrated
75 ohm coaxial audio outputs,
full-function remote and aprice
of $ 5495. The LD1000 Laser
Disc Player/Transport features
two separate S-video outputs,
supports Dolby Digital and
DTS, plays both sides of the
disc and sells for the same price
as the DV1000.
NAD released its Model 118
Digital Pre- amplifier, with
onboard
digital
signal
processing. The new AV711
Dolby Pro Logic Receiver

Thorens' TD295
belt-drive turntable

contains three 40W amps and a
20W surround amplifier.
Spectral introduced two new
components, the SDR-3000
Reference
CD Transport
System with a cast aluminium
floating CD drive, a latheturned precision turntable, and
independent power supplies for
maximum isolation. The DMA180 Series H Power Amplifier
boasts a fully discrete, dualmonaural design rated at 200
Watts into 8 ohms, with apeak
current output of 60A per
channel.
Madrigal — outboard of the
proper CES as usual and costing
me an hour- and- a- half of
precious time — released the
Proceed Digital Surround
Decoder, which features 10
'slots' to accept arange of PClike cards providing digital input
and output, D/A conversion,
multi-room capability and other
functions. Fitted with three
Motorola 56303 DSP chips, the
Proceed can access software in
`flash' memory for a total
avoidance of obsolescence — a
software rather than ahardware
solution to the dilemma of
keeping up with new formats.
The Digital Surround Decoder
supports all multi- channel
formats including Dolby Digital
(which, by the way, most people
still seem to be calling 'AC-3'),
DTS, MPEG2/Musicam and
digital Pro Logic decoding, all
of the above with or without
THX, plus conventional PCM
S/PDIF audio and alternative
surround modes as per the
Proceed PAV. The Proceed
boasts 11 digital inputs for both
electrical
and
optical
connections, a six- channel
analogue pass-through for nondigital surround modes, eight
digital/analogue channels to
support up to 7.1 channel
surround modes, balanced and
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single-ended analogue outputs
on all channels, a digital
processor loop and intelligent
communication facilities to
allow the Proceed to be
incorporated into multi-brand,
multi-room systems. A variant
of the Mark Levinson No 30.5's
FIFO anti-jitter technology reclocks all incoming digital
signals. Price is approximately
$4500.
Audio Note, already known
for its tubed DACs, finally
produced afront-end for them.
The Audio Note Digital
Transport starts with aTEAC
mechanism, with Audio Note
reworking the digital output
stage and power supply. It
features a new digital output
transformer and selected passive
components, including Black
Gate capacitors. Those who like
their CD apparatus all in one
box should check out the
remote- controlled
CD 2
integrated player, with its Class
A valve output stage; the DAC
section uses the Analogue
Devices 18-bit converter chip.
Krell is moving ever onward
and upward; Krell Digital has
now
merged
with
Krell
Industries proper, so think of it
as one happy, homogeneous
family. The heavily-revamped
line-up — a number of CD
players have been discontinued
due to the discontinuation of
the transport mechanism — has
been substantially weighted
toward the new generation
products like the world- class
KAV300i integrated. One of the
hottest items at the show was
the KAV-300cd, a drawerloading remote controlled CD
player to match the integrated,
based around the TEAC CMK4 mechanism. It uses two BurrBrown PCM-1702K Colinear
DACs, comes with HDCD
decoding through a Pacific
Microsonics PMD 100 digital
filtering chip and offer singleended and balanced outputs.
Krell also announced the release
of an update for Krell Digital
Playback Systems, standard on
the KPS-20i from January, and
dubbed the Krell Delta- 9. It
contains a Motorola DSP56009
80MHz
processor
performing
Krell
24- bit
reconstructive software for ' a
full 16-times oversampling rate',
four Burr- Brown PCM-63P
Colinear DACs, Class A directcoupled,
completely
complementary circuitry and
balanced and single- ended
outputs.
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Onkyo, as expected, showed
the final version of its DVD
player, the DVD-7. Pegged for
'first half of 1997' launch, with
a sub- 81000 price sticker, the
DVD-7 will offer the full run of
DVD capabilities, like multiangle,
multi- story
and
interactive story access, artifactfree slow-motion, fast-motion
and freeze-frame, component
video and full compatibility with
existing audio-only CDs, plus
coax and Toslink digital
outputs, RCA plug composite
video and S-video, and dual
analogue outputs. Onkyo owns,
Stateside at least, ahuge chunk
of the A/V receiver market, so
the DVD-7 has been designed
to complement the company's
existing range both physically
and aesthetically. Naturally, that
side of the product range has
been expanded, the new entrylevel models including the lowpriced TX-SV343 A/V receiver,
the TX-SV444 with a 5.1
channel input for a Dolby
Digital decoder. The TXSV343 pumps 50W into each of
the three front channels with
20W for each surround channel,
the 444 ups the power to
3x6OW and 20W for each
surround channel. Both models
are fully remote controllable and
— here's the kicker — they sell
for an eye-watering $ 350 and
8430 respectively. Or £205 and
£252 ex-VAT. Can't wait to see
what we have to pay in the
UK...

VIVA ANALOGUE!
Although there's reason to
believe that the continued
demand for vinyl is afigment of
one
or
two
reviewers,
imaginations,
turntables
continue to appear. Basis
followed the entry level 2001
with the sleek 2500. It fits in
between the 2001 and the
classic Debut, using the bearing
and platter of the latter deck in
a smaller system. It was heard
around the show with the latest
version of the terrific Graham
tonearm. Graham's 2.0 Deluxe
has a redesigned main pivot
housing material using tungsten
instead of aluminium alloy.
VTA now has two scales, for an
accuracy of 0.0005in, with
adjustment available during
play. A new, denser ceramic is
used for the arm tube.
Thorens' new model is the
TD295 belt- drive design,
displayed along side the
company's new amplifier, the
TMA2000 monoblock ( 150W
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ever, ever judge acomponent based on what you hear pt
ashow: unfamiliar room, unfamiliar system, probably '
unfamiliar music, too. But that doesn't mean you won't
hear any effective demonstrations. These are the ones which stuck
in my mind:
TRT RESEARCH: Peter Moncrieff set up atruly convincing A/B

comparison to show the benefits of using his company's Tubistor
devices. They're solid-state in behaviour but they sound like tubes and
are available as replacements for transistors, FETs, ICs, LSIs, DAC
chips, diodes, recitifiers and other solid-state devices. The result? An
effect not unlike using aMusical Fidelity XIOD between your CD
player and pre-amp. Note that Tubistors are fitted intemally, in place
of existing components. Will the industry embrace them? We'll see.
km
PETER MCGRATH'S New Recording Technique: using

Eggleston speakers, aNagra digital tape recorder, acomplete set
of Sonic Frontiers electronics and Transparent Reference XL Cable
throughout, McGrath used alive recording of Carmina Burana to
demonstrate some of the most seamless four- channel sound I've
ever heard. His technique? A sphere fitted with afigure- of- eight
Schoeps mic on either side, with some judicious inversion of
polarity. Who needs AC- 3? The sound was all- enveloping, best
demonstrated by the loss when McGrath switched off the rear
channels. As it's arecording technique which doesn't involve
processors, maybe some adventurous labels will give Peter acall.
CHESKY'S Secret Digital Demo!: locked away in aprivate suite
was ademo designed to show what high-end audio-only DVD could
sound like if the standard were to be set at 96kHz/24-bit. Although
the Genex optical drive wasn't aDVD player per se, the result was
the same: vivid proof that more is, well, more. David Chesky used a
DCS converter, LAMM tube pre- amp and ML] single-ended power
amps, Verity Parsifal speakers and some other products from the pro
sector to play normal Chesky CDs, Sara K's Hobo (
JD155) and John
Basile's Desmond Blue (
JD156) versus 96kHz/24-bit mastered
versions. Anyone who couldn't hear the difference deserves to have
battery acid poured into his/her lugholes.
MERIDIAN'S DVD Demo: yes, it was the same software- free

zone as the rest, but the British company had enough video
footage to show that the system isn't quite as awful as some
feared. The 586 DVD player looks like anormal Meridian CD
spinner, so there will be little culture shock for civilians moving
from CD to DVD. The new 561 Digital Surround Controller looks
like the surround decoder to own, Meridian describing it as a
565 and 562V in one box. Better still was the demo in the next
room, athree- channel audio-only set-up using the new 800- series
components, these cutting- edge devices seen in near- to production form. Iheard them with afull complement of Meridian
speakers, which sounded ' re-voiced' and less overly analytical.
Look for ascoop review as soon as Meridian can deliver aset.
The near- legendary 565 DSP Surround Processor — offering a
mindblowing 7.1 channels of surround — has been updated ' for
all the sound formats on DVD-Video', including both 44.1kHz
and 48kHz DTS, Dolby Digital and MPEG, as well as THX
compliance. Also part of the recipe is asophisticated boss limiting
function to save your woofers from an early demise.
SPATIALIZER AUDIO LABORATORIES: N22Digital Virtual

Surround, anew system which is said to produce surround sound
from multi-channel source material when played back through twospeaker systems, set up aportable PC and apair of cheesy little
speakers in the Hilton. Not the ideal place to hear anything right? But
using clips ( off the hard- drive, I
think) from Goldeneye, it was
possible to detect, spookily I
hasten to add, sounds which appeared
to emanate from the sides. The system is Dolby-certified, and uses a
Motorola 56009 decoder chip. Audio application? Maybe for poor
slobs with wives who won't let them add rear channels. But the real
appeal seems to be for computer gamers.
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FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

SH AND EX DEM.
SPRING BARGAINS
APOGEE MINI GRAND X/D

£4,558

APOGEE SLANT 6 SPKR X/D

£1,800

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5/11 RC S/H

£2,500

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC120 X/D

£2,493

AUDIO RESEARCH D115 S/H

£1,350

AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 S/H

£450

AUDIO RESEARCH BL3 S/H

£450

BVV 803 LOUDSPEAKERS X/D

£875

COPLAND CTA 301 AMPLIFIER X/D

£637

COPLAND CTA 504 AMPLIFIER X/D

£945

DENSEN BEAT AMPLIFIER X/D

£450

£200

MERIDIAN 207 PRE/CD PLYR S/H

£399

MICROMEGA LEADER CD PLAYER S/H

£249

NAKAMICHI AMP ONE S/H

£200

PIONEER ELITE PLD97 S/H

£700

PS AUDIO 6.1 PRE AMPLIFIER X/D

£320

PS AUDIO 5.6 PRE AMPLIFIER X/D

£650

RUARK TEMPLAR LOUDSPEAKERS X/D

£400

SIG TECH ROOM TREATMENT PROCESSOR
SONUS FABER QUID AMPLIFIER X/D
WILSON VVITT LOUDSPEAKERS X/D

Harbeth and tower!

£1,100

MARANTZ CD63 CD PLAYER X/D

RUARK TALISMAN LOUDSPEAKERS X/D

of both worlds:

£1,400

COPLAND CTA 501 AMPLIFIER X/D

LUMLEY REFERENCE ST40 X/D

now the best

£650
£P0A
£550
£6,000

CALL US FOR ACHAT OR TO ARRANGE ADEMONSTRATION AND DISCOVER
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM
OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE CARE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere. Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

The award winning Harbeth sound
-now with TowerTechnologyn"
The superb realism, wonderful presence
and total musicality you expect from
Harbeth is now available in beautiful
floor-standing cabinets.

Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB. AUDIO RESEARCH. AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD. COPLAND. DENON, DENSEN. JADIS. KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN. MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL. ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awide range ot accessones. cables, headphones and equipment supports from
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO. GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER. SOUND STYLE. TARGET.

rotai musicality ... means

HARBET14

TRANSPARENT AUDIO FLATLINE, SILTECH, OED AND MANY OTHERS

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

ACOUSTICS
Ii7=1

MONITOR SPEAKERS MADE FOR MUSIC

EZ3

For information please contact
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.. Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH161UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax 440688 WWVV, soune_harbeth.corn
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in
Class
A
mode).
Clearaudio's
The
Turntable is a delicious
perspex and acrylic
design featuring a
novel L-shaped
chassis.
The
bearing sits at the
L's ' corner', while
each extension can
carry a tonearm.
The motor assembly
is mounted outboard,
as per the Quasar.
Pink Triangle
showed the £ 549 LPT
II, which sits on a triangular
plinth. This budget design
comes with a Rega mount arm
board as standard and can be
upgraded from single- to twospeed, while the Nextel finish
platter can be replaced with an
acrylic platter. Also announced
were the Brava parallel tracking
arm seen in parts at the HiFi
Show, to sell for £ 599, and the
TRAX IT parallel tracker with
carbon fibre arm tube, ceramic
guides, solid silver wiring and an
arm tube length of only 60mm.
Both TRAX IT and Brava use
the Rega cut-out.
Pass Labs, which makes the
superb single-ended solid state
Aleph amps, announced the
Aleph Ono stand-alone phono
pre- amp. Its self-contained
power supply features atoroidal
transformer, it has both singleended and balanced outputs
and supports both mm and m-c
cartridges, with separate inputs
and adjustable loading for both.
M- c gain is approximately
70dB, with m- m cartridges
enjoying an extra 40dB of boost.
For those who like their phono
stages
large,
this
one's
19x12x4.5in (wdh). There's no
truth to the rumour that there's
be an Aleph Yoko DAC.
Audio Note showed the dear
little TT1 Record Player, a
single- motor, belt-driven twospeed deck available with the
Audio Note Arm 1or Arm 2,
based on the Rega RB300 and
wired with Audio Note cable.
The company can now provide
both digital and

Above: The Gryphon Sonata amplifier,
fully balanced and fully discrete, fully
remote controlled.
Top right: Meridian's 586 DVD player
looks like anormal CD spinner, so there
will be little culture shock for civilians.
Right: Celeste's P-5 pre-amp with full
remote control, boasts short signal paths
and come fitted with three metal cones
underneath for proper support and
mechanical earthing

analogue source components.
Found in the same room as the
Shakti bricks was the Winds
Electronic Stylus Pressure
Gauges — amazing devices, but
with prices which figure at
something like 25 times that of
the old ( and much- loved)
Technics gauge. So much for
digital costing less than
analogue, eh?

SOLID STATE
Although the show was over-run
with
tube
amplification,
probably now running 50/50
with transistors in the high-end
in terms of sheer choice of
models, solid state is still the
norm. Integrated amps are back
in abig way, everything seemed
physically smalter and weird
styling is one of the techniques
being used to steal back some of
the excitement from the valve
brigade. ( In case nobody's
pointed it out yet, half the
appeal of tube amps is that they
all seem to look different.) So, if
you just can't bear the thought
of going retro, here's what the
solid-state crowd had to offer.
Bow Technology's The
WAZOO (they named it, not I)
is the company's ' baby'
integrated amplifier, created
because of demand
from
the
distributors
needing an
entry-level

The fully balanced
Power Drive
DNA-2power amp
from MrCormack, complete

attraction. Drop-dead gorgeous
and looking like it costs £ 5000,
the WAZOO is rated at 75W/ch
into 8 ohms and offers five line
inputs, tape out and full remote
control for under £2000. The
WAZOO is just the first of
several products in a new
'economy' range, with a CD
player
and
a pre/power
combination to follow.
Mark Levinson released the
No. 33H, for those too selfeffacing to buy the waist-high
No.
33 Reference. This
monoblock still weighs 80kg, it's
rated at 150W and it's good for
1200W RMS into 1ohm. Fully
balanced from input to output,
No. 33 bears four 60,000e
capacitors, the company's
Adaptive Biasing System, afully
balanced power supply, a
proprietary
3.417kVA
transformer — but, as the
company points out, it ain't no
No. 33. What it is is ahalf-pint
version, right down to 1/2-scale
looks, and it's adoozy.
Rotel's RB 951 is a new

stereo amp designed to serve
entry-level, multi-room or home
cinema needs. Selling for only
$349, it's rated at 50W/ch yet
can be run in dual mode,
bridged mono operation for
150W output or Parallel Mono
for systems requiring large
amounts of current to drive low
impedance speakers. Other
details include adjustable input
sensitivity, a ' signal link'
connector to allow multi-room
installers to ` daisy chain'
multiple units, a large toroidal
power transformer and a high
damping factor of 250. Sonogy
showed the Concept 60 power
amplifier, which the company
describes as ` the culmination of
our effort to design the ultimate
'finesse' amplifier.., we traded
off power for finesse.' And it
sounds like what it is: a classic
60W/ch amplifier, some pundits
arguing that — by accident,
coincidence or superstition —
60-watters tend to sound super
sweet. Concept 60 was built
using ' dream parts liberally in

BEST GIGS AND PARTIES
1. Chesky Records, Joe Cali and Bose sponsoring Lori Lieberman,
Sara Kand Badi Assad at the Fiord Rock
2. The DIS Press Party,c*Flioneltl. The unnamed band?
Skunk Baxter from StleielVDmallerWittiter arid Slim J:m from
-rwrinr,
the Stray Cats
3. The Fi Party, with blues legend Sifting Rodgers, his hot band
and Jimmy Jr.
4. The Stereophile Pty, celebrating 30 years of the magazine's
existence Congratulations!

with full CE approval
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the circuit and power supply'
and cost- no-object capacitors
and resistors. Delivering 120W
into 4 ohm loads (240W into 2
ohms), the ' 60 can also be
configured to run as a fullybalanced 240W monoblock.
Accuphase
was
demonstrating a digital preamp, the DC- 300. Looking as
gorgeous as Accuphase products
usually do, with its champagne
finish, symmetrical faceplate
and alarge display, the DC- 300
offers modular construction
allowing it to be tailored to an
individual
user's
needs.
Analogue board options include
plug- ins for line inputs,
balanced high-level inputs, line
outputs, an Analog Disc Input
Board with phono equalisation
and a20-bit AID converter with
64- times oversampling, a
balanced output board and
others, while the digital
selection includes boards for
BNC input, an input/output
board with two sets of optical
and coaxial connections, at ST
optical input board and an
AES/EBU input/output board.
Fully remote controllable, the
DC- 300 hides its panelmounted controls on a dropdown section below the display.
Build quality is of the overkill
variety, and the selection of
inputs and outputs ensures total
flexibility between record and
playback combinations, whether
digital or analogue. Can't wait
to see the owner's manual.
Coffin is aname that's new
to me. The company showed
some cute, compact amplifiers,
including the 2P Stereo Preamplifier. Measuring only
8.75x6x13.25 ( whd), it still
manages to provide facilities for
five single-ended inputs, two
main outputs and one for tape,
aprecision stepped attenuator
with 76dB range and completely

dual- mono construction with
each channel enjoying its own
circuit board. The entire chassis
is aluminium, brushed and
anodised like the full-function
remote controller, the power
supply features a large toroidal
transformer with 60,000e
primary filters and 12 regulator
stages, and all inputs not in use
are disconnected completely
from the pre-amp via switched
signal and ground lines. The
matching 1M monoblock power
amplifier
delivers
80W
continuous into 8 ohms, has an
800W toroidal power supply
combined with 136,000e of
capacitance, for stability into 2
ohm loads. Construction and
dimensions are as per the 2P;
speaker terminals are goldplated 5-way binding posts.
Alternate Audio showed the
tidy CA35, apure class A 35watter with only two active
components in the signal path,
separate low noise power
supplies for the current gain
stage, voltage gain stage and
control
circuitry,
Teflon
insulators and gold-plated
connectors. The clean front
panel contains only on/off and
standby switches, with LED
tell- tales to reveal status,
including thermal overload and
DC offset, the amp going into
standby if the DC offset exceeds

the norm. Creek arrived with
the 5250 and 5250SE remote
controlled integrated amplifiers,
good for 50W/ch and 75W/ch
respectively, plus the A52 and
A52SE separate power amps
delivering 75W/ch and 80W/ch
and offering great flexibility for
various types of installation. In
addition to bi- and triwiring,
the A52 and A52SE feature
front panel speaker switching for
easy selectability. The amps can
also be daisy-chained, thanks to
fully balanced input circuitry
and two sockets for every input.
Krell, without a monoblock
for some time, released the Full
Power Balanced 250M, looking
like one of the current amps a
bit of weight pared away. Like
the model number says, it's a
250-watter, using the company's
Current Mode Gain technology,
with actively regulated outputs,
a fully-balanced signal path,
Sustained Plateau Bias II, Class
A operation to full power,
completely complementary
circuitry and remote control.
Power doubles into 4ohms, and
again into 2ohms, and the amps
look, like, uh, serious.
Clayton Audio's M-70 is a
heavily-finned 70W pure Class
A monoblock, with a physical
aspect reminiscent of the early
Primare amps. Measuring
9x9.25x2Oin ( hwd), the M-70
contains a massive 700VA
toroidal and 100,000µF of
capacitance. It can be used
in balanced or singleended mode, there are
no capacitors in the
signal
path
and
a
'precision
power
on
sequence'
prevents any
damage which
might
be
caused by a
power surge.
Housed in the
same case is the
S-40, a 40W/ch
stereo version. Tandberg
appeared with anew integrated
amp, the TIA 4062, which
produces 50W/ch and remote
control, but the official launch
of the adorable Troll — after a
few years' worth of preproduction sample and/or
prototypes — is what gave me a
buzz. Why? Because the Troll is
fun. It measures a mere
Above: Krell's Full Power Balanced
250M monoblock power amp
Left: Rogers' DAC-I 18-bit/8-times
converter and T-1 transport

62

4.75x4.375x6in ( hwd), yet
contains within those confines a
four- input line level pre- amp
and a 25W/ch stereo power
amp. Price is $ 699 in black, or
another $ 50 for maple trim.
Technik Avant Garde
Audio, or TAG for short,
showed the Model One and
Model One Signature preamplifiers, which look like 30year-old Rogers amplifiers due
to their retro 'split fascia' look of
silver over black. Two- box
designs — main pre- amp plus
separate power supply — they're
chock full of designer parts, and
use
30- step
dual- mono
attenuators with silver alloy
metal for the ring, wipers and
contacts. Available as line stages
or with phono sections with split
active/passive RIAA, the TAGs
differ only in the grades of
passive and active devices, for
example, the Signature employs
0.1% tolerance Vishay resistors
over the standard version's mere
Holcos
in
the
volume
attenuator. The cases are allaluminium, with a choice of
colours for the side panels and a
selection of woods for the trim,
including ' farm-raised Brazilian
Rosewood', as opposed to
'Raped From The Forest'.
Prices start at $ 7747 for the
line- level Model One, up to
$14,747 for the Model One
Signature with phono section.
Goldmund wasn't an official
exhibitor, but their suite at
Treasure Island held the
Mimesis SRM Mono Power
Amplifier, essentially the same
design as the SRA but in mono;
the Mimesis 29 Stereo Power
Amplifier ( part of the new
Goldmund Home Theater
System), with more than
1000W peak power per channel
and abandwidth above 2MHz;
the Epilogue 1Satellite Speaker
System built 100% in metal to
provide a non- resonant high
dynamics enclosure system; the
Goldmund AC- Curator AC
Conditioner providing four high
level and six low level
individually- conditioned
outputs to filter AC line. Also
shown was a $ 3000 system
under the JOB
banner,
consisting of a powerful
integrated
amplifier,
a
subwoofer and a single- box,
pyramidal stereo speaker, for
high-end sound in small places.
The demo set-up consisted of a
JOB system driven by the CDROM section of anotebook PC.
Symphonic
Line,
the
German- American
firm,
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111-11 st-R)w Ri:powr
launched a new series of
electronics under the Odyssey
Design Group name, the
models featuring killer styling
and absurdly low prices. The
Project 2 Line consists of the
Tempest pre- amplifier, the
Stratos power amp and the
Mystique
Loudspeakers.
Tempest features mm and m-c
phono, four line inputs and
tape, a 300VA power supply
and bomb-proof construction.
Its all-metal fascia features an
illuminated logo, large rotaries
for power and volume, and
smaller rotaries for source and
tape monitor. The matching
Stratos is heavily finned
and delivers 150W/ch
at 8 ohms. The punch
line? Each Odyssey
component sells for
a trifling $ 995.
Retail. Seriously.
The
upscale
Symphonic Line now
features wild styling with
sculpted, angled heat sinks, like
an Alchemist in reverse; the
line-up now consists of the P20
and P30 pre-amps, the latter a
modular design with plug-in
stages, and the S200 and M300
power amps, the former good
for 150W/ch stereo and the
latter a200W monoblock.
Reflection Audio's 0M-1
Line Level Pre-amp is apretty
little number with a clean
frontal aspect: black, with a
large silver volume control and
two small silver rotaries for
source functions. The recipe
includes 0.1% metal film
resistors, MIT capacitors,
rhodium plated connectors, an
RF -filtered power line, a
precision stepped attenuator
with 0.05dB tracking, an
overkill power supply ( S/N is
114dB) and direct coupling with
no caps in the signal path.
Celeste, too, continues to
launch pretty models, the lineup now including the I-5
integrated amp, 70W/ch and
with five line level inputs. It
offers full remote control, like
the identically- styled P-5 preamp, phono is an external
option, and aclear display tells
you ( in large red characters)
what source has been accessed.
All Celeste products, including
the dual mono W-5 power amp,
boast short signal paths and
come with three metal cones
underneath for support and
mechanical earthing.
McCormack celebrated its
15th anniversary with two new
power amplifiers, the 3-channel
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rip left: the Pearl CD transport from Theta use,
Pioneer's Stable Platter Mechanism.
L.ft: Sonogy çhowed the Concept 60 power amplifier
(some pundits maintain that — by accident, coincidence
or superstition — 60-waners tend to sound super sweet).
Above: Accuphase's gorgeous digital pre-amp, the DC300, with its champagne finish, symmetrical faceplate
and alarge display, the DC-300 offers modular
construction so it can be tailored to individual needs

300W/ch
of
fully balanced or
single- ended
power. A special
Limited
Anniversary Edition of
this model, 500 only for
Power Drive DNA-HT1
world
market, adds
and the fully balanced Power the
Drive DNA- 2. Not bad for a premium parts and a luxurious
company that started by selling case. Note that McCormack is
Tiptoes. Both models use the now one of very few US
Distributed Nade Amplifier companies able to boast full,
(DNA) design with a storage genuine CE approval an all its
capacitor mounted directly products. Nice one, Joyce.
Gryphon
arrived
from
adjacent to each output device.
The 3-channel amp is rated at Denmark with a ton of new
100/150/100W per channel, the products, including the Sonata
extra power devoted to more pre- amplifier — a $ 12,000
demanding centre channel flagship. It's fully balanced and
requirements. The Power Drive fully discrete, fitted solely with
DNA-2 stereo amplifier delivers XLR connectors and fully

remote controlled. As is
Gryphon practice, the Sonata is
dual- mono, there's a motordriven passive resistor volume
control, premium-grade, handselected components, a short
signal path with minimal wiring,
gold-plated input- isolating
relays, AC mains filtering, anon
resonant/non-magnetic chassis
and a whole lot more. Not
insignificantly, it's also dropdead gorgeous. Too rich for
you? Then here's the good
news: the Tabu integrated amp
has grown into a full-blown
series all its own. Launched in
Las Vegas were the full-remote
controllable PRE1, which is the
pre-amp section of the Tabu,
the 2100 power amp, which is

SOFT WARES SOFT WARES SOFT WARES SOFT WARES
As ever, the 'tieing from the bottom of the
Kessler flightbag was the sound of jewel boxes
clinking against each other. With the exception
of one solitary piece of vinyl, that is, and that
was alimited edition 12in single. Hot trends this
year include the release of more audio-only
titles with DIS multi-channel encoding, and a
bunch of new releases using JVC's XRCD
technology. AUDIOQUEST was the first label
to have licensed titles to JVC, followed by six
from Fantasy ( including Count Basie's 88 Basie
Street and Wes Montgomery's Groove Yard),
10 from Concord Jazz, and titles from Three
Blind Mice. REFERENCE RECORDINGS
received aGrammy nomination in the category
of Best Classical Engineered Recording for Keith
Johnson's work on Stravinsky ( RR- 70). Pacific
Microsonics announced that HDCD has been
added to players and converters from Linn,
Musical Fidelity . Cambridge Audio, Onix, the
Digital Analogue Company, Copland, Rotel,
Luxman and Anam Electronics, and that there
were now over 250 HDCD recordings
available. Predictions suggest 750-1000 by the
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end ol 1997. Chad Kassem of ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS was grabbing everyone and
insisting that they drool over the limited edition
box set — vinyl of course — of the Miles Davis
Quintet's Complete Prestige Sessions. Everybody
drooled. Among the software debuts at the
1997 Winter CES were:
CHESKY, IThought About You, Christy Baron
(JD152) Classy female vocals, great material, a
Beatles cover to boot. 128-times oversampling.
CLARITY,The Emissary, Chico Freeman (CCD1015) Lots of hot sax, from amajor artist not
above assisting an audiophile label. 24K Gold
CD. Night Song, jazz sax by Arthur Blythe
(GCD1016). 24K Gold CD.
CLASSIC RECORDS, A Stereo Spectacular,
Bob and Ray ( LSPCD 1773). One of the greatest
of the 1950s stereo showpieces, anovelty disc
without peer. Gold CD
MA RECORDINGS, Labyrinths, Marcelo
Zarvos (M040A) Talk about an esoteric concept
album! Brazilian pianist Zarvos was inspired by
Jorge Luis Borges. This disc is so hip that it
hurts. Single- point mic recording.
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
B8W NAUTILUS- the flagship model from Britain's major loudspeaker manufacturer now on dem
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST A
FLOOR STANDER FROM ONE OF OUR FAVOURITE COMPANIES: THEY ARE JUST BRILLIANT!!!
B&W NAUTILUS SPEAKERS

- EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE

THROUGH OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS
AUDIO RESEARCH CA50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - JUST
IN AND OH SO GOOD
PROAC RESPONSE TWO POINT FIVES/TABLETTES/STUDIO
150 - A NEW LINE FOR US & A WORTHY COMPETITOR
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS - MUST BE HEARD!!
RCF PROJECTORS - WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED THE NEW
LS5001-WS VVIDESCREEN PROJECTOR IN OUR DEM ROOM
- VIEW IT NOW!!
THETA CROMA DAC - SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY
KRELL FBP POWER AMP RANGE - FANTASTIC!!
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER!! - JUST
AMAZING VALUE!!
EXPOSURE AMPLIFIERS - A NEW AGENCY
GOOD THEY ARE TOO

- AND VERY

WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from
this top class company!!

MUSIC

ASTONISHING BABY SYSTEM FROM TEAC
MARTIN LOGAN - A NEW AERIUS IS HERE

RED

COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - STILL A CLASS LEADER
UNISON RESEACH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS ITALIAN DESIGN AT ITS BEST WITH SOUND TO MATCH
THE LOOKS

Rogers Ltd..
Unit 3, 310 Commonside East,

MUSICAL FIDELITY X1OD RANGE - NOW ALSO A
DAC/PHONO STAGE AND HEADPHONE AMP

Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 1HX.
Telephone: 0181 640 2172 Fax: 0181 685 9496

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH FIDELITY

AVAILABLE ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE
* INTREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE - DETAILS ON REQUEST *
* WE ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS *

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
AUDIO RESEARCH D70 MK2

£895

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK1

£1995

XD

£350

SHJ

£175

SH

£4500

XD

QUAD 44/405 ii
QUAD 405 ii POWER AMP
KRELL KPS30 CD PLAYER
NAIM 72/IIICAP/140

More CD choice...

SH

CD specialists Wadia have not received the notices they
deserve recently. Budget brand - no, but value for money -

£895

SH

B & W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands

£3495

XD

resoundingly yes. Superb construction and natural unforced sound

COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER

£1795

XD

that brings you all the presence without the tiring edge. For startling
realism try the one box Wadia 21, with digital volume control, using

MICHELL GYRODECK/RB300 AS NEW

£795

WILSON WITTS - OUR DEMONSTRATORS

£5995

XD

TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER

£1000

XD

TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY

£3500

XD

£395

SH

ARCAM DELTA 170 TRANSPORT/BLACK BOX 3
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER BUS EX DEM

£595

XD

KRELL KSA5OS POWER AMP

£2295

SH

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2

£2295

XD

MISSION CYRUS PRE/POWER

£750

SH

£1295

XD

NAD 208 POWER AMP

£595

XD

CHAMELEON RUBY POWER AMPLIFIER

£750

XD

SPENDOR SP2/3 SPEAKERS

£599

XD

£295

SH

£349

XD

ORELLE CD1OT avery good transport

£395

XD

MICROMEGA DRIVE 2CD TRANSPORT EX DEM

£695

MICROMEGA TEMPO 1AMPLIFIER EX DEM

£499

RUARK EQUINOX OUR DEMONSTRATORS WALNUT

ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER - PHONO maw 8LINE ABARGAIN AT THIS
DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP

SPENDOR LS3/5A WALNUT NEW
PIONEER CLD2950 LASERDISC PLAYER

PRICE

its balanced outputs straight into the Sirius monoblocks, ie no preamp. All this is fed from the outstanding Tice mains conditioners yes, we know the arguments, just listen! We know from the reactions
of others that you will be surprised and delighted to find real
alternatives to the magazines' favourites. Still unchanged are our
A/B home demonstrations - anywhere, buy-back and guaranteed
INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LI

,

FPS,'

,

I,FD11

811,5H,

CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2 & Transcend, Classé,
Enlightened Audio Design, Orelle, Wadia, XTC

£550

Turntables: Graham, Michell, Stratosphere, Sumiko

£499 95
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satisfaction terms. But perhaps the best part is the skilful
advice....it's free and may save you from costly mistakes.

Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
A

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Alchemy, Audio Gram, Audio Research, Aura. B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, DPA, Goldring. Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu. Krell, Lyra, Mandrake, Maranta, Martin Logan, Michell,
Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo. Orelle. (Motor', Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed, Projekt. QUAD.
REL Subwoofers, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd. Roark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stu, Tannoy. Target. TEL
Ten, Theta. Thorens, Transparent Cables, Tube Technology. Unison Research, van den Hui Wilson.

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665

Amplifiers: CAT, Classé, DNM, Kora, Lumley, Michell,
Orelle, Sirius, Sonneteer, Tube Technology, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, Harbeth, Lumley,
Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Spendor, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink, Lumley Silver, Tice,
Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.

The Right Note — Bath
(01225) 874728

HI- Fl SHOW REPORT
the 100W/ch amp section of the
Tabu, the 3100 three- channel
version of the 2100 for home
theatre or sub/satellite use, the
1500 dedicated subwoofer
power amp and the PP100, an
'economy' single chassis version
of the Tabu. Prices range from
$3700 for the PRE1 up to
$5200 for the 3100 — which
spells B- A- R- G- A- I- N for
Gryphon wannabees.

NEW ACCESSORIES,
TABLES ' N' CABLES
1)0sar Equipment Tables:
American- made, Mana -like
racks with adecent selection of
trim options ( marble in four
colours, two types of wood) in
case you can't bear the thought
of black-painted metal struts.
2) Encase Cabinets: sexy
wooden cabinet modules,
probably too heavy to export to
the UK. Very American.
3) Michael Green's latest
Roomtunes: Forget little
pillows and the like. The latest
generation of products, dubbed
Pressure Zone Controllers,
includes the Mini- Corner,

MORE SOFT WARES
MAPLESHADE, Bluiett's Barbeque Band, Hamiett Bluiett (04032) The baritone saxophonist's new

electric band, with ahot R&B/gospel set.
Shades of Brass, Avi Lebo Double Trombone Quintet/Slide Hampton (03932) A double helping of a
neglected yet impressive instrument, one for jazzers who need to tax their woofers' upper reaches.
POPE MUSIC, Chopin, Naum Starkman, pianist ( PMG2010-2) Breathtaking solo piano
performances of 16 pieces, including 'Three Ecosaisses'. 24K gold CD
Romeo et Julia, the Kremlin Symphony Orchestra conducted by Misha Rachlevsky ( PMG2011-2),
with suitably romantic compositions by Tchiakovsky, Prokofiev and Bernstein. 24K gold CD
Not yet seen, but also announced for 1997 release are:
CLASSIC RECORDS, Kind Of Blue, Miles Davis ( 2LP set with an extra disc containing the session
at the correct speed!), Live At the Times, Bill Henderson; seven gold CDs from the classic Verve
catalogue; 16 more titles in the London Blueback series; the first six vinyl reissues of the legendary
Mercury Living presence titles — supervised by Wilma Cozad Fine
MA RECORDINGS, Ghatam, The Antenna Repairmen (M037A); The Piano Music of Alberto
Ginastera Vol 1, Eduardo Delgado (M038A), Luz Destino, Ricardo Rocha, Maria Ana Bobone,
Joao Paolo, Mario Franco
MOBILE FIDELITY, Live at Monterey Jazz Festival '63 Vol 2, Thelonius Monk Quartet ( UDCD 0100686); In Utero, Nirvana ( UDCD 01-00690) ( Note that MoFi is celebrating its 20th anniversary.)
SHEFFIELD LAB, Acoustic Storm, Robert Stanton ( 10064-2-F) Said to possess the 'most lucid and
delicious guitar sound eyed', not necessarily aboastful claim: Doug Sax produced and mastered it.

Sinks, the Cornerstone is
a vibration control
platform consisting of
Ultra Foot ball bearing
couplers beneath the
component
being supported,
plus aslab made
up of asandwich
to
which looks like a small wall- of ( top
mounted speaker bracket, the bottom) granite,
layer,
an
Mini- Echo and the Floor a constrained
Standing PZC. In effect, it's a extensional layer, another
constrained layer and a steel
tunable board which allows the
user to convert unwanted bottom plate. The various layers
acoustical
artefacts
into absorb vibration at different
points
in the frequency
sympathetic
vibrations.
Particularly neat is the Acoustic spectrum, while the feet have
Crown Moulding which is isolating properties. Check this
mounted where awall meets the out: the small version, just
14x18x3in, weighs 931b...
ceiling. Green still has the
6)
Transparent
Digital
longest hair in audio, and his
Cable: the Maine-based cable
catalogue runs to 18 pages...
4) Underground Sound's company released an XLRStable Table H: Idon't even terminated digitar cable, called
know if George Merrill was an the Transparent Reference
official exhibitor, but somehow I AES/EBU 110- ohm Digital
ended up with ahand-out sheet Link. It consists of two balanced
signal-carrying conductors, two
for his latest equipment rack.
45in tall, with five 20x18in braided shields and one foil
shelves, it weighs 3901b. Add shield, the layers separated by
another 801b for the 60in tall teflon insulation and an air
model. Can we expect aweight dielectric. Diameter is nearly a
half-inch, and the price is on the
war among the rack makers?
5) Cornerstone: apossible rival right side of agrand. Indeed, I
to Max Townshend's Seismic thought adigit had been left off

The Aleph Ono stand-alone phono pre-amp from Pass Labs
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Left: Alternate Audio's amps
including the CA35, apure class A
35-watter with only two active
components in the signal path

10) Bright Star: Though
not exhibiting per se,
Bright Star placed
enough of its tables
around the show to
suggest otherwise! New
supports came in the form of
the price...
7) Wireworld Cable Com- the Ultimate Isolation System 3,
parator System: the Wire- which combines the Air Mass 3,
world Interconnect Com- Big Rock 3and Little Rock 3to
parator, new and improved, has provide isolation for CD players
been joined by the Volume of the Marantz/NAD/Rotel
Control Module and the variety, the Ultimate Isolation
Speaker Cable Comparator to System 2, combining Air Mass
create awhole system allowing 2, Little Rock 2and Big Rock 2
the user to set up A/B for use with high end transports
and laser disc players, and the
comparisons with greater ease,
greater control and remote new Air Mass 19. The latter is a
operation. The Volume Control high performance pneumatic
Module also eliminates the need isolation mount fitted with three
individually adjusted air cells,
for apre-amp during testing.
8) MIT: Music Interface ideal for components like large
Technologies introduced its In tube amps or massive turntables
off-centre
weight.
Wall Terminator System that with
brings the performance of the Dimensions are 23.25 x 18 x
3.25in and it supports upt o
MITerminator to
in- wall
applications. It consists of CL3- 2201b. Price is $ 399.
11) Discovery Cable: Iknow
FT4 bulk cables in conjunction
with three types of MIT — Ihate cables, especially with
Terminators. Also shown was rip-off prices, and avoid them
the Z-Controller, afull-featured like the plague, but Joe
AC power line treatment and DePhilips is abig guy. He's the
kind who wears awatch like a
management unit.
9) Omega Mikro-Planar Breitling and makes it seem
Cables:
Seen
in
the small. Anyway, he pointed out
Mapleshade room were some that the aqua- coloured stuff
wiggy wires travelling under the only costs $ 200 per half-metre
Omega Mikro banner. Ribbon par with Clearaudio plugs and
construction, wires only 0.00 lin that if Ididn't try them he'd
thick, an 0.0006in dielectric, garotte me with ' em. So now
hare bimetallic shielding, a you know what it takes to get
toose-fitting dielectric and other me to review something...
details made these the most
radically ' different' cables I've • Next month: new valves,
new speakers and the rest...
seen in years.
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sidelines

COMPACT DISC SERVICE
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £12.45 each • MID PRICE: £ 7.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Bruckner Eighth £19.95; BBC Radio Classics
(2CD) £9.95; Schubert Syms. £37.35; Sony 'Masterworks
Heritage' £ 10.75; BMG/Melodiya ( 2CD) £ 12.45;
Rock/pop — Mutton Birds £ 12.95
(Soundtracks) Hooray for Hollywood £5.25
Jazz — Vincent Chancey £ 14.25; John Coltrane £6.95;
Nat GoneIla £5.25; Charles Tyler £7.95
Rock reissues — (
Average White Band) White Album
£6.95, (Above Average £5.25);
Petula Clark £5.25; Electric Blubirds £8.95;
Freddie King £ 18.45; McGuinness Flint £ 12.95;
13th Floor Elevators £ 18.45; Bosstown Sound £ 14.95;
Red Bird Sound £8.95

iORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and pocking : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
MOE
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y Sept/Noy 1996 jottings
about dynamic range
prompted an acquaintance to protest that concert-hall
dynamics
are
much
more
demanding than Ihad supposed. In
particular, Iwas referred to two
AES papers by Louis Fielder of
Dolby Labs, said to show that music
needs a reproductive capacity of
122dB, whereas I had taken the
traditional
span
of
75dB
(30-105dB), simply adding 10dB
for safety.
How could there possibly be such
ahuge discrepancy, especially when
large-scale music recorded with
untrammeled dynamics à la Telarc
and BIS is housed satisfactorily on
16-bit CDs? Well, on examining Mr
Fielder's articles* Ifound that they
were concerned not so much with
the ratio of loudest to softest as with
the ultimate requirement for noisefree reproduction, defined as the gap
between realistically reproduced
peaks and the lowest level of whitenoise audible to listeners of good
acuity in aquiet environment. This
latter is much the larger because it's
apparently possible to hear whitenoise ( or rather that portion of it
centred around 4.5kHz) at the
surprisingly low mean level of 4dB,
even in rooms with acomparatively
high ambient background.
The upshot is that although music
played at pppp commonly reaches
inaudibility at around 30dB, during
silences most listeners under 30 will
find electronic hiss perceptible far
below that, because room noise,
which is dominated by low
frequencies, has negligible masking
effect in the 4kHz region. I had
mentioned alevel of 40dB for room
noise in the average case, perhaps
falling to 30B in an especially quiet
house, and Fielder confirms this
with plots taken in 27 domestic
listening rooms. Here, the noisiest,
average and quietest locations
registered maxima of 50, 41 and
29dB respectively in the 50-80Hz
region, declining thereafter with
rising frequency in amanner similar
to the hearing threshold. A noise
plot taken in exceptionally quiet
rooms sits at or below the threshold
curve, while in the average room it
runs about 10dB above it, rising to
18dB in the worst case. In this
respect
my
comments
were
misleading, as Ireferred to ambient
noise being 40dB above the hearing
threshold, which could only apply
by taking the latter's most sensitive
2-5kHz region as areference point,
hardly relevant here.
Nevertheless, at very low music
levels masking does seem to function
as Iimplied, with the ability to 'hear
into the noise' greatly reduced and

instrumental or vocal overtones too
weak to remain audible even in the
sensitive 4kHz region. In an extreme
case such as the end of ` Neptune'
in the Nimbus Planets recording [NI
5117], where the chorus is faded
right
through
the
venue's
background and down into the CD's
noise-floor, the repeating motif can
be heard to the very end if the
replay level is raised when listening
via headphones. Yet when heard via
loudspeakers at its proper contextual
loudness it becomes inaudible long
before that, at 30-35dB for most
people in my quietish listening
room. Thus a window around
100dB is apparently more than
adequate even for awork stretching
from big orchestral fortissimos to
absolute silence, hardly matching
Fielder's call for a record/replay
chain accommodating 122dB.
But this last was the span between
an emergent 4dB of white-noise and
the sinewave equivalent of peaks
reaching 129dB at two amplified
rock sessions. At 22 classical
concerts the peak levels fell to
118dB
when measured
from
'favoured listening locations', yet
even this is higher than practically
every other comparable source cited.
However, accepting it as apossible
if rare reference, and again
subtracting 3dB for the RMS value
and 4dB for the latterday noisefloor, it gives a minimum capacity
of 111dB, right at the limit of
present-day 16-bit technology. To
offset this, though, not many
domestic loudspeakers or most
home listeners can handle peaks of
118dB, facts duly acknowledged in
Fielder's wide-ranging thesis. (See
also ' Sidelines' March 1996.)
Returning to my supposedly failsafe dynamic range of 85dB, and
sitting this upon a30dB cushion to
occupy the space beneath music's
practical lower limit, we arrive at a
ceiling only 3dB short of the above
classical peak. And allowing likewise
for the ' cushion', even 118dB will
slot into CD's dynamic window with
room to spare (as conventionally
understood), so fears that I'd got
my dynamics wildly wrong proved
to be unfounded. But Fielder shows
that ultimately it's not music's
dynamic range that matters, but the
peak loudness at which it is played,
from which one simply subtracts
7dB to discover the S/N ratio
needed to avoid even the faintest
suspicion of system-noise. A neat if
disconcerting piece of perfectionism.
John Crabbe
*Louis D Fielder: Dynamic-Range Requirement
for Subjectively Noise-Free Reproduction of
Music (journal of AES, July/August 1982);
Dynamic-Range Issues in the Modern Digital
Audio Environment (JAES, May 1995).
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Are EN
standards
for sound
receivers
really
adequate?
And
some lax
responses
from
equipment
makers

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail 'ohn_nelson@
compuserve.com

In the ten years or so since we
have lived here, assorted operations
on pretty well all amateur HF bands
have never resulted in breakthrough
into any electronic equipment inside
the house. But increasing the ERP
by 10dB is tantamount to increasing
the local field strength from just over
2V/m to about 7V/m. This caused
absolute mayhem! My HF SSB and
CW transmissions now broke
through into the main audio system,
the system in my wife's studio, the
TV, the satellite receiver and two
telephones. They also badly affected
the intruder alarm and smoke
detectors, and triggered the PIR
sensors associated with various
good deal has been said in
this magazine and in other
external lights.
All in all, Madam was definitely
publications about electronot impressed; and if we lived in an
magnetic compatibility and the
urban location rather than a
European EMC Directive. Much of
decidedly isolated rural one Iimagine
what has been written about the
my neighbours would not have been
Directive, and the requirement to
either. Indeed, despite agood deal
CE-mark
items
of consumer
of practical experience with EMC
electronic equipment, has been
over the years, Iwas rather surprised
incorrect or incomplete. However,
by the magnitude of the problem.
that there is certainly a need for
Extensive investigations with a
attention to be paid to real-world
spectrum analyser and other test
EMC issues was recently brought
equipment suggested that the
home to me in quite amajor way.
harmonic and spurious outputs of the
Ihappen to be a radio amateur
HF transmitter were very well
and quite active on both the HF and
VHF bands. Regular readers will
suppressed, and that simple RF
breakthrough was the culprit. As
remember the saga of my transmitted
such, it will have to be tackled by the
144MHz SSB breaking through into
addition of various filtering and
the studio equipment of amusician
decoupling components both inside
living about amile away, and recall
and outside the equipment being
that the cure involved nothing more
affected.
complicated than the cleaning of
As far as the audio and TV
various connectors therein.
systems are concerned, the problem
Until recently, my HF transmitting
is mine, and the job is tedious rather
facilities involved nothing more exotic
than difficult — but trying to
than atrapped dipole fed with about
persuade BT and Modern Security
100W of RF. However, and working
Systems to fix their respective
on the basis of the old radio
apparatus has so far proved entirely
engineering adage that no change is
worth making unless it involves at
impossible. Indeed, the latter
company's staff will not even disclose
least a 10dB improvement (try telling
that to a VHF DX enthusiast!), I the name or fax number of their
decided some time ago to install a Technical Director ` in case he is
small rotatable HF antenna with a harassed or distracted by dissatisfied
customers'. That would never do!
gain of about 6dBd and increase the
transmitter power to the legal limit
EN NUMBERS
of 400W PEP. These changes would
As it happens, none of the affected
amount to about a 12dB increase in
items are new enough to bear aCE
effective radiated power in the
mark, but Ibegan to wonder whether
direction in which the antenna
it would be remotely relevant if they
happened to be pointing, of which
had. As far as 'sound and television
6dB would come from the antenna's
broadcast receivers and associated
gain and 6dB from the transmitter
equipment' is concerned, the
power increase.
applicable immunity standard is EN
Given that the new antenna was
55 020. As well as other applicable
further from the house than the old
ENs, compliance with this would be
dipole and mounted higher up on the
required before an item of such
tower, and that there would also be
equipment could be legally CEan element of extra feedline loss, you
marked.
might expect the actual field strength
Now EN55 020 is not exactly
inside the house when transmitting
bedtime reading, and it is not really
in that direction to be about 10dB
possible to reduce its requirements
more than it was previously — as
to single figures. However, at the
indeed it proved to be when
frequencies involved, it is fair to say
measured.
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that audio and TV equipment is only
required to display immunity to field
strengths of about 2V/m. This is a
very long way from the standards
applied elsewhere, eg, motor vehicle
electronics.

RF BREAKTHROUGH
The average radio amateur, who has
passed quite adifficult examination
and holds his or licence with ahigh
degree of pride, is placed at a
considerable disadvantage by the
feeble requirements of EN 55 020.
If you live 30m from an amateur
running asmall HF station consisting
of astandard 100W transceiver and
asimple wire dipole, your domestic
electronic entertainment equipment
will experience field strengths of
about 2V/m. It may well cope with
this, especially if it is new enough to
be CEmarked. However, if the
amateur uses the VHF or UHF
bands, where antenna gains are
considerably higher and ERPs
consequently larger, you may well
experience breakthrough problems.
The manufacturers of your
equipment will usually argue that it
meets the requirements of all
applicable legislation, and that the
problems should be solved by asking
(or in extremis forcing) the amateur
to close down. This is manifestly not
correct, and in any event it is less
than clear how you would force some
other radio transmitter such as a
UHF telemetry link or emergencyservices radio site off the air in these
circumstances.
Quite the most intractable case of
RF breakthrough Iever encountered
was associated with a military airdefence radar system, and it would
be interesting to hear the response of
the Ministry of Defence to arequest
to close such atransmitter down so
that the owner of the affected hi-fi
system could listen to music.
With the proliferation of radio
systems in our society, manufacturers
urgently need to assess whether
conforming to the requirements of
EN 55 020 is enough. In my view it
is far from enough. They should also,
as abreed, resolve to be more helpful
to
those
legitimately
seeking
information on how to solve
breakthrough problems. To take but
one example, my wife's studio system
contains an admittedly quite old
Arcam Alpha 3 integrated amplifier
and a Mission DADS CD player.
Multiple telephone calls to both
companies
requesting
circuit
diagrams
and
modification
information, if available, were never
returned. To put it bluntly, if
someone in my position can't
persuade manufacturers to return
calls, do you think you can?
John Nelson
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DCC: R.I.P.
part 2

A

lmost immediately after the IFPI
demonstrations, the Philips
Working Group got a rude
awakening. They found that the cheap
plastic recorder had worked only because
the tape just happened to be running at
exactly the right angles. As soon as they
tried to repeat their success with other
mechanisms, the difficulties started piling
up. The tape would not stay close enough
to the tiny heads for the narrow tracks to
produce enough electrical signal for
accurate decoding. The sound muted
unexpectedly.
The Philips electronics engineers
thought that when they did get sound
from the tape, it was good. But when
recording engineers from Polygram's
recording studio in Baarn, Holland, and
Decca in London, heard the compression
system working they said it sounded
'awful'. They could hear distortion on
percussive instruments like the triangle.
Throughout 1989 Veldhuis and Van de
Waal
continually
changed
the
compression coding algorithms, which
Philips then checked with the Polygram
music engineers. The Institute for
Perception Research in Eindhoven, part
funded by Philips and part by the
Eindhoven University of Technology, was
brought in, too. Adrianus Houtsma,
Professor of Psycho Acoustics at IPR
trained students to listen to comparative
fragments of music, some in CD quality
16-bit code and some compressed to as
little as 1.5 bits per word. The students
pressed buttons, which let the computer
log their ability to tell the difference.
Houtsma's lab was asked to solve a
practical problem that arose because the
laboratory researchers had been testing
each of the stereo channels separately.
When music engineers listened in stereo,
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By late 1989, there was some
record industry support for
DCC. But the real problems
had only just begun...
by BARRY FOX

they heard a difference between original
and coded sound.
The IPR Lab found the solution in
three days, because someone else had
already written about it. A smaller
company, with more limited search
resources, could have wasted months
researching all the same ground, all over
again. Although the music signal which
spreads between the two stereo channels
is correlated, the background noise in the
channels is uncorrelated. So it stands out
if both channels are heard together.

THE STORY SO FAR
In July 1989. the Philips Working Group
gave an impressive demonstration of DCC
to Philips president Jan Timmer. They
used a cheap cassette mechanism, which
gave terrible wow and flutter on analogue
tapes, and showed that this machine
could play digital tapes with no wow and
flutter, even when the deck was shaken
violently. By the autumn. Timmer had
begun to promote the format to the
world's record companies. But although
the prototype DCC machine was
successfully demonstrated to visiting
record company executives, the technical
problems were far from being solved.

Halving the compression in the low
frequency range masks the noise.
In the final version of the compression
system, the number of bits used per band
adapts to the character of the signal. To
their surprise the DCC Group found they
had developed a 4- bit coding system
which could match 16-bit CD quality,
and looked likely to far outstrip it.
By 1990 jan Timmer felt he had
enough support from the music industry
and gave the order to `build' DCC. In all,
15 engineers worked on the project in the
MRL. Hoogendoorn looks back with
obvious pleasure.
'It was amarvellous time. We were just
sitting together as if we had nothing to do
with Philips. We made all our own
decisions. Iam still damn proud of what
we did. It is very difficult now to envisage
abetter system. Icannot imagine it would
have worked without Jan Timmer at the
head. The important thing is that he
believed in the project. If you do not have
that kind of confidence from the top then
you get small groups opposing each other.
'But it was a very tough time. We
worked very long hours, for three years,
with no summer holidays. There was a
huge sense of urgency. It is all so much
easier if the boss believes in the project. It
was a good, small motivated group, and
all very exciting, very enjoyable. We
thought everything was possible and there
was no-one around to bother us. It was a
bit like being in awar.'
Gerry Wirtz had first showed DCC to
Matsushita (Panasonic/Technics) in mid
1989, when engineers from the Japanese
company came to Eindhoven at the
personal invitation of Jan Timmer. Philips
and Matsushita have had close ties since
they formed joint ventures in component
manufacture after World War II. Sony
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came soon after. The Philips team recall
how the Sony engineers were ' visibly
shocked' at the sound quality available
from such a simple tape system. For a
while Philips felt confident that Sony
would back DCC. But hopes were later
dashed when Sony announced its
commitment to MiniDisc, instead.
In late 1989 Hoogendoorn and Paul
van der Plas, Marketing Sales Manager
for Philips Magnetic Recording Group,
went to Japan to talk more with
Matsushita. They found the Japanese
factory engineers still busy with DAT
and all the manufacturing problems
that went with the system's complex
design. The Dutch engineers showed
them their DCC prototype.
'Very simple, very simple, very simple',
said the Japanese.
'It was nice of them to say that, but
they
were
not
so
right,'
says
Hoogendoorn. ' Making DCC turned out
not to be so simple'.
As well as solving the technical
problems, the DCC Group in Eindhoven
was advising the company's management
on business plans, too. Gerry Wirtz
toured the world talking to the record
companies.
He had
a standard
presentation backed by graphs of cassette
market statistics and predictions. His
message was that the record industry

DIGITAL
RECORDING

needed a new format which would
revitalise the portable audio market.
While Wirtz was pitching to the record
companies, Philips Semiconductor Centre
at Southampton was working with
engineers at Eindhoven on designing the
microchips which code and compress the
audio signal. The chips were later massproduced at Philips' Semiconductor plant
in Nijmegen.
The stationary heads rely on thin film
technology, and are also made like
microchips. A thin layer of semiconductor
material is deposited on aslice of silicon,
and etched in the shape of the heads. The
etched parts are then secured to amount
and connected to tiny wires.
Philips Nat Lab had been making small
numbers of heads for specialist use since
1975, but could not mass produce.
Philips could not afford to build its own
factory in case the project failed. But the
Group predicted that if the market for
DCC took off, Philips would need literally
millions of heads ayear to satisfy demand
for other firms wanting to make DCC
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Structure of thin-film head (above) and actual head
unit (left)

time to get it right. Now you have to
shoot at exactly the right time or you are

recorders. Because the heads for DCC
have a lot in common with the heads
which are mass-produced by the
computer industry for use in hard disc
drives, Philips struck a deal with Seagate
in the US. Seagate made the thin film
microchips and Philips handled the tricky
task of mounting them with micrometre
accuracy and making microscopic wire
connections. A factory was built in
Eindhoven to do the job.
Everything was now in place to satisfy
whatever demand existed.
You can now see why no small
company can possibly hope to develop a
new concept. Says Hoogendoorn, ' We
would often find that the Nat Lab had
developed some technology which we
could use. Working with the Nat Labs
was like picking the bits we needed from

Panasonic DCC mechanism
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the kitchen.'
But clouds were gathering.
'Society is now overloaded with
innovation,' warns Gerry Wirtz.
`Producing a nice little new toy is not
enough. Society is more competitive, so it
is more difficult to get a new product
accepted. The investment is higher
and the losses are bigger. We no
longer have the luxury of getting
things right slowly. It took seven
years for the world to find out that
the cassette recorder was
not just a recorder, it was
also the ideal mobile
source of pre-recorded
music. The early video
recorders did not even
have a tuner to tape
programmes off-air.
In those days the
industry had some
Making DCC sexy:
apre-launch
publicity shot

out of the game.'
The original plan was to launch DCC
in Spring 1992, but this was delayed until
September. As the re-scheduled launch
date got close it looked as there would not
be enough of the vital thin film heads.
The manager of the Eindhoven factory
went to his workforce and asked them
cancel their summer holidays and make
heads instead. And 80% of them agreed.
Literally weeks before the scheduled
September launch date, Japanese
engineers found that some of the
prerecorded digital music cassettes which
Philips had made to support the launch
seemed faulty. In hot and humid
conditions they sometimes shed residue
onto the heads, causing digital errors and
muting of the sound.
Philips had already duplicated several
hundred thousand cassettes and faced a
straight choice. The company could either
cancel the launch or hope that the
problem would not repeat, and launch on
schedule. If the problem had then
repeated, on consumers' machines in
homes, DCC would almost certainly have
died an immediate death.
Biting the bullet, Philips delayed the
launch, recalled all the cassettes and
started duplication all over again, with a
slightly modification to the inside of the
cassette. But Philips' marketing people
decided to try and keep it a
secret. Inevitably half the
news leaked out and the
press guessed the other
half. Newspapers reported
that the cassettes were of
the wrong size.
Recalls Hoogendorn.
'There was quite literally an
uprising in the factory.
When people who had
given up their holidays
read that newspaper
report
they
quite
literally went mad.
The
factory
manager had to go
in and talk to
everyone
individually to
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner,. so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off special built, up to
32 elements.

Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants
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It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfèct...
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-L LLMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB T to13 33 7dB 1 74

Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.
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TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686

No.39

integrated cd player

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 BAO

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND TFIEM DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

£5,995.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

£9,295.00
£15,950.00

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Rogers Ltd.,
Unit 3, 310 Commonside East,
Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 1HX.
Telephone: 0181 640 2172 Fax: 0181 685 9496

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

because they are buoyed by strong cassette
sales in the less developed countries where
CD has not yet taken ahold. According to
the IFPI, the cassette has virtually
disappeared as a carrier for pre-recorded
music in some Western markets.
The message which Philips tried so hard
to get across to the record companies was

DCC launch catalogue was intend": lo cover a
wide range of music, but inevitably centred on
Polygram/Philips labals

calm them down and explain that the
cassettes weren't of the wrong size and it
was actually only aminor fault.'
The one feature of DCC which could
and should have made the format a
winner, its backwards compatibility,
would never have come out from an oldstyle laboratory looking only forward with
radical new technology. Nor could that

that the world was now ready for a digital
cassette, and although it would offer
recording capability, it would also earn
money for the record companies as aprerecording carrier. But when crunch time
came, the record companies gave DCC only
half-hearted support. They also opposed
any publicity for its recording capability. As
a result they now face MiniDisc and
recordable CD, which offer the record
industry nothing in the way of new sales.
DCC was promised as a low cost
progression from the analogue cassette,
which offered CD quality from a tiny
personal stereo. This ignored the whole
question of whether the public wanted a
sequential access (tape) medium, when
the benefits of random access ( a
recordable disc) were just around the
corner. In the computer world, tape had
never stood a chance against disc as a

il
lealer,i
Gary Wirtz: 'Society is now overloaded with innovation.
Producing anice litde new toy is not enough'

relaunch ayear later, emphasising the 18bit quality, flopped. Most people are
perfectly happy with CD quality. Those
who aren't, were suspicious of the claim
recording format.
that a compressed audio system can
DCC's launch delays ensured that by
achieve more than 16 bit linear coding.
the time the product was in the shops, much
Even before DCC had died, Philips'
of
the
advance
interest
generated
by
heavy
feature be added at alater stage.
researchers were concentrating their
publicity, had evaporated. And the cost of
Like a light bulb switching on over his
efforts on the next big gamble, high
the hardware was too high and there were
head, Gerry Wirtz saw the need for new
density disc. DVD technology is even
no portables. Tapes, both blank and premachines to play old tapes while spending
more challenging than DCC. And it has
recorded,
were
too
expensive.
The
facility
to
his weekends re-building his home in a
cost even more to develop.
make analogue recordings had been
Dutch village far from Eindhoven.
It cannot be coincidence that of all the
dropped
to
cut
manufacturing
costs.
Not
'I asked myself what my neighbours
companies backing DVD, and despite a
surprisingly, sales of both hardware and
would buy. They might have aCD player
software were pitiful. Attempts at a massive research effort, Philips has been
at home, and a cassette player in the car.
by far the most cautious when talking
If Icame to them with abeautiful DAT
about launch plans. All the noise has come
machine they would have no interest
Youth
from companies which have never before
whatsoever. But anew cassette player that
appeal?
tried to launch a format and failed. Now
also played their old tapes, now that they
This girl
they are making all the same mistakes.
might like... It seemed very clear. But of
was
DVD is already late and the hardware
promoting
course when you are hitting awall with a
and software prices already look likely to
Philips'
sledgehammer, you do tend to think more
DCC 130
be higher than the pre-launch hype has
clearly.'
personal
promised. The movie studios are not
So what went wrong? Why, when the
player
giving the format the support they
engineers did everything so right, is DCC
promised. The ten companies in the DVD
just another agravestone in audio history?
Consortium cannot agree on a coherent
We now know that the predictions which
launch strategy. In a recent press and
Philips made te the record companies six
trade survey ( conducted by David
years ago were remarkably accurate. Philips
Murphy for Inside Hi-Fi) the DVD
was warning them that CD sales would
Alliance came bottom out of 52
continue to rise, but not just at the expense
companies for communication. The DVD
of LP sales. The pre-recorded musicassette
Alliance clings to the belief that the mass
market would also start to dip. And it has.
market is dissatisfied with VHS picture
Recent figures from the IFPI show that
and sound quality and will pay a higher
world CD sales have risen from 984 million
ayear in 1991 to 1956 million in 1995,
while LP sales have collapsed from 263
million to 31 million. Five years
ago world sales of cassettes
were 1524 million and
rising. But in 1993
they started to fall,
and by last year were
down
to
1363
million. Even these
figures
are
deceptively
high,
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price for something so good that most TV
sets and sound systems will not do it
justice. History tells adifferent story.
If DVD fails as amovie format there are
two scenarios. Either it becomes another
gravestone like DCC, or, like MiniDisc, it
is relaunched as a recording medium,
initially for computers but inevitably later
for the living room.
Windows of opportunity are now so
short that we should have agood idea of
the answer within ayear.
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ANALOGUE TRACER CARTRIDGES
If you enjoy listening to valves and vinyl and are looking for areally great cartridge then look no further. The Analogue Tracer cartridges are very high
quality moving magnet designs with agood healthy output and work beautifully with valve amplifiers, and because of this they do not need astep-up device
to amplify the signal before the amplifier. The advantage of this is it is nice and simple and there is less in the signal path to impair the sound quality. The
Analogue Tracer range starts from as little as £98 for the No I, £225 for the No II, £400 for the No HI and £600 for the No IV. The beauty of the Tracer
range is that the No Ican be upgraded to aNo II and in turn the No II can be upgraded to aNo Ill. The No IV is however adifferent beast and can only
be described as one of the finest cartridges available irrespective of price.
Agents for:- APOLLO. AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALOGUE TRACER CARTRIDGES, CROFT. G.A.T.E AMPLIFICATION, GRAAF.
GT AUDIO CABLES, LEAK THROlIGHLINE TUNERS, MATISSE, MONRIO, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE TURNTABLES, POSSELT
LOUDSPEAKERS, UNISON RESEARCH, UKD OPERA AND YAMAMURA CHURCHILL CABLES AND ACCESSORIES.
Ex demonstration equipment for sale
Nottingham Analogue Illusion turntable (Space Deck in square plinth) + Space arm ( list £ 1150) £ 750
Croft Series 5. A very good 30 watt power amp in chrome finish ( list £800) £600
Pre-owned equipment for sale
A unique opportunity to buy apair of totally original Leak TI.12 point one amplifiers that have been stored away since 1960. These are the finest I
have ever seen. Please phone for details. Air Tight ATM I40 watt valve power amp, hard wired. Tamura 0/P transformers. Line level input controls
so it can be used without apre-amp. Very rare amp with aglorious valve sound and in mint condition £ 1,500. Matisse Reference pre-amp ( Yelefunken
valves) £ 1,250. Revox G36 valve tape recorder, VGC £350.
We are experts in the service and repair of valve equipment including vintage and offer abespoke upgrading service using the finest components
available, for those audiophiles who want to get the very best front their equipment.

DEMONSTRATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax: 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of NW London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 ( 1M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Mary lebone Railway Station
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Analogue
VI
and Digital Audio Systems

Meridian Digital Theatre.
The heart of any system is it's processor. The
unique and highly acclaimed Meridian 565
DSP Surround Sound Controller is the
world's only completely digital, fully upgradeable surround sound processor.
*THX Cinema

* Ambisonic

*Pro Logic

* AC-3 option

Coupled with a full digital theatre set-up,
it's performance is unrivalled.
A Meridian Digital Home Theatre system from
Salisbury Hi Fi, brings you as close as ever
you can get to the action!
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury. SP1 2DF
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ways, what struck me most about it
was not the short, direct digital signal
path but the way that the physical
set-up confirmed certain venerable
practices.
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SITTING IN THE HOT SEAT

é
t1
A eream
system —
not in the
shops but
at the
University
of Essex —
points the
way to
futire
listening

1 fri VI" N

I

t's one of the best systems I've
ever heard — and yet neither you
nor Ican buy it. And you can
only hear it if you have access to the
Department of Electronics Systems
Engineering at the University of
Essex. It was my first taste of
Malcolm Hawksferd's writings-putinto-practice, and I left the
experience awhole lot wiser. If not
as blissfully happyJignorant as when
I entered his laboratory- cumplayground.
Many readers may have heard a
close facsimile of the dream system
at one of Malcolm's demonstrations
at The HiFi Show, and the system
has been written about in these
pages, as well as in Stereophile, so it's
not exactly a mystery. But to my
shame and embarrassment, I've
never had the time to attend one of
the demos at the Ramada Hotel, so
Iunsurprisingly felt sheepish when
Iasked how long the system he was
using had been in its present form.
The answer came back: ' Years'.
Its front-end was just about the only
thing you could buy off the shelf, a
Meridian 508 used as CD transport.
From there on, it was almost entirely
custom-made by Malcolm, Richard
Greenfield and LFD.
The Meridian fed Greenfield's inhouse converter driving a custom
made digital volume control. No preamp per se was involved, just four
mighty Burr- Brown 20-bit DACs
and LFD-made power amps (best
described as 'modified PA is') driving
— I kid you not — stock Audio
Physics Tempo loudspeakers. Only,
for this system, the crossovers had
been removed.
The amplifiers, by virtue of the
heavy DSP content of the system
tailoring the amplifiers to the
speakers' specific characteristics, were
able to drive each woofer and
tweeter directly. LFD supplied the
interconnects and speaker cables,
too, so the system was entirely a
Hawksford/Greenfield/LFD
production between the transport
and the speakers themselves. Radical
though the system was in so many
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Not least were the speakers' severe
toe-in and careful distancing from the
walls, unsurprising as Joachim
Gerhard at Audio Physics is
Teutonically fanatical when it comes
to preaching about the importance of
precise speaker positioning. But it
also vindicated Wilson, Sonus Faber
and abunch of other manufacturers
of dynamic loudspeakers who insist
that in most situations the ideal setup of the audio triangle will have the
baffles of the speakers facing directly
at the listener rather than firing
forward. Sit in the designated hot
seat, and you'll find that the Tempos
in the system are so perfectly aimed
at the main listening position that you
cannot see the sides of the enclosures.
Alas, most people never enjoy this
unsullied aset-up because, to the eye
it seems too extreme. We're not used

Dream system

speaker: Aucho Physic lempo

to such severe toe-in; even if we were,
it creates what might be deemed an
anti-social, unacceptable hot seat
optimised for only one listener. But
then, you can argue that most diehard audiophiles want precisely that:
because serious listening is usually
solo listening.
But back to the sound. Malcolm
was most indulgent and allowed me
to
play mono
Dean
Martin
recordings, soundtracks from the
early 1970s, and other stuff afar cry
from Oasis, Ocean Colour Scene or
even the Spice Girls. What was
apparent regardless of the material
was transparency and information
retrieval of such ahigh order that one
could detect previously missed small
details — even on recordings familiar
to the point of tedium.
Particularly exciting was the way
that the system demonstrated
conclusively that discernible depth is
available from mono recordings, that
image height is no mere imagining of

crazed 3-D addicts. And yet this
hyper-clean, hyper-detailed system
never sound even remotely like a
warts'n'all studio set-up. While I'm
sure it would prove as useful to a
recording engineer or producer as any
package of studio origins, it remained,
undeniably, apleasure machine, and
Ihave every reason to believe that
the onset of listener fatigue would be
as long in arriving as it would with a
tube/electrostatic system.
Given Malcolm's commitment to
ensuring that our digital future isn't
Hell on Earth, this work-horse system
can be used to show just how good
an all-digital (or virtually all-digital)
system can sound even with today's
basic CDs. Mine were standard yet
transcended their origins when fed
into the optimised digital system.

STEREO SET-UP
But let's not jump the gun: as much
of Malcolm's recent work involves
system
set-up
as
it
does
exploring/exploiting the potential of
digital. Along with Joachim Gerhard
and Bernd Theiss, he presented a
paper to the Audio Engineering
Society in Copenhagen in May 1996.
[Available as Loudspeaker Placement
for
Optimised Phantom
Source
Reproduction, Preprint 4246 0-7.] It
deals with the re-creation of phantom
images — the foundation of stereo
playback — in detail, taking aset-up
methodology similar to David
Wilson's (which is targeted at openminded audiophiles) and presenting
it to an audience not normally known
for accepting empirical arguments.
In other words, the system at
Colchester and the AES paper go a
long way to establish credibility and
respectability for an accepted practice,
which raises no eyebrows in the
audiophile community. Furthermore,
Hawksford and Co have presented
an even more repeatable, or if you
prefer, scientific method than
Wilson's for setting up dynamic
speakers for atwo-channel system.
Although the paper, wisely,
contains phrases like 'it is somewhat
dependent on the loudspeakers being
suited to the task' or ' Not every
loudspeaker works equally well in this
set-up', it still is arecipe for almost
fool-proof optimising of a twochannel system's speaker placement.
As for actually buying afacsimile,
well, LFD says that plans are afoot
to make it commercially available,
but it would necessitate, for example,
using dedicated connectors to make
certain that users don't install
unsuitable components, or connect a
given amplifier to the wrong driver.
But from what Iheard in Colchester,
sacrificing a little flexibility or
compatibility is asmall price to pay.
Ken Kessler
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Symphony 3, Phaeton,
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THE IMPRESSIONS
Check Out Your Mind/Times Hai,
Changed
GREG KINN
Horror Show

THE 11F14/11 RATINGS
Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of
each review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. A few releases are reviewed from mastertape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price
coding:
fell price;
midprice; 0 special price — see ' Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown 8, with First UK publication date.

Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

APRIL 1997

Performance

A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4
H: H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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the opera house when Iconducted
concerts. It is essential for a
conductor to know both.'
And in the opera you need to be
able to react quickly in a crisis...
'Oh yes! There was one Meistersinger
in Munich with Fischer-Dieskau as
Sachs: awonderful Sachs, so
human, so intelligent. He started the
evening not sure whether to sing or
not. It was a full house and we
begged him " Please do it", and he
did. But in the middle of the second
act — just when he had the speech
with Beckmesser — poco apoco his
voice went! He did the last act
somewhere between speaking and
singing. Iaccompanied him with
great care — and that experience, it
taught me so much.
'Each night in the opera house is
exciting' he says, his eyes alive.
'Every second you must be ready for
some surprises. Iloved it. Now,
since Igave my last engagement in
HI•Fl NEWS 8/ RECORD REVIEW
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'Each
musician's

contract today
should include
the right and
the necessity
to make
records. The
problem is:
the situation is
declining little
bit by little bit,
and also

photo: Christian Steiner/EM

sayoung boy back in
Germany, Sawallisch
remembers ` Ihad the
privilege to hear very often the
Berlin Philharmonic with
Furtwângjer. And during the
Salzburg Festivals of 1950 and 1951
— more or less four years before he
died — Ilearned an incredible
amount from what he did with the
Vienna Philharmonic.
`And Ilearned in Munich, where
Iwas born, from Hans
Knappertsbusch in Beethoven,
Brahms and Bruckner, and Wagner.
Also from Clemens Kraus — for me
he was the most elegant in Mozart
and Strauss. At this time Oscar
Kabasta was Music Director of the
Munich Philharmonic and Iheard
all the Sunday morning concerts and
weekdays also. For me, you know,
this was a great time — to look and
to listen. These four conductors
gave me the right base for my own
technique.
`I was also lucky to start my
career in a small opera house where
Iwas répétiteur, choral director,
ballet director, orchestra coach,
stage director — everything! I
learned and learned. All the time I
learned. There is not the smallest
piece on stage in the theatre, in the
opera, the ballet, the concert house
now, that Idid not do fifty years
ago!'
'I am also very happy that Ihad,
as ayoung man, the opportunity to
conduct both opera and concerts. I
learnt important things for the
concert hall when Iconducted
opera, and a lot that was useful in

musicians are
often too
greedy. All of
us, we ask for
more money'

olfgang

awallisch
Now in his 75th year, the Munich
conductor — a fine pianist too —
works primarily with
the Philadelphia Orchestra
by

BILL

NEWMAN

Munich at the end of 1992 > Idon't
conduct opera any more — concert
performances, yes. Perhaps. But this
is not the same. The opera should
be the music and the lights, the
costumes and the action — all of it
together. That is why it exists.'
Does Sawallisch agree that the
opera scene has faded somewhat in
recent years? Where are the great
singers?
'In our days, Ifeel Thomas
Hampson is a really great baritone.
He has the voice; he has the
personality; he has the charisma. It
is my opinion he could be the
successor for Fischer-Dieskau. Then
we have atenor, Peter Seifert, in the
German repertoire. Wonderful! And
Kurt Moll — a marvellous bass. But
by and large it is true what you say.
`La Scala Milan was not able to
open the season in September as

every year with agreat Italian opera.
They can't do Aida — they have nu
Aida, they have no Radames. Callas,
Stignani, Tebaldi, del Monaco,
Corelli, di Stefano, they've all gond'

First EMI recordings
Back in the mid- 1950s Sawallisch
had a huge hit with his LP for EMI
of Dvorak's Eighth Symphony with
the Philharmonia, following that up
with Strauss's Capriccio.
'Yes, Walter Legge — who as well
as being head producer for EMI was
also, of course, director and founder
of the Philharmonia — thought it
would be best to start with these. I
wanted to do the big masterworks,
but Walter said "Wolfgang, don't do
Beethoven or Brahms Symphonies
because Klemperer did it and
Karajan did it and it's not necessary
to make the 157th recordings of
these things".
'Over my career, I've had very,
very little opportunity to make
records. When Iwas Music Director
of the Vienna Symphony they had
an exclusive contract with Philips.
So Ichanged from EMI to Philips.
But that same year Ichanged, the
orchestra's contract finished! And
during the last twenty-two years
when Iwas Music Director and
75

Clearly better..
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable ' sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that
,

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or 'coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materrals,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standardphono and balanced (XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you hearci by Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
o' Transparent Audio dealers.

PI-US
Transparent Cabe
musicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network - a low pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction
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Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962
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KRELL SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ANGSTROM

f ARCAM
Good advice and the best equipment - get
AUDIO RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB eAURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
B&W
35 years of combined experience let us get the
BOSE f CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENON eEpos e KEF
KRELL # LEXICON
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
LINN eMARANTZ
home installation, full export and credit
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN # MICHELL
multiroom and home cinema surround systems.
MICROMEGA
MISSION

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.

wlistening

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NEAT PETITE
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER

eQUAD

REL
ROGERS #

SME

SONUS FABER 4. STAX
TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY # THETA
WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 Oki. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
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Wolfgang
Sawallisch's contract
with EMI to record

lick through the 1334- page 1997 edition of

with the Philadelphia

the Classical Good CD Guide [
Gramophone

Orchestra remains in

Publications in association with B&W
Loudspeakers, £ 15.99 soFtback. ISBN 0

force

- in spite of

the cut-backs!

902470 76 0] and you cannot but be struck by
the amount of contemporary music listed. Not
that the traditional masters are absent: almost
32 pages of Beethoven; 34 of Mozart; 17 of
Schumann; 16 of Tchaikovsky...
It's because the guide is to some extent a
yearbook, highlighting recent releases, related
to a basic, updated compilation edited From
Gramophone contributors' reviews - which in
turn give it a sharpness and variety of style
somewhat lacking in its principal rival: the
Penguin Guide to Compact Discs. Gramophone
stalwarts too, of course, Edward Greenfield,
Ivan March and Robert Layton are the authors
of the 1996 revised handbook [ 1580 pages,
£18.00 softback. ISBN 0 14 051367 1]. The
Penguin guide will be supplemented by a year
but the present volume aims at a
comprehensive reference to any work, genre or
composer, from Abel to Zemlinsky; every listing
carries a grading/price coding. The Good CD
Guide rates only outstanding entries; there are
also [
Gramophone's] '
Editor's Choice' tags - an
innovation Ifound unwelcome. Such implied
omniscience surely detracts from the authority of
the texts that follow?
As ever, one takes one's hat off in respect for
the sheer dedication involved in updating
Penguin, and excuses a certain desperate
reliance on such generalisations as 'XXX sweeps
the board'. Neither volume sits comfortably
between the hands, but apparently the

General Manager of the Munich
Opera, there was hardly any
possibility to make records. Idid
right at the end, with Meistersinger —
but in between not much.
'Now Iam Music Director of the
Philadelphia Orchestra we tried to
start the big recording collaboration.
But the general situation for classic
music on CDs is not of the best. All
the companies have big financial
problems. If you have good stereo
equipment at home, you can best
make recordings taping off the radio.
So why buy CDs?
`In my opinion each musician's
contract today should include the
right and the necessity to make
records. The problem is: the
situation is declining little bit by
little bit, and also musicians are
often too greedy. All of us, we ask
for more money and more money.
'American orchestras in particular,
they are so expensive! That is the
reason why over the four years I've
been closely in touch with things in
Philadelphia, the number of record
sessions have gone down and the
prices go up.
'Now Ihave an exclusive contract
with EMI for the Philadelphia
Orchestra. But Iam anxious that
there is no money to pay for the
orchestra. It was mentioned there
would be a recording of the
Bruckner Eighth. Just now it is
cancelled. More Strauss symphonic
poems also cancelled. No money!'

economics of publication in two-volume sets are
prohibitive. To a small degree, these guides are
out of date even before they reach the presses,
yet to the enthusiast each will prove a constant
companion over the year. Only the limitless
wastes of the Internet would allow a total survey
of the Classical CD catalogue, past and present!
Thy
Penguin
Guide to
Compat t
Dist s

, ,•
III 'err

Burnt orange is
the 'in' colour for
CD guide covers this year!
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The Philadelphia sound
Meanwhile, the sound Sawallisch
continues to get from the
Philadelphia is amazing. He
accomplishes the impossible, making
them sound like the Vienna
Philharmonic. How does he do that?
'I demand they bring down the
too brilliant American sound, you
understand. To try to bring in the
more golden, round, intense sound.
Thirty or forty years ago with
Ormandy and Stokowski, the
Philadelphia had such agolden
sound.
'The orchestra is so marvellous,'
Sawallisch says eagerly, 'because
they understand immediately what I
feel and they help. They have the
technical capacity to do this and it is
good. Other orchestras Ihave
conducted are also good. In January
last year Ihad two excellent concerts
with the Berlin Philharmonic. All
young people, very young people.
Fine musicians!

`The Vienna Symphony and the
Vienna Philharmonic are also
wonderful orchestras. Idid an
international tour with the Vienna
Symphony. We did the Fourth
Symphony of Schumann. They have
such afeeling for different colours
and rhythms. To me, really this was
one of the great experiences of my
life'.
Schumann symphonies are one
thing, but how does Sawallisch feel
about the direction contemporary
music is taking?

...and modem repertoire
'Perhaps in our days it is not
possible to write symphonies of 30
or 40 minutes duration. The
traditional form-balances between
first movement, slow movement,
scherzo, last movement, has gone.
Their time is over. Ihope this is a
transition period to a new style and
not the end.
'I must admit sometimes Icannot
understand contemporary music.
However, Karl Amadeus Hartmann
is avery good composer, and Karl
Fortner with his complete 12-tone
music also. Personally, Ibelieve in a
composer like Hindemith, where the
music comes out in apersonal
handwriting, which no-one wrote
before. A lot of composers copied
Hindemith but the new style was
his, he made it. Hartmann also
created anew style.
'But you know, it's so difficult for
me to introduce his music in
Philadelphia. The orchestra
understands immediately, but as for
the audience...' He grins broadly.
'Of course we do some new works
also. We did acommission from
Jacob Druckmann — a cycle of four
songs for soprano and orchestra.
Very good. Now we do the world
premiere of Bernard Rands's — our
Composer in Residence — Canzoni
per Orchestra. It's 25 minutes, the
piece. Ihave seen the score: avery
good piece. And we commissioned a
new Clarinet Concerto by Rochberg.
Ialso did the Fourth Symphony of
Piston. This Ienjoyed very much.
'It's funny you know. So many
great European works have never
been played in America. The Seasons
by Haydn which Idid in September
1994 was the first US performance
— ever. Also Idid Britten's War
Requiem, one of the most significant
choral pieces of this century: first
time in America!
'For me it is an absolute must to
introduce such pieces to
Philadelphia. They are very thankful
for this. It is also interesting that the
Fourth Symphony of Martinu was
created by Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra 55 years ago.
And a couple of years ago Igave
only the second performance! But
everything by Tchaikovsky is done.
Everything! Always!'
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Record of
the month

Concerto for two violins, very much
reflections of Arnold's extravert
personality. But what of the sweet
innocence of Song of Simeon — A
Nativity Masque? Not typical Arnold
to many, Iimagine, but a significant
piece of writing nevertheless.
These two discs deserve to be
top-sellers. Iheard quite recently of
someone who professed to hate
classical music rapidly changing his
mind on hearing awork of Sir
Malcolm's. Iwonder why? [
So do I!
But read on... Mus Ed.]

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8 ( Ed Haas)
VPOIHaitink
Philips 446 659-2

(
2CDs, 83m 16s)

Bill Newman

A:1* •)

Clouds on blue skies: the box- front takes us higher than the uppermost
mountain- peak which is Bruckner's Eighth. And, like lochum and Karajan,

ARNOLD:
Symphonies 3 & 4
I? I , PO'Handlev

Haitink has completed three recordings of the ascent — none more surefooted
than this, fourth in a Bruckner symphony series with the VPO.

never been clearer. Nor, in my
experience, has the balancing of the
three combined themes worked so
triumphantly in the coda of (iv).
With this orchestra, the evocative
and purposeful nature of the scoring
is wonderfully realised — Bruckner
needs nothing more sophisticated
than flutes in (i) to suggest
mountainous terrain (no Mahlerian
cowbells...); and in the scherzo just
focus on the timpani part: used
sparingly, it adds real depth to the

Musikverein recording is excellent —
and shows up the ugliness of the
Telemondial/DG sound of Karajan's
last, Vienna recording. Three or four
stage noises threaten to break the
spell, but this is the recorded Eighth
I've waited over 35 years to hear!

Conifer Classics 75605 51258 2 (68m 44s)

Christopher Breunig

photo: Ludwig SchirmorlPhilips

Working in Berlin, his Mahler has
become more and more expansive;
here, he actually makes the great
Adagio shorter by 1 ' m as compared
with the 1981 Copncertgebouw
version. Even so, his love of the
work — and mastery of it — has

symphonic structure (timps are
unleashed, of course, at the start of
the finale).
Haitink strikes a golden mean
between Furtwângler's subjectivism
and asceticism and Karajan's
detachment and glamour. The 1995

SIR MALCOLM ARNOLD —
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR
Peterloo Overture ....I
- The Fair Field
Overture "...ISinfonietta 1 J 4 Cornish
Dances J Concerto for 2 Pianos ( 3
hands) J
- Horn Concerto 2 J Viola
Concerto J Concerto for two violins
J Fantasy for solo harp J Song of
Simeon J Five Blake Songs
Torioles soloists'orchestras'Arnold
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91817
(2CDs, 152m 02s) recorded 1966-77
There are some of Arnold's best
scores (outside his symphonies) on
these two well-filled CDs, coming
up as fresh as paint in vital, exciting
performances under the composer's
own direction. The only work where
he doesn't appear is the Fantasy for
harp, which Osian Ellis plays to the
manner born.
Other conductors are now keeping
Sir Malcolm's flag flying —
however, Arnold directing his own
music is not only aglorious sight to
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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behold but every work here sounds a
darned sight finer than when anyone
else does it! Even the Concerto for
two pianos, seeming distinctly lessgood Arnold on the EMI release,
appears fabulously fine from a 1969
RAH Prom with Cyril Smith &
Phyllis Sellick. The sense of
occasion is also there for the two
overtures, Peterloo and The Fair Field
(RAH 1968/ Maida Vale Studio
'76), simply because orchestras love
to play for this man! His sheer
ebullience frightens everyone into
intense activity. Listen to the Allegro
con brio of Sinfonietta 1or the
wonderfully inspired Horn Concerto
2 with Alan Civil performing sonic
cartwheels! Arnold shows his more
serious side too: the Viola Concerto
[Roger Best], Cornish Dances or the
Five Blake Songs [
Pamela Bowden]
all have their moments of
concentrated inwardness. Alan
Loveday and Frances Mason, too,
conjure frenetic fancies out of the

liaitink's 2CD
Bruckner
Eighth is at a
special price,
and costs
£18.75
through our
Compact Disc
Service

Another stunning addition to
Vernon Handley's on-going Arnold
symphony cycle for BMG/Conifer.
Lucidity is the key-note here: under
Handley's clear-headed, superbly
concentrated direction, the terse,
almost Sibelian logic of the Third
Symphony's exhilarating opening
movement unfolds with a profound
inevitability. In this same
movement's luminously-textured
development section, note, too, the
revelatory, ear-burning detail
uncovered by Handley's antiphonal
fiddles (firsts and seconds placed left
and right in the manner of Boult
and Kubelik). If perhaps, in the
succeeding Lento, it's Richard
Hickox on Chandos who distils the
greater mystery, Handley is nervier
and more questing, the underlying
tension unremitting in its magnetic
grip. The finale goes with enormous
swagger and tremendous rhythmic
punch, while in the coda Handley
draws the threads together with
devastating power.
When Hickox's Chandos
recording of the Fourth appeared in
September 1994, it knocked some
14m off the composer's own Lyrita
account (an astonishing 54m 11 s!).
Handley goes even further - his
reading clocks in at 37m 23s - and
must now be the preferred version, I
feel. The indelible second subject in
(i) is attended to with disarming
tenderness, while the string of
woodwind solos in (ii)'s winsome
trio section are most gratefully
voiced by the RLPO principals —
what a captivating lightness of touch
these players display. Equally,
Handley sees to it that the slow
movement has exactly the right
wistful heartache, whilst the
boisterous finale is despatched with
huge gusto and infectious éclat by all
concerned. Indeed, the unforced
eloquence, stylish poise and
irrepressible commitment of the
RLPO's response throughout is
simply beyond praise.
A magnificent pairing then,
79

'Chadwick's chosen idiom combines
the glowing warmth and humanity
of Dvorak and Elgar, while
the work as a whole possesses
something of the charm and
resourcefulness of the marvellous
Orchestral Suites of Tchaikovsky'

accorded recorded sound of quite
remarkable depth and bloom:
Tryggvi Tryggvason and Andrew
Hallifax - take abow! Certainly,
Arnold's formidable symphonic
credentials could hardly be more
convincingly presented. Not to be
missed.
Andrew Achenbach

A':1* -)

JS BACH:
Concertos: for Flute, violin &
harpscichord in a, BVVV1044 _1for
Oboe in d, BVVV1059a J for Oboe
d'amore in D, BWV1053a J
Sinfonias, BWV12 & BWV21
Elizabeth Wallfisch (vin) /Lisa
Beznosiuk (flt)IAntkony Robson (ob
& ob d'a)/Paul Nicholson (hed)1
OAE
Virgin Classics VC 545 1902

(
64m 21s)

You don't always need a conductor
for a small ensemble, but a strong
leader would have helped alot here.
The OAE is technically beyond
reproach but its impersonal playing
suggests that its members are simply
taking their cues from the soloists.
Nicholson's grim relentlessness in
the outer movements of BWV1044
is matched by a comparably
aggressive style, while Robson's easy
lyricism elicits a bland, tensionless
response. The sound is contrary too,
a trifle grainy in places but balanced
to give agood perspective, yet keynoises from the wind instruments
are distinctly audible. BWV1053a
and BWV1059a have been
conjecturally restored to what is
thought to be their original states
(Robson's essay is absorbing) and
nearly all the pieces are of the
highest quality. But as with many
recordings today, the performances
raise suspicions that the quest for
perfection in the studio has drained
the blood out of the music.
Nalen Anthoni

B:2-3 I)

BRAHMS:
String Sextets Opp.18 & 36
LArchibudellz
Sony Classical CD 68252

(
69m 41s)

clean-shaven. He was in his midtwenties, still in awe of Schumann
and no doubt remembering his
mentor's request to 'give us the
highest ideal expression of our time',
when he wrote his first work
exclusively for strings, the Sextet
Op.18. It is music of youthful
emotion; but does the seriousness of
(ii) anticipate the patriach? The
predominant marking in all but
variations 5 & 6 of this movement is
forte and the Raphael Ensemble
[Hyperion] gets pretty heavy-handed
here. Not so L'Archibudelli. They
maintain the emphasis but don't
saturate their tone. The rhythm is
buoyant, the fabric transparent; and
when in the last two variations
Brahms switches to p and pp,
L'Archibudelli are with him all the
way. Doubtless gut strings help, but
the thinking has to be right first —
as it is, nearly always. Sound and
balance in Op.18 are very good
indeed but the sonority thins out in
Op.36: violins become squeaky.
Fortunately, it doesn't spoil (iii), the
most remarkable movement of all,
arresting in its quietly expressive
opening in E-minor, in its sequence
of ethereally descending chromatic
scales and in its progression to tonic
major. L'Archibudelli don't fail their
listeners.
Nalen Anthoni

A- B:1

CHADWICK:
Suite symphonique _IAphrodite _1
Elegy
Czech State Philharmonic Brno/
Serebrier
Reference Recordings RR-74CD

(
72m 55s)

A previous Chadwick compilation
from this same source (warmly
received by BN last April) was one
of my most played CDs of 1996,
and I'm glad to report that its
successor strikes me as no less of a
triumph. The main offering here,
the Suite symphonique of 1909,
proves agenuine discovery,
'Even

Brahms

was ycung
once, slim and
clean-shaven'

comprising awarmly melodious,
elegantly structured Allegro moho
animato, atenderly nostalgic
Romanza, an impish, playful
Intermezzo eHumoreske (
scored with
outstanding deftness and
imagination) and abracing finale
which captivates with its joyful high
spirits. Chadwick's chosen idiom
combines the glowing warmth and
humanity of Dvorak and Elgar,
while the work as a whole possesses
something of the charm and
resourcefulness of the marvellous
Orchestral Suites of Tchaikovsky
(high praise indeed in my book). If
you respond to any of these figures,
you'll go abundle on Chadwick's
Suite symphonique.
Neither of the remaining items are
quite in the same league, though the
1911 tone-poem Aphrodite again
reveals Chadwick as a master of
orchestral colour and atmosphere.
Inspired by an anonymous Greek
sculpture of a head of Aphrodite
housed in Boston's Museum of Fine
Arts, Chadwick's 28-minute score
derives its programme from aseries
of scenes 'which may have passed
before the sightless eyes of such a
goddess'. The work begins and
closes with some ravishing sea
music; elsewhere, the episodes which
Chadwick labelled ' The Lovers'
[track 9] and ' Children Playing'
[track 10] are especially enchanting.
The Elegy that Chadwick wrote in
memory of his friend and colleague,
Horatio Parker ( 1863-1919), first
appeared in May 1920 as an organ
solo (Parker had been a
distinguished exponent of that
instrument). It is anoble, deeply-felt
creation, its orchestral dress properly
restrained and dignified.
All this appealing material is
brought to life with the utmost
fervour, sensitivity and panache by
the fine Brno orchestra under José
Serebrier's hugely sympathetic lead.
Tip-top, demonstration-worthy
sonics to match: wonderfully airy,
wide-ranging, glowingly rich and
sumptuously detailed. Do investigate
this delightful, highly enterprising
Reference Recordings release.
jieet;

Âchenbach

A':1

GERHARD:
Piano trio J Cello Sonata J
Chaconne J Gemini
Cantamen
Metier MSVCD 92012 (
76m 27s) dist. Priory
This valuable sampling of Roberto
Gerhard's music for one, two or
three players spans nearly 50 years
of creativity, from his student days
to the abrasive radicalism of the duo
Gemini (1966), the one piece here
that is at all well-known. The trio

A bearded, pot-bellied patriach: that
is probably the picture of Brahms
that first springs to mind. But even
Brahms was young once, slim and

has previously been available only on
a Spanish Radio CD; the other two
works appear on disc for the first
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GOLDSCHMIDT:
Pa ssacaglia J Comedy of Errors
Overture J Ciaccona sinfonica J
Chronica' J Les Petits Adieux' J
Rondeau'
'Chantal juillet (v1n)1 2Francois le
Roux (bar)ICBSOIRattlel
3Goldschmidtl'Berlin Komische Oper
SOIKreizbureMontreal SO/Berlin
RSOlGoldschmidt

time, although the Catalan group
Barcelona 216 has recorded them as
part of a forthcoming Gerhard
collection for Stradivarius.
The Piano Trio ( 1918), composed
while Gerhard was astudent of
Pedrell, is adelightful piece:
surprisingly ambitious and
surprisingly French in sound and
profile. Ravel's trio clearly served as
the principal model, though there
are hints of Spanish nationalist

Dacca 452 599-2

Now Berthold Goldschmidt is no
longer around to promote and
defend his place amongst other
20th-century master musicians, this
CD will provide auseful crosssection. Recognition may have come
late, but he certainly made his mark
in composing a series of innovative,

Roberto
Gerhard
studied with
Granados and
Pedrell, then
Schoenberg.
He became an
English citizen,
having left
Spain after the
Civil War.
W96 was his
centenary year

Calum MacDonald
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intriguing works for orchestra and
various instrumental combinations to
balance his vocal, choral and
operatic achievements.
Although he disliked admitting
other composer influences, his
personal genius clearly springs from
the late Romantics through the
Second Viennese School to the
present; and here one immediately
thinks of Ravel, Pfitzner (about
whom he had mixed feelings),
Busoni, Schoenberg and Eisler.
Sir Simon Rattle traces the
constructional changes in the
Passacaglia (
c.1925) and Ciaconna
sinfonica (
c.1936), with a new
textural meaning and complexity
evident in the latter. The composer
himself is the perfect choice for the
Comedy of Errors Overture (
also
c.1925) and Rondeau (
c.1995 — for
his favourite violinist, Chantel
Juillet). Both pieces, at different
career stages, illustrate inventive
facets, the one biting or by turn
charmingly satirical, the other a
marvellous ability to conjure up a
number of variants for asimple
melody — which he illustrated to
me on the piano when Italked with
him [
HFNIRR March '96]. The
centre-piece is awork which could
be acknowledged his orchestral
masterpiece, Chronica (1932-85)
combining all the diverse elements

Claudio Abbado
makes his
EMI debut with
members of the
Berlin Philharmonic
in Hindemith's
Kammermusiken
photo: Marco Caulk/DC

melody and cadence which suggest
the example of Falla. Indeed, for all
that it seems written in a ' foreign'
musical language, it's a strong,
memorable work which points
forwards to Falla's Harpsichord
Concerto rather than back. The fine
and inexplicably neglected Cello
Sonata ( 1956, recomposed from a
1948 Viola Sonata) is, by contrast.
echt-Gerhard in every bar, Iberian
melodic turns and postSchoenbergian polyphony combining
in a vigorous, sardonic, sometimes
soulful piece of similar stature to,
say, the Elliott Carter sonata. The
masterly solo violin Chaconne
(1959), written for Yfrah Neaman,
is avirtuosic series of 12 variations
on a 12-note kernel, whose
architectural grandeur — 21m 09s in
this performance — recalls the
greatest of all chaconnes, the Bach
D-minor.
The players of Cantamen —
Caroline Balding (vin), Jo Cole
(vie), Timothy Lissimore (pno) —
expound these pieces with fire,
dedication, and impressive technical
command; and Balding and
Lissimore's account of the hard,
splintered mosaic that is Gemini,
violin/piano locked in sometimes
mortal-seeming combat, appears
more convncing than the Dutch
players' whose recent rival version is
on Largo 5134 [dist. Complete
Record Co]. The recording is warm
rather than brilliant, which actually
suits the music very well, since
there's sufficient brilliance in the
notes already.

(
66m 29s)

of the composer's craftsmanship in
eight short movements lasting just
over 21m. Yakob Kreizberg directs a
riveting performance.
An important release in every way.
Bill Newman

A:1*

HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.76:2-4, 'Quinten',
'Emperor' & 'Sunrise'
Alban Berg Qt
EMI CDC 556 1662

(
66m 06s)

It seems only yesterday that I
reviewed what then seemed to me
the best recorded version of Haydn's
'Emperor' Quartet, by the Alban
Berg Quartet on Telefunken, yet it
was 22 years ago, and the Quartet
— now called ABQ (
agood name
for areal ale perhaps) — retains
only its leader and cellist.
The most noticeable stylistic
difference lies in a new pliancy of
phrasing. This means that the
'Emperor' has lost its admirable
firmness; the clear differentiation
between slurred and unslurred notes
is no longer brought out, and in (iii)
the trio is surprisingly general in
tempo. Only (ii) differs noticeably in
speed, but the unhurried beauty of
the older version is far more
comforting than the faster, less
rhythmic new approach, where the
rounding-off at melody-ends
becomes uncomfortably predictable.
Apart from a tendency to urge
forward at exciting moments, the
other two quartets are given lively,
fresh performances. Iwish that the
gruff minuet of Op.76:2 had been
more weightily peasantish, however.
It is a delightfully dogged piece, and
is not served well here by the
illogical pause at bar 38, nor by the
violins being much more prominent
than the lower instruments.
Amends are made in a strong,
positive reading of the equivalent
movement in the ` Sunrise'; but the
new free phrasing makes the opening
of (i) into amusing reverie — surely
the sun rises more relentlessly than
is portrayed here?
Ifind these three sensitive,
beautiful performances expressive to
the point of being indulgent, but
technique is immaculate, and the
recording bright, silvery and so
realistic that the occasional modesty
of the viola must be musical choice
rather than technical balance.
Antony Hodgson

A:2-3

HINDEMITH:
Kammermusiken 1, 4 & 5
Kolja Blacher (vIn)1Wolfram Christ
(v1a)IBPOIAbbado
EMI CDC 556 1602

(54m 31s)

Much to admire. Abbado coaxes
playing of exquisite finesse and
enormous dedication from his
81

KORNGOLD:
Military March J Cello Concerto J
Symphonic Serenade J Piano
Concerto for Left Hand
Peter Dixon (v1c)1Howard Shelley
(pno)1BBC PhilharmoniclBamert
Chandos CHAN 9508

(
75m 39s)

Ihave stopped wondering what is
early and late Korngold. This greatly
talented composer, whose music
most often sounds in the popular
vein, seems to have matured so
rapidly after graduating from
precocious youth into gifted
teenager.
In fact we start this programme
with one of several marches
composed when Korngold was music
director to his First World War
regiment. It slightly resembles that
which Josef Suk composed for the
Olympic Games, but Korngold
decided to delay its publication until
1932! Eighteen years later he was
busy writing film music in
Hollywood, and such was the success
of Deception (
in which Bette Davis
pretended she was in love with Paul
Henreid, who played acellist), that
Korngold decided afterwards to
expand six minutes of music into a
12m concerto! This short work is an
example of how to utilise and piece
together lovely bits of melody to

make an attractive whole.
The four-movt Symphonic Serenade
is altogether more ambitious, with an
innocence and charm that suggest
musical comedy, and with
melancholy touches, like the long
Lento religioso. Best of all is the Piano
Concerto for Left Hand, seemingly the
property of the eccentric Paul
Wittgenstein, and since his death
taken up by American pianists Gary
Graffman and Leon Fleischer. Here
(as with its Ravel counterpart),
melody grows into arich sound
tapestry throwing up awealth of
expressive ideas as the work
progresses.
Another triumph for Chandos and
these dedicated artists.
Bill Newman

11,4.
A*:1*

o

Der Ring des Polykrates
WotrichlBilandzijalSacherIBlanckl
HenschellDeutsches SO Berlin1Seibel
CPO 999 402-2

(
70m 10s)

Korngold never more richly merited
his Wunderkind reputation than with
his first opera, a sparkling one-act
comedy composed when he was 17.
It makes his teacher Zemlinsky's
perfectly decent first opera Sarema

Above:
Erich
Korngold,
child prodigy,
confounds
Reger, Strauss,
d'Albert,
Nikisch and
Siegfried
Wagner:
a cartoon
in the Neue
Wiener
Tageblatt
c.1911
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assembled Berliners. Both
distinguished soloists respond with
great purity of tone and impressive
technical security, while there's no
missing the unforced eloquence,
depth and crackling concentration
these performers bring to bear (try
the wonderfully hushed slow
movement to 4). Abbado's chosen
tempi are consistently spot-on,
ideally propulsive yet never too
hectic, so that one can fully savour
the dazzling contrapuntal interplay
and textural wit of the finales to 1
and 4, not to mention the irresistible
drive of the invigorating opening
movement to 5.
The marvellous 1sounds as freshfaced and dynamic as ever under
Abbado, yet, truth to tell, the sense
of youthful danger that Markus
Stenz and his excellent Ensemble
Modern brought to this startlingly

inventive music on their RCA set
from last year is not on the agenda
in Berlin - this EMI newcomer is
perhaps, dare Isay it, almost too
polite, too civilized. A superior set of
performances, nevertheless, which all
discerning Hindemithians should
find eminently rewarding. Crisp,
sparkling sound, excellently
balanced.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 0

MONN:
Symphonies - Fischer 4, 8, 10, 11,
15 J Rudolf A2
L'Arpa FestantelGaigg
CPO 999 273-2

seem alaboured student work.
The story concerns ayoung
couple, Wilhelma and Laura, whose
wedded bliss provokes the jealousy of
asolitary friend, Vogel. He
challenges them to make a sacrifice
to ensure continued good fortune —
like Schiller's ballad of King
Polycrates, who threw away his
precious ring for luck. Knowing that
Laura was briefly infatuated with
him before meeting Wilhelm, Vogel
tells Wilhelm to ask his wife if she
ever loved anyone else. He hopes to
destroy their idyll, but husband and
wife decide to sacrifice Vogel instead,
for the good of their marriage, and
send him packing.
The Schiller ballad, quoted in the
libretto, is apt for an action set in
the late 18th-century; but Korngold's
music rejects archaism or pastiche.
Instead, it's triumphantly
characteristic in its ebullience,
energy, instrumental colour and
generous melodic writing. The
atmosphere is almost that of
Viennese operetta, but the whole
piece is superbly Durchkomponiert.
Especially inpressive is the fluid,
witty, and wholly natural setting of
the dialogue, the music constantly
taking birth from speech rhythms:
Richard Strauss himself never did
this kind of thing with alighter
touch, and Komgold's picture of the
happy young marrieds is wittily
conveyed, never over-sugared.
Klauspeter Seibel's spritely
performance, well played and sung in
a sympathetic acoustic, makes a
satisfying recorded premiere for such
adelightful work. Dietrich Henschel,
in the baritone role of the crossgrained Vogel, and Beate Bilandzija's
charming Laura, are the stars of an
amiable cast.

(
49m 08s)

Georg Matthias Monn ( 1717-50
and therefore aclose contemporary
of Leopold Mozart) was one of the
earliest Viennese symphonists,

Calum MacDonald

A-11:1

better-known today for the
inexplicable enthusiasm he aroused
in Arnold Schoenberg, who arranged
some of Monn's music, strangling it.
Fischer's 1912 thematic catalogue of
Monn was incomplete (it omits the
A-major symphony on this disc),
and Rudolf s 1985 symphonies
catalogue omits one of the B-flat
works (presumably because it begins
with an Adagio) which Fischer
included! Furthermore, the E-flat
work here is also attributed to
Wagenseil. All are for string
orchestra and continuo, and all, I
believe, are first recordings. They
are domestic, mostly three-movt
pieces, precursors of Mozart's
Divertimenti K136-8.
Much is made of Monn as being
the first to write a four-movement
symphony with a minuet, and the
first to set a symphony in B-major.
APRIL 1997
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from that accorded by, say, Sokolov,
Chiu holds the listener rapt in the
notorious Precipitato finale, where he
is detached yet explorative, never
yielding to to accelerative impulse,
up to its three final octave-B if
quavers.
(Reminder: Ashkenazy's
remarkable 1958 Seventh is reissued

Neither is included here; the playing
time would have allowed for both
and would have made the disc a
more attractive buy. What we do
have is a collection of cheerful
symphonies, historically important
rather than musically exciting, nicely
performed (with perhaps too much
harpsichord tone) and given an
echoey acoustic that accentuates the

on Testament SBT 1046, mono.)

resonance of the 13-piece band.
These qualities contribute to the
magical effect of the A-major
Symphony's Andante, with muted
harpsichord and strings; elsewhere,
some of the Andantes are too slow.
Personally Iwelcome such issues,
but admit that their appeal is mainly
for specialists.
Robert Dearling

Christopher Breunig
A(B):1-1

Frederic Chiu is recording

Piano Sonatas 2-8
Yakov Kasman (pno)

all P-okofiev's piano music for

Calliope CAL 9606-7

Harrionia Mundi

B:2
PROKOFIEV:
Pia ao works - (
Vol.1) Sonatas 1-4 J
(VoL2) Sonatas 5-7
Frederic Chia (pno)
Hannonia Mundi HMU 907 197 & 198
(52m 21s/59m 47s) 01994
Indiana trained — computer science
as well as music — and then with
Abbey Simon at Juilliard, Frederic
Chin has provided, so far as Iam
concerned, awholly recommendable

MOZART:
Arias
Sumi jo (sop)IECOIMontgomety
Erato 0630 14637 2

(
64m 45s)

Admirers of Sumi Jo will hurry to
buy this attractive Mozart recital:
Sumi jo Sings Mozart. The dozen
numbers include arias from Die
Enehrung, Die Zaubedlate, II re
pastore, Figaro and Der
Schauspieldirektor, plus seven arias
for concert use or insertion into
operas by other composers. In a
nicely contrasted programme Sumi
Jo shows to best advantage in
brilliant numbers that exploit her
dazzling coloratura technique; some
of the slow-moving music fails to
spark avery positive approach
(Pamina's `Ach ich ftihls' is a
striking exception), and she doesn't
always savour the words. The ECO
provide masterly accompaniments,
which in the important obbligatos
are much more than that; Kenneth
Montgomery directs with tact and
skill, though once or twice Ifelt he
was too keen on ' expressive'
rallentandos and over-slow tempos
('L'amero'). The recording is
spacious and well balanced.
Peter Branscombe
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cycle of the Prokofiev Sonatas. He
also wrote the booklet notes: a fine
balance of information on historical
context and musical detail. We
missed the box set but now it's on
separate discs (the third CD, with
Sonatas 8 & 9, appeared in January
— HMU 907199). Since the works
are presented in numerical order,
Vol.2 gives us Sonata 5 (rather than
the 'war trilogy'), awork started. in
1923 but revised 1952-53. In the
two ` triology' works 6 and 7,
though, Chin has just as much m
offer as Richter, Pogorelich and
Pollini.
His Paris recordings date back to
191 — Chili uses aYamaha
instrument. For some reason, the
First Sonata ( 1907-09) is less
focused than the rest: the hall
reverberation is distracting.
Incidentally, Chin distances himself
from this atypical 7m Allegro, as
'square, Romantic', a 'betrayal' of
the composer's own musical values.
Also in one movt, the precipitate
Sonata 3 derives from material
sketched in the composer's teens;
the introverted Sonata 4 bears the
same subtitle ` From Old
Notebooks. Chin's is a more facevalue reading than the elaborated
view of the Fourth in the Philips
Richter Edition [
438 627-2, 2CDs]
— that set (undated performances,
but fair sound) also has a powerfully
authoritative yet individual Sixth.
Chiu's more brashly assertive
manner works well, and his
fastidious control illuminates the
quirky, half-lit corridors in 6(i). In a
reading of the Seventh very different

A:1* -1

(
2CDs, 16Im)

Piano works - (Vol.5) Sarcasms,
Op.17 J Visions Fugitives, Op.22 J
4 Pieces, Op.3 J 4 Pieces, Op.4 J
Toccata Op.11
Frederic Chiu (pno)
Hannoiiia Mundi 907169

(
60m 20s)

With Mussorgsky's Pictures and
Stravinsky's Petrushka already to his
credit [CAL 9228], Yakov Kasman
has now quickly followed up with
Prokofiev piano sonatas.
Comparisons have already been
made with Michelangeli, Horowitz,
Richter and Gilds, which so far as
technique is concerned are afair
reflection on the young Russian's
skills.
His musicianship is commendable
too: using awide variety of tone
colours over abroad spectrum he
conveys the power and subtlety of
Prokofiev's audacious demands in
the most intricate passages, where
dexterity and control of phrase have
to be maintained without
unnecessary changes in tempi. There
are several passages in Sonatas 2, 4,
6, 7 and 8 where speeding-up would
certainly ruin the buildup in tension
whilst denying expansion for
cqntrasting lyrical passages.
Kasman's ploy is to broaden the
music slightly at the culminating
points of drama, heightening the
expressive qualities without
damaging the pulse, then cutting
back his tone to near pianissimo for
softer linking stretches.
Yet Frederic Chiu finds even
more inner detail and poetry in his
near-complete survey of Prokofiev's
works for solo piano. His CD shows
an uncanny understanding of the
Russian's gritty, tempestuous
responses to the Stalin régime, where
he sneers and slights with impish
delight in the five Sarcasms. Op.4,
too, has a swagger only matched by
Richter, whereas the Visions fugitives,
Toccata, and the whole of Op.3 leap
straight into the listener's
imagination — great interpretation,
in all senses of the word. Almost
perfectly recorded too.
Bill Newman

B: 1-2 A': 1*
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'Rachmaninov's Third Piano Concerto
often brought out Cherkassky's
best and worst characteristics...
Iwondered how Temirkanov and
the RPO might fare'

(
64m 57s)

At last the long shadows of Haydn
and Mozart are beginning to lighten.
Some of their immensely worthy
contemporaries are emerging, thanks
to issues such as this. Gaetano
Pugnani ( 1731-98) worked in
Piedmont, and Opus Ill are
planning a major series of recordings
titled 'The Treasures of Piedmont'.
Pugnani's Overtures Op.4 (actually
four-movement symphonies) date
from the late 1760s and owe
something to Jan Stamitz but also
display the smooth, pleasing
tunefulness of JC Bach and
Boccherini. There are unpredictable
turns of melody and dynamic, the
quicker movements have an
exhilarating urgency, and the wind
writing is more than mere harmonic
support.
Based in Mondovi, near Turin,
the Academia Montis Regalis is a
period group which, if this recording
is typical, must be counted amongst
the best. The oboes and flutes in the
flowing Andantes are seductively
toned, horns contribute accurately
and decisively, and the small string
band plays with excellent ensemble
and tone. Idon't understand why
harpsichord continuo appears in
only two of the four works: dating
from the 1760s they represent a
border-line case, but consistency
would have been an advantage. Still,
an enthusiastic welcome to this
lucidly-recorded collection. With 17
more Pugnani symphonies still
obscured in the shadows, it is to be
hoped that this is not the 'Treasure
of Piedmont' sonly exploration of a
most promising mine.
Robert Dearling

A:1

Bill Newman

Decca 448 401-2

(66m Ois)

and worst characteristics: a constant
singing line throughout; astrong
tendency to stretch the phrases to
the utmost at climactic peaks;
suddenly, without warning, to
84

7)

Danse macabre J Samson et Dalila Danse Bacchanale
Anthony Newman (org)IPittsburgh
SO/Maazel
Sony Classical CD 53979

(
58m 58s)

Good sound from Heinz Hall is

LOM MAA.71:.

Sony's new
Pittsburgh
recordings
accomplished

with two
ominidirectional
B&K mics

Rachmaninov's Third Concerto
often brought out Cherkassky's best

A:1

SAINT-SAENS:
Symphony 3 ' Organ' J Phaeton J

were
RACHMANINOV:
Piano Concerto 3 J 5 piano works
Shura Cherkassky (pno)IRPOI
Tentirkanov

finished agood 10s after Cherkassky
had played the final chords in the
Festival Hall, Iwondered how
Temirkanov and the RPO might
fare.
Ineedn't have worried:
Cherkassky, on
his best
behaviour, is
always
persuasive
musically, and
this recorded
performance is
paced very
carefully, but
full of
delightful halftone touches
with rarely any ugly sounds — the
very antithesis of Martha Argerich's
whirlwind, brutal-sounding and
over-praised live performance on
Philips! The accompaniment is fully
sensitive to his poetic view of the
work in an interpretation (lasting
over 45m) that contrasts favourably
with other eminent accounts by
Horowitz, Janis or Wild.
Cherkassky's fillers are his
recording swan-song: five gorgeous
readings of Preludes in G-minor, Gsharp-minor and the inevitable Csharp-minor, plus the Barcarolle and
Mélodie. There will never be another
to take his place. Good sound.

PUGNANI:
Overtures, Op 4:2, 4-6
Academia Mont is Regalisl
Mangiacavallo
Opus 111 OPS 30-151

double the tempi during transition
passages and at the close of
movements. Recalling how the BBC
SO under Rudolf Schwarz once

nothing new — eg, Previn's Carnival
of the Animals [
Philips] — but for
this and a companion Respighi disc
(to be reviewed) Sony engineers
have simply used two B&K
omnidirectional mics, securing a
clean, open quality which places the
listener back at apleasing distance.
For the symphony aMander organ
at aNY church was post-recorded: I
don't think you can detect afalse
ambience, though for my taste the
instrument tends to dwarf the full
orchestra in (iv). The organist is
better known from records as an
18th-century keyboard soloist.
It is good to find aMaazel
programme where he reflects real
warmth and affection for the music
— the ' Bacchanale' even takes us
back to his DG-debut persona. It's a
fine set of performances (the Danse
macabre solo not, this time, by
Maazel himself but Andres

Cardenes: excellent). But the real
masterpiece is Phaéton — where
Zeus sends a thunderbolt to save the
earth, destroying the chariot of
Helios. This gets as fine a realisation
as you will hear today (it makes
considerable demands on the
orchestral players), but ideally needs
a Beecham, a Stokowski: someone
wholly convinced, ready to dare all
to match Saint-Saens's inspiration.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 (•)

SCHNITTKE:
Prelude in Memoriam Dmitri
Shostakovich/SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 15 ( arr. Derevianko),
Op.141 bis
Musica
DG 449 966-2

(
47m 02s)

Within ayear of its January 1972
Moscow premiere we had achoice
of two recordings of Symphony 15:
the composer's son's [EMI/
Melodiya] and Ormandy's [RCA,
quadraphonic]. Just what you might
expect with this world-acclaimed
composer. But there's another
(horrible) picture: under the Soviet
system Shostakovich had to submit
his work to a committee who judged
its suitability for public performance.
It was played on two pianos by
Mikhail Muntian and Viktor
Derevianko; he had formed an
award-winning piano trio and
quickly conceived the idea of a
chamber reduction of the new work
(yin/vie = strings; pno = winds/brass;
celesta & percn). This was approved
by Shostakovich, played in Russia
and, years later, taken up by Kremer
for a 1995 Lockenhaus concert, then
recorded.
Schnittke's In Memoriam,
requested by Mark Lubotsky and
completed in asingle day, is for two
violinists, one unseen on stage
behind adrape, or pre-recorded on
tape as here — Kremer vs. Kremer!
The composer monograms (in
German notation) DSCH/BACH
are used canonically etc. The
adoption of the latter symbolizes,
Schnittke tells us, ` an absorption of
everything into itself, including the
DSCH motif.
This is the [4m 58s] pill before
the sugar of the Symphony
transcription which — analogous to
those of Barshai from the string
quartets — inevitably taxes
receptivity with the shift of scale. At
first encounter, simultaneously
translating back into the familiar
original, one is almost left 'not
hearing' what is, in fact, a dedicated
interpretation and stererophonically
engaging recording.
A transparent CD tray reveals a
liner facsimile of the symphony's ms.
title page.
Christopher Breunig
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SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonatas - in E, D459 J
in A-flat, D557 J in G, D894
in C, D279 J in D, D850 "-I
Menuetto D277a
Martino Tirimo (pno)

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 1-6, 8-9
Dresden StaatskapellelDavis
RCA 09026 62673 2

(
4CDs, 268m 42s)

With Wand's NDR recordings from
the early 1980s [RCA] still sounding
well, and an earlier Dresden set
from Sawallisch reissued on Philips
last year, do we need another
Schubert cycle — even if it is the
bicentenary year? With amagnificent
'Unfinished' and ahighly enjoyable
Fifth as its high points, the
Sawallisch, somewhat dated as
sound and with the Sixth split across
two discs, and with fewer repeats
than Sir Colin Davis gives us, is on
two ' Duo' packs: 446 536-2
(Syms.1-4) and 446 539-2.
Iam perhaps being unduly
churlish about Davis's new set,
which has some magnificent playing,
is more consistent than his
Beethoven symphony cycle, and
where the RCA team get finer
technical results — closer, richer,
more realistic in terms of orchestral
colour — in the Lukaskirche than
the Philips engineers. There are

EMI CD EMX 2278 & 2279
(78m 30s/70m 21s)
Cyprus-born Martino Tirimo has
certainly been no stranger to the
concert scene, and his BBC
broadcasts and commercial discs
have already encompassed a
considerable repertoire that includes
Schubert, Rachmaninov, Chopin
and Debussy.
These first two CDs of aprojected
complete Schubert Sonata cycle bear
comparison with those of the greats:
Kempff, Fischer, Schnabel, BaduraSkoda, Demus, Brendel and Klien —
and, Iwould say, Anton Kuerti, a
Canadian artist whose IMP/Carlton
series struck me as ideal in their
consistent attention to both nuanced
detail and overall expression.
Tirimo's poetic playing, with
controlled rubati and relaxed tonal
emphasis, reflects an instinctive
choice of tempi and stylistic accuracy
in both D894 and D850 which
balances their extra length and
expressive span with their earlier,
more lyrical partners.
The recording perspective of St
Philips, Norbury places the
instrument fairly far back, and the
church acoustic results in slight lack
of presense and fullness of tone so
essential for atrue assessement of
Schubert's singing style. Iattended
Tirimo's recent Schubert recitals at
the Wigmore Hall. In every way,
they sounded quite superb, and EMI
would now be well advised to
transfer their recording gear there to
recapture the true essence of
Tirimo's Schubert.
Bill Newman

some wonderful moments here: the
cello-section entry after the big
upheaval in 9(ii); the excellent
bassoon line in 5(iii). The earlier
Boston ' Great C major' (which did
nothing for Sir Colin's reputation as
a Schubertian) is entirely superseded
— the new one may even be
counted a 'bonus', since the box is
priced as if for three CDs only.
Davis's Schubert is, one might
say, ` Beethovenian'; it's weighty,
generally broad (not entirely: the
finale of the Third is very fast
indeed), along similar lines to both
the Dresden Beethoven and the
Mozart symphonies he recorded
there for Philips some years ago.
Perhaps, ultimately, he's too reverent
— it's Günter Wand who better
defines what is unique in Schubert's
sound world.
Christopher Breunig BEM
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Priced as
three, the fou•
CDs in RCA's

B-C: 1

SCRIABIN:
Symphony 1 J Rêverie ( Prelude),
Op.24 J Poèmes, Op.32:1 & 2 ( arr.

set have

Rogal-Levitsky)
IvanovalAgajanovIMoscow Capellal
Moscow SOlGolovschin

separate

Naxos 8.553850

new Schubert

jewel- cases ir
a slip cover

(65m 07s)

Those listeners who revel in the
heart-tugging worlds of Tchaikovslcy
or Rachmaninov, but who may have
been put off exploring Scriabin's
orchestral music on the basis of his
later, microcosmically changeable
piano miniatures, should definitely
try his barnstorming First
Symphony. It is cast in six brilliantly
orchestrated movements (the vocal
forces are reserved for the finale,
which recycles material from the
magical opening Lento) and lasts
some 50m. Scriabin's extraordinary
powers of melodic invention barely
falter for a second, and his

shameless indulgence in skin-tingling
harmonic suspensions simply
borders on the outrageous in places.
Although Muti's Philadelphia
recording for EMI was rightly
applauded for its opulence —
'glassy' strings notwithstanding —
and afull-blooded response from all
concerned, in all conscience it can
barely be said to hold a candle to
Svetlanov's trail-blazer, one of the
most electrifying of orchestral
records and an urgent contender for
reissue in BMG's Melodiya series.
Briefly available in the 1970s on fine
EMI LP pressings, Svetlanov's
unequalled 1960s Scriabin cycle has,
Ibelieve, never appeared on CD.
[Chant du Monde issued, instead,
Fedoseyev's recordings — Mus Ed.]
It is a sign of Igor Golovschin's
achievement here that he can even
be mentioned in the same breath as
Svetlanov. The comparatively
recessed, more natural-sounding
Naxos engineering (strings perhaps a
shade too discreet) may not inflict
the kind of full body-blows favoured
by the Melodiya sound team, but
interpretatively Golovschin certainly
pulls no punches, whether in the
sensitivity of his handling of string
textures/wind solos in (i) and (iii), or
the eruptive force unleashed in the
brooding Allegro drammatico (
ii).
Like Svetlanov, he really lets the
music have its head, making the
potentially bombastic final chorale,
for example, sound like some of the
greatest pages in the Russian
symphonic tradition. Soloists and
choir also make a superb impact,
singing with fervour and striking
intensity. With valuable 'fillers', this
is one of the finest orchestral
releases to emerge from Naxos.
Julian Haylock

A:1 A

SIBELIUS:
Scènes Historiques _IPélleas et
Mélisande - Suites
Danish Nat RSOISegerstam
Chandos CHAN 9483

(
69m 35s)

A good, lively account of the Scènes
Historiques, keen and animated yet
atmospheric and sensitive too, with
some fine (at times inspirational)
playing from this superb orchestra.
The music may not be Sibelius's
very best but is full of rousing tunes
that make a powerful impression
when played as purposefully as this.
Leif Segerstam sounds as if he
believes in every note. The sound is
good too; clean, wide-ranging, with
plenty of sparkle and bite. Strings
are rich and full-bodied, while the
brass sound brilliant and sonorous.
Pélleas was recorded live — the
sound is fuller but less transparent,
and with aslightly heavier bass, as if
the audience present had damped
higher frequencies. The performance
is warm and atmospheric, and the
85
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closely associated with the composer.

SHOSTAKOVICN:
String Quartets 1 & 15
Borodin Qt
Teldec 4509 98417 2

(52m 38s)

The Borodin Quartet now has a new
first-violinist, but these 1995 Berlin
studio recordings are with the same
players as in their second (first
complete) Melodiya cycle. Although
it makes a nice, complete contrast,

Appalling sound in No.1 ( 1961) but
15 ( 1975) is better [Qts 1, 2 & 4:
Consonance 81-3005; Qts 7, 8 &
15: 81-3006, dist. Koch D/C:1].
Christopher Breunig

A:111

Piano Quintet
Piano Trio 2
Elisabeth Leonskaja (pno)IBorodin
Qt
(62m 51s)

juxtaposing the alpha/omega may
seem too simplistic alesson in
Shostakovich's writing for quartet

Teldec 4509 98414 2

1938-74. Shostakovich was 38 (a
latecomer, as Brahms was to the

some fantastic performances of the
Piano Quintet that range from
Quintetto Chigiano [Decca], Aller
and the Hollywood Quartet
[Capitol], through to the best of
combined Russian forces. It brings
out individuality because it sets
demands that artists simply relish.
The most important is control
over emotions, in order to realise the
concentrated moods of (i) and (ii).
The whole Prelude—Fuga work-out is
ingeniously composed by
Shostakovich with brevity of gesture
which bursts into an exotic dance in
the movement that follows. No-one

symphony) when he wrote the
divertimento-like First: something of
awithdrawal from the necessary
`show of strength' of his Fifth
Symphony. (The booklet goes
further: ' acomposer capable of
countering political pressure with
sovereign reserve'.)
It's certainly comparatively
untroubled, but receives a
compelling performance; timings in
(i)(ii)(iii) are overall 54s shorter than
in 1979. The playing is sweeter,
more lyrical in (iii), Moho allegro, on
the earlier recording, whilst the
sound is similar in distant balance
but predictably a little more refined
on Teldec — cf. the coarser, edgier
forte beginning to (iv).
The Fifteenth (uniquely all Adagio
movts), was composed at arest
centre outside Leningrad. Timings
are reversed as compared with the
1979 Moscow version, with 2m 26s
added, 1m 40s of this in the opening
'Elegy'. There's more composure
now, less anguish and hopelessness
— though the Teldec is still
suggestive of deep feelings. Again,
the tone has changed surprisingly
little.
A good disc, then, for those
unable to acquire the 6CD Melodiya
cycle, which includes the Piano
Quintet (live, with Richter) — EMI
CMS 565 0322. No less authentic
are the remastered recordings by the
Beethoven Quartet, agroup very

Go back 40 years and you will find

need advise the artists on this CD
just how it should sound. They play
it to the manner born, with a
poignancy which speaks directly
about the essential Russian character
without imposing an ounce of
superfluous gesture in the process.
Leonskaja and the Borodins judge
everything perfectly in preparation
for the solemn Adagio and
delightfully jolly Finale.
The equally famous Trio has also
had its advocates over nearly ahalfcentury. Veteran cellist Valentin
Berlinsky has no qualms with the
high harmonics at the opening of the
work, and again, the sheer musicality
of the performance, where Elisabeth
Leonskaja is joined by Mikhail
Kopelman, adds considerable
distinction to the importance of this
Teldec release.
Bill Newman

A.:1* 01

only technical blemish is a rustling
noise (and stray pizzicato) at the
start of `The Three Blind Sisters'.
The ' Death of Mélisande' is
sensitively done, and at Segerstam's
slow tempi the effect is both noble
and dignified.
James M Hughes

A:1 e

l

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony 6 Pathétique'/R STRAUSS:
Tod und Verklarung
Hollywood Bowl SO/New York City
SO/Stokowski
Cala CACD 0506 (
68m 52s)
mono recordings from 1945, 1944
These 78rpm RCA recordings were
of average quality for their day. The
violins and woodwind have an
attractive immediacy but the lower
end has a ` period' feel with an
inseparable wad of harmony
representing basses, cellos and
timpani. The sound is very clean

'Tchaikovsky's symphony
is given with eloquently
emotional phrasing...
making it quite clear
why Stokowski has the
reputation of being
one of the great
"romantic" conductors'
and the only real distraction is for
half aminute from 7m 25s into the
Strauss where the pitch is very
unsteady: the trade-mark of an
imperfectly-centred 78 reaching the
end of a side.
The performances are fascinating:
the passionate second-subject of (i)
in the symphony is given with
eloquently emotional phrasing —
no-one would dare to do such a
thing nowadays. This makes it quite
clear why Stokowski has the
reputation of being one of the great
`romantic' conductors. The holdingback at each appearance of the ' big
tune' in (iii) seems over-emphatic,
and the maestro makes one of his
typical personal adjustments to a
repetitive linking phrase; but this is
certainly a top-drawer interpretation.
Stokowski's committed Strauss
suffers a little more from the aged
sound, since orchestral colour is an
essential part of the music; but the
strings play with gorgeous fullness
and are not ashamed to slide subtly
from one note to another.
Floating Earth's refurbishment is
splendid: there are no noticeable
clicks, surface noise is ideally
unobtrusive and anatural
background is allowed to continue
throughout all silences.
The original sound is barely
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UK's new award winning
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This is unbelievable. Pinewood predicts that this
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600 goes beyond all the old hi-fi terms used to
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instead,

it narrows the

distance between live and reproduced music by a
degree that, until recently, could only be dreamed
of. This is Krell genius.
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The FPB-600 has made Brian

yet again, that there seem to be no boundaries to
the excellence of this extraordinary loudspeaker.
As we have said before, this is a speaker for life:
you pay your money and then enjoy for the rest of
your time.

MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
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favourites with the amazing little Krell KAV-300i
integrated amp - a lovely system that won't break
the bank. As one client in Exeter puts it: 'To say I'm
very satisfied would be a gross understatement.'
FOR
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worth C, but the quality of transfer
deserves A'.
Antony Hodgson

C(H):1 0

VIVALDI:
6 Concertos Op.10/G SAMMARTINI:
Concerto in F
Michala Pari (recs)IMoscow
VirtitosilSpivakov
RCA 09026 68543 2

(61m 31s)

Michala Petri recorded these Vivaldi
flute/recorder concertos with ASM/
Marriner in 1981 [Philips], and has
lost none of her freshness (or
nimbleness). As before, she uses
different instruments best suited to
the character of the works, but this
time adds alto [' fempesta di mare',
`La Notte', 5 in F] to sopranino [11
gardellino', 4 & 6 in G] and soprano
recorders [ Sammartini]. She has also
become appreciably less rigid and
more imaginative; but these gains
are, alas, offset by the less sensitive
accompaniments in slow movts —
Marriner's speeds were broader but
the ASM had so much more
'personality' than is shown here.
Giuseppe Sammartini, an expert
on the oboe, moved from Milan to
London in 1728, where he played in
Handel's orchestra. (GB Sammartini
was his younger brother.) His threemovt concerto is more sedate in
accompaniments than Vivaldi's, but
the soloist is asked for considerable
skills in both cantabile and Baroque
embellishment.
[Op.10 recommendation: Antonini/II
Giardino Armonico — Teldec 9031
73267 2, A":11
Christopher Breunig

A:1-2 0

WEBE RN:
String Quartets 1905 & Op.28 J 5
Movements Op.5 J 6 Bagatelles Op.9
J Langsamer Satz _IRondo
Quatuor Debussy
Hannonia Mend HMN 911586

(
54m 40s)

The Quatuor Debussy is ayoung
and formidably talented group from
Lyon; Harmonia Mundi is marketing
this disc, a co-production with
Radio France, under their ' Les
Nouveaux Interpretes' rubric.
Though the Emerson Quartet's
excellent complete Webern string
chamber music [DG] is more
generous value — it offers, in
addition to the works here, the
music for string trio, early versions
of two of the Bagatelles and the
quartet song S̀chmerz, immer Buick
nach oben' — the French group
brings an individual sensibility to
bear. With a name like ' Quatuor
Debussy' it's almost too appropriate
that the players' approach should
sound so impressionistic; the
expressionist aphorisms are an
especially rich field for half-lights
and chiascuro.
1141 NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW
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cross-culture fans will enjoy this
production.

It is sensitive, extremely
atmospheric playing, and the early
'Op. posth' works are indulged with
rare affection. The highlight of the
disc for me, in fact, is the
gorgeously romantic rendering of the
Langsamer Satz. After playing of
such warmth, the comparative
dryness and impersonality in the
treatment of the Op.28 Quartet
came as a disappointment. This, the
greatest piece on the disc, is no less
passionate for being sculptural and
polyphonic: it requires juice and
sympathy no less (in fact, rather
more) than the openly emotional

Robert Dearling

RCA 09026 61902-2

A:1 / 3 0

AMERICAN VOICES
Works by Childs, Baker and Bonfield
Alan Baiter (c1t)1Akron SO/Baiter
(
70m 18s)

This disc, part of the AfricanAmerican Composers' Project,
vibrates with life. Billy Childs's The
Distant Land is drums and songs
displaced from their African roots
and uncomfortably relocated to
Western concert halls. David Baker's
jazz suite, Three Ethnic Dances for
clarinet and symphony orchestra,
translates better because it is in the
now-accepted genre of concert jazz
begun by Gershwin and continued
by Liebermann, Dankworth and
others. The performance scintillates.
Alan Balter's clarinet playing is
perhaps a little understated when
compared with life-long jazz players:
there is room for more point to the
syncopations, more accentuation in
CCI
the phrasing, but perhaps he was
reluctant to sound too spaced-out
against the symphony orchestra.
William Banfield's Symphony 6,
Four Songs for Five American Voices,
has no vocals despite its title.
Furthermore, it is only very loosely a
symphony. It honours Bernstein,
Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie,
Miles Davis and Sarah Vaughan in
purely orchestral terms, clothing
their tunes in rather thick sounds. In
(iii), ' I'm Dizzy over Miles', Jack
Schantz and John English take their
heroes' parts in convincing jazz style;
for me this is the best thing on the
disc: no inhibitions from the soloists
here.
Apart from the difficulty of
balancing chamber-like jazz elements
against abig orchestra, the recording
has good definition and spread, so

(65m 09s)

Stoltzman shows real virtuosity in
this collection of clarinet concertos,
all written within the last ten years.
William Thomas McKinley, an
American (b.1938), uses plenty of
colourful percussion in his jazz-andStravinsky-influenced work of 1990,
with abluesy Andantino to allow
Stoltzman to practise his famous
sensitivity. By balancing the soloist
as if within the orchestra, the
clarinet is not in danger of becoming
too insistent, but there is a lot of

collections
Telare CD 80409

j

CLARINET CONCERTOS
Works by McKinley, Englund, Foss
Richard Stoltzman (ch)IDeutsches
SO, Berlin/Foss

earlier works. Here, the Emersons
are more satisfactory. But if you're
specifically after Webern's pre- 12note quartet compositions, this disc
can be strongly recommended. The
recorded ambience is near- ideal.
Ca/urn MacDonald

B:2

Richard
Stoltzman:
an RCA
collection of
contemporary
works for
clarinet and
orchestra

orchestra, so the reverse —
swamping of the soloist — is only
narrowly avoided.
Einar Englund, a Finnish
composer now in his 82nd year,
composed his Concerto in 1991.
More thoughtful, more reserved than
McKinley's, it reflects Englund's
strength as a symphonist and recalls
Nielsen's Concerto with some of the
soloist's pointillistic passagework and
wide dynamic and melodic ranges,
while replacing Nielsen's gritty
language with mellow gestures. A
playful finale leaves one gaping at
Stoltzman's fluency.
Lukas Foss (b.1922) contributes
the most ancient
concerto here, all
of nine years old,
yet in some ways
the most ' modern'.
It fascinates with
its spacious sounds,
amixture of
Impressionism and
Minimalism, with
the clarinet taking a
colouristic rather
than virtuosic role,
as part of the
ensemble. So
assured is
Stoltzman, here as everywhere else,
that one has to believe his cracked
note at the end of McKinley's first
movement was intentional.
The chronic recording fault, of
placing the soloist glaringly close
against an also-ran orchestra in the
distance, is here completely absent,
and so skilfully is the mixing
managed that this is amongst the
finest concerto balances I've heard.
And Idon't think you will find a
better cross-section of up-to-theminute (well, up-to-the-decade,
then) orchestral music, better played
or better recorded, anywhere on
disc.
Robert Dearling

Ae:11:11
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ROUNDUP

Iklothing has given me greater pleasure
than rehearing the series of Chopin
recordings Wilhelm Kempff made for
Decca in 1958. Remastered onto two
'Classic Sound' CDs [452 307-2 & 3082, 68m/70m 07s] with Sonatas 2 and 3
and twelve shorter pieces, they provide
some unique insights — often by
Kempff sseeming eccentricity (
eg, in his
exceptionally slow finale to the ` Funeral
March' Sonata). Ray Minshull adds his
fond recollections of the West Hampstead
Studio sessions. Kempff paints apicture
of a composer-pianist utterly different
from that suggested by the high-powered
technicians like Pollini or Horowitz; Iam
inclined to the belief that Chopin's own
performances may have sounded more
like these.
B: 1-2 D
In Sir Clifford Curzon's Vienna
Sofiensaal Liszt programme (the Sonata,
Liebestraüme 3, Valse oubliée 1etc) there's
something suggestive of the Liszt styles of
Kempff and Bolet: luminous sound, a
fastidious touch. How he must have
steeled himself for the demands of the
Sonata — but how convincing the
outcome! Schubert's Impromptu D935:2
fills out the disc [452 306-2, 57m 42s,
81963/73].
A:1
Iwas never very happy with the
'Ovation' transfer of Bemstein's VPO
Mahler Das Lied von der Erde — and
with good reason. The ' Classic Sound'
recut eliminates the chestiness in the
strings' sound, and more properly scales
down the vocal balances. The
presentation is altogether superior: an
essay by Michael Kennedy and texts/
translations this time [452 301-2,
66m 49s, * 1966].
Produced by John
Culshaw/Gordon
Parry, this was the
second recording to
feature Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau in the
alternate settings
usually sung by a
mezzo. James King
was the tenor.A-B:1*
Apparently Culshaw advised that
Karajan's legendary VPO Hoist Planets
would fail commercially; there were
misgivings, too, about Pierre Monteux's
Elgar Enigma Variations with the LSO!
These unmatched realisations are coupled
for the first time to make a superb
bargain [452 303-2, 78m 29s, 81962/61].
Yes, the Elgar is rather overbright and
with a fairly constant obbligato provided
by the Underground trains beneath
Kingsway — but what musical character
90

(violins divided 1../R too). Monteux
shapes each 'portrait' with tremendous
aplomb, yet it all develops as a unified
whole. Solti was Decca's ' imposter'
Elgarian (his new, VPO Enigma is
disappointingly bland), but Monteux,
truly perceptive, even makes Barbirolli's
versions seem slightly beside the point.
A(B):1*
EMI's Karajan Edition
Herbert von Karajan's reputation is surely
at its lowest ebb (even Richard Osborne
was heard late last year on Radio 3
declaring Barbirolli to be his favourite
conductor), making it all the more
surprising that EMI should decide to
launch an ' Edition' with, initially, 19
Berlin recordings — Beethoven and
Brahms concertos, Mozart and Schubert
symphonies etc — all remixed by the
engineer who worked closely with
Karajan over the EMI years: Wolfgang
Gülich. I'm no less surprised that
Osborne puts his name to apretentious
Career Highlights booklet listing for the

series (' Second golden age of recordings'
and such-like) — no mention of the
wartime years of course.
Apart from giving longer playing times,
the series aims at improved sound, much
as DG have sought (with success) for
their ' Karajan Gold' and ' Originals'
labels. But Icannot enthuse about EMI's
remastering, which gives wide, diffuse
images. The Strauss Don Quixote with
Rostropovich, for example, was better
focused before, and in the somewhat dim
Brucker Fourth and Seventh — SQ
quadraphonic originals — the already
indulgent performances seem ever more
sluggish. (Karajan's VPO Seventh on DG
is the one to have.)
JMH likes the violins' octave
transpositions in 4(i), ie, at 1m 48s and
correspondingly later on, which jar with
me. (Karajan also makes them on his
subsequent DG recording.) The
unmistakable tones of James Galway's
flute-playing can be heard in these 1971
versions [CDM 556 0942 & 0952,
70m 14s/68m 06s].
B-C:1 / 2
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tlast, Mercury's single-mic monos
Mare on the way. With Rafael
Kubelik's recent death, it is appropriate
that three of his Chicago SO recordings
from the early 1950s take first place.
In 1948, Kubelik was giving thrilling
concerts with the Philharmonia at the
RAH, and although Walter Legge never
used the then temperamental conductor
to his full advantage on disc, Mercury
were not slow to realize his potential
during his Chicago tenure. (Misleading
reviewers who suggest that the Czech
conductor's career only took off with
Bavarian Radio must now start biting
their pen quills!)
In 1951, when listening to Kubelik's
Chicago performance of MussorgskyRavel's Pictures at an Exhibition, New
York Times critic Howard Taubman
suggested ' it is like being in the living

presence of the orchestra'. For British LP
collectors, HMV's 10in LP transfer
became the most often played record of
its day — there has never been a
performance to equal it. The CD
coupling is Bartok's Music for strings,
percussion & celesta, roughly prepared in
comparison with Dorati's later LSO
Mercury recording, nonetheless
enormously exciting [
Philips 434 378-2,
59m 15s, rec.1951].
A-B:1-2
Smetana's cycle Ma Vlast may not
match the splendour of his later Czech
Philharmonic reunion concert recording
[Supraphon], but Kubelik cajoled his
Chicago instrumentalists into reflecting
the true Slavonic tradition, with
tremendous bite and passionate

commitment during each number.
Audiophiles will have to put up with
over-modulation in places, and uneven
matching in the last two movts; that apart
it is an essential to everyone's collection
[434 379-2, 76m lis, rec.1952]. B-C:1
Disappointed by anumber of low-level
CD transfers coming my way, Iknow I
can always rely on Wilma Cozart Fine's
better understanding of what soundconscious consumers are seeking. The
sheer dynamism of Mercury stereo
recordings from the 1960s makes them a
force to be reckoned with still, and their
artistic value is second to none.
Frederick Fennell's 1964 Watford
sessions with the London Tops' (
aka
LSO!) took place during one of Britain's
APRIL 1197
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Karajan with EMI engineer Wolfgang
Gülich. Karajan's first postwar DG
recording, Stra,./ss's Ein Heldenleben,
is reissued in 'The Originals' series
Later in life Karajan undertook
complete cycles which carried less than
true conviction: the early Tchaikovslcy

few glorious summer heat-waves. Short of
stature but big-of-heart, Fennell stood on
a raised platform to direct a happy
ensemble — liberated from the Dorati
tantrums — in Eric Coates's London
Suite and ' Northwards, Westwards' from
Four Ways Suite, plus a Leroy Anderson
selection: ' Pirate Dance' from Goldilocks
and Suite of Carols, A Christmas Festival
(sorry readers, abit late!). Earlier ( 1956)
Eastman-Rochester recordings of more
Anderson favourites: Sandpaper Ballet,
Forgotten Dreams, Irish Suite etc fill out
the disc [434 376-2, 67m 37s]. A-B:1* H
Distinguished soloists continue to
appear in Mercury re-release
programmes. Greek Pianist Gina
Bachauer (whom Iremember entertaining
a Fairfield Hall audience with an
impromptu recital when the Utah SO
were detained by Customs officials, while
their instruments were searched for
suspected dope-smuggling!), always had
her conductor-husband Alec Sherman
along to sessions. In 1963/4, Dorati and
the LSO provided punctilious
accompaniment to her gorgeous
renderings of the two Chopin Piano
Concertos [434 374-2, 72m]. But in this
instance Iwish Sherman had been chosen
instead.
A:2 H
Janos Starker and Gyorgy Sebok
recorded Brahms's two Cello Sonatas
during 1964, at Watford. Theirs was a
stimulating combination of musical style
and virtuosity, hardly equalled by others
today. Mendelssohn's Sonata 2
(rec.1962) fills the CD [434 377-2, 76m
Ois].
A-B:1*
Having conducted it from his Cologne
days, Paul Paray was certainly no stranger
to the music of Wagner, and his Detroit
SO excerpts from The Flying Dutchman,
Mastersingers, Rienzi, Tristan and The
Ring, together with the Siegfried Idyll,
come up as fresh as paint [434 383-2,

n
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symphonies, Mendelssohn, even some
Bruckner. But Bruckner's Eighth was one
of his specialities, and his exciting first
recording reappears coupled with
Hindemith's Mathis der Maler and
Brahms's Tragic Overture [
CMS 556
1092, 2CDs, 128m 52s, ®1958/62/73].
B-C:1(*) B:1 A:1 Li
There are three R Strauss CDs with
Wagner orchestral fillers: Don Quixote,
Sinfonia Domestica and Ein Heldenleben
[CDM 556 1062, 1072 & 1082,
77nt 36s/76111/78m 42s R'1976/73/75]
A-B:1-2 A- B:1(') B:2
As Nalen Anthoni wrote recently, the
Domestic Symphony is taken very seriously,
but this works effectively. Rostropovich's
widely admired Quixote is not for me,
and although Gülich describes Heldenleben
as their ' special' collaboration, it's the
first DG version (also with the marvellous
Michel Schwalbé as leader) which leads
in narrative sweep and nobility. DG have
just reissued this with Wagner's Siegfried
Idyll in the ' Originals' series [
449 725-2,
65m 24s, *1959/77]. The ` Galleria' CD

77m 35s, rec.1956/60]. You won't hear
anything to better the sizzling string
chromatics before the Dutchman coda!
A-B:1

E

Antal Dorati
Wilma's favourite maestro, Antal
Dorati, features strongly in her release
schedules. Sessions at Watford and
Walthamstow in 1959/60 found the
LSO in top form for Tchaikovsky's
Symphony 4 and Borodin's Prince Igor
Overture. The coupling is
Tchaikovsky's Francesca da Rimini with
the Minneapolis SO (rec.1958).
Dorati's subsequent National
Symphony Orchestra remakes for
Decca weren't half as good [
434 373-2,
74m 50s].
A:1
What happened to the 1967 mastertapes of the four Tchaikovsky Suites
with NPO/Dorati? In their absence
Philips have utilised copy tapes for
their ' Duo' release, with a consequent
loss of presence [454 253-2, 2CDs,
243m 23s]. These miraculous readings
will have to suffice in this format unless
someone makes a remarkable rediscovery.
B:1 0
Brahms Symphonies 1, 3 & 4 with
the LSO (rec.1959/63) and 2 with the
Minneapolis ( 1957) — sound matching
is excellent — can withstand
comparison with Jochum, Sawallisch
and other German contemporaries.
Dorati's earlier studies with Fritz Busch
and Eric Kleiber provided him with
enormous insight, and these
performances have great drive, with
many poetic colourings and a glorious
sense of rightness that reminds me
somewhat of Boult's old Pye recordings
with the LPO [434 380-2, 2CDs, 152m
43s].
A-B:1
Bill Newman

transfer was good, but is here noticeably
improved further. Karajan's only Siegfried
Idyll was a curiously inward-looking
account, neither warm and intimate nor
honed like marble — maybe he planned
to revisit the piece.
A:1*/2-3 H

Westminster chimes again
Atrractively priced and presented,
although some of the useful production
details are omitted (lost?), the
Westminster catalogue, now owned by
MCA, is being reissued on CD —
Millenium Classics, dist. New Note.
We'll cover these more fully in due
course, but at apress launch Icollected
four examples.
Westminster/Nixa LPs were on Pye at
one time; many of the recordings were
done in Vienna, then in London with the
orchestras' names ' disguised' for
contractual reasons. Scherchen, Boult,
Rodzinski were principal conductors.
(There's a history of the label in
Gramophone's offshoot magazine ISCRC,
Winter issue.)
Prefaced by a nondescript ' Moonlight'
Sonata, Daniel Barenboim's Beethoven
Diabelli Variations, recorded in his teens,
is Ithink more successful than his two
maturer versions on DG & Erato, and
sounds like a real performance [
MCD
800912, 76m 51s,].
B-C:3 / 1-2 r]
Hermann
Scherchen's 3CD set
of Handel's Concerti
grossi Op.6 is with the
'English Baroque
Orchestra'. Best
known as a 20thcentury specialist,
Scherchen approached
Handel in a solemn,
searching manner;
Allegros are often deliberate, and the
anticipation of them suspenseful, with
wistful, extended rallentandi at the close
of movts. But the balancing and phrasing
are highly musical and absorbing. I've
heard Nos.1-4 [MCD 800782, 5Im 45s,
mono rec.1954].
B-C:1(?)
Schubert's Octet (
Vienna Konzerthaus
Qt/Leopold Vlach et al) gives aforetaste
of some warmly attentive, affectionate
chamber music to come from Viennese
groups [
MCD 800942, 53m 20s].
C:1
The Schumann Piano Quartet/Quintet
coupling with Jorg Demus/Barylli Qt was
praised on its 1960 UK LP release as
exemplary, but to my ears it's doggedly
dull and sounds more like proficient
sight-reading! [
MCD 801252, 54m 57s,
rec.1956].
C:2-3
Playing these discs on a new Meridian
508/20 machine, Ithought the mono
tapes had been ' stereo enhanced'; none of
these issues has any lateral separation.

Melodiya 'twofers'
Some important (as opposed to
ridiculously hyped in the national press)
Russian recordings are reissued in
Melodiya/BMG 2CD packs. They include
the commanding Svetlanov
Rachmaninov and Rimsky-Korsakov
symphony cycles (various orch/USSR
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classical REISSUES
SO), certainly improving over Chant du
Monde's CD set of the latter, where
`Antar' was split across discs. And here,
Svetlanov's excellent Scheherazade is fitted
in as well [
74321 40065 2, 2CDs, 150m
59s, rec.1969-83 0]. Performed in their
revised editions, the comparatively
neglected Symphonies 1and 3 are no less
tuneful, enyoyable works.
A-B:1 / 1 •
In the Rachmaninov, the cut version of
2 with the Bolshoi Theatre Orch is split
across discs, and the sound is rather thick
and closed-in. It improves for the even
more vital 1 & 3, plus Vocalise (
orch.),
with the USSR SO & RTV SO [
74321
40064 2, 2CDs, 152m 25s, rec.1962-73].
A-C:1 / 1*
However, avoid the temptation of all
four Rachmaninov Piano Concertos and
Paganini Rhapsody', Victor Eresko (pno)
with USSR/Rozhdestvensky, ' Leningrad
PO/Ponkin [
74321 40068 2, 2CDs, 156m
52s, rec.1984/83]. The performances are
alternately pedestrian and disgracefully
souped up - nowhere more so than in
3(ü). Rozhdestvensky often sounds
uninterested and the pianist hardly ever
seems to be in true partnership with his
orchestras.
B:3-4
Rozhdestvensky's highly satisfying
complete Tchaikovsky Nutcracker ballet
with the Bolshoi Theatre Orch is back
[74321 40067 2, 2CDs, 83m 38s,
rec.1960], and joins other top
recommendations - LSO/Previn [EMI],
LSO/Dorati [Mercury].
A-B:1*

As well as her work for Philips, the
Swiss pianist Clara Haskil also recorded
Mozart for DG. Her Concerto
recordings with Fricsay (K459/BPO,
K595/Bavarian State Orch) are
remastered with the Sonata in F, K280'.
This, alas, is aduplication from a
`Dokumente' CD - but can one
complain when the Adagio is near
perfection and the Presto finale no less
special, likewise the cadenza in K595 (iii)?
[449 722-2, 69m 59s, rec.1955, monot
'1957, stereo.]
C/B:1 / 1*

Sony's Heritage recognized
'Masterworks Heritage' is a new Sony
label which restores older material (some
stereo too). The CDs are sleeved within
stout booklets contained in celluloid
slipcases. The labels reproduce original
US liveries unfamilar to us; old LP
jackets are replicated; and the annotation
throws up fascinating recollections of
personalities (and techniques) long gone

More DG 'Originals'
The two LPs of Tchaikovsky ballet
suites from Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty
and Swan Lake which Rostropovich made
with the BPO in 1978 were late analogue
glories of the DG catalogue. Having said
that, the CD
really does
supersede them
(albeit at the
loss of Capriccio
Italien! Andante
cantabile and
those glitzy
silver/gold
sleeves). The
orchestra, recording almost exclusively
with Karajan at that time, clearly found
fresh inspiration in the Russian cellist/
conductor - producer Cord Gaben
admits as much in the booklet note [449
726-2, 68m 40s 81979].
A:1 •
Eugen Jochum's Bruckner has already
been represented in this series (choral
works). From his symphony cycle we now
have the Fourth in the Berlin stereo
remake: it would have been interesting to
have had the Bavarian RSO one spread across two LPs in 1955! A
coupling here is with that orchestra: a
quite thrilling Sibelius Nightride and
Sunrise from a disc unissued in the UK
[449 718-2, 78m 28s, 81979/rec.1955
mono].
A/C:!'
DG really should give us more from its
older catalogue rather than just recycling
familiar stuff. (JMH reviewed the formerly underrated - Jochum mono
Brahms cycle in HFNIRR Feb.)
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George Szell:
the Cleveland
Schumann cycle
is now on Sony's
'Masterworks Heritage label, which
features early LP sleeve and label designs
- biographers William Trotter and Philip
Hart write on Mitropoulos and Fritz
Reiner. The snag is that these albums
cost around £ 10.95 each.
You would hardly recognize Claudio
Arrau (if you knew only his later Philips
output) in uninhibited accounts of Liszt's
Piano Concerto 1and Hungarian Fantasy,,
with Philadelphia Orch/Ormandy, plus
Hungarian Rhapsodies 8-11 & 13, rec.
1951/52. (In fact this material was all
reissued in a 1983 LP box.) The
concerto was completed in a single take.
Arrau was then 49 - which makes
nonsense of the booklet suggestion ' He
had been living with Liszt's music for
seven decades'. [
Sony MHK 62338, 73m
50s mono].
C(111):1/1*
If, as claimed, 1940 saw the first ever
recording of Mahler's First Symphony
(Mitropoulos and the Minneapolis SO),
what must have collectors made of it?
Today's catalogue is groaning with the
weight of choice, but this pioneering
version - and it was Bernstein who took
much credit for what was really due to
his mentor - nonetheless has something
to offer. Mitropoulos's daring rubato and

intense attention to d\ namics, his bold
characterisation of the parody sequences,
and a fanatical grip on what he had made
afine orchestra are reflected, too, in the
coupled Rachmaninov Isle of the Dead
[MHK 62342, 68m Ois, mono rec.1940/
45].
H:1 •
One lacuna in Sony's catalogue is
finally closed with the first CD release of
all four Schumann Symphonies with the
Manfred Overture, in George Szell's
Cleveland Orchestra cycle - long
admired, indeed, abenchmark set for
some. Szell worked over the years at how
best to clarify and present these works:
rescoring where he felt it necessary. They
are superb orchestral performances; every
bar speaks of Szell's discipline and
resolution. But are they truly
Schumannesque? Ican only say that
Kubelik's later Bavarian RSO cycle [ Sony
'Essential Classics'] strikes me as far
more sensitive to the composer divided violins too. [ Szell: MH2K 62349,
2CDs, 135m 47s, rec.1958/60.]
8:1
Reiner devotees may know (only
through imports) something of his
Pittsburgh work in the mid- 1940s. In a
Russian-Hungarian programme, with
Shostakovich's Sixth Symphony the
main item, and Kodaly's Dances of
Galanta, Weiner's Divertimento and two
Hungarian Sketches by Bartok to reflect
his own background, Reiner demonstrates
his martinet methods brought results no
less striking than at Chicago, later on.
Somewhat gritty sound from the 78rpm
originals [
MHK 62343, 72m 75s, mono
rec.1945-47].
H:1
Stokowski's Philadelphia Brandenburg
Concerto 5 (1960) moves with the
measured but graceful motion of the
elephant, and has excellent solo work.
This is part of a Bach (
family)
programme of transcriptions/
arrangements. Those prepared and
conducted by Ormandy strike me as
grotesquely errant and inflated. How did
this material find its way onto a
'Heritage' label? [
MH2K 62345, 2CDs,
135m 19s, rec.1957-68.]
B:2/3

Sony 'Essential Classics'
Some fine American recordings of British
Music have now been reinstated in the
'Essential Classics' series, and are thus
welcome (even if the transfers are not
necessarily superior to those on
'Masterworks Portrait' or ' British
Pageant'). They comprise: Mitropoulos's
scorching NY? Vaughan Williams
Fourth Symphony and Tallis Fantasy'
with Stokowski's pre-revision Sixth (
CI)
62574, 73m 09s, mono/'stereo, rec.1956f
58/49]; Walton's Second Symphony,
Variations on a theme of Hindemith and
Partita for Orchestra, Cleveland Orch/Szell
[CD 62753, 65m 57s, 81959/65]; and
Violin Concerto, Johannesburg Festival
Overture', Façade Suite', Capriccio and
Burlesco', with Zino Francescatti (yin)/
Philadelphia Orch/Ormandy/'NYP/
'Orch/"Kostelanetz [
CD 62749, 53m 30s,
1960-85].
Christopher Breunig
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MUTTON BIRDS
ENVY OF ANGELS
Virgin CDVIR 55

(
46m 05s)

What is it about New Zealand? A
population of, like, uh, 27, and still it
comes up with some of the classiest
bands in the world. So, for those
mourning the demise of Crowded House,
here's a new Kiwi outfit with Oasis's
knack for melodies, Chris Difford's way
with words and REM's penchant for
mucho guitar janglage. Envy of Angels is
one of those miraculous albums which
grabs you with the first playing, and
never lets you down. Check out ' She's
Been Talking' for abona fide
masterpiece, but then see how difficult it
is picking out a fave from the rest of the
set. Just what a ' mutton bird' is, I
haven't a clue, but in this instance it can
only mean 'kin brilliant.
Ken Kessler

A:l• •

A quick glance through the CD ratings
on the next couple of pages will confirm
that the spring of 199.7 has sprung a fair
crop of excellent new music on us, but
Envy Of Angels stands out, everb in such
good company. Having lived with atape
of this album for about ttree months, I
can confirm that the Mutton Birds'
blissfully tuneful pop is as durable as it is
tasty. Crowded House comparisons are

ASTROPUPPEES
YOU WIN THE BRIDE
Hightone HCD8076
(48m 36s)
Proof that all you need
to make abrilliant pop
album is a basement, a
couple of instruments
and ahead full of ideas.
Kelly Ryan, with
occasional help from
sisters Mo and Teri, plus
abit of drumming from a
friend (Dan McCarroll), put
most of this superb debut
together below stairs in her
Burbank home, and it puts 90% of
all known stadium superstars to
shame. Devotees of Aimee Mann,
Sleeper or any of the best, feistiest,
well-sussed pop babes of the last 30
years will under>tand exactly what's
going on here. It's the sound of a
big heart bursting with tunes, driven
by youthful emotions that can't be
expressed any better than with a
handful of janglv chords, and fired
by the unreasonable belief that
anybody can be apop star.

Astropuppees
Kelly, Mo and
Terry: a

ii5Im 42s)

This went straight to Nol in
America on release but, of course,
despite being a London band, Bush
mean next to nothing in Britain.
Frankly, it would make little
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tend to be more direct, less opaque and
easier to identify with than the Finn
brothers managed, especially in their
later period. If what you want is strong
melodies, skilfully played and sung with
sincerity, look no further.
Johnny 13'.'ack

difference to me if that situation
never changed. Its easy to
understand why American
teenagers, torn apart by the
death of Kurt Cobain, took
so readily to Bush's
relentlessly paranoid and
depressed view of the
universe, but thankfully,
in this country we had
Britpop on the rise to
that parti,.
void and
chose to be cheered up
rather than wallow in
endless grief. Plodding,
grungy rock with nothing new
to tell us about the human
condition and nothing to sing in
the bath. Hell, you can't even dance
to it. Now, where did Iput that
Spice Girls CD?
Johnny Ma

basement, a
couple of
instruments
and a head

LESTER BUTLER &
13

13

Castle Communications WENCD 013
(41m 26s)

full of ideas

BUSH
RAZORBLADE SUITCASE
Trauma IND90091

valid, but head Mutt Don McGlashan
has his own spin on things, and his lyrics

Harvest
Ministers
right): both
depressing
and uplifting

A:1 •

would be into single figures. Think
Root Boy Slim minus the comedic
element, think pre- psychedelic Pretty
Things, think early JGeils, think
smoke-filled bars, under-age girls
with too much make-up and a
version of ' Baby Please Don't Go'
beyond Van Morrison's wildest
imaffinings. A perfect antidote to
Robson & Jerome.

THE HARVEST MINISTERS
ORBrT
Setae' SETCD33

(
advance taxi

That difficult third album. Difficult
for the reviewer, that is, because
Will Merriman, who to all intents
and purposes is the Harvest
Ministers, rarely makes things easy.
His songs can be both depressing
and uplifting, all within the space of
a few bars. And, though dressings
frequently come jingle-jangle in
leftover Sarah Records mode, there
are times when a subtle merging of
Hammond, violin and accordion

Yes! Can't get enough
blues harp. can't get
enough sweaty-drenched
boogie, so naturally I'm
gonna find Butler's postRed Devils scorcher
something to relish. And
this set is seedy with a
vengeance. Alas, there's no
Richter Scale for sleaze —
with, say, Wendy 0
Williams at 1and the
Queen Mother at 100 -but if then: were, Butler

05

Laika: easy to listen to,

provides a much more sparse,
intriguing backdrop. Not an album

rich in exotic textures

of instant hits then, rather amatter
of instant biys. But there are
rewards for those who like their
music fashioned in shades of grey.
Fred DeIlar

choose one each from
Columns A, B, C and D.
But it's so much nicer
when those columns are
on the same menu. Hell,
this CD is so utterly
right-on that Ifeel like a
racist/neo-Nazi scumbag
for even daring to suggest
that it's mind-numbingly dull.
stupefying ambient dross.

B: 1 - 2 •

almost unique role of singer/
composer/programmer/engineer, with
Fixsen as producer/musician, to
create a kind of cerebral, intimate
bleepnbooster music that would be
good company on the long haul out
to Alpha Centauri. Remarkably easy
to listen to, never threatening or
demanding, but rich in exotic
textures and unlikely rhythms, it
would be no trouble at all for fans
of Stereolab or St Etienne, but
anathema for anyone who needs real
rock (whatever that might mean).

OREO KUM
HORROR SHOW

Greg Kihn:

Mean Cuts CCD716
(48m 54s) dist. Direct Distribution

in the whack ,'

roots

With his roots in the whack°
Beserldey scene, it's no surprise that
few take Kihn seriously . But he long
ago dispensed with punningly-titled
albums (
cg, Citizen Kihn), and
returned to his folkier origins; the
current, semi-unplugged edition
makes him sound more like Randy
Newman than Alfred E. From start
to finish, the set is beautifully
melodic, lyrically enchanting and —
thanks to abunch of well-chosen
covers — sounding just familiar
enough to newcomers to make them
want to seek out his back-catalogue.
Kihn even resisted milking some
joke about the ` Kihnks in reference
to his gorgeous take of Ray Davies's
'Waterloo Sunset'. One to treasure.
[The title, Horror Show, is shared
with Kihn's first novel, due to be
published by Tor Boolo; this year.]

IJIIKA
SOUNDS OF THE SATELLITES
Too Pure PURE CD 67

(
77m)

Laikas Margaret Fiedler and Guy
Fixsen are former members of
Moonshake, but Laika's universe is
several stages beyond anything
achieved even by that innovative
outfit. Fiedler continues in her
96

Beserkley scene

The Stevens
Sisters: singers
who can sing!

MIRA
NEW HOPE FOR THE )EAD
JVC JVC9006-2

(
53m 31s)

My worst nightmare, if not yours: a
hybrid of just about every type of
`world music', underscored with a
house- techno beat. JVC calls it a
`transglobal fusion... not `world',
'pop' or ` dance' but an ' entrancing
distillation of all three.' From a
marketing viewpoint, it can't be
faulted, this hybrid of Persian
ballads, Chinese opera, ataste of
India and tao many others
to list. It should appeal
to any who like to

PAUL RODGERS
NOW
SPV Records SPV 085 4462 P

(55m 07s)

Appropriately titled, Now is
Rodgers's first album since 1993's
Muddy Water Blues. While still
retaining blues influences, this
sounds a lot more contemporary.
Backed by a sterling band, in the
form of Geoff Whitehorn (guitar),
Jaz Lochrie (bass) and Jimmy
Copley tdrums), Rodgers's legendary
vocals are still awesome. The livesounding production, courtesy of
Eddie Kramer, Dan Priest and
Rodgers himself, brings a touching
intimacy to songs like ` Heart Of
Fire' and ` ILost It All'. This should
delight long-time fans and win over
ahost of new ones.

BETH AND APRIL STEVENS
SISTERS
Rounder CD0396

(39m 21s)

It's only once in ablue moon that
you hear a singer who really can
sing. Sing. That's a technical term
we musa types use to indicate aform
of expression in which an individual
uses exactly the right musical notes
and emotional vocal nuances to tear
up anybody in earshot. When you
hear two singers who can do it, solo
and in perfect harmony, it feels like
the sun coming up after an Arctic
winter. The Stevens girls sound
like two previously unknown
Andrews Sisters who hung out
with the Everly Brothers. They
write great songs, Beth
plays kickin' banjo, and
their band decorates
their angelic
vocals with an
immaculate
tapestry of
mandolin,
dobro and
fiddle.
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THE STRANGLERS
WRITTEN IN RED
Castle Communications
WENCD 009

(
40m 45s)

The Stranglers, unlike
certain contemporaries
who wish they could
turn the clock back to
1978, continue to
develop without
forsaking a 20-yearlong career. There's
no doubt who's
playing, despite the
band being resolutely
Cornwell-less: the
sound is, in places, as
tough as ever, without
reverting to the
recycled punk excess
which dates the Mk II
Sex Pistols as midSeventies relics. But
sensitive moments,
reminiscent of ' Golden Brown',
abound, indicating that even New
Wave—Punk demi-gods can age
gracefully. And nodding to a
cherished Stranglers tradition,
there's a ' cover version to die for',
an update of the Lovin' Spoonful's
'Summer In The City'.
Fortysomethings Rule, OK?
[And in the meantime, don't forget
that EMI has just released a 2CD
set, The Hit Men, containing 43 of
the band's finest moments —
CDEMC 375 9 .1

TONY TONI TONE
HOUSE OF MUSIC
Mammy 534-750-2

r59m 30s)

Remember when Al Green was
crooning love songs as if Memphis
was the most romantic place in the
world? And when those Philly
groups started to come up with
such supersmooth harmonies that
even Motown seemed to be going
out of style? Tony Toni Tone
certainly recall those days and have
fashioned a contemporary, filledwith-originals album that sounds as
if it could have been recorded way
back wonderful then. The horns are
dead right, the sound quality leaves
nothing to be desired, and there's
even a track — ` Lovin You-- in
3/4 time. What more could any
self-respecting soul freak require? A
touch of Curtis Mayfield. you say?
There's even a little of that 400.

THE URGE
RECEIVING THE GIFT OF FAVOUR
Immortal/Epic 486674-2

c-1-bei I4s)

The debut from this St Louis-based
ska septet comes on like Fishbone
in their wilder moments, with a
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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The Strangle( &: still going strong, 20
years on, despite being resolutely
Cornwell- less

dollop of Madness thrown in for
good measure. Adding attitude, and
nasty, noisy guitars to the ska roots.
The Urge also happen to write
exceedingly catchy songs which vise
above a rough-and-ready
production by Michael Vail Blum
(Suicidal Tendencies, Infectious
Grooves) and the band. Almost
every track boasts an instantly
memorable chorus, although -All
Washed Up' and the paean of
praise to junk food, ' Damn This
Shit Is Good', take the honours by
a short head.

JIMMY ViEBB
TEN EASY PIECES
Guardian 2438 52826 2

(4m -03s)

The album Webb said he'd never
make — filled with his own
versions of hits he's supplied along
the way -- ' McArthur Park', ' By
The Time IGet To Phoenix', ' The
Worst That Could Happen' and
others that have probably formed a
soundtrack to your life and mine.
Not that Jimmy's made abig deal
out of the eient. For the most part,
everything is delivered in superior
demo fashion, the composer at his
piano with no orchestra and just a
modicum of hired help. Michael
McDonald turns up on ' Galveston',
while Shawn Colvin provides the
backgrounds on ' Didn't We?'. But
it's this very simplicity that makes it
work, and tor the most part it's like
hearing those old familiars far the
first time.

Full marks to Fantasy for the hippest two on- one soundtrack ever: they've
combined the music to two Ralph Bakshi
animated classics to create Fritz the
Cat—Heavy Traffic [
Fantasy—Ace
FCD24745 41], a pair of hippie artefacts
mixinç material from Chuck Berry, Bo
Diddley the Isley Brothers, Dave Brubeck
-whew!' These set new standards for
various- artist soundtracks nearly 25 years.
ago. Now, how about making them
availaab on video? Also from the
archives are Hooray For Hollywood
[Music Club MCCD 266 •], a
compiaition with cinematic milestones
from Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Judy
Garland and 15 others, Film Noir [
RCA
Red Sec I09026 68145 2 •] with new
recoraings [ in Dolby Surround] of scores
From ' noir' classics like White Heat and
The Ma'tese Falcon, and the odd Four
Alice Comedies: The Magic Clock [
RCA
Red Seal 09026 68144 2 111], with new
recorcings of music to accompany four
silent fil-ns directed by Walt Disney
durinç 1928-9. New soundtracks from
Milan Records include the Howard Shore
score 'or the banned cars'n'sex thriller
Crash [
74321 401 982 111], the various
artists set for Angel Baby [ 74321 443
592 •] with Peter Gabriel ( below), David
Byrne, Brian Eno and others, and Gary
Chang's score for The Island Of Dr
MoreaL [
74321 409 552 il], aided and
abetted by Bach and Gershwin.
Ken Kessler
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ke out ayear's subscription to Hi-fi News and Record Review now an-•
receive, absolutely free, acopy of The Faber Book of Pop. Normally selling for
£14.99 this massive, lively and erudite tome features more than 800 pages of
the finest writing on popular music from over half acentury. Edited by Hanif Kureishi
and Jon Savage, The Faber Book of Pop offers reviews and essays and excerpts from
the 1940s to the 1990s, drawing on sources as diverse as Oz Magazine, Picture
Post and the Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Featuring stylish illustrations and spilling
over with writers such as Hunter S
Thompson, George Melly, Norman
Mailer, Greil Marcus and Noël
Coward, this huge volume is a
delightful addition to the
library of anyone interested in
the history of popular culture
and modern music.
0
0
0
0

UK
Overseas Surface
Europe Airmail
Overseas Airmail

£35.40
£45.10
£43.10
£61.10

Ul Ienclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Or debit my credit card,
[3 Visa
Ul Access
Diners
Mastercard
Credit Card No:
Expiry Date:
Signature.
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:
Address:
Postcode
Country
Daytime Tel No:
When completed please send this form to:

Hi-Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 OBQ.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 62.080.
E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com.
Tick here if you are an existing subscriber
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here pi
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jazz REVIEWS
VINCENT CHANCEY
'''rYT MODE
DIW 914

(63m 22s)

'Tributes' to past styles are usually
excuses for lame pastiche: refreshing
to find one that bursts with fresh
conceptions. Chancey plays French
horn, and revives the music Julius
Watkins played in Les Jazz Modes in
the 1950s. The horn demands a
stately, classical pace: reproduction
of this slightly stilted sound-world is
more likely to succeed than attempts
to emulate the spontaneity of bop.
DD Jackson plays some astonishing
surely-two-people-are-playing piano,
bassist Fred Hopkins purrs and
plucks just right. Recorded with
resonant, old-style dignity — even
the bossas are fetching. Indulge.

A:1 •

Ben Watson

JOHN COLTRANE
LIVE AT BIRDLAND
(FEATURING ERIC DOLPHY)
CURLY LE JAZZ CD 58

(
50m 20s)

This recording has been around in
semi-bootleg form for decades: the
fascination of hearing Dolphy solo at
length with Coltrane's classic quartet
(10 February and 2June 1962)
overrides muffled live-at-the-club
sound. You could write abook
about the influence Dolphy's
rhythmically vivacious concept had
on Trane's voyage to outer space:
'Favourite Things' and ' Body and
Soul' suffuse all extravagance in a
warm modal glow.
Ben Watson

H:1 •

NAT GONELLA

H:1 •

CIMP 118

Ben Watson

ESP 1059

REVIEW
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Dolphy's
rhythmically
vivacious
concept had on
Trane's voyage
to outer space

Ben Watson A: 1 •

DAVID WHITE
QUINTET

Slow- tempo bop
with modal flavours,
David White's Quintet
has the kind of breathing

open-endedness they do not teach
at college. His guitar lines are fluid
and melodic, blessed with the raw
edge that comes from listening to
the ensemble sound rather than
merely concentrating on chops.
Jazz Messenger Valery Ponomarev
contributes excellent trumpet and
Shingo Okudaira's drums are
varied and apt. Bob Rusch's liner
notes almost apologise for issuing
such ' inside' music on a label with
a reputation for the cutting edge,
but it is good to hear these
colourful arrangements and
spontaneous solos.
Ben Watson

(70m 02s)

A:1 •

FREE FOReONCE
CIMP 4106

(70m 56s)

Open-ended trio music, the sort of
thing Air used to play before
Henry Threadgill started leading
orchestras. Altoist Mark Whitecage
with Dominic Duval (bass) and Jay
Rosen (drums), the rhythm team
who played so well on Herb
Robertson's Sound Implosion
[GIMP # 1101. Tangos and
calypsos emerge from the free
interplay. Whitecage has a personal
sound, and responds well to his
sparkling accompanists: music that
charms and surprises as you tap
your foot.
Ben Watson

John Zorn:

rhythmically(46m 18s)

A:1 •

MARK WHITECAGE TRIO

spindly,

Altoist Charles Tyler has abuzzing,
tremulous tone that is immediately
arresting. His string group (David
Baker on cello, Brent McKesson and
Kent Brinkley on basses) play
bouncing accompaniments that allow
him to exert his ear-catching, see-saw
exaltation. The whole session has a
magical sense of space and occasion,
as if acountry saxophone player had
just grasped the historical significance
of his cracked notes. Recorded in
January 1967 for ESP, the
music confirms the label's
legendary status.

OBJECT RELATIONS

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD

influence

Sonny Simmons made his name
with two great albums he recorded
for ESP on alto in the mid- 1960s.
Here he's found the perfect
musicians for a comeback: Steve
Neil, who has played bass with
everyone from Johnny 'Guitar'
Watson to Pharoah Sanders;
Michael Marcus on manzello and Cmelody sax; and the great Charles
Moffett, drummer on Ornette's 'At
The Golden Circle' albums for Blue
Note in 1965. Bluesy and rowdy, yet
still passionately attentive, the
musicians keep all options open and
the saxophonists deliver extended
statements. Free Jazz is not dead,
it's just been driven underground in
what Simmons calls ' a time of Great
Spiritual Depression'. He may well
be right; this 'black hail' is certainly
the judgment required!

CIMP 117 (
75m 52s)

As drummer Gerry Hemingway loses
contact with Anthony Braxton the
magic diminishes. He fancies himself

about the

JUDGMENT DAY

PERFECT WORLD
(
60m 54s)

write a book

SONNY SIMMONS
QUARTET

GERRY HEMINGWAY
RANDOM ACOUSTICS RA 019

You could

A:1 •

EASTERN MAN ALONE
(72m 39s)

Last year the great orphan trumpeter
from Bow made a triumphant return
to London's South Bank, aged 78.
Here he is in his prime, with 1930s
recordings of ' Stormy Weather',
`Jeepers Creepers' and ' Georgia on
my Mind'. Louis Armstrong was
Gonella's model, though the music
has the curiously tidy, twodimensional feel that distinguishes
Rock'n'Roll from R&B (and Rave
from House). East End humour
gives it spark, and Nat's glorious
trumpet has a zigzag sophistication
that lifts it above wartime nostalgia.
Cedar Solutions has rendered an
authentic sound, thin but listenable.
Ben Watson

Ben Watson

CHARLES TYLER

THE JAZZ SIDE OF NAT
EMPRESS RAICO 882

as a ' composer', ending up with a
precious, chamber version of Free
Jazz. The problem of Cool all over
again. He hasn't the rigour to
emulate 'proper' modern composers
like Scelsi and Lachenmann: the
results are twee and limited (the
township tune ` Sinsulu Song' is
useless), while Hemingway's liner
notes are an unpleasant reminder of
that peculiarly American
phenomenon, the 'conceited asshole'.

decisive music
that recalls the
mad machinery
of aMax Ernst
collage

A:1 •

EUGENE CHADBOURNE
-JOHN ZORN
IN MEMORY OF NIKKI ARANE
INCUS 23

(6m: I6s)

In 1980 Chadbourne and Zorn
developed an aesthetic in which
the contrary impulses of Dada
and Constructivism were
indistinguishable. Inspired by the
way Derek Bailey had dumped
harmony and regular beats as so
much cossetting kitsch, the duo
created a spindly,
rhythmically-decisive music
that recalls the mad
machinery of a Max Ernst
collage. Maybe not mad, just
structural clarity in a world
awash with consumer
fantasies: a sonic record of
two engineers at work,
rather than
entertainers trying
to ingratiate.
Crystalline,
humorous
and totally
original,
the purist
blueprint for
two astonishing
careers.
Ben Watson

A:1 •
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Popworth
Audio Technology

Stereophile "The most natural amp I've used."
D.A.S.
J.G.H. "... the most accurate amplifer he's
heard. The highs are smooth but not sweet,
the midrange was nothing short of remarkable, the 500AE ( M) has a superbly powerful
well defined and extended bass.
Highly recommended."
LL. SS. JGH. would argue for class A rating for
the 500 AE(M)

Boulder

MODE

Reintroduced by popular demand! Built to the original
specification.
The relaunched TVA 10 is manufactured to the
uncompromising standards of Quality and Reliability
associated with the Papworth name.
The 50 Watt per channel output from the highly
developed McIntosh circuitry linked with nine section
output transformer, ensures bass control usually
associated with much larger amplifiers.

SOURCE
TAPE 1

• Ider A.T1PhferS
ne trotll the 102M
.
£3200 tu the 500M
£5000 with matchpm weds the L3AE
£2100 I,, the LSM
£3800

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

Boulder

Papworth Audio Technology
Papworth Everard, Cambridge • CB3 8RG
Tel: (01480) 830345 Fax: (01480) 830781

IMPORT / EXPORT
Tel/Fax (00 44) ( 0)115 9813562
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ITEM

LIST

Impulse H2 Light Ash

£2250

£ 1200

high end audio outlet.

Impulse H6 Ebony
Heybrook Quartet.

£1350

£ 710

Appointments only.

£800

£450

Phone for details.

Ash with yew details

Audio Note Quest monos. 300&

II months old.

Audio Note Conquest 6months old, boxed, perfect

ole.

Audio Note M2 R1AA. Phono stage.

IImonths

Audio Note M2. Line pre- amplifier.

IImonths old

£2750
£4500
£
1100
£999

SALE

The UK's most serious

L1800

Audio for the first time buyer

£2900
£750
£675

and seasoned enthusiast.
A wide range of interesting
products - some mainstream

Monarchy Audio MI8 DAC. Excellent. New.

£800

£550

Monarchy Audio M33 DAC. Excellent. New.

£1200

Monarchy Audio DIP.

£250

£950
£200

- some unusual - all serious.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY- CARRIAGE EXTRA.
Visa - Amex - Mastercard

ITEM

LIST

SALE

Voyd-Reference Platter & Bearing/REGA/1040

£2600

£1400

Voyd/SME V/Goldring1040

£3200

£1600

£1475

£950

Audio Innovations Series 800

Anniversary. 6months old.

Audio Innovations PI/1 1 . Phono & Line pre-amps.

£740

Audio Innovations First Audio monos. New 6B4G's.

CN/A

Wadia 21. Integrated CD Player.
SME V Tonearm with Audio Note ANVX wiring.
Micromega Duo. CD Transport.

£ 5500
£2000
£ 2000

Various high-end cables- i/o ant speaker also Various equipment tables
Various Lowther Drive Units

£490
£850 pr
£4000
£
1250
£900
POA
POA

roc!\ pop REISSUES
WILLIE ALEXANDER &
THE BOOM BOOM
BAND
PASS THE TABASCO
Mau Mass/Edsel MAI1CD 646 (
7/m 10s)
Boston rock legend
Alexander's two MCA
albums from the late- 1970s
on one CD. A curious mix of
New England post-punk angst
and Ronson-period Bowie
majesty, deliciously fractured
but ever musical. Worth it
for an indic version of
'You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin".

Two albums from the muchmaligned Scottish funk outfit,
their 1974 'breakthrough' album
for Atlantic and acomprehensive
18-track `best of'. Whatever way
you want to cut it, this is GradeA soul regardless of its origins,
very Tower-of-Power-ish and
only now earning the respect it
deserved.

A:1 •
CLARENCE CARTER
LONEL . ÊSS AND
TEMPTATIOWA HEART FULL OF
SONG

McGUINNESS FLINT
THE CAPITOL YEARS

FREDDIE KING
.GIE ON DOWN

VARIOUS
BOSSTOWN SOUND

EMI CDCO 2070

Magnum CD BM 503

Edsel EDCD 489

COULSON, DEAN,
MCGUINNESS, FLINT
LO AND Es,

Big Beat CDWIK2 167
(2CDs, 143m 23s)

(
70m 52s)

Two-albums-on-one-CD from
the soul legend, from the mid1970s. Mellow and funky all at
once, a deep, rich voice, some
period wacka-wacka guitar —
a cert for the Northern Soul
brigade.
A:1-2 •
PETULA CLARK
MEMPHIS
Sequel NEBCD 901

(37m 54s)

JUST PET
Sequel NEBCD 902

(45m 31s)

A pair of albums from 1969
— her 'hip' period. No
kidding: she covers Curtis
Mayfield, the Beatles, David
Gates and Peter Paul & Mary,
and manages to castrate every
one of 'em; her ' Happy
Together' should have earned
her time in a Turkish jail. Pop
for grannies, now as then.
Great voice, shame about the
style.
A- A':2-3 •

Raven RYCD-62

A:1- P U

A- B:1 •

DOBIE GRAY
r
AWAY: HIS VERY BEST
Razor & Tse RE 2112-2

(
56m 23s)

'The " In" Crowd' and then
the title track, two songs
eligible for any list of all-time
great singles, followed by
fifteen nearly-made-its,
covering 1965-1979. An R&B
performer always on the
fringes, but worthy
nonetheless.
A:1 •

(77m 31s)

Early- 1980s post-pub rock
brilliance, the Bluebirds
reviving that lamented genre
with ablend of Brinsley
Schwarz pop mastery and
Cajun spice. Bobby Valentino
fronted the band, with help
from various Deptford heroes.
Like the catalogue number
says, agem. And an auspicious
debut release for Roger
Dopson's new label.

THE IMPRESSIONS
CHECK OUT YOUR MIND/TIMES
HAVF riemnrn
Sequel NEM CD 843

(
65m 47s)

The second in Sequel's
ongoing two-on-one series
restoring the Impressions'
Curtom albums to the shelves.
This pairing features the last
album with founder Curtis
Mayfield and the first without.
Classic early- 1970s funk.

A-B:1 •

HI- F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

(
50m 53s)

Pre-Blues Band, postManfreds McGuinness and
post-Bluesbreaker Flint, aided
and abetted by Gallagher and
Lyle. Sublime folky, rootsy,
good-timey protean pub rock,
the EMI CD contains the
output of the original line-up,
the Raven set is the postGallagher-Lyle-departure
Dylan-covers album from
1972. Sadly underappreciated,
but it's never too late.

ELECTRIC BLUEBIRDS
BACK ON THE TRAIN
Diamond GEMCD 001

(76m 05s)

APRIL 1997

A:1-2

(2CDs, 100m I4s)
Double album featuring
material which was recorded
live in 1970-72 and 1976 in
Texas and Oklahoma: this late
bluesman's stomping ground.
`Hideaway', ` Keys To the
Highway', ' Look On Yonder
Wall' and other classics,
punctuated by furious guitar
work and worried vocals.

Comprehensive, authoritative
37-track introduction to the
Boston, Massachusetts scene
of 1967-8, the over-hyped but
unjustly dissed psychedelic
bands including the Ultimate
Spinach, Bagatelle, Eden's
Children, the Lost and others.
Much dated dross, but some
real treasures, too.

A- D:1- 1 •
THE VAPORS
TURNING JAPANESE
EMI CDCO 2071

A- C:1-3 •
VARIOUS
THE RED BIRD SOUND VOL 1

(
76m 47s)

Twenty-track 'best of from
the one-hit wonders who
produced one of the great
songs of the post-punk-New
Mod era. Although the title
track — a genuine five-star
masterpiece — is enough to
ensure their (pop)
immortality, it's too bad we
didn't know it at the time.
A:1 R

Diamond CEMCD 003

(
76m 57s)

Scholarly 30- track set
packed with 1960s girlgroup masterpieces from the
Dixie Cups (` Chapel of
Love', ` Iko, Iko'), the Jelly
Beans Moo Wah Diddy'),
and the Butterflys (` Gee
Baby Gee'). Brill Building
songs, AM- radio mastering
and more hairspray than
even Dusty Springfield
might have used.
A-C:1-2 •

VARIOUS
SOMEONE TO LOVE
Rig Beat CM» 170

(77m 25s)

Sub-titled ' The Birth of the
San Francisco Sound', this
thirty-track set contains more
priceless gems — many of
them previously unissued —
from the Autumn vaults.
Included are the original,
unreleased version of ` Get
Together', some very early
Grace Slick (of Jefferson
Airplane fame) and a jam
involving the Beau Brummels,
the Mojo Men and other
Autumn stalwarts. Amazing
stuff for West Coast devotees.
A- B-C: 1 —2 •

13TH FLOOR
ELEVATORS
THE INTER!
TER
Magnum CUM 508

(
2CDs, 99m 25s)

Double-CD containing 26 tracks
from the band's early golden
period. Crucial, blues-based Mk
1psychedelia, eerily
foreshadowing Kurt Cobain's
Nirvana whine. (Dust' will scare
the hell out of any non-comatose
grunger.) A must if you don't
already own any of the myriad
reissues which pre-date this.
A-D:1 •
Ken Kessler
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GOLDEN DRAGON
6550 WA pc,.pe,ode
Specifications:
The 6550 WA is abeam pentode. Its absolute maximum anode dissipation
rating is 42 watts. Its original design brief was for ahigh quality output valve
in an audio amplifier, or it can be used as aseries valve in aregulated stabilised power supply.

Ratings

Av Use

Absolute

Anode voltage (DC)

250

660

Screen voltage (DC)

250

440

§Negative DC Grid Voltage

14

300

DC cathode current (mA)
Anode dissipation (watts)

140
N/A

42

Screen dissipation (watts)
*Anode and screen dissipation
Heater voltage

N/A
N/A

10
54

190

6.3 ± 0.6

@1.6amps
External grid-cathode resistor (cathode bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
4701d1
pa+g2> 35W
2701d1
External grid-cathode resistor (fixed bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
2201e2
pa+g2> 35W
1001d-2
*Triode or Ultralinear operation
§'Normal' use, push-pull pair
The specifications above match exactly the original RCA valve, and can be
reproduced on any new Golden Dragon 6550WA

The RCA 6550-A was the American version of the original KT88. Developed in the heyday of pushpull working its relatively high output made it ideal for driving difficult loads or current-hungry
speakers. Although it can be used in single-ended circuitry, its most common usage was in apush-pull
pair where its low screen current properties give it high power efficiency.
By carefully researching performance characteristics and manufacturing processes, Golden Dragon
has now produced areplacement 6550-A — the 6550WA — which is very similar in shape to the original
RCA design, and which has identical operating characteristics.
The Golden Dragon 6550WA is ahigh quality product and sets the standard for others to beat. Its
range of applications is wide, and many will find it sounds superior to other 6550s currently available.
Despite its very high quality, this 6550WA can be found at ahighly competitive price.
Golden Dragon

A division of P. M. Components
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend
Kent
DA1 18HD
Phone +44 1474 560521, or e-mail: 101650,2424@compuserve.com

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

FVIFWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their
own systems: and
what do they
recommend as their
best hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HIWIRR series assembles and
updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround perforniance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD player Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord mods/
Trichord Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Arm: .
Vottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre- amplifier: Audio Note M1
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Bernina',

==l3M111111»
CD player: Sugden SDD IISDA-I
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre- amplifier: Michell ArgolMichelllso phono stage/
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite
t
alm".110 1
1111
1
1talt.
\et

\
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PETER J COMEAU
CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12
Arm: Iinn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre- amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

CD player: TEAC VRDS 10SE, Audio Akhemy DDE
(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: . 1. oustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Pre- amplifier: Myston BPS (with LFD MC1 phono stage)
Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

Martin Gems

Perer

7.

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LPI2
Arm: .\ .,
nrn Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
,,) i›;o.I.U,IInson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD
CD player: Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Rdsi, III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre- amplifier Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

Comeau

a :=1:11111111

(2223=1:11111111111111111111.

CD player Mara= CD12, Marantz DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Arm:
IE V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V

CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: ,
MIE Series V
Cartridge: van den Hal MC Two
Pre- amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS

RECOMMEND

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!
CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: 7PW Sonata
£200-£350: ¡
PL M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lali, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Kellwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: Marantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: Trichord Genesis, Quad 77

£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC I, Pioneer
PD911Trichord Research DAC
OVER £2000: Nairn CDS, Micromega CD2-11Metaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Nairn Nais
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note MI Phono/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER E2000: Audio Note M71Neiro, Audion SCSE Golden Night,
Naim NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: .7PW Sonata, Mot daunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: Systemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: .\AD 514
£200-£350: llarantz CD63SE
£350-£500: .ircam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100IDPA Little Bit 3,
.Weridian 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-1LEIDAC-1
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nair, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, &piston BP-513BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Celestial 3 Mk11, (ILL Maxim, Tannoy 63ISE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, UKD Opera Callas
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5I12a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Denon DCD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rotel RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Alai ant.; CD-631I KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD72SE, CD17 Rotel RDD980IRDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
\PD-11SDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: .
VAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monoblocks, Sugden
Steeillooir S1:60
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland CSA-14, LFD LS21PA1
OVER £2000: Cray SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Orchni-Orchaidis

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2aIII, Sequence 400
£350-£500: RerW DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: ,
ro recommendations
£200-£350: Down DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Ilarantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000: Nairn CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myyad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: .
11 71S2000A1MP, Naim NAC821NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, ¡(EE Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Pofonnance 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
7 11 ' won PVIO-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier M, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7'150

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: larantz CD63
£350-£500: Ilarantz CD63SE, Orelle CDIOOSE
£500-£1000: Orelle DAI88
£1000-£2000: Micromega T Drive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
Wacha 16

ALVIN GOL
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL lmagio 100, Sony SS-86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Isis, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES11, Polk RT8
£500-£1000: B&W CDM1, Harbeth HL-P3ES, Spendor 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REG, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Martin Logan CLSIIzIl

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP3080, Philips CD72I, Sony CDP-XE500
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Denon DCD-825, Marantz
CD63, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PD-S904, Musical Fidelity
Elektra E601
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Naim CD3, Orelle CD100SE,

Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2
MkIIIATT-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Sony TA-I:246, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA-350SE,
Musical Fidelity El0
£350-£500: Musical Fidelity A2, Mission Cyrus III, Technics SUA900 Mk 2
000-£1000: Audiolab 8000S, Meridian 551, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-2H/VT-60,
Electrocompaniet EC4IAWIOODMB

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: IDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS3I5A, Apogee Ribbon
Monitor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB!
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Bencsch ACT One

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Ircam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-Box17'heta

TLC, TRAC VRDS-I0, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CDI6, Audio Alchemy DDS Ill/Audio
Alchemy DAC-In-The-Box177wta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i1Reference 64,
Theta Data ¡II/Pro Generation V Mark Levinson No.31INo.39

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Densen Beat, Original Haller 101
pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CTA I-1
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM M1.11Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WB Two/505O

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

(Paul Miller declined to offer a list as he doesn't review loudspeakers)

UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-25011I
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Sherwood CD3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: .
VIarantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TEAC P-700ID-700, Mission DiscIDAC Master, Arcam
D250/Pink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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£500-£1000: . 1VI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
Ill J' 'laci
sII
OVER £2000: Rote! Michi RHA-10IRHB-10
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HNE Systems

A selection of dedicated supports and isolation plinths
available include AE Allison Apogee ATC Audio Note
Audio Physic B&O B&W Bose Boston Castle Celestion

Granite Cableway® and Isolation Plinths®
designed and dedicated to support the best
loudspeakers and equipment

Epos Harbet Hellus Heybrook Horning Impulse Infinity
Jamo Jordon Watts JPW KAR KEF Linn Lumley Reference
Mission Monitor MA Mordaunt-Short Naim Neat Pioneer
Polk Proac Prof. Monitor RLF Rega Rehdeko Rogers Royd
Ruark Sound-Faher Spender Spica Tannoy TDL Technics

Diamond cut and polished in a rarige of tested matérials
and our unique exchange and modification service will

Triangle UKD Wharfdale Wilson

enable you to upgrade your- equipment for life

HNE Systems Barn Croft Main St
Hayton Retford Notts UK DN22 9LF

tel/fax 44 (0) 1777 708673

mace to
easure

MIRAGE
Introducing the revolutionary Omnipolar 0M6 from Mirage
with integrated 150W subwoofer in each speaker delivering
earth shaking bass down to 18Hz if required and amplifier
friendly at 91dB sensitivity.
HEAR THE SOUND OF THE 21st CENTURY NOW

ACURUS

FiRau offers anew dimension in audio visual racking from arange of standard designs to the flexibility to
custom create to your own dimensions, aunit to suit

A range of pre and power and multi channel amplifiers
Also Densen Enlightened Audio Designs Myryad Mirage
Bipolar Speaker + Subwoofers + Satellites.

• Made to measure to suit your system.
• Free delivery throughout the UK.

• S.M.E • COPLAND • SEQUERRA • THIEL •

I ( 11t11 R 1. 1.1 PRECISION
lel NIA'. ()Sell. %TOR
Adevice we use oursehes hi check the funmion sil,• , He when used in . non with astrobe tunnable platter rprecision disc
such is the SME. This we have found to be imaluable o
.,...iccurate than the most expensimi frequency counter.
We have kept expensive packaging of the product imell and • • •
dio minimum.
£50.00 or MOO cutIr S \ IL St rieliimcope Disc.
We supply and service Garrard. Thorn, and other high quality turntables using genuine and newly manufactured parts ro original specifications
Also manufactures of Me worlds finest Plinth for Garrard 3011401 Thorens TDI24 nu or finer covers and finest hinges if required including
Technics SPIS.
BYWORTH 1111 All
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NEW 1997 CATALAGUE AVAILABLE

01488 72267

4BIG LANE, GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOUFtNE, BERKSHIRE, BGI7 8IQ

HORN

Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW.

• Sound isolation on shelving/feet.

Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SM E

cl

JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street,

• Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.

PSU II MK 3as with MK Iis being buril to customer demand and can now power any Garrard or Thorens turniable mer built irrespective
of the quality of the mains rouage. or frequency, ans, hero In the florid. In countries where there Masplit frequency aswitch screen rs
available. We are currently working on alarger verthh• '
bud. to include hirmahle pre amp CD player Tuner.

t,

For further Informahon or a tree brochure contact

• Finishes available to your choice.

Loricraft Audio

All of the above Loncroft produces are ,

Audio Visual Furniture

• High quality aluminium construction.

Phone Mike on Burton-on-Trent 01283 538882
Anytime

JI

RAX

your particular audio/visual system.

and a 100W integrated plus a CD player.

Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759
Asound Investment tor those WhO want fie best from their equipment

SONUS FABER • AUDIO RESEARCH • THETA • KFtELL

Jeffleeefia4 „
y6etehó
FORSELL AIR REFERENCE
if you want an almost perfect compromise between detail musicality, transparency
and the lush of life, with unbeaten imaging and separation, think about aForsell
Stereophile May '94.
Compare + Contrast only at

.Xew/hereeer/e .
202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BNI4 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 66000 after hour.
Fax: 01903 872234
e-mail: heatherdalfeaol.com
http://membersaol.com/heatheidal/heatherd.htm
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA

MARTIN LOGAN • LUMLEY REFERENCE • CLEARAUDIO

LOUDSPEAKERS

10SC 11
°
IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks 0129628790. Cheshire 01625 264666. Cornwall 01209710777. Devon 01803 606863. Eire 01-2889449. Hants
01730 895194. Herts 01727 855577. Hunts 01733 341755. Lancs 01257 473175. Leics 01162 571414. London 0171 486 8262, 0171 431 7423.
Oxon 01865 247783. Somerset 01935 79361. Suffolk 01502 582853. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978 364500. W. Midlands 0121 455 0667,
0121 429 2811, 0121 742 0254. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387

'1"1-1,Z mi
WEST ENID

STYLE

WEST

nNTID FlomJE rrilEArrn

wusrr ONTIE

0171 486 8262
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X-CANS DO IT...

portable CD player. So if you like to work with music but don't
want to disturb co-workers, and you want higher fidelity than is
available from the headphone output of most portables, this could

X-CANS' 7.5in deep by 4in diameter case contains circuitry using
a pair of paralleled ECC88s purely as a unity-gain power
amplifier/output. Musical Fidelity designed X-CANS to work with
all good dynamic headphones, but they opted for Grado RS1s during
the development 'because they're revealing, and atricky load, too'.
Although Iused the RS1s, Ialso tried X-CANS with the far less
costly RS- 125s, and was immediately struck by the amp's dynamic
capabilities, allied to sheer grunt. Which may not be agood thing
if X-CANS lands in the hands of some HMguzzling idiot. X-CANS
allows your headphones to go seriously loud, and - because the
sound is so clean - you could be looking at hearing damage. (But,
hey, it's time people took responsibility for their own actions...)
So pleasurable is headphone listening with X-CANS doing the
driving that the only limiting factor for your listening sessions will
be headphone comfort. With its line-in/line out facilities, X-CANS
can also be used to add headphone facilities to minimalist pre-amps
or integrated amps without aheadphone socket (the X- CANS'
socket accepts proper Van jacks) and it's quiet enough not to intrude,
even if you have to insert it between pre-amp and power amp rather

be the answer.

than in atape loop.

-

e couldn't wait
for the reviews to
appear. Given the
runaway success of the first
module in Musical Fidelity's
X-series accessory line-up, we
knew you'd want the next

instalment as soon as possible. It's a Class A
valve headphone amplifier - and it's another winner!
First of all, there's the price of only £ 129, which - unless
someone tells me otherwise - makes X-CANS the least expensive
tube headphone amplifier available. Secondly, it comes in the same
stunning extrusion as the X- 10D, aglorious hi-fi objet d'art that
looks cool as hell on your equipment rack. Or, in this case, on your
desk. That's because the X-CANS, with its front panel volume
control, makes an ideal ' mini-system' when fed directly from a

•
IHFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The `magic brick'
•in ablack-ash box
£22.95 E
IHFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step•up transformer: £69.95 L
IHFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel E
•
f8 inc fixing kit £ 10.25 Li
HFNIRR 006 Flet
o rbuster:
'
utte
33IA & 45rpm
;power supply, for most synchronous turntables
I (specify type); black-ash case £81.95 LJ
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
!in a40mm travel pack
£8.95L
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
:headphone output
£19.95 L
IHFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
•filter, 5A rating
£25.95 L
IHFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
•stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
ILP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00 Li
;CD/cassette unit (40/25) £44.00 H
£49.00 '._
Isingles unit (200)
'4-high CD unit
£86.00
CD 4base unit
£96.00 L
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting two▪level turntable support complete
with two shelves; black finish £59.95 E
•HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins '
£ 12.95 E
Ithe very latest
.HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 E
•Moth Record Cleaning Machine
Ikit £ 199 I ready built machine £369 E
▪Ftingmat: 3nun XLR
•
£47.50 E
IHFN;RR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 E
,
100, £18.95 U 500 £86.95
IPVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
I
50, £ 19.95 E 100, £38 E 500, £180
!I2M poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5L. 100, £9L 500, £40 E
.CD Jewel Cases (packs of 10):
Istandard, 5in complete
£6.50 E
5in outer £5L slimline 5in £6.50
•
I double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75 E
• 5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p CI
Slim Double: 5for £5.45
;Harrnonix CD Foils (8per pack): £17.95 E
ITweek contact enhancer:
£16.95 E
Finyl CD cleaning fluid,
for 100 discs:
£ 19.95 E
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 El
!Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD: £ 12.95 E

I
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XLO/Reference Rec Test CD £24.95 Li
Densen DeMagic CD
£10E
Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.95 13
Michell Tenderfeet: original 'ally' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 Li large £8.95 E
Insert Audio banana plugs (pair) £3.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 Li
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £11.95 L
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95 LI
Sovtek Valves:
EL84 £2.60 Li
6SN7GT £2.60 L ECC83 £4.35 L
6L6 £4.50 L ECC88 £5.35 Li
EL84M £6.50 E ICT66 equivalent £6.70 E
EF86 £7.95 E GZ34 £10.60 E
6550 £15.40 U 300B triode £89.95 U
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each L
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each L
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 E
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP E CD C Single E
Shure Stylus Balance:
£12.95 each E
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 E
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269 E
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 E
Decca London tone arm
£99 U
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 E
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 E
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 E
BOOKS
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn £ 14.95 Ll
High Performance Loudspeakers
4th edition, by Martin Colloms
£33.95

.

.

.

.

.

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each L
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 L •
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95 L I
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 ' •
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95
I
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95 L I
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 L
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 L .
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 L I
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design •
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 L I
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 E•
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 ;
Power Amp Projects £ 19.9.;
I
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 ;
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £ 119.00
I
HiFi News Test LP
£14.95
I
Recommended LP & CD titles!
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 L.
Ben Duncan's ' Radio Exterminator'
earth wire (5m)
£20.00 [ •
DACon DIA converter kit £ 180.00 LI

MIEEEEIEW

X-CANS headphone amplifier £129.00 L

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
fl Cheque/postal order enclosed for £.
HFN/RR Accessories Club
I ; Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is

r

TeL
(pounds sterling) made payable to

r

[l[ il

Expiry date

Signature

Please send orders to W.'s* RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non I1i: sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT-free. Accessories Club
"lei: ( 01234) 741 152
•11•11•11•ffl•»•

012+1
1

•••••

,712

1

028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. '
Muse delete as anxessan..
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specialist guide
BERKSHIRE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

. ".•feners
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P
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NORTH WOOD

Ves.i.riefasf

KORA TRIODE AMPLIFICATION
Mirage® Bipolar'. Loudspeakers

AUDji0
HLLUSUON

*Dealer List Available

Tel: (01753) 542761/108601 665662
Fax: (01753)772 532

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

CHESHIRE

Hearing is Believing

audio e cellence

CLOW

MUSIC

1.IAIIERS

consultants

OkI>H<V5 AVDI
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EVENING CALLS WELCOME

ESSEX

4
Chevv & Osborne
HARMAN

ARCAM • •
CELESTION •

GREATER LONDON

Marantz
Epos
Tec hnics
Sony
RIEL

BANG &

OLUFSEN

DUAL •

GRUNDIG

148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: r01992} 574242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL: i01799) 523728

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
tr 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL EPOS, EVOLUTION,

DEVON étf CORNWALL

HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
QUAD, REL. REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS.
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Sounc&
Perfection

COUNSEL

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursdays)

Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile OMB 754353
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

audio e cellence
LIMITERS

rl
te
e'

k

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

studio

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP

BANG & OLLIFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

street,

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Now in our third tangy year

Exeter EX4 6RT
(01392) 491194
Tues - Sat 9.00am h 30pul
Closed Monday

AUDIO

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery&

156 Sidwell

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

LONDON

outstanding

NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • QUAD* • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA

III(

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
'
2
v
L
TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc ... etc

...sounds

KARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAB •

WU! HI-

Classe

GREATER MANCHESTER

I

BOSE •

Castle
Merldsan

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

TRICHORD> NEAT

ALPHASON •

Asidlolats

30 years of Excellence

lay

W •

Arcam
BMW

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (
01) 2889449/2888477

Tues - Sat 900ani-S 30pni

AKAI •

PHONE: 01296 28790

itega

Closed Monday

AVI

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

EIRE

5 gim

VISA

88/90 Boughton,
Chester CH3 5AQ
(01244) 345576

B &

HARBETH,

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat (By Appointrocm

10

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

Opening Hours:

1HE

EXPOSURE MARANTZ
MICROMEGA MOTH

Distributors & Consultants for the world's
Finest Audio Systems
*Export Facilities
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, SU 8NB
*Mail Order Facilities

INHERE

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA

l

Ii

BADA BONDED DEALER

0171-924 2040

8 IFAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

TEI RI71 624 8855

FAX 0171 624 5.115
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HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
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SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
z
-) -e
0
4 e WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE
2 0
Z < fet
•SYTEMS FROM L300 - £ 100K • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
Z
u >. e
OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS
a < a
enzew
• MOST MAKES AVAILABLE

•

e
<><

0 0

****CYRUS CENTRE****
A.T.C.. Audiolab, Audion, B&W. Castle,
Celestion. Denon. Exposure. Kef. Maranta, Michi,
Micromega, Mission. Musical Technology, N.A.D..
Nakamichi. Pink Triangle, Pioneer. Rel. Rotel, Ruark.

<u.
740 a
—zsgkeei.2
.68:ó<exec.,Lu-Joe,`.:
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entle e
2
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' ch,
Zee .Y .
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.rz
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y eXce—IUF—Y<O>52›. <a>2f—><ETEL: 01892 547003
10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE
VISA
FAX: 01892 547004
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

1531

John Shearer. SME. Stas. Systemdek. T.D.L.. Yamaha
,11,1,,r1d11,11

Mon- Sat 9.30 — 5.30
\\
•

EXTRACT RS RING fiRNISSION of

Iniecro, Riiatl. Ilcrelin il ( III 4421 3:35( IR

KENT

town for Hi Fi and
Sound & Vision

Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday
UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 6/6703

e

Fax: 01622 676723

LANCASHIRE

dam eAcellence
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS
131, Friagate, Preston
Lancashire PR1 2EE
(0772) 253057
Tues - Sat 9.00am-530pm
Closed Monday

NORTHUMBERLAND

GUIDE 1994

... Graham is the best place to buy quality
hlfl equipment in London tie £500 phis for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
Record-cleaning tervice. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

A

GRAHAMS HI-FI
alaallak

"No ordinary

A

Hi Fi Dealer"

fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinemo

Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.Q, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruons, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonia Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.a. Jamo, Ortoton, Rose + much more.

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 01.H
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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nttliPENDEN LTD

Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, TDL, Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Talk Electronics, R.E.L., Opra Loudspeakers,
T.D.L. Reference and others

Graham 16FI Ltd. Canonbuty Yard
190. New North Road London NI 79S
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620

SOUTH COAST

EMAIL 103570,135•Cornpumv• oc«

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang & Olutsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, 880, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, QUAD, SENNHEISER,
Ott ELTOICTEIN
501NDADVICt
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC

Anafog Audio
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 44S 3267
SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

Ç
Choose from
the finest
• Hi Fi
• Home Cinema
•TV & Video

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336 :-.-"--•ezebt"r
PORTSMOUTH29London Rd. (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
\ t,.‘
I
ate nie Wednesday - 8.00pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parkill

Stockist of full range ut speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.

Please phone for details.

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?
then contact:

Chantry Audio

School Road, Bracon Ash

"One of the five best
Hi Fi shops in the world"

(HiFi Specialists)
• CABLE TALK
• DpA
• GAMMA
• HARBETH
• MARANTZ
• MUSICAL FIDELITY
• ORELLE
• SouNDSTyLE
• TANNOy
• TARGET

The Old School

LONDON VISITORS

Grahams HiFi

Best place in
UN-MET

NORFOLK

NORTH LONDON

Credit file11111, .
- Sers '
Ce Depl

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

WPPuU

eemeowle-,,t,
oïoeeKS1 % 191';
41..4

„iete

hi-fi for grown-ups
tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
1 7 6 3 19
109
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SURREY

SOUTH WEST & WALES

111
34\

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • I,INN • LOF:WE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTH.
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

UNILET

n iueiity

Sound & Vision
*

*
ile
*
*

indecently good hi-fi

9 High Street. Hunpion Wick, Kingman upon
Thorn«, Sunny KTI 4DA. Tel, 081-943 3330
Open Tues - Fri 10.30.m • 7.00pm/Sat 10am - Ups

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

audio e cellence

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

INHERE

THE

MUSIC

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI' 5PB
(01179) 264975

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

Cnvys Road
Carditl CF2 4NR
(01222) 228565
134/6

Gloucester

YORKSHIRE

Swansea

58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GO 5SD
101452) 330046

URREY HIFI

MATTERS

9High Street
Swansea SA1 1LE
(01792) 474608

"Home Cinema on Demonstrat on"

AR CAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
TOI, TANNDY
REF. DENSO
ROGERS
ROL
DORKING
(JUDOS
PARTINGTON STANDS
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPW. CABLE TALA
SOUNDSTYLE.
VAN DEN HULL. BOSE

Over the years Ive have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
componems of unparalled performance.

WEST SUSSEX

For friendly advice or to arrange your dentonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance alwars
available. Agencies include ATC, AVI, BRISTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

EAST
GRINSTEAD
CRAWLEY

GODSTONE 01883 744755

.44
04

45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

çg.
r
.crioiu.)„.4)

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI- F11 SHOP

HARBETH

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

TEAC®
AV le,.••110.1
V
I

IllifActruu

CE

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01 273 775978

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

Music Mill

TDL, SUGDEN, PROAC, RUARK, ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY, ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS,
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE, HOLFI, TEAC. IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS,
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH, HEYBROOK, MONITOR AUDIO, HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE), SME, UNISON
VALVES. STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES, CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES), ART AUDIO
(VALVES) ¡EL (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS), PROJECT, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, ORTFON,
BEYER GRAN YAMAHA 8, KUPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

Specialist hi fi and advice

INCLUDING

PRO-AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

OPA •

MA RANTZ •

MAIM AUDIO •

AVI •

ALCHEMIST
72

Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh

0131 - 555

ERG

W ould

00.51
/.«..cedec.
4
PROJ ECTS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387

50 t.

3963

you like to hear more',

Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

0 113

2 3 0

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS
•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.

41C.17

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

APRO%-written details on request)

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
SPA
EPOS
QUAD ROKSAN
ROGERS

CHORD

NAIM

KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH

ALSO:-APOLLO
A.T.
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
B&W
BOSE
SEVER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CTRUS
EXPOSURE KEF REFERENCE
KENWOOD MARANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL
SENNHEISER
SONY
SUMIKO SYSTEMDEK
TARGET TDL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA

11\/1 IL_JI
Ir\/11
351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 1317 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS 692 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
110

Sharing the ASDA Carpark

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioquest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&bV, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Marlin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonos Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available
APRIL

I

Open 6 Days, Rant - open
Late night Friday

md7; 71.P

U
E

with ample free parking.
OH High Street, Blintsvich,
Nr. Walull, West Midlands

1997

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
(»Ewe TIMES:
Cloud Torday/lorday Omo 11-5.31 Tiers* 11-7.11
Saturday 11-111 DearantratlausyIffliatosai
INTEREST FREE
Om Witted Period1APIt
Mee
œ meet ticessed Credit Broker.
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PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Magnepan 3.3R Ribbon Loudspeakers £ 1.8110: Classé 30 preamp 70 poweramp £ 1,508; Orelk
CDIOT Transport £408: Orelk SC100 preamp SP2181poweramp 1500: (Belle Orator locidspeakers 1300: all perfect. boxed. Tel: 01252 311016 1410436i
Naluunitti Dragon f950: Gradient/Quad balanced hover£220 Muse 18 balanced sub- woofer
£1.800 and assoned top quality cabling. Tel: 01923 826830 ( 110435i
Mark Levinson ML7 pre-amp ( includes renowned phono section( 82.00(6 Audio Synthesis
Passion input sis itch unit 2in. 1out Audiophile-grade selector can be easily upgraded to full
passive pre-amp/ IWO Tel: Gamy Hassell 0171 751 3771 ( work) 1180438)
Notts. Anal. Paragon I
Carbon arm. latest ( MK.2, super- light carnage/ version of this audiophile
parallel tracker. only E1.000 Tel: Gerry Hassell 0171 751 3771 ( work) (
H04391
Michell Gyro Dec. black base. Helius Orion arm. Ortofon Quattro MC Cartridge. Class Aper
supply, inverted beanng. upgraded springs and platter £ 90 Tel 0131 478 1090
Krell KSA250 balanced power amp. C3.750: Can dem KPS2Oill WAIT puppies 3/2: Rhinoceros
Iguana 1,000 Tel:01243 584728 eves ( Bognor Regis( ( 110395i
Audkolab 8000Q pre-amp only 3months old, mint condition. L700ono selling due to up grading.
Tel 0118 642 9850 ( Reading) t
H04001
Apogee Scintilla speakers, taupe colour, excellent condition, one owner since new. £750 Tel:
0181 530 3961 ( Woodford. Essex 111101071
KAR 'Atlantic I
utvlspeakers. cherry red: Awan Delta 290 amplifier, Nakamichi DR- 2rescue
deck: Aiwa AD- F910 cassette deck: Rega Planar 3turntable all 2years old, quick saks. any maminable often. Tel: 01900 66084 eves. 01467 71959 day ( Cumbria ( 1104091
Audio-Note Top of the Range silver speaker cable. ANSPX 2.5 stereo metre. bi.wire vet, rec.
retail price L3.800 bargain at 1.900 ono Tel: 01932 349314 (
H0415r
Wadia 2000 Transpon All' 83.250; 64X converter £2,250', Levinson 28 preamp. £ 1800: Parr
Krell KSTIO0 switchable amps. £ 1.608 each: ART Siltech cable Tel: 01923 826830 1H04191
Apogee Centaur Minor speakers with stands, vgc. linle use, granite finish libbon, hybrid cadent
stereo image C625ono Tel: 0181 335 3521 ( H0423
Musical Fidelity CIII compact disc player. f250ono Tel:01156 460757 ( Basingstoke) 11104271
()mo(on SIC 3000 5112 Caruidge. mint cost £ 1.302 accept 450: JA Michell [so phono stage
£290. Rega RB 500, ann. mint £30. Rata Tortyte component stand. f60: OnofonT5 head amp.
f50: All can be demonsuated in audiophik system. Tel: 0171 738 2692 or 0956503344 ( 80155)
Meridian 563 DAC with MSR system. rune« (495: lecklin float electrostatic 'phones. £275;
Audio Technica ATH70 phones, El I0.Audio Technica -Safety Raiser'. offers: WASTED:
[camber mains cable, all boxed and excellent Tel: 01793 526796 ( H0454)
Meridian 500CD Transpon ( latest Linear tracking mechanism r
only two months old, very little
use, boxed £750 Tel: 01628 789360 daytime 11104521
Robin Xerxes, Kuzma Stogi roman% Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge, great sound all for only
MO Tel: 01162 871172 or 0973 716279 ( H04511
Krell FPB 300 amplifier. Krell 20iL CD player. both brand new, boxed, guaranteed. 25% off list
price Tel: 0171 351 1504 ( 1104481
Marlin Logan CLSHZ mint, £2.950 with Kinergetics SKIMO twin bass units and Acuse Cross.
over. also mint. £2.750: both purchased new from Absolute Sounds dealer, for sale together. Tel:
01492 5802011North Wales after 6pm ( 1104471
Meridian CD2066 L250ono: Demo. Leak Delta) Mtuner f2Oono: Tel:0181 889 6l57 010446)
Nalcunkhi 580 cassette serviced. boxed. fI
1S: Balanced music fink plus 115m stereo cable
1E471d:10Tel:01816706411 ( H0445r
Cartridges: Goldnng 1012mm f69; Ortofon MC3000 as new. needs running in £350: Onofon
MCMOMK2 050; F&S MC Step up transformer £25: Tel: 01642 317236 eves r
H0143 r
Hirt NIMAIC cartridge preamp 11450 with 1565 PSU f120; Systemdek I
IX turntable with
Rega 300 arm. £250: Townshend Rock turntable Merlin PSU and Excalibur arm, superb £750:
Tel: 01642 317236 eves ( 1104441
HiFi System Oracle Alexandna. SME Mark 5. Koetsu Unishi, Audio Research Preamp SP 14,
Pair Audio Research Amplifiers D240 MkTs, Nakamichi Dragon. Magnum Dynalab Tuner
1/1101, Micromega Compact Disc Tanise and T.Dao. Manin Logan Aerius speakers, £2.000
worth latzlink Interconnects. Stands and Plinths, all min condition. original packing, ell complete £ 10.000. sell separately Tel: 01243 788149 ( H04421
Meridian DSP5000 Digital speakers boxed as new, £2,100ono: Meridian 602 Transport £595:
Rogers P12 Floorstandersinew price 11.4001E350 or possible [Vex Tel:01323 639633 « 01323

Wall 3/Puppy 2speakers, still shrink wrapped. Eldorado gold. ongmal crates f.5.500ono: Krell
KSA-250B power amp. £ 2,095 boxed homer Elite 97 Laser Di:c player r
superb CD transom)

Krull 1SA2.50 amphfier. mint E2.950: Audio Research SP.9MKI mim £850; WANTED:
Mamma PM-94 amplifier also Aiwa ADF-990 casette decks. Tel: Tony, 01229 833168 anytime

[1.500 Tel: 01243 58472311lognor) ( H0476)
ATC SCM 10 speakers, £675: B&W CDM2's £390: SME III, E85: Wanted: Denon DP2500 sere,
DD turntable; SME 309 or IV pickup arm: Proac Mini Towels Tel: 01892 536919 ( West Kentr
(110470
Audio Akhemy DDS III CD player/Transpon f415; Digitial Decoding engine VI. Iincluding
power station one [210:Power station no, three outlets f110:Data Stream Transceiver fI
boro
Tel: 0181 449 86391Bameir ( H04731
Krell KS-761KSA-806 world-class reference amplifrcation, offered for sale by reviewer and
columnist. KSP.76 has later power supply with single mains transfomer; very carefully used and
maintained. KSA-806 1late mrxkl. all PCBs defluxed and conforrnally coated. Borin purchased
brand.new and completer, immaculate All manuals and accessories, £4.500. including tours.
retraiter and installation anywhere in UK, Contact lohn Nelson. fax: 01743 884006 or
email john_nelsonecompusene.com' 010478)
All New Linn System, boxed. fiar year guarantee. Linn Kcilidhs. Granite stands. Mimik. Majik.
two LK100's, made to measure quality stand, all cable, cost £4.000 ell for £3,000 Tel: 01625

1E101991
Nairn CDS, 3y
tan old, excellent corium« £ 2,200: Naim 52 plus supercapf 1.800. boxed Tel:

524958 ( 1104811
Apogee Stage Ribbon Speakers, excellent sound, anthracite colour, good condition, bi-wireable.
boxed and manual. cost L4.100 will sell for £ l,195oro Tel: Mal, 0161 813 5020 ( day 0161 331)
7912 ( evesr 1110482)
Pro-Ac Response three speaken, mint boxed. El 75ono: Sugden SDD ICD Transport and SDA I

01333 4246.12 after rpm r
Scotland I1110498)
Quad 66 pre.amp te11101e. Quad 606 main amp, Quad 66 tuner, Quad 66 CD Player £ 1.605 Tel:
daytime. 01535 275254 eves. 272226 ( 110497/
Dead AVC77 pm logic amplifier suitable for surround sound. f5110: B&W CC6 centre speaker
V&W Sub woofer AS6 f175 Tel: 01705 231586 r110496)
Krell KRS 200 monoblock. 1pair of Apogee Dorn.] speakers. IAudio Research BL I. £5.000
Tel: 0161 796 6656
Audion Golden Night 300 monoblock power amps, dedicated spiked target platforms. spare
tube. ongmal packaging. absolutely mint, gise-away at£1.990 / 14.000/genuine enquires only.
Tel: Gerard, 0181 743 1809 / 80424)
lumber P5B Interconnects. Cive metre, f85 111801: One metre £ 35: Sumiko blue poini special
cartridge.f 1101830k Few hours use: Granite amp stands. £35. all perfect Tel: 0181 325 2585
1110453)
Audio Research 1/SI mint condition original box and manual link used. £ 1,450 ono. Siliech
481:8456 intercorurcts, lx Target equipment tables£3 Shelves f50 each. Tel: eves 0181 595 2606.

TRADE

Dac, mint, boxed f175ono: 24 metres DNM speaker cable offers. Tel: 01332 521518 ( 110490r
KEE 104.2 reference series speaken, black ash. light use. superb sound, good condition, can
demonstrate or deliver within reasonabk distance f650ono TEI: 01304 823121 IKent, answer.
phone daytime, iF104891
%Ignitor Audio Studio 5speakers. oak. excellent L300 r
E650 new r
Tel: 01753 858619 ( Whirls«,

Audirdab 4/080 trarspin and Da; £ 1.7011Akhanat Forseu pre and power fit& Dunech Mamas Teak
11995 E5.10b. Conrad Johnson MAL 1.500 laX101.Alleny 408 Monoblcd f403p1D3001: TD.L Sadao
In £5011099 Cknents RPM' IN ink ex dem. V.300 if.3.MOITel: 0181 7.'5 0572 IHOS321
Cookbook In ;hen Bngla £2
-in: nap -an caplet« Mk tare" • KK
HEM Feb '97; Tube Pram
re. leSo Er.« rib hooks £50. VISAINIC =pled VSErUKk PO Box 4016, Pangbarne.

IH11408,

Reading RCia SUA or tax 01 1
s984 3itt 11401861
AK aid 01 sak: Ring tor apea prat al ex.dem ATC 50As. ATC 31s.ATC Kb and AM curporents.Tel:
Me Xlex sron. OW8 545416 tHOCV
Wilson Wat: Diem] Mote demonstrator, absolutely as rew with al pekapnr superb speaker. stirs nev
dnsc. cce.A.thcan performance and trass lode for. Tel: Pinewocd Musa on oie 54322 for once iSce
our sain wiser in this rue for another When Spurts
Audio Research LS2M1 pre. aunt boxed f1.799 Castle Brawl Senos II Deluxe. creed £ 99; EPA
DSP2Or rump. weed £349: Quai ESL 63. with uand, fie Htli pun-hail Tel Objective Audio,
012 ,1
426‘,1' « 0973 452368 1110193i
Audidab 9100 0114.0n arel Dac £ 1.700. Alchemist Fenn, or aid power £ h,. Domed Maps Teak
[1.995 ( f5.230):Conradlohnion PV9A f1.500(13.301:Alberry 408 Monablockf400prIC8001:TDIStudio
Im
ift1994. Clements KT/ ref VS oak ex dent C500 if.3.800i Tel: 0181 225 1572 1801321
Armaaege Stage Two 3449. Dme 1.8499 Prom: Remorce IS. £699. Heybrock Çuarteb (399 Aiabstab
801A, £399 al ex-depla), others babble, hi-fi punteert Tel: Oberst Atale 01279 416611 or 0973.

Pink Triangle Pf TOO turntable with ' Moth' um and Goldring "Eroica" cartridge £ 385 post pies
Tel 01629 854923
Role' Amplifier. Rotel cassette deck. Dual turntable ( ex Demr, one pair 1.P.W Sonata loudspeaker r
walnut) excellent condition. f
5(00-E600 Tel: Phil, 0181 302 8194 after 1pm ( 110484r
S.61£ 309 tone arm immaculate less than 8hours use, under one year old. and boxed. £500 MY
10561e1: 01276 858481 ( Surrey r180483)
Stu Lambda Signature Headspeakers two painl ith transfomerkss TI_M tube power unit hip
model f850ono: leek% Electrostatic Headspeakers ( two parsi with power unit L290ono Tel: 00
353 27 6104011rtland) tF10185)
Nagea IVS, masterpiece analogue recorder. rrrp £9.9001, accessories, immaculate. vinually unused since Nagra supplied. the finest example available. £2,108ono, new boxed Stereo Dolby SR
Unit also a, ailable Tel: 011 353 27 61040 ( Ireland) 1H04861
Spendor Flagship Speaker the SP9, few monilts old, cherrywood fimsh, great sound, very long
guarantee, trae bargain at half price. £ 1,125 Tel: 0181 325 2585 ( 110495
Sugden Svmetra mono amp. 50w class A. one year old. £950: Technics SU.A6 M(Z pre-amp.
f90: Tel: after 5pm 0161 928 1158 1110495)
Audio innovation lit Audio 646G mono blocks £425; Arcici USA Quad ELS57, stands cost
£308 accept L1441: Arun Valve line level pre- amp £ 140 Tel: 01403 891349 ( West Susses)
11104921
Classic HiFI Radford STA15 amplifier, SC22 control unit. Thorens TD124 enes 2turn- table.
SME 3012 ann. pan Wharfedale Dove Dale speakers. mint condition, with original manuals
1.100ono Tel: 01335 370582 0E491
Musiad Fiddly 1/22/MC Board £6510 Pair EAR 509 upgraded p/amps WO; Michell ISO 1250;
Koetsu URISHI E950: Little Bit Three f240: Calbe Talk Reference 115m E100; All in excellent
condition. Tel: Tony. 0181 397 4978 0105011
Rohm XersesIXPS3 power supply. plus XPS2 as spare: SMEV ( 12 months old) toneann
[1.200; Lyra Clavis Da Capo 10 hours use. £150; Lyra Lydian. 6months old, £500: Michel ISO
1h15 Tel: Andy. 01727 760662 11105001

452368 11i01021
QUI '
4 preamp/306 power ampRI4 nmrt £695. Lam Lank CD player f
15001E595, .Auto %lemons
LI prearrm C145.Mmaxe Men° preamp 61.300r f445,1DL Referenx Monitor loudspeaker, COOME995.
All vgc with beerier 11Xvi and manual, Tel ( 01225r 814128

WANTED
Malted. 4,,vki
lorthable Frellrefercre or Ily x
r,
XLeuel Banalia.
das(35I (
52 597023. annul 2//Lb ( 151102 42785 it kn. ( 451( 61 34614" I
Portugafir11031)
Quad Tuner to match Quai 33 preamp Tel 01480 393262 1H01101
Mdedosli MC 275 or ode lop tie amps aril other Mckeosh gear. offers to Nicolas Rollinger, 26 rue des
Rost, 1.1445 Luxembourg 11-10449)
Dot ester for Rem All Pan No .l.4/8/Tel. M Crawford 0151 6520724 or Fax: 0151 6700382
turlio Nok DAC or Musical Fidelity tubalog valve DAC, good price paid Tel: 01487 814015 11104581

"11

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

638751 (
WWII
Bose 901 MK6 with stands. domestic use only. f
600Tel: 01714 8923251Reading areal 1/10456)
Onda 0A21 amp. soap and BWDI miler all encelen condition, boxed £295 for MI Tel: 01105
4546% ( 110457i
Audio Research V140 sabe monoblocks cry new set of valves If4.0001: Krell KRC2 Pre-amp

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

(82.200r, Audor Synthesis DAX Ibalanced HDCD ST Optical input, 111.1001, Passion 8
Balanced Rif pre.amp ( f950). Pro- Passion balanced atienuator ( 11401: PS Audio Lambda CD
Transom with ST and AESIEBU outputs it:1.350r: VDF1 2nd. balanced cables 2pairs ( 1150). all
in absolutely mint condition midi manufacturen original packaging anti manuals etc. Tel: 01353
177106 11-10459)
Meridian 200 transport £400: 203 Dac £ 200. Exposure VIVXII. £408: Vitt's. £308: all boxed:
Rogers Cadet III DM; Wanted/Consider exchange, Quad 66/FM4 tuner Ortolan T5's Tel: 0114
2410529 ( 1.10465r
Slusiad Fidelity F22 pre.amp. remote, boxed, mint condition. f600ono Tel: 0175.1 775887 after
6pm 1110464i
Alpha« Symphony turntable. HR1OOMCS arm. Atlas PSU. 81.200 ( 12.5504. Mark Levinson
No. 27 amplifier £ 1,600 ( 14.500): Apogee Centaur minor speakers with stands. 1600 1113501:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg Pioneer A400 = two words).

Origin Live ruble label £ 100 Tel: 01442 877853 ( H(463)
Superb pair Quad 1/LS 57. black grilles complete with gradient sub woofers f975: Black Linn
',dunks unmarked with stands f6(0: Linn ARK1V cartridge E450: Contact: Smith. 23 Mulberry
Close. Shoreham SX. Tel: 01273 594605 Fax: 01273 412992 ( 110621
Bans & Ohdsen Beosound century compact music system CD. radio, tape with built in speakers. vgc. E600ono Tel: 0121 355 0479 tBirminghaml ( H04611
Nairn CDi excellent condition, all ongmal, packaging, upgrading to CD's Nonce sale.
fI.495ono: Naim 82 as above. upgrading 10 52 fI.495ono Tel: 01799 517277 eves after 8pm
11104601
Stan ELSF81 Ekcuostatic speakers, good working order. Insensitive so needs powerful ampliti.
er, compact. f995ono Tel: 0181 693 6279 1
South London r ( 110461r
Linn LP12 300919 1495; Deli& DAC £250: Technics Class AA 50nns f.85: (lenexxa Linaeum
LX5's f175: AT1005 arm £45: Sony CDP 101 solid perfonner fully serviced f
200: exchange con.
sickred WANTED Audiolab amp/p Marano CD Ste SR34 Tel: Jim, 01206 861457 ( 1104721
Rua* Talisman 11 speakers rosewood excellent condition, boxed f450; Genexxa LX5 pro loud.
speakers ( Kessler's favourite up to 1200) boxed and unused El 20 Tel: 0161 430 8472 ( eyes)
(H0471)
Cary SLA70 35 wan per channel class Avalve power amp, stainless seer. chassis immaculate
condition f800 will demonstrate Tel: 01717 711534 ( 1-10470)
Juno Graphic Speakers brand new. f300: Quad 606 MKII stnualy 11[W. MO both boxed etc.

Pleasi publish the above adoenisonen: Jr

Tel: 0116253 2513 0104691
Meridian M60 active loudspeakers, rosewood finish. f1
300. Meridian 518 processor £608:
Michell ISO/Mera phono stage £350: All less than 6months old. as new boxed Tel: 0802 470680

Cheque.postal onier enclosed Pr.('

(Sheffield r ( H0468 r
Krell KSA 250. just serviced, mint. £2,999 abargain: Audio Research LS 26 MK2. 11 months
old. f2.395ono . sad sale. Tel: 01629 822995 or 01623 871950 ( H0180)
Sono Faber Minima Amator speakers and Sonus Faber ironwood stands. 3weeks old. £ 1,250:
Krell KAV-3001 remote integrated amplifier, 3mondai old. warranty. f1.700 Tel: 0181 952 6514
(homer or 01442 297310 rwork) ( H04791
Superior Dolby Pro- logic surround sound system. Mendian 541 processor Russ Andrews pioneer CD/laser disc player. LInn Keilidh Centnx front loudspeakers. AR ream tao THX ampli'
Sers. etc. f2,650ono Tel: 01423 528156 Harrogate 1H0477r

FOR SALE

El

Box number required

insertions' under the heading:

WANTED

ri yes

Nam
Address

no.
(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines plc.

OR Please charge my Access I
Visa ' Chisels 1
Ameit'Card Number
Daytime telephone number

Expres (dale)
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Signature
"Co reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent inseruons
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AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
GREAT NEWS!! AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.

Audio Note UK Ltd is proud and happy
gg.
A. . 1mthe Cze,n Reb,b , cer the agreement reached
Alesa Vecs company will be making arange of directly healed triodes for small signal. driver and output stages exclusively for Audio Note This will
with tun allow us to explore hrtherto uncharted territory in the field of Single-Ended Audio Amp',tier design, by putting us in aposition to deep
and manufacture triodes specifically for apen purpose. something which has not been within our reach in the past, velure we have always had to
settle tor the best amplifying devices available, but which good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes So Iam very exerted
about the potential for improvements and prospects of raising the game to the highest level.
Initially, we will only have aSuper Urea, version of the 3008 available, dubbed the Audio Note AV30013 SL ewill be available in limited numbered
samples al ASS 42600 each either single or matched pairs. We will follow this fairly quickly by anew very powerful power node, the new Audio Note
AV62EI SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class Am single-ended configuration, the most powerful and linear power node available, at
an expected price of ASS 750.00 each, it will help advance the case Or SE operation despde the deplorable inefficiency of the most modern loudspeakers!!
For those of you who have already expenenced the Vaic Valve W3013 arid VV52B it will interest you to know that an Audio Note AV528 SL and 00328
SL will be introduced when we have solved the problems of cathode crystalisation that the Vaic Valve W308 and W528 suffer from The expected
cost of the AV32B SL Will be USS 550.00 each and the AV52B SI USS 650.00 each.
All Audio Note Triodes are available in Colbalt blue, Ruby Red, Silver or Gold glass on request at an additional USS 125.00 per valve, delivery normally about 90 days as aspecial order
All Audio Note AV-type Mode will carry areal 2.000 hours or one year warranty, whichever comes first, we will be applying this warranty without
discussion or delay Speckahon sheets against stamped sen addressed envelope with 63.00 or ASS 5.00 for copying. Available from all participating
Audio Note distributors.
We have now settled in our new factory art and it is already turning out to be too small, such is life, in amarket where large parts of the specialist
hdi industry is falling on harder times (especially the high power - low efficiency crowd; what can isay, it could not happen to more deserving people!) Audio Note is finding our market is growIng ever more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply, so. as with most things good. you
sometimes have to wad. which is not what any of us are particularly good at, having been brought up re asociety that favours "instant gratification'
above all else
In this society context, it ts therefore very gratifying lo see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benelits of "do-it-yourself"
amplifiers, speakers Mc. just another example ol how society is changing, in this case definitely lor the better, rather than passively buying the latest
greatest new ' super amplifier' large numbers of our customers are no w building better amplifiers themselves learning to understand and appreciate
the simple truth that the Single-Ended Triode output stage rules supreme where music reproduction is concerned
Participate,' is the name of the game and Audio Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits. output and mains transformers, chokes,
paper in oil, aluminium, tin, copper or silver loll signal capacrtors. Black Gate. Cerafme or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum, carbon and
metal him resistors, silver wires, mlerstage and driver transformers, sketches, balance controls, potentiometers, attenuators, chassis's and fittings for
the quality oriented DIrer whether you are abeginner or hardened experimenter. male or female, we have the best (and not always most expensive)
Parts for most projects
Ihave commented on this before. it is most interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existrng valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the virtues of high power ( and who still mainly make their living selling them, for how is agood question') valve amplifiers,
as many of them now embrace the low power single-ended triode amplifier as if they had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly, as one valve manufacturer, famous for the stainless steel chassis and very high power amplifiers says ' we only make SE amplifiers because
people want them, we do not believe this is the best solution ' Interesting statement, is it not? This is what happens when allthe manufacturers do iS
follow the lead of the market instead of taking the lead themselves, which is why the socalled 'High End' ( lovery American term for something that
cannot reproduce music but also quite sad, fortunately this is not an accusation that can be thrown at Audio Note, as we were first to introduce SE
amplifiers into the worldwide commercial specialist market, and we still lead the way.
The virtual flood of SE amplifiers that has appeared on the market over the past 3years is no doubt confusing to most of you, it certainly seems to
have bewildered most of the press and thee reviewers, agreat many of whom have yet to really understand what is happening, especially the fact
that the grassroot support for SE Mode amplifiers is so deep rooted and strong. seems to have bypassed the men in their ',
dory towers, most of who
still believe that this Is lad Mat will die away. as soon as the rest great ' achievement' of the tradrtional ' High End' has been released. Oh, how hole
do they comprehend that the move away from the trachlenally favoured high power - inefficient speaker technologies most of them have supported
(and in many ways helped bring about, remember the rave reviews of the Apogee Scintilla or latest high power MI, ARC or Krell?) are now serious
unwell and may well die over the next five years. already now the second hand values of the products taht contain these technologies are seriously
and still falling. consider that rf any of youstill own one of these dinosaurs, unless of course you like collecting historical artifacts.
Attempts to make SE technology conform to current technological measurement dogma have so far failed ( thanks in no small part to many of you brave and persistent people out there ivho have for yourselves experienced what happens to the sound ot agood SE ampfiler when you SIek 2408 or more feedback across the cu.
cud and interesting. not lo mention enlightening experience. Mal clearly demonstrates that low state distortion is not the ' cure air ciar the transistor and high power
brigade would have us belleve) and whilst attempts are being made to Upgrade' semi conduclor circelry verth aSinglefneed saveur Mow truly single-ended firm
really is. is highly questionable since the transistor can only amplify one hall of the wavelorm and needs apeeler On comet ir cenainly sounds hat cavil to wholly
amplify the signal. semi Conductor means what he says HALF and tile is eat you per half the signal halt the sound ,home people are satisfied wrth pseudo- solutions. the current'High End -is no exception ,
But aol said. this rs all changing for the better. and if we can do anything lo help. we certainly shalt which is why we are introducing anumber ot new parts on the
hst. when nui include the much-wanted very soon lo be available preamplifier el. but equally importantly. aloudspeaker kit sorry no parts for the cabinet, only the
drawing, and the individual tested drivers with either copper or silver voice cods. Me speaker kit is modelled on our ONE speakers which rafe at about 93 94dB
oency with avery benign load behaviour they are developed on SE- Mode amplifiers and are highly suited to the low- power SE triode amplifiers that most of you
have or are contemplating

The price is two speakers if anyone wants mono only then halve the price. the speakers in question are similar to the AN-E/D which are close to 94 d8 efficient in acabinet 80x36x28 centimeters and are designed to stand close to rear and side walls
Work is going on on afull range dual cone driver tor quarter or half wave horn applications so
keep your eyes out for future announcements.
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
dean from the kits all he prices in this list are excluding UK Vat at 17.50%. which, if you live
inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase. after the addition of postage and packing
costs. if you live outside the EEC the once you see is the price you pay.
We are introducing acompletely computerised system asfrom September 1.1996. ( it remains to
be seen whether tfirs is abenefit or not, tpersonally have my doubts!, which should in theory
reduce the lead times minimise mistakes and allow us to quote prices to you quickly over the
phone plus make stock control more consistent. To help us help yourself we have now incorporated aproduct ordering code no. which we strongly recommend you use for all future orders,
not using it vall cause delays in processing your order especially In afew months time when the
system is fully operational
We accept VISA. Mastercard, Access. Diem, and Ames. to pay this way. we will need your
address card no with start and expiry dates, please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods to an address that gs different from the cardholders address, this is to protect you from
fraudulent use of your card ele hou can also pay by bankers draft Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account
Deliveryis normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds, butplease allo w upt
o 60 d
ay
s
for me items. if not stock at the time or order.
REMS SOUGHT.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to
the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others. please let us know
ether by lax or telephone, there is an award of £20.00 ( payable in valves or other bits, posttreel
to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful information about valve amplifier design
or theory.
likewise. Iam looking for anumber of old valves to experiment with, so if you have any PX4's
PX25S. DA30's. AD1 ' s. or any of the old triodes. Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agood price.
likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorders. STUDER. TELEFUNKEN or
AMPERE% or the like. record cutting, plating, processing or pressing equipment, or have books
or information about building microphones, recording technique. LP-manufacture, then it will all
be gratefully received. AUDIO NOTE has the intention over the nest 2 - 3years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite alot of information, much more is
needed.
StreuIts. Vey tlota & Basic Technical lelennalIon
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around, then we shall be
happy to provide you with acircuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU. KEGON/KASSAI.
NEIRO. GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the M7Tube pre-amplrfier
which is the best pre-amplrher circuit we have come across. Just Send astamped self addressed
04-size envelope, together with 6.00 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live
outside the UK US $ 1915.00 in Sbills will do, please do not send Bankers Drafts in OSO,
International Response Coupons or International money orders, as they cost more to cash than
their value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits of the AUDIO NOTE UK-made amplifiers. like
OTO Phono SE, MI Phono, MEISHU, $080 etc.. and since we ( unlike the majority of our talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help
extend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned field, we shall be happy to send you or
any existing or prospective competitor. one or more circuit dragrams.they cost 1600 each, or
you can buy for example all phono-rnteoraled amplifiers. 10, E30.00 10506/01. or all Line-integrated amplifiers for £25 00. all pre-ampldiers for 120 00 ($35.00), or simply acomplete circuit
pack for f50.0o. Mar& All can be paid either by credit card, cash, bankers draft or cheque
drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage.
We can also supply asel of data sheets for the most commonly used valves. ECC82.
ECC88/6922. 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WMCC83. 6SN7, 3008. 211NT4C. 845. EL34/6CA7,
203. 604, 5U4G. GZ34/5AR4. EL84/6BC15. 6V6GT. 6L6G. 5881/61.6WGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped self addressed A4 envelope together with I «KJ in small denomination stamps or if outside the UK another US $ 15.00 will suffice.
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subject of valve amplifier
circuit design. Guy Adams and thave written and assembled anumber of articles and extracts
from old books which eve some background to the subect do not expect to become an instant
expert, but it will serve as auseful reference, for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we
have expanded this info- pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already
bought the old pack, lust send £2.00 or US $5.00. For the full pack asmall charge is required,
this time £7.00 re small denomination stamps with astamped sell addressed envelope or outside the UK. please send US S25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterlin.q for the above charges as well, just
convert the USS amounts to Sterling al S1.70 to the Pound, otter you have rounded up to nearest S5.00.
SOUND PRACTICES.
It you are seriously interested in the subject of valve amplifier design. without the usual preconceived notions of what is "good' amplifier design and technology ( the trademnal view, which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously cbsqualitied itself quite monumentally!) then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazine to read. here you will find articles about
design parameters. DIY articles ter amplifiers and speakers, reviews of new and old in other
words the very subjects that none of the selfserving. advertising led traditional press will touch
as they do not enhance the business of their normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £5.00 per copy ( there are currently 11 issues available) or by subscuphon
from SOUND PRACTICES Pa Box 180562. Austin. TX 78718. USA. Aregular modern world bargain, and there are practically none of those in Audio today wnh enough subscription support
SOUND PRACTICES may lust bong about the 'sound practices' that the hrh industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscription!' Our friend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC, so convenience is at hand at long last! CA11 or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 with your
card no, if you want adirect subscription.
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speaker kit so we have something else up our sleeve for

The increase in interest in , gle.endecle•,pecw,.ry ' node non•teednek nu let, rs nu, so great thal even the mainstream valve manufacturers are
about to tomo suit so it you are looking tor asingle- ended product beware of the lalse prophet who speaks of things he does not believe in. until il becomes
tinannaIN expedient or downright necessary to have asingle-ended amplifier ethen product program So whether you are building asingle-ended amplifier yourself or looking in by, amanutactored single- ended producl. please remember Mat it was AUDIO NOTE who in the lace of the usual industry hype about commuai
progress brought inn technology to the attention on press pubto and general audio industry alike not because it would iend aquick buck to the purse but
because we firmly believe mai nuna superior way on amplifying any music signal. and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the prelerred technology lot anyone
who wan( the genuine aesthetics and beauty ol real mustc reproduced in neo home
Now that we stand on the boundary 01 mir. the brave 'new' world of 1920s circuitry. we note with Interest the number DI manufacturers who have manufactured
valve amplifiers tor many years but who only now have -discovered - he benefits of Me single-ended stage and vyho in the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents ot he high power -high Quaid),' valve amplifier, watch them as hey now for commercial gain embrace he world of high loudspeaker cox
mercy and single- ended triode ampfilicaten and Men draw your our conclusions about their sincerity their commitmenn. market strategy and general competence
in overall knowledge st the technology of Audio AUDIO NOTE were the lust and will remain the last word in sono quality it you appreciate muse properly reproduced.
As expected ( and predicted in he above paragraphs) we are now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appearing on Me market some are good. many are roll
Ins important to remember rear the hardest thong to achieve rs simplicity. marna complicating bung ( lust look at our tax system'1l. and since World War Two we
have been led to believe that comploation equals technology not true especially not in music renroduCtion eguiPment here simplicity is adiStinct virtue Single'
ceded ampldicabon requires an understanding of the necessity for smokily Mat is very rare. another common fallacy is Mat the SE power supply needs to have
very large capatdance or storage, also not correct, you want as last and responsive an SE- power supply as you can get so asmall a.ele power supply sounds
much better than abig slow one yakve reddication is amust chokes are good. but not mandatory if cost is aproblem alarge moister will do It is most imponant
to remember that rn ano-feedback single-ended amplifier the MICIM and power supply must have the same lime constants lo function conectry. so simple and
small. beautiful
Another interesting aspect ot the SE-revolufion is the anempt to incorporate tenets ol current technologoal dogma and beliefs into the SE performance envelope we
are already seeing low distortion SE, selloancelling SE transulor SE soon to be Joined by ' high current SE' and Ur high power SE". donl be duped by these slogans. claims that you can gel 55 walls SE Class ABoni one VT-4C/211 are utter nonsense. likewise 15 watts from asingle 3008 these kinds ot power specificahoes are no good unless des, are accompanied by adIstortion figure at the rated power To one you an illustration of this at 55 vacs Class ASE a211 has about
50% harmonic distortion one has lo question the sono quality or any signal at that distortion level nonly he magadnes spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whose unjustifiable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public, as they do trying to explain the benefits of DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amuse carnen. we would have acleaner and more el market where being correct and truthful would not be a
marketing disadvantage.
Back to the subject mallet. an this talk about justice and correctness would be vanity it not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability to design and manulacture your own special version of any of the single- ended circuits being discussed. whetter old or new we will continue to expand on what is already the most
extensive range of ultra hen quality components that the discerning -dout-yourser valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or Ishame on
youll push pull moldier whether triode or pentode vu of these pans are used en various models ot the manufactured line of the AUDIO NOTE amplifiers These
components include mosth specially made items like OHMIC valve bases with either silver or
plated pins paper in el aluminium foil signal caPacilea. coffer
E. saver foil stunt capacitors. Black Gate graphne electrolytic capacitors. acid/corroswetree silver solder, copper and silver wired audio output transtormers, nonmagnetic tantalum resistors. nournagnefic RCA and speaker terminals valves and many other useful bits and pteces for upgrading old or constructing new valve
ampleers
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AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS dKITS
We shall be offering the speaker drivers that we use in our own loudspeakers tor general sale from now on. you can buy the drivers indwidually
package Mal shows the crossover configuration and cabinet drawings together with apair of ports

or 108elbef

weh a

We have spent lar more time looking al he ethmencyfspeaker load issues in relationship to the low power SE Mode amplifiers than anyone else and Ibelieve that
our solutions are both on mnal and effective unfortunately nature is as cruel as she rs kind. 'Olen it comes to efficiency bandwidth sue and price
We otter our drive units vorth both copper and silver speecloods the measured difference is negloele but Inc difference in sound between the two is very great
indeed which again begs lb. question what it is we measure In relation to what we hear
Order Code

Odrer Type
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111•811.032
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8111014102
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Cane Odaderld

a
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31.715

a

a Do.
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Nee Lc 1)1( Vet

111.311

Ire to 3 KW

Po.«. tamed centre

47.715

ere 3 IOU

Pepe, Coxed dome

911.78

MI our speaker seine sare made from efferent materials. front ballet is either lywood or soft chipboard Me wrap is dense MOE and the back iagain either ply
wood or medium chipboard, no damping materials are applied to any pad of he cabinel. whet we uesome bracing lo distri une Inc cabinet resonances Do Ihear
cres of -cabinet colo rationne Despite what you might think the guitar like structure ol our cabinets greath/ enhances efficiency dynamos and parkle
We also use only ami mat amount of wadding, and it has to be aspeak type. prelerabN well cleaned sheens wool positioning is critical. and here experimenta.
lion nrecommended if you build the speakers yoursell
We will sell you abasic et of crossover parts a cabinet drawing and apon tube and then you can experiment with the cabinet itself to your hearts deem alternatively we offer acomp ele tesied kit of drivers and crossover, acabinet drawing and the port tube which. if you follow hr directions caret ulN von make agenuine
Audio Note speaker
Order Code

Doodad.,

111.101.81T-01

ka of vaporer put.. drewero, dosotelono wea ewe Rer

1

841101-1(11•412

and cYbote nioe.ow.e *I. moot. C0,11111 COOL am..,.. de
Poser ettter pat tut.

tueree

376.00

By the time you read this SOUND PRACTICES issue 12 will be HERE, so this should keep you off
the street over the next couple of weekends! Buy acopy for £5.00 . postage tOr self addressed
envelope with order if you Inc in the UK), contains the following articles. Audio Note ANKORU
parallel 1345SE by designer Andy Grove. Lowther: Another opinion by Marc Walters, Tube Users
Guide by Ludell Sibley, Meet the Tube the 50, Herb Remhert on Reviewing Perspectives (avery
good criticism of the current reviewing and measuring practices) and much more!! Much good
and informative reading as usual. again £ 500o A4 see. stamped self addressed envelope if you
live in the UK or 05$ 10 DO and aself addressed envelope il you live abroad.
Vacuum Tube Valley,
Now Ibet you have never heard of this one before, but demonstrating the strength of the revival
in everything that has to do with valves whether single-ended, push-pull or just old and good.
Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarlerry. high qualrty print and read each issue focuses on aUS brand
of yesteryear. In the correct issue Issue 2Volume One) Heathkrt is dealt web extensively. There
Is along article by Eric Barbour About the 8134 ( not afavourite of mine any longer, but avery
popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overview ol available and vintage types The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplification building. very practical and useful
Cathode bias. agreat article about how to bias the VV52B and biasing and tubelife In general.
Tube matching ( valve matching to us Brits') and much more It Is nice to see amagazine that
takes ahistorrcal perspective. Well worth aread, available from us at £ 8.50 acopy or directly
from VTV 1095. 6 Duane Ave. Suite 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA, $ 35.00 for foreign subscribers 4Issues now available.
POSITIVE FEEDBACK.
This mone type of feedback that we are not entirely agarnstl Positive Feedback is the club magazine for Me Oregon Mode Society with aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970%.11 is aquarterly publication of zany, controversial commentary,
by in-house writers members, as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music,
audio technology and loe quest for musical satisfaction. Ifor one, think It is an excellent read
and provides agOOd alternative view to most of the establmhed press, which tends to view the
world in the context of what new products is available right now. valhout giving much perspective backwards We have several back issues available of Positive Feedback and the latest issue Is
past off the press and all are available at f7.00 per issue Yours truly is aregular contributor to
PF. what boner reason to subscribe]
LISTENER MAGAZINE.

00.00

Group Care typically 16Hz to 50KHz minus 1508. stripwoun double C-cores made from Me best
available soldon steel lannatiOn, theSe outputs will compare m re than favourably wnr, the best available types from days gone by and from other current sources Me Partridge. Tango, Tamura etc.
Group Duse Audio Not- silver vare, need Isay more77
Specifications.
PP ePush- Pull PPP = Parallel Push-Pull SE eSingle-ended PSE eSingle-ended Parallel UL signifies 43% ultrahnear tan as ageneral rule we do not condone the use 01 UL- taps. as we consider
these detriment tO sound quality. • • Dynaco replacement
All primary impedances are calculated Mr Class Aoperahon, with the main conselerabon even to
maximum dynamo power transfer abtlity and minimum estortion rather than meaningless steady
state sine- or squarewave conetrons.
All our single-ended output transformers are aegapped and the maximum standing current allowed
before saturation is shown mn column 5.
All our output transtormers are tested lo msuDtion levels of minimum 3.000 volts. all 2111845 outputs are insulated to 5Ky flash, every transformer is tested to this level of Insulation.
We generally overspecify our transformers by 50% power in Push- Pull rwtoch means that atransformer staled as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 watt peaks, our single-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100%, whrch means that they will instantaneously allow peaks of double the given
maximum power through undistorted, this is necessary due to the better clipping behaviour of the
single-ended stage.
We do not give any funloer technical Information on our output transformers as we do not wish to
take part in technical competitions our products are deemed to cnIena which are and will be understood once they are listened toi
In addition to the output transformers °tiered below, we offer adesign service, where we can
supply almost any requirement for wideband transformers, whether for microphones. moving
coil cartridges. line mpul, phase soldier. interstages. (Inver or power output. we design and
manufacture prototypes in-house, the cost for the paper design is £ 200.00. prototype cost is
calculated on aper case basis. We can also produce production quantrhes
111•01•030

TIter1.00

Bencina renew based music and hill magazine that Ireally enjoy reading ( ter:ether ogath F7 and
Audio Adventurer), the music reviews are amongst the very best in the business he equipment
reviews not far behind. This is worthwhde and existmg addition to the available ° preens on
music and equipment and at only £400 per copy agood investment The Listener is apocket
sized Quarterly publication. 4,soues are evadable at the moment
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The Audio Adventure.
Another good ollemotive to th- .stoblish-d mogozin-s, still d- vloping sed not afraid lo lok- o
controversiol stone, hos two ol my Minorite writers on their staff. Myhs Astor and Doyno
11, Hili Hussy, so get acopy ond see for yourself.
COMPLETE KITS,
KIT ONE 30013 single-ended. 9watts Class A. stereo chassis cost £ 799.00 incl. Val. Order Code
AN-KIT-001
KIT TWO 6550 single-ended 15 watts Class k on astereo chassis cost £ 599.00 mcl. Vat. Order
Code AN-KIT-002
KIT THREE 300B parallel single-ended mono chassis, 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1.550.00 incl
Vat Order Code
AN
KIT FOUR6V6 push pull 10 watts Class A. stereo chassis.
AN- KIT-004

Price u.. Us Vet

cost £ 249 00 Incl. Vat Order Code

KIT FIVE will be respecifeed. it hes proven impossible lo release a211/845 kit due to the high voltage
problems
KIT SIX 3008 single-ended. 7
,
8watts Class A. stereo chassis. expected cost £ 449 00 including valves
and Vat this will be our entrypent£ or £ gateway£ to single-ended mode bliss or rock and rol. if you
prefer. Expected available October 1996.
If you are mn doubt asto whether akit protect is suitable lor you. we suggest you spend f10.00 on buying the Instructions for the KIT ONE. single 300E1 amplder this will give you agood idea whether akit
project is for you, dyou demde to buy alot then the £ 10 00 will be refunded a£clainst the cost of the
kit As the other kifs become available thee instruction manuals Will also be avatlable at£10 00 each
We have the Krt One instructions avelabte in Enolish. German and Italian please eddy when ordering.
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
We are in the process of budding up, lour separate ranges of Audio Not Output transformers. morder ILI
Offer the best pOssIble outputs al efferent pricepornto. they will fall into tour categones,
09 Economy range, where the price/quality relahonship ucaretuIN calculated lo ensure audio quality in
acompact package, initially we will only be offering 3single-ended output transformers me this range.
push-pull outputs are under development as well.
BT hfidence range which are the output transformers already on offer we have made acouple of
additions to thrs range since he last list
Ci High Duality range, this will be arange ol double C-core outputs for smoleended circuits exclusively. no push pul outputs will be offered. unless demand requires eAgain 3offerings initially
D.) Super High Ouality range. all-elver wired outputs of the best possibly quably. when Isay best possible. 1ao not mean to say that these sliver Outputs will be as good as the Sliver output transformers
handwound by Audio Note in Japan, they won't, but then again they do not dummy the price tag either!
The quality crrteria for group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to - 15d8. they are it cored with stilton steel
'relations and are supplied with frames and solder tags which will allow good audio quality at the
cost The main cost smug being the use of asmaller core, specified to the exact power level required,
rather than overspeclymg by 50 or 100% as we do on Group B. the winding quaky and copper wire
mthe same
Group Bare rypealry 20Hz to 40KHz minus 15d8. IE cored with high quality Moon steel lamonations,
wound with oxygen-free copper iere and supplied with either bell-ends or frames always with flying
leads.

We also have amarnstransformer choke kit for the WE91 power ampldier as shown in Sound
Practices, this combmed with our smote- ended output transformers with 3KOhm primary impedance, ell make avery fine replica of thes classic amplifier total cost £420 40 per set.
We now also have the facet," to make any menstransformer to your specrlication, as long as you
order minimum 2pos, they can be supplied with soldenags, flying leads, frames or bell-ends. Ask
for quote.
On amore general note, it rs important to understand the specialised nature of the design and
manufacture of transformers for audio equipment. In most industrial applications the main criteria
are cost, weight or longevity an audio menstransformer also have to have good regulabon under
load, must run cool, and generate no mechanical noise or vlbratron, produce no exceseve stray
magnetic fields etc. etc.. apretty tall order. when one considers Moat the cost also has lo be reasonable. So no matter where you order your mens transformer remember that it should conform
to the above cntena, so specify this when you order As ageneral rule we do not recommend potted transformers, as all our trstenIng tests have shown these to sound less clear, than uncoiled
equivalents' Iknow it does not look as good, but to us sound quality IS everything
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Here sa pre:1u tgroup bal you do not see advertised every dayl As usual we staff small with the
inten ion to grow quickhr.
On offer initially Is apreampld er output tansformer, it should be sable in my rend Dreg°
Nare WOT ( With Output True former) pr - amplifier from Sound Practoces. we hall be using it in
the 1rthcoming M3 preampld er. Silver wred versions with 'locket cores are under preparatron,
as ar more mterstage and ono ttransformers.
These handmade signal capad iors are so cally superior to any of the plastic or other paper types
we hve come across. If you hve never epenenced the difference that areally good paper oil
capa tom can make in avalve amplifier, th nyou really should try. Our specially made weed
caps ave alife, colour, lack of harshness and evenness of dynamic behaviour across the trequenCy na fq.e. which is guarantee to brIghte up your dayl Recommended as replacements in old
and ew valve amplifiers alike and even Ithe odd transistor amplifrer), and essential for DIY
projects. In line MA environm ntal standards. all AUDIO NOTE paper in oil capacitors contain
only on-toxic, biodegradable egetable oi the paper is aspecially treated and impregnated by a
method that enhances longevity and sound quality. to ensure optimum performance all round. As
you will see. we are slowly Inc rporafing ° lid 99.9e. pure silver leadouts on this range of paper
in oil capacaors as well in common with the copper and solver foil types. There are several new
values available. including the 2.2mF/50 o dcaps made for speaker crossovers and the
a56mF/200 volt suitable fors lid state amps. we have also added some values suitable for RIM
equalizing networks and the odfeedbac loopl Union unatety new EEC environmental laws are
pushing up the cost of manufacturing all tepaper mn oil capacitors and we have had to increase
the prices by between 20% an 903h toc mpensate for this. in afew cases more hap that, the
smaller values are hardest hit syou wore expect when you lery astandard Charge per capacitor,
due to necessary but not inexp nsive acle nenvironment requeements.
Iam all for protecting the envi onment an not just against bad soundrng amplifiers ( I), regardless of this. the Audio Note pa eric oil ca acdors remen the premoum choice for single-ended
triode amplificahon
fo bridge the price and performance gap etween the aluminium toll and copper fort capacitors
we are introducmg arange of tin foil pape in oil capacitors, available from now.
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AUDIO NOTE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES
Our valves are selected from the be tavailable surcas adare tested to the same stringent standards that we apply mthe production of our own amplifiers, they lait into two catargones, standard
production Itemo and rare, mostly NOS New 0dStock) elves which are no longer in production
We have complied aspecial list ol NOS items, which is available against astamped see addressed
envelope, dyou live outsffle the UK, send uss 2.00. You Maid be aware that the valves are on Mrs
Irs1 are NOT cheap, but we have stock 01 original GE. RCA and United Electronics 211, both standard
versions and reinforced anode type Mr the its airforce. 845 Westinghouse. VT25/10/10Y,
VT62/80114, WE3009. STC43004. Mallard 62341CV1377, Tungsol 5U4G { best sounding 5U40 Ihave
ever heard!). Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.
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Please note. our 3008's are manufactured in China by Golddragorehuquano. but are tested &house under
real working pond ons to parameters somewhat more stnn ent than is otherwise done No. they do not
sound qude as good as original Western Electric or RCA 'sor SIC43004s nor do they carry the sarna
premium price, please consider the following, unless you have absolutely tons of money or you happen to
have them in your Pic, do not consider original 3008S It is in most cases lar better to invest the money in
more permanent lratures ol the amplifier ;Holed like better output transformers better signal caps or ne
like, valves wear ot, better quality passive components last much longer bparr DI original WE 300Es cost
at least £ 1200 Pi on agood day. so instead of being obsessed by gethng the best valves at any pr(e,
think di terms Or a overall price compromise you can get some fabulOuS sounding passives components
for Me difference icost between apair ot Chinese or Russian DOES and OH original WES and veth the
Audio Note • VIOC AV300(3's which in most muds sound much better than even the oklest WE's
becomes even less advantageous to use original output valves So lor the sake or priority fist look to
improve the permanent side of your amplder . then invest in the best valves available in current supply, and
then if you win the lottery recale with on nais it you are truly desperate to find out what one loando like!
One thing is guaranteed, the best WE 3008's will contribute, always consider that when you plan your pro.
lect or revalue your ernstrng amplifier
Resistors
We endeavour to stock the entire E12 range ot all the deferent resistors that we stock except the lowest
olonic values, which are extreme/ costly, as arule we do not stock values below 100H145 or above 303
Whilst we always try to have every single 612 value rn stoc this cannot be guaranteed delivery, especially
on the Holcos and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed, however since most are used in Our
PrOrihrehOO Of bmshed products. Mere will generally be SIOCk available within 4weeks
Beyschlaq
We otter three quality levels of resistor quality all are 1
Ai. starting with Me Beyschlag 'Marie which are
slightly magnetic as are the vast matoory of other makes of metal film refistOrSfi Out nonetheless very
good sounding, as used in all our UK-made ampldrers. up to and including quality Level 3. the
14EISHIFP3fP4. MOE no- feedback triode amplifiers
Beyschlag Iwatt lk, resistors up to 500KOhm, d011, above 5000hm C013 each
HOLCO
Belle sound quality can be achieved with the H2. Iwatt lb, non-magnetic resistors which we regard as
he best findustoal grade" metalfilm resistors available They have one small drawback. as they are quite
fragile and require careful handling. do not bend the legs to close to the body. HOLCO resistors are sensitive creatures and become noisy very easily The HOLCO resistors values on stock are, IRO. 10RO. 12R
15R 18P. 22R. 27R, 338, 390. 47R, 508. 56R. 68R. 82R. 100A. 120A. 150R. 1800, 2208, 2008, 3308.
39OR 4308, 470R, 510R, 560R. 6000. 680R. 820R. 1K0.1K2, 1K5, 1K8. 2K2. 2K7. 3K3, 3K9, 3192. 4(7.
51I6. 6K8. 8K2. 101( 12K. 15K, 1814 22K, 27K. 33K. 39K. 44K.4716. 5616. 68K. 82K, 1001( 12016, 05011,
1804 220K. 270K. 300K. 330K. 390K. 392K. 470K. 54821. 560K. 620K. 6130K 820K 11•10, 1146 31,13
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Based around the Justly famous 300E1 erectly heated
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running in SRPP as drivers. The KIT THREE o essentolly a mono version of the KIT ONE With

Polished chrome chases and besends is also available at C 400 00 extra

The AUDIO NOTE KIT FOUR.
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The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
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YUGOSLAVIA please contact. KORATO Systems, Kumanovska 2b, 11000 Belgrade, Yugoslawa
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classified
Analogue
Productions.
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos,
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K.
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion:
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Gerdes. DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Dorian; ECM; Elektra; EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History 0
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor: Gecko; Gift Horse
Catalogue $5.
Kamei; Rhino; Rounder

Music Mill

I"

information/

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, USA

/1•__•:

Hi Fi advice that's always worth listening to.

Absolute Nnind. qualittud 011g111CVN

ill liase nrui

modify or re-align any high-end equipment. We i,),1
undertake rebuilds with selected audioéhile gral.
components and can also tiller a valve
matching service. Expect only the best.
Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

,4(//17,476M'Eeepdpe,44,,e,1'

0131 - 555 3963
EXPOSURE IV DUAL REGULATED £ 1100
EXPOSURE 18 MONO REGULATED
£ 1100
EXPOSURE 17 MM PRE
£450
CASTLE ( NESTERS (MAHOGANY)
£350
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3A PRE + MA50 MONO £400
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£250
MERIDIAN 601 + 602
£ 1600
AUDIOLAB 8000 S
£480
MARK LEVINSON No 27
£ 1500
TDL RTL 3ROSEWOOD
£250
PRO-AC RESP 1S
£600
KEF 104/2 ( NOT UNI Q) ROSEWOOD £700
I
Ocirreópm • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 50G

RIVERSIDE HIFI
Absolute Tune-ups

moap

l'x Demonstration - part exchange equipment to clear
WAS
NOW
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOS III
699
599 (D)
ARCAM XETA ONE
999
849 (D)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 22
4390
3850 (
D)
DUAL CS 5000
250
150 (P)
KOETSU RED (8MTHS USE)
1550
1325 (D)
MICHELL GYRODEC
905
800 (D)
MICHELL 150
420
365 (D)
MICHELL 150 HR
895
760 (D)
MONITOR AUDIO R652
699
475 (P)
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE R/WOOD
2400
1950 (0)
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 12 PIANO Ft/WOOD
1400
1200 (D)
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 100 PIANO BLACK
10,000_7500 (D)
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 SE BLACK
3995
3499 (D)
BEL STUDIO OAK
3000
2595 (D)
SONUS FABER EXTREMA 4. STAND
7400
6290 (D)
SONUS FABER GUARMEN HOMAGE
6200
4990 (D)
MI, STUDIO MONITOR BLACK
2500
1999 (D)
WILSON WITTS
8888
6999 (D)
MANY MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
P= PART EXCHANGED D DEMO STOCK
TEL (0181) 892 7613

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM FAX (
0181) 892 7749
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLD LANE. HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS HP15 6XR
(01494) 714058 8FAX

-101.

BANDOR DRIVERS
• Ail ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers lods of musical spectrum.
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE 8ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £ 1.00 STAMP

REV

ED LVER

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed
British loudspeaker range.
For further details, contact David O'Malley.
REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505
Fax 0044 161 905 1965

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

venvz

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios

Maxwell

Road

Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE

M AD1SOUND

PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
'AMNON 1111..

Solen Inductors
Chateaurouxpoly

seas
c

-,
-"S‘Skaaning
•de./ Loudspeakers

ECLIPSE

CVNAUDICY

WANTED & FOR SALE
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
MULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER LE2 80E TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

TEC ,NOLOGP,

ACOUSTIC PANELS

SLEDGEHAMMER

Fed up with 'NEW model' hype ?
THE RUSS ANDREWS SOLUTION
Don't change it - upgrade id
By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will
astound you and for a fraction of the cost of buying a

LEAP

new model.
Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICIN G OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

tel
•11811

Ibb,I
21414

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: medisoundeitis.com
Web Page: http:/vnwcitis.com/maclisound

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 1997

=i

EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI

IDWILIEU

RYOutl.

+44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

Phone:

WorldY best HiFi components.
Our Upgrade Guides and Kits provide instructions on
how to carry out avast range of upgrades.
Our unique after-sales technical support ensures
you have access to our expertise should you
have any queries

We guarantee:
no hype, just great sound!
To receive our latest information and upgrading advice
-just mail, phone or fax the following address.
Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Westmorland. LA8 9AS England.
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EQUIPNIENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcam Alpha 5Plus CI) Pla)er ( Special Offer)
Arcam Delta 250 Tran.port
A&R A60 Amplifier
Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated 5+) CD Player
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifier
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Cyrus 2/PSX Amplifier
Deltec PDM 1/2 DAC
Grane P100/GIOOMOGIOOPV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white)
lamo 7000 THX Speaker System
KEF 10772 Speakers
Krell KSAI00 Power Amplifier
Linn LPI2/LVX Turntable
Lumley REF PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier
Meridian 203 DAC 5
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
Mark Levinson MLII Power Amplifier
Micromega Stage One CD Player
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
Musical Fidelity 3B Pre Amplifier
Musical Fidelity The Pre Amp
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
Nakamichi BX100E Cassette Deck
Naim NAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
Naito NAPI I() Power Amplifier
Naim 32/90 Pre Power Amplifier
Naim NAC 32/5 Pre Amplifier
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
Quad 44/306 Amplifier
Renos A76 FM Tuner
RCF 40001 Wide Semen Projector
Roark Equinox Speakers
Roark Paladin Speakers
Rega ELA Speakers
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
Yamaha DSP970 Pro Logic Amplifier
Yamaha DSP2070 Pro Logic Amplifier

(new)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(ex dem)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(ex dem)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)

299.95
495.00
95.00
395.00
699.00

400.03
700.00
150.00
120.00
395.00
34001
701100
450.00
1500.00
1900.00
1600.00
450.00
200.00
475.00
250.00
595.00
520.0()
1000.00
449.00
130.00
220.00
150.00
295.00
195.00
450.00
300.00
450.00
295.00
599.00
595.00
259.95
629.95
350.00
220.00
3995.00
1200.00
799.00
350.00
495.00
600.00
495.00
750.00

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.

14

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports " David Prakel. Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate. Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: U U UUU Malcolm Steward Hi-F1 Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper,
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it, Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

Wadi«, etiNe Cie et dieteopued

THE GLASSMAT 0
The finest platter mat in the world.
1 1

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY.
THE TABLESTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR 771E GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY 7TIRN7ABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMENT.
BACKLASH SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN l'PGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MK,R0 RIDGE STYLI TS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS

ALSO FOR

EMT AND THORENS TD124.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME/GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6")
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRAR DS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429
E

----- •••

classified
errs

HIGH END AUDIO

AUDIO

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

SALE
UST
CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS AP I. ,1.1 4RDS
VERY RARE BLACK AS11 MINT
f1 495 stand £3.503
£4A02
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINTshall
El 995
SONY 337 ESO CO PESTER MINT
£295 stand £5C0
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL SUC
f195 stand f650
f799
RESTELL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP MINT
2799
nea
GOIDIAUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
CI 995 stand £5.000
MARK LEVINSON AlL3 DUAL MON POWER AMPS MINT
£3995 stand DISCO
TANDBERG TPAX09A MK2 MONO POWER MAPS MONT
f1.095 stand £3.195
ADCOM GFA 565 MONO POWER A/APS BALANCED MINT
£5 ,255 stand f2,000
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT. MINT
£ 1.995 stand f4.030
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD. MINT
£925
new f1.495
SUMO ARIA PANLEL SPEAKERS OAK. VGC
E795 stand V3.002
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS & STAND MINT
£ 1.695 stand £2.454
SEP 1222 SPENCERS ROSEWOOD. RUSE dKUDOS STANDS £595 stand £1.158
HARFDALE MICR I4WAY ACTIVE SPENCERS GREY SMITE 1OF
CNLY 5SPARES MADWE SUPERB VCG
El 995 stand PHONE
CARVER W.-12114 LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
£895 stand 12.260
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT ICD TRANSPORT MINT
£ 1.995 stand £3292
PIERRE LuRNE JIMIO TURNTABLE dSL5 ARM MINT
El . 995 stand £3 900
ORACLE DELPHI MKS TURNTABLE SUNOCO MDC8C0 MINT € 1.795 stand El 403
PASSION PASSIVE PREAMP MINT
£395 stand 0521
PRIIAARE 201P PHONE LINE PIAEAMP dPAIR OF 202 MONO POWER AMPS
ALL IN STAINLESS SUPERB RAPE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTY MINT
f7.500 exidano f
13 800
MARANTZ CD 65 MK 2SE CD PLAYER. MINT
r175 stand £
350
GRYPHON XT PREAMP PLU MC
£2.495 stand 05.485
ELECTROCOMPANIET AWI00 DMB BAL AIAP
£ 1.295 stand 12010
ALP1MSON SYPHONY TURNTABLE & ARM SUPPLY MINT
01295 stand f2 7C0
MERIDIAN 5C6 KG 2CD PLAYER MKT
£125 stand £
950
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
£795 stand V.750
THRESHOLD FET 10E LNE FET 10 PHCNO BALA/ACED MINT £2495 stand 54 920
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI4 PREAMP MINT
El 595 shed f3 298
PE/0AG RESPONSE 2SPENCERS VARIOUS WOODS MINT
£995 eedenn El 650
AERIAL IOT SPENCERS &STANDS BLACK VINT
£3599 eudemo E'E 30C
ACCLPHASE DP65 exe CD PLAYER DIO VOUNE BAL
£.995 stand SE VI
APOGEE DAX ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER MINT
£ I.495 stand £.1.*
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED. VGC
E2.500 stand £
525,-.
MERIDIAN 603 MU 2PRENAP DAC REMOTE, MINT
£925 exidemo £1.750
THRESHOLD FET 10 LINE a, PHONO ESUPPLIES. MINT
f11395 Shand f4250
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA MKS VALUE PREAMP MINT
£995 stand MOO
PRIMARE 928 SERIES PREAMPS & MONO AMPS. MINT
£3925 stand .9aT
.1 1AAGNEPLANAR 25RSPENCERS FOUNDATION STANDS MINT £995 stand 222•0.
CELLO STRINGS 4.7 METRE LENGHTS TRIWIRE SPEAKER CABLE
GOOD SAVING FOR ARAD OR STRATS OR OTHER
£ 1500 stand 07000
ACCLPASE II " ne,SPOPT D.,C7-G ,VOLUME
53995 stand BUNDLES
€1995 stand f2895
£295 stand £
900
LeALEY ST7C
£ 1495 NEW MO
£1695 NEW U300
ALON ESPENDERSY,ACK Mei"
£ 1895 stand E3803
SONUS FABER EXTREMA SPENCERS dSTANDS. MINT
53995 stand E689)
ENSEMBLE PRIMA DONNA SPEAKERS. MINT
£3995 stand C10300
MERIDIAN 605 MONO POWER AMPS BAL. MINT
f1495 *Mena 0900
TANNOY 638 PROFILE SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
5325 stand f600
ACCOUSTAT uSPENCERS ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID
£495 stand £1025
MARTIN LOGAN CLS 22 BLACK NEW PANELS dAroo STANDS MINT
12755 stand f5000
5C00
PROAC RESPONSE 35 BURR OAK. MINT
£3995 solemn £
3903
CALTEIAPEST 2CD PLAYER VALVE BARGAIN MINT
51925 stand £
11995 stand £
6E03
ACCUPHASE DP70 CD PLAYER BALANCED AT&T. MINT
Ltes eeclemo cles
MERIDIAN 508 20 BIT CD PLAYER LATEST MINT
£19co exam 12540
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 565 29 BIT SAC LATEST MINT
stand
BEN DUNCAN AMP-01 PRE-AMP BALANCED VG C
£3750 stand SOGRYPHON LTD EDITION PRE-AMP BRILL. MINT
KRELL KRSBP REFERENCE FULLY BALANCED 6BOX PRE-AMP
WORTH THIS JUST TO LOOK AT MINT
f4500
CAT SU SIGNATURE VALVE PRE-NAP & PHONO. MINT
£2795
KRELL KSA.250 POWER AMP BALANCED. MINT
£3495
LUMLEY REFERENCE 1.1120 VALVE MONONAPS. MINT
£ 1500
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE AMP BALANCEO MINT
L2250 shs:,
CARY 10315 WATT TRIODE STEREO VALVE AMP CHROME MINT £795 stand 21455
BEARD Ploo AIK2 VALVE NAPS KTIE8 VALVES 3AVAILABLE MINT
we £685 stand £1430
APOGEE MINI GRAND G5 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK SUBWOOFERS
ICROSSOVER 91117 SUPER DOOPER
£3995 stand f8595
B&W BOO MATRIX SPEAKERS BLACK AS>I REALLY SERIOUS STUFF
PEX THOSE 801 dFRIGHTEN YOURSELF. MINT
t5995 stand CI0000
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£2995 shand £
66C0
SHELL AS SPENCERS WALNUT THESE KILLEDA COW ONCE £2995 stand £
6995
CAMBRIDGE COI CD PLAYER ACIDIFIED VGC
£695 stand EIRO.
MERIDIAN 208 CD PREA/AP PHONO BOARD ARSA MINT
£796 stand f1665
CARY CAD 5500CD LINE PREAMP VALVE WITH ANOLCGUE PROCESSOR
MINT
£595 stand £1200
SMELL ASS ICOS POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
f3495 Shand f5843
KRELL KSA 200S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT 2OF THESE NAPS
7987
f4995 sEaTS £
AVAILABLE EACH
stand £ 1100
HEYBROOK SEXTET SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£450 stand £
650
'TO- VMS 3HEAD CASSETTE DECK MINT
£795 stand £
3300
7. 0 _AB 8003 CON TRANSPORT &8000 DAC MINT
DIMS stand £12000
S. .AB ELMO 0PRE-AMP MINT
f595 stand an
COO LAB LOCO TTUNER MINT
£1295 stand £16020
AUDIO LAS BUM MONO AMP MINT
I223
LOAS Shand £
SONUS FABER OUID INTEGRATED MP MINT
ESAS stand S1250
COUNTERPOINT 5412 POWER AMP BLACK MINT
f1395 stand f2950
ENSEMBLE FMI SPENCERS TEAK MINT
MONITOR AUDIO 20SE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD COMPLETE WITH
£1195 stand E24C00
NEW IN THIS MONTH
45 .
— EKPEqE: i. -,CLASSIC TURNTABLE SILVER WIRED ARM
PINK TRIANGLE POWER SUPPLY MINT
f995 stand 52503
ALPHA GENISIS 2000 CARTRIDGE MINT
£495 stand £ I200
MICROMEGA 21CD TRA6E >...' F' 5DUO PRO 2DAC
£2500 SEATS UfAID
AUDIO RESEARCH LS59.: E:. EAMP MINT
£2995 stand f5,920
KRELL PAN IDUAL MOTU = ,-..s_ ,MP MIMIC
£_995 stand tI998
KRELL KST 100 MK2 POWER AMP BAL MINT
LISOS stand £
2897
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE LTD EDITION SPEAKERS
aSTANDS MINT
£4500 stand £
6200
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 AIK2 VALVE MONO POWER AMPS
SILVER MINT
£3925 stand £12.000
MARK LEVINSON NO 20.5 REF POWER AMPS MINT
04995 stand 012 502
OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £2.00
Careless
your

cable

excellent
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choices

can

system.

database,
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Cable
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Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432

IAN HARRISON HIFI

purchases over $ 50.

TEL: 01283 702875

• 48 brands, 238 cable products.

U FREE

of all US taxes.

SALE
A\ III 6. III 1 \ Ic I

• \\ IWISER III 7s ,,-;
11115

ORTOIION AI( 2',11

£ 425

AUDIO TECH \ \
AT-0C9

• \'. I1111SER 1117580
• \\ IWISER
III:641 IIEV70

.

SENNHEISER III

SENNIIEISER 9850
£

0.5 METRE

£ 100

SENNHEISER 1114535

0.5 METRE
AUDIOQUEST

X170

DIAMOND 0 '))) 1

SENNHEISER ORPHEUS....£P0A
BEYER IM)I I

5085

TEAC V8030S

£599

BEYER DT531

£105

GOLDRING EXCEL VX

GRAI X) SRO( r
GRADO RSI
SONY TCKA61's
SONY TC.KOIIS

GOLDRING EXCEL V)(

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

atv

X2 70

GOLDRING ELITE

£185

SONY MI )SJE5'110
SONY MI /SIAM'S
SONY TLDDHOM

GOLDRING ELITE

sc,61 1111

111211

EXCHANGE;

.. 1

SONY Tc.Kr.(em`,

£415

EXCHANGE.

): 28')

DIGITAL VIDE! / 2 . ')\ 1

£P0A

POINEER CT.95

; 5,, IV
-

AUDIOQIIEST IAPIS

£95

£795

SENNHEISER 57.660

, P,

AUDIOQUEs I, Il VIII /

£ 120

SENNHEISER 111)5

GOLDR1NG 1)42 STYLUS

11 ,1VII 1,‘2 , I,\ I
£ 9-4
, 4,
tP0.4
.
irk SONY W611 Xa:PRO

DENON 1)1.3(1-1

£ 165

GOLDRING GIO.

MK DAT IRO

DENON 141.304

MIN ORDER; 10 £.7. 7 6 EACH

EXCHANGE.

£ 145

NIAXELL DAT 120

GRAD() PRESTIGE GOLD £125

MIN ORDER; 10

PRESTIGE GOLD STYLUS £73

XL135/18011

sl!LIRE V15VXMR

MIN ORDER; S
11112 51511

£235

VIII '
RE VN5NIR Sn'l 1 ' s

I

£5.45 EACI I
s2I,75 EACI I
I
.V
, II

Yy'y I ) EN HI 1 • •

CELTIC AUDIO

CARTRIDGES,
TURNTABLES .Sz ARMS
mull:H(11\1)

Electrostatic Loudspeakers

V.1)1 \() N, Trill Eli. OltinfoN.

GOLDR1NG, ARCAM, GRADO, MI/IDOL lE.ST,
\Vs DEN HUI„ IS SL 0, TECHNICS, STANTON. ROKSAN.

Quad - ESL 63

IISO, TRANSFIGURATION, LONDON IDF:CCA), SME

TEST CD'S

Repair - Cleaning

& CASSETTES;

TEST RECORD

Refurbish - Upgrade

'4\Y

,

II:1 '.)

IIIII\l \A, ) 1, 1IIIIIIIIII

01256 895795 voice
01256 893136 fax

)111

, 1‘)

1111\1 \ II

111 Mu)))

III \,I\VIIII,IIIIIl\II\IIII
IIT AR:

Jo ICI I " IICIC1 11 \ I, 6c ) 1 \ II 11111111111

I ) 1I.) )), )) 1RR) ) 1 \ I) ))) ) 1 \ I) ( I)
IARItI)))) \ VII 1:11 - PI 1e 1,1 - -11

t12
,

1

ARRISEIN 2011z- 20M-1A sAA III'
1
I

Hertfordshire /Nord London

AUDIO/RECORD FAIR

II \ RRIS()N AZIMUTF1 TEST C.- \ •)) 1
\

IS ' PEES) TEST CASSETEI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR

on SUNDAY 23 MARCH

TO ORDERING.

ALWAYS WANTED:

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED WM1 FULL U.K.

Vintage and Modern Equipment Records and CD's
Next to Grundy Park Leisure Centre, Wolsley Hall,
Cheshunt. ( M25 Junction 25 A10.)
I5 mins from Cheshunt Station) at 10.30 - 4.30

GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY F:Q1.1PMF:NT AT ALL
NO GREY IMPORTS. PAYMENT IS BY CHEQUE. CASH OR
PO.STAL ORDER. (F(X)DS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ( 4N APPROVAL.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FURTHER PRICES, ADVICE.

FREE PARKING
Tables £ 20

Admission £ 1.50

BROCHURES OR REVIEWS.

Refreshments As ai 1
able

IAN HARRISON HIFI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY/

For further information
Meier .Slerr on 01992 620905

7 MILL HILL. REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 66Q.

Sifvernote
APRIL 1997

feed-

best in your system.
MI FREE SHIPPING on

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

strangle

The

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work

1'0 Bo: 1::)›). C11),11uni.

HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

= LINKS

1:6:7 1,111

TEL 01283 7028=5 YAM- 551'M
ICAN SUPPLY MANY OTHER PRODUCIS NOT AIWERTISED HERI
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS,

117

classified
SERIOUS

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON 30/31 Transport & DAC

KITS

SONY [ spirit TA-E900 Pre-amp Excellent £995

Awesome

£ 12000

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £595

ROWLAND Model 5Stereo Power amp balanced £2995

TRANSPARENT Music Link Plus 1mtr Balanced £375

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Alpha DAC balance input.£1200

TRANSPARENT Ref. Interconnect 1E st. pair £1595

M1CROMEGA T-Drive CD Transport AES/EBU £895

GENESIS Model Ill speakers. MINT

£2495

STUDER A725 Pro CD Player balanced output £1250

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

VAN DEN HUL The second balanced 0.6mtr £150

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1MINT

£995

WHITEFIELD,

SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 1mtr set

£275

PRO-AC Response One S' (ex demo)

£995

SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 0.75mtr set

£175

PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood)

£615

MANCHESTER M45 801'.

MUSE Model Eighteen Subwooter

£1995

273 BURY NEW ROAD,

B&W 805 Loudspeakers UNUSED

Tel. 0161 796 6656

B&W MPA1 Mono power amps

Serious kits have a
and ex-dem goods

Audio Note M/B's

MARK LE PINSON ML3 200 watt stereo amp

KOETSU Onyx MC Phono cartridge £495

ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash

YOU Reference Turntable ( Large Motors) £4695

STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused £95

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/Boxed

£3995

138W 808 Loudspeakers

£1995

LINN Isobarik Loudspeakers Teak Boxed

£795

LINN LP12 with lttok LVII tonearm

£595

LINN Troika MC phono cartridge

£395

STUDER 0807 Pro tape recorder MINT

£3750

£1995
£895
£1295
£3250
£ 1395
£2495
£695
£1495
£1495
£395
£795
£450
£ 1995
£4995
£ 1995
£850
£995
£795
£395
£2250
£295
£2250

mint
mi nt
mist
mint
mint

£11995
£2750
£550
£3995
£4995

SPEAKERS
Wilson Watt System 5.1
Atoo V MkI
KEF 103.4
Apogee Diva + Dax
Infinity IRS Beta

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

IOSEKI Blackheart

11995 £1500

KOETSU Urushi

£
2297

11695

KOETSU Red Signature £2000

11500

DONT MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST:

£650

http://members.aol.com/heatherdalfheatherd.htm

GARRARD 401 turntable in Slate Plinth

£395
£350

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

ORTOFON MC25FL phono cartridge NEW

£210

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED

VISA

FOR SALE

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mari;heatherclal@aol corn
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234

Apogee Scintila
Thiel C.S 1.2
Ensemble PAI-Silver bi-wire
UKD Callas Special Edition
Sonus Faber Concertino
KEFF 107.2 Rosewood
Tannoy D700 (Definition, Rosewood)
Alion VI MK2 Black
Alion IV MK2 Rosewood
Quad ESL 63 ( Rosewood) & Stands
Quad ESL 63 (Rosewood) & Stands
Duntech Crown Princes
Linn Keilihds & Plinth
Alion Petite
Apogee Caliper
Sonus Faber Electra Amators & Iron
Wood Stands
KEF 103.4
KEF 105.3

mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
as new £1995
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £1895
mint s/h £1495
as new £3495
new
£2495
mint s/h £1695
mint s/h £1795
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £495
Ex. Demo £695
mint eh
£795
mint s/h £2195

Wadia 16
Denon DCD Si
Theta Data 2 / Pro Gen Ill AT&T,
Balanced
Theta Data Basic Transport
Krell Studio 2
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
Roksan DP- 1Transport
Linn Minik
Kenwood DP-X9010
Krell SBP 64X
RS. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Wadia 8transport
Wadia 15 Dac
Krell 20 il
Wadia 22/26
Krell KPS 30i
Meridian 508 18 bit
Wadia VVT 2000 94 Spec
RS. Audio Labda - S.T. optical/AES/EBU
Audio Synthesis DAC-1 optical/HDCD
Meridian 506 18 bit
Meridian 508 18 bit

as new
mint s/h
mint s/h

£5995
£2495
£4995

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sib

£1495
£1795
£595
£695
£595
£250
£3500
£895
£695
£1995
£1995
£8750
ROA.
£3250
£795
£3250
£995
£1195
£695
£895

mint s/h £595
mint s/h £1200
CD PLAYERS & SACS

h

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARIOUS
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
Linn LP12 / Ittok
Linn Ekos
Audio Note AN-S1
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
Koetsu Urushi
Lynx Tuner
Transparent Ultra Cable
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther MkIll

Whim

VAN DEN HUI Grasshopper Silver £3000 £1995

SONUS FABER Elector speakers & Slate stands........£1295

Finance incl - interest free

mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

Aernam Iwo

AVI S2000 MA Power Amplifier

Please call for details

Gryphon Bel-Canto
McCormak ALD-1 Line/Phono
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS 5Mk11
Adyton Modus
CAT. SL- ILine/Phono
McCormack TLC- 1
Audio Research SP14
Exposure 14 + 9 ( pre & pou)
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tesserac Tala
Musical Fidelity MX
Audio Research SP15 MkI
Jeff Rowland Consumate & Phono
Audio Research LS2B Mk11
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
DNM 3 & 6Pack
Audio Synthesis Passion 8
Audio Synthesis Pro Passion
Krell KRC 2
Audio Synthesis Passion
Boulder L5 AE

£3195
£350

" SPECIAL OFFERS ON UNUSED BOXED CARTRIDGES '

with

SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands

and many more.

PRE AMPLIFIERS

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre (f3398) £2250

Mission Cyrus III + PSX

£6500
£3250
£1995
£4995
£2995
£8995
£2395
£2295
£2995
£1395
£3250
£995
£895
£2995
£ 1695
£3995
£6995
£1195
£1995
£3250
£1995
£395
£3295
£1995
£4495

£695

MICRO SEIKI DOX-1000 turntable Excellent £595

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SPI pre & )(PAK 2pou

Krell M/B's

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

LUXMAN CL32 pre-amp with phono stage £595

ION SYSTEMS Nexus MA400 Mono Power Amps £950

for sale including:-

POWER AMPS

£
250

f695

TEAC P700 CD Transport MINT/Boxed £695

selection of s/h

Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
Krell KSA 250
Audio Research D125 balanced
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Gryphon S100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Jett Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Primare 202 monoblocks
Lumley ST 70
Jadis Defy 7MkIll
Yves Cochet AL3 valve 75 wpc
LFD PAI/LSI
VTL Manley 225 monoblocks
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Krell FPB 300
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Audio Research D200
Audio Research D250
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Meridian 205 Monoblocks
Boulder 500AE
Audio Research VT 60
Jadis JA 80 monoblocks

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono

as new
mint s/h
good/cond.
good/cond.
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£3495
£2250
£395
£595
£150
£795
£1295
£295
P.O.A.
£1995
£2250

• • • • •

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hut, XL0,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom Idem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

Audion Alerna U.K.
25 Montefiore Road
Hove
East Sussex
BN3 1RD
Dear David Chessell Eric A.ndersson & Audion Alerna U.K.
1have just taken delivery of apair of your Golden Night rnonoblock
'amplrs and Inest tell you they are truly magnificent, both of you &
everybody concerned with the design and manufacture of Audion products are to be
congratulated. Iam sure the Golden Night Amplifiers will become known as one of
the great amplifiers of all time. It was David who thoughtfully suggested when I
telephoned Mena U.K. Ishould, before deciding, try the Self Cancelling Single Ended
Golden Nights. How right he was, they are amongst the very finest of amplifiers and in
my opinion the best power amplifiers ever! May Isay also that Zen Audio of hull are
without doubt areally first class outlet, praise should go in particular to the proprietor
Graham Bolton, the most unsaleslike salesman you are ever likely to meet, as soon as
you walk into his shop, "the afriend not asalesman" atmosphere that he orchestrates
hits you, it is both welcome and desirable, arefreshing and likeable change from, we
must sell at all costs attitude of the 90's. Graham soon adds his own very special personality to proceedings and takes charge of things in avery friendly way, his depth of
understanding in each individual customers needs is commendable. The effort he puts
into getting it just right is second to none, he alone was instrumental in my admiration
of your products, he is an amazing person, independent but working very hard on your
behalf, Icannot tell you the value of this man to yoe company. Iwould therefore, if I
may, suggest he should go ineiediately to the top d your best dealer list, assuming of
course that you have one and that he is not already there. Finally may Imake acouple
and meaningful comments regarding the Golden Nights. Do you think it
would be fitting if they had an owners manual as do the Silver Nights and secondly it
of
well be
mean
would
rather nice Ithink and fitting to receive with the amps, Audion Motive Cloth
dust covers, to protect them when not in use. This is something that is done by another
manufacturer to great effect and is well received. Can Ithank you for asuper product
and wish you every success, both now and in the future. Success Imight add you, your
company and all connected with it undoubtedly deserve,
dentally Iam known to
Graham and Zen Audio only as acustomer my comments are therefore totally genuine

and utterly deserved.

Kind regards and Best Wishes
Mr C.W. from Yorkshire

ZEN

AUDIO hi - fi excellence

35 GEORGE STREET, HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

AUDioN
103 SOUTH STREET LANCING BN15 8AS
Tel: 01903 750755 Fax: 01903 750756

classified
THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEUFAX 01379 650744
SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

ClUAD

NAKAMACHICR3E one rend owner ham new
of the valves
OUED 34 grey plena sockets

RADFORD STA 25 tenure

f300

LOV/THER ACOUSTA CABINETS and dnve unos always nstock
GOODMANS AXIOM 150. 300. 301.201 TRIAXIOM etc In stock
COKORDANT EXHILARANT Me level we writ wooden sleeve £450
QUAD 33303

LISO

QUAD 22/11 colour T•shrrt

El 0post free

HETBROOK HB1 mk3 branre

C150
0.200
£250

LEAK STEREO 20
MOTH 40 watt manoblocks
MICHEL/TRANSCRIPTOR turntables always wanted and usually nstock

GARRARD 301 401 Rercurously heavy Manne steel sandwrch cortsbucten
pknlh 11 you ve ahvays lanced atank but have nownere to put one buy one ol
these Instead

from C200

LEM( troughltnes another lot nstock pnces van/ horn

f70 to 0150

and all hoe the usual Emponum poky al money back rf not satrshed
APAIR OF MOLLARD 5-10 monoblocks
FleaMkrt 68412 lust serviced

f250

LEAK T1.124 gold very good

1150

MERIDIAN ARGENT L1000 new yours Mr amerry

£425

BEARD HAI 100 Inn level .tegraled monster vane

£ 150

0550
2200
£250 parr

OUAD 50 monblocks tranwslor late 1860'
AUDIO RESEARCH D70

0900

RADFORD STA 15111
WHARFEDALE knee Dramones Red

fro tuners always rn stock

£300

BEARD P35 Mkt 1nee chrome power amp yarn black cage to keep those kiddies

Bus ,

QUAD 77 CD ( )7TAMP

120
pwr boxed £ 1
086

LINN WACONDAILK100, remote boxed

LOTS

AUDION EDISON Nona' ELLA Power amp

LOSO

AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY ICARVI 350E stereo smote ended
Power amp
HEART 30013 wee ended monoblocks New at ex-dem ¡nee

LISO
LISIO

BEARD 1
,100 MKII power amp

CESO
£125

CLASSIC Valve MC to MAI steP uP

050
8ANDOR TRIDENT as wowed lasl month)
HITACHI D900 Massne black 3Head/Dual Capstan cassette deck
PIONEER CTF950 Massrve Silver 3Headiteal Capstan cassette deck

C480
£
100
0100

EXPOSURE XX Super hoe integrated

900

MUNRO Wed small dn ( Pt lire Nan) pre/power probabn burs an someores
garden sled
C150
ALE CAMBRIDGE A60 Amp ET21 FM Tuner nmatching teak sleeves

parr £ 120

ONN1 SAI2 33way speakers 91DEV1 Watt

parr f4C0
f625

KELVIN LABS 1430 class Amoreblocks AND TWO BOX

LINN LP11 Lmgortrrkus boxed

f900

LIAI DIOS boxed

f650

TROIKA
f450

AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO

C150

CHROME PLATED LEM STEREO 60 teth groove tubes

LISO

ROCK TURNTABLE WITH EXCALIBUR ARM

[750

ORION 103
LOADS of wend cartndges under C100 rrng for details

050

AR 08101 turntable black yogi smoked Id

C100

Conies twth arm and cartndge
MISSION 753 speakers boxed Rese.,^T

[475

QUAD EM1 tuner workwe

040

QUAD ESL 63 om Der
(Meow,

01300
£ 1500

GARRARD •

GET SOME CONTROL INTO YOUR SYSTEM ARE WE MAO , YES BECAUSE WE
ARE OFFERING AHOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE ON THE ORTGFON
ROHMANN CARTRIDGE, WELL DRIVE AHUNDRED MILES TO FIT IT IN YOUR
(ONE ARM. SO MU CAN HAVE ALISTEN. IF YOU ARE SERIOUSLY

Mee,'

MICHEL 1SOiHERA set for LYDIAN

LESO
..

£360

TAURUS SYSTEMS

£279.95 inc courier delivery'

parr £300
per f100

AUDIO TECHNICS AT 0C9
PINK TRIANGLE PIP lék1Prs amp

LIN
f500

TN4440v CANTERBURY YORKGRF Parrs
LOWTHER TP1 London

paw 21200
LOWTHER TP1 Neal Type A
PO A
LUXMAN RA- 102 Tuner amp ' Ultenale Feeley' tnendly glowng monster
0100
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE • TO SPEAKERS LIN aProac Tablette 50 but beget
boxea

parr LOSO

LINN KEILEID11 parr mlh cherry veneer, speed floorslandog speakers.
MAGNEPLANAR 14 speakers
NAIM IBL

TECHNICS SL PATO Silver Ironed Transport Iota Ouf)
NAD 910 Surround Process
LUCHAN D•373 CD Player
MICROMEGA Stage 2CD Player

will sloping back stands. external crossovers. Warn)
AMP Essenbal. 3104 Ohm Impedance

ultra compact yet offering an ultra high
(usual stax) level of performance.

LOTS

our latest newsletter &
price list is out now
please phone, fax or
write for your copy

VISA

•free delivery within UK
on orders over £50

hi-fi for grown-ups

E af„
le
y

NU 70 Incalech Claymore
TECHNICS SU-C130011SE•ABOOS Pro/poner

CONSIDERING CHES CARTRIDGE AUDITION II!!
RO4LSAN ), 4)-

for example, the new stax SR-0001 in ear
full range electrostatic earspeakers complete with SRM-001 line level energiser.

C250

CELEST1ON SL12's
WHARFEDALE E50

KENWOOD OP-9010 Transport
AUDIO INNOVATORS 400 rntegraled valve with mm

HAVE YOU 001 FLABBY BASS OR MUFFLED MIDRANGE ,
WHAT YOU NEED IS MY KRELL KSA80 CLASSA STEREO POWER AMP.

(and Just about any other accessory you care to mention)

PINK TRIANGLE Blatt Inverted beanng. separate PSU In matchrng black Ash
',nth MISSION 774 arm

absolute zero we ame MC sta9e
TRESHAM FOUR BOX AMP 260 watts per channel
blow away Me neigebours

inaccessible
headphones
>»by post«<

WANTED ALL
YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.

signals
martlesham
heath
ipswich
suffolk
ip5
7ua
tel / fax
01473
622866

CD PLAYER UPGRADE

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO
I
h'autitul

real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.

The Taurus Digital Supply modification improves
sound quality by upgrading the CD player's
transport section. The performance of the sensitive
decoder, clock generator and digital filter is critical;
power supply-borne noise (induced by the other
digital microchips) directly gives rise to jitter and
reduced sound quality. A simple modification
enables connection of the TDS to your player,
which will then power these sections independently with an ultra high quality supply. A shorting plug is
also provided which enables A/B comparison with
the players' internal supply.
Suitable for most good CD players, and those
being used with external D/A converters.
TDS, CD player modification, connecting cables,
UK return postage, all £250!
TAURUS SYSTEMS, 44 Boultwood Road, Beckton,
London E6 4QQ
Telephone: 0171 473 5502
e-mail: tsys@globalnet.co.uk.

STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD
P.O. Box 303, Chobham,
Surrey, GU24 8YP
Tel: 01276 855578, 855530
Fax: 01276 855580

Analogue Productions and RTI have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering facility.
The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival
Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker using the new
IN
A
.
ER
II"
'AcousTech' mastering system, recently installed at
RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California. With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves could occur. Test
pressings, gernerated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously
inspected visually, and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in
alimited production run of records. Each LP is mastered from the original mastertapes onto
HO 150gm Virgin Vinyl, and are only £ 17.50 each!!!

(
1
(Ii
Acous J

For our huge catalogue and gloss monthly updates send us £3 and you will join
our world wide database and receive a
£3 refund coupon off of you first order.
For the UK's best selection
call Audiophile International Ltd.

lot, get
more
,
ogr,rike
Ivan
Curtis
Coo

ART PEPPER

So In Love.

ART PEPPER:

New York Album.

Sidney Maiden:
Trouble An Skies

Songs include: "A Night In Tunisia",
"Lover Man", "Straight", "No Chaser
(alternate take)", "Duo Blues", and "My
Friend John". An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having just
established what became a regular
working relationship with pianist George
Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet hired abassist and
drummer, so for the occasion Charlie
Haden and Billy Higgins were used.
Pepper was certainly inspired by what
they contributed: his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3012 £ 17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3012 £ 15.00

HQ LP AAPR 3011

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, 'So In Love' was overall
the finest. The altoist stretches out here on a program of
standards and blues, backed
by alternating rhythm sections from the East
and West Coasts. Pianist Hank Jones is all one
could ask for in accompanist, and his aching
solo on "Diane" sustains perfectly the restive
mood of Pepper's opening choruses. Overall
the West Coast team (pianist George Cables
whose great rapport with Pepper is unmatched,
along with jazz legends Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) powers the music along with great
care and economy. Pepper had climbed to such
a plateau of individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his unconscious influences
into the light and remembering what is was he
loved about them in the first place. On aleisurely 'Stardust", he daffodils his sentiments with
the grace and cunning of a Lester
Young. The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a
collective improvisation by its
climax, offers the best illustration of the wondrous use
Pepper makes of Coltrane. It
isn't in this case a matter of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, but rather of drawing on
extreme registers of the horn to
express more conflicting emotions, to reach deeper and higher recesses of
the viscera and the psyche.
HQ 150gm LP AAPR 3013
£17.50
£15.00
HO CD
CAPR 3013

R 3009

rtce You Get
Moi

Bounce With...

HQ LP AApR

30Q6

ART PE-WER.

The Intimate Art Pepper.
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at two
I.essions that, up until now, have yielded
two fine albums, 'So In Love' and 'The
New York Album'. There was more f
irstrate material recorded in those two sessions than would fit on two LPs, so diflioult choices had to be made as to what
material not to include in the albums
released at the time. Those
choices were not necessarily
made on the basis of the quality
of the performances, but with

r'E.PPE.R SOIIILOVE

respect to such considerations

Thelonious Monk:

as length and congruence of

Thelonious In Action

repertoire within an album.
These rare recordings, which
feature
primarily
material
recorded in connection with
the *So In Love' session, but
which also include a beautiful
nindition of Jerne Kern's "Yesterdays",
with Hank* Jones, Ron Carter and Al
Faster, showcase Art in solo and trio
(clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet
performances (with George Cables,
Charlie Haden
and
Billy
Higgins)
of
material from
Pepper's
repertoire.
Analogue
Productions
has been able
ta
release
this material
for the first time in album
tam, and much of it, for the first time in
any form.
£17.50
HO 1509m LP AAPR 3014
HO CD
CAPR 3014
£15.00

HQ LP AAPR 3002

itvilAIATE ART PFPPE

ELLA FITZGERALD & JOE

Fizgerald 8(
Pass... Again.
PASS

With just the bare-strings as
accompaniment. Ella performs
aseries of intimate duets with
Joe Pass.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3007
£17.50

Revival Series<

Clark Terry, Freddie
Hubbard, Dizzy Gilespie
+ Oscar Peterson. The
Alternate Blues
e
HO LP AAPR 9010

The Tony Bennett & Bill
Evans Album
HO LP AAPR 3004

Also Available Exclusively From Audiophile International Ltd.
NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down.

JIMMY ROGERS: Blue Bird.
Jimmy Rogers, one of the three founders of
Muddy Waters' first and greatest band and
also a Chicago blues giant in his own right,
performs the finest marriage of blues and
audiophile sonics ever! Mastered by Doug
Sax, this is a blues classic, if you are going
to buy ablues LP this year this is the one to
have.
Accolades include;

£25
AAPO 2001 ( 1809m HO LP)
CAPO 2001 (HO Aluminium CD)

£15

'Hall Of Fame Inductee', 'Living Blues
Magazine 1995 Blues Artist Of The Year',
'W.C. Handy Award Winner 1995
Traditional Blues Album Of The Year'.

Analogue Productions proudly brings you "Lay
Me Down". Alternative rods/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of original songs
touching on a variety of emotions from apocalyptic visions and the struggle of inner soul to
sensitively spun tales of love spinning out of
control. Nancy has been likened to Joni Mitchell
and Sarah McLachlan - but with and edge.
Lay Me Down features an all-star group of
musicians who have played with some of this AAPO 2002 ( 180gm HO LP)
£25
centuries
greatest.
Artists
include CAPO 2002 (HO Aluminium CD)
£15
producer/guitarist John Koening, bassist Dan
Schwartz, (Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry. Sheryl Crow and
more), Jimmy Johnson (James Taylor and more) Jerry Scheff ( Elvis Costello, Roy
Orbison, Elvis Presley and more), drummers Burleigh Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter
Erskine (Weather Report, Steely Dan and More).

finale

Laura Nyro, composer of a string of
intelligent rock anthems in the late
1960s, gets the 30-year retrospective
she deserves from Columbia...

M

ost regular composers would be
thrilled to have Miles Davis play
on a piece of their music, but
one of Laura Nyro's fondest memories is
of Davis not playing for her. `Miles came

down to Columbia studios in New York
during February 1969 when I was
recording the title track to my album New
York Tendaberry,' she remembers. ` The
plan was to add his trumpet to the track.
We sat around and discussed the song for
a while and eventually he convinced me
that there was nothing he could add. His
point was that "Tendaberry" is asong and
a poem intertwined, and there's a poetic
space in the song which he couldn't bring
himself to fill up. He convinced me that
the song was complete as it stood.'
Laura Nyro, then, is not your regular
composer. I first spoke with her in
February 1994. Familiar with her music
for 30 years, I knew exactly what to
expect. Like the music, she would be
intelligent, coherent, amusing and alert.
With the release of her album Walk The
Dog And Light The Light, my fantasy
became real, but it was a huge
disappointment. As far as Icould tell, she
seemed to inhabit a planet entirely
disconnected from the one Ilive on.
Simple questions elicited long silences,
followed by rambling responses seemingly
unrelated to what Ihad asked. Anxious
attempts to guide her back on to what I
saw as the right track clearly antagonised
her and we found ourselves at odds on
several points, culminating in her
assertion that Iwas clearly not in tune
with contemporary feminist thinking.
Ouch.
Not just ouch but oops as well. Surely
this couldn't be the woman whose work
I'd so long admired? Learning that
Columbia's archive label, Legacy, was
releasing an extensive career retrospective,
a project with which Nyro had been fully
involved, Idecided that 1997 was time to
try again.
This time, rather than prod her, Ibit
my tongue and let her talk. To my delight,
her extended philosophical rambles did,
eventually, come back to the point of
departure. It just needed abit of patience
on my part. By the end of this chat, we
were swapping proud-owner tales of the
122

prowess of our dogs. This was the Laura
Everybody has aunique style and it's fun
Nyro Ialways thought Iknew.
to hear how they do them.'
Born Laura Nigro in The Bronx in
Before long, she heard a great many
1947, she took Nyro as a professional
people doing them. After Three Dog
name in her teens. ' When Iwas very
Night came Fifth Dimension, Barbra
young Iwould try out different names and
Streisand, Blood Sweat And Tears, Linda
personalities,' she says, ' and Nyro was the
Ronstadt and, for awhile, it seemed as if
one Iused when Iwas 18.'
you just couldn't switch on the radio
Picked up by Verve Records in 1966,
without hearing someone covering Laura
her first album, More Than A New
Nyro.
Discovery, over- hyped her precocious
In the 1970s, though, her search for
talents and did her no favours. Despite an
personal fulfilment took Nyro to the Far
abundance of memorable songs, including
East where she spent much time, and, as a
'And When IDie', 'Wedding Bell Blues'
result, put her career on hold. The 1980s
and ' Stoney End,' there was little
saw her begin work again, but it wasn't
sympathy in the production or the
until the mid-90s that she seemed to have
arrangements. 'After that album, Iknew I recovered her gifts in full.
had to fight for my creative freedom,' she
'I'm really pleased to have had the
recalls ruefully.
opportunity of being involved with this
Despite critical acclaim for Nyro as a compilation,' she says. ' It's not perfect,
songwriter, hers began to look like a tale
but it's the best yet. When Don De Vito,
of
overnight
failure,
my A&R person at Columbia,
especially when she
sent me the original
secured aspot at the
proposed track listing,
legendary 1967
I strongly felt it
Monterey Pop
needed
a
Festival, only
woman's touch
to be booed,
and an artist's
jeered and
touch. For one
heckled by
thing,
an audience
wanted
my
more in tune
socially-

with the high-energy rock of Hendrix, The
Who and Janis Joplin.
'I'll take responsibility for that one,' she
admits. ' We were high, we were underrehearsed and we were foolin' around
when we went on stage. Still, Ilearned
from Monterey that Iwas a formidable
musician, but I had to get my shit
together.'
Fortunately, that's what she did.
Switching labels to Columbia she hit back
with Eli And The Thirteenth Confession, the
1968 album which prompted Rolling
Stone magazine to hail her as ' an original
and brilliant young talent'.
The frustration Nyro had felt with her
debut was washed away with Eli. 'We had
such fantastic studio musicians on that
album, and one of the great thrills of my
life was when Three Dog Night covered
'Eli's Comin". To hear my song sung by
this male voice was wonderful. I'm really
not critical of how people cover my songs.

conscious songs
to be included.'
Nyro's direct
involvement not only
strengthened the track
selection, but also increased
• the size of the compilation and
created some opportunities for fans to
get to grips with exactly how an artist
changes over the span of acareer.
`I was never happy with the original
version of 'And When IDie'. It was overproduced and the tempo was too fast,
but Columbia wanted it on this
compilation. To give people an idea of
how Ireally see that song, Ifought to
have a live version included which Idid
at The Bottom Line in 1994.'
Whatever her reservations, Stoned Soul
Picnic — The Best Of Laura Nyro, with 34
tracks spanning her entire career should
re-establish her credentials as one of the
great singer-songwriters. That status will
be further enhanced this summer with the
arrival of a tribute compilation, currently
in
production,
featuring
new
interpretations of her songs by artists as
diverse as Suzanne Vega, Sweet Honey In
the Rock and Jane Siberry.
Right now, Nyro is as busy as she's ever
been. ' Usually Igo out and sing in clubs
on the weekend but I'm writing a lot at
the moment. Ihave a vision for a new
album but it's not complete yet, although
Iplan to go into a demo studio shortly
and fool around with some harmonies to
get that side of it right.'
After much too long in the wilderness,
it begins to look as if the Bronx Ophelia,
older and wiser, is back for good.
Johnny Black
APRIL 1997
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Irresistible Force
Meets
Immovable

Object(s)

4g0
LEVEL

• AMPLIFICATION

Audio Note has long propounded the sonic superiority of Single Ended Triode
amplification which forms the cornerstone of our proauct range.
These definitive products are now increasingly sold in over 40 countries worldwide,
establishing Audio Note and it's systems philosophy as the irresistible force in
high end audio.
The Ankoni Parallel Single Ended 845 Triode Pure Ciass A power amplifier is
Audio Note UK's '
statement product', designed to destroy the notion that such
sonic excellence is only achievable at the expense of low output power.
At 70 watts per channel this amplifier will drive almost any loudspeaker,
making it the most widely usable Single Ended Triode amplifier in the world.
Delivering a performance which places them firmly at the top of the audio tree
and weighing around a colossal 45 kilos per mono block, the , \ 111:4›rii is
in every sense an immovable object s.
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE

FROM:

Audio Note
Musics finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigclor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

NATURE'S GREATEST SOUND EFFECT

Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
Series 700 PMC.
• •e

MONITOR AUDIO
nit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZW England Phone:

Fax: ( 01223) 21453/

